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PREFACE.

My purpose in the following pages has been to give such

suggestions concerning the sounds, inflections, and syntax of the

Latin language, as experience has shown are Hkely to prove of

service to teachers and advanced students. In the former part of

the work I have drawn freely upon the standard manuals of Seel-

mann, Brugmann, Stolz, and Lindsay ; in the syntax I wish to

acknowledge my indebtedness not only to Delbriick's recently

published Vergleichende Syntax, but especially, for the moods, to

the syntactical studies of Professor W. G. Hale, of the University

of Chicago.

For the kind criticism of friends who have read my manuscript

and have followed the book through the press, I desire here

to extend my thanks, especially to Professors H. C. Elmer and

George P. Bristol of Cornell University, Professors George Hempl,

Francis W. Kelsey, and John C. Rolfe, of the University of

Michigan, and Professor Alfred Gudeman, of the University

of Pennsylvania. The chapter on Relative Clauses is the work

of Professor Elmer.

C E. B.

Ithaca, July i8, 1895.
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CHAPTER I.

THE ALPHABET.

1. I. The Latin alphabet is a development of that type of the

Greek alphabet known as the Chalcidian. In the widest sense

the term ' Chalcidian ' is applied to all the non-Ionic Greek alpha-

bets ; in a narrower sense it designates the special alphabet of the

Chalcidian colonies of lower Italy and Sicily. These colonies,

settled originally from Chalcis in Euboea, date from very early

times, Cumae, in fact, is said to have been founded as far back

as 1050 B.C. But most of the Chalcidian settlements do not

antedate the eighth century B.C. It was probably from the Cam-

panian colonies of Cumae and Neapolis that some time in the sixth

century B.C. the Chalcidian alphabet was introduced into Latium.

Special peculiarities of this alphabet are the following

:

2. The character H was lacking, X was used as x, and Y (N]/)

as c/i. Lambda, which in Ionic had the form A, took in Chal-

cidian the form b, while Ga?nma (Attic V) was C. Besides K,

another character for the >^-sound existed, viz. 9, called Koppa.

For Rho, R was employed as well as P, the ordinary Attic form

of that letter.

In conformity with its Chalcidian origin the earliest Latin alpha-

bet consisted of the following twenty-one characters : A B C

(=^) DEFZHIKI/MNOPVR^TVX.
3. Of these characters, \i subsequently became L. C in course

of time came to be used for K, which then disappeared except in

a few words : Kalendae, Kaeso, Karthago. For the ^-sound a

new character, G, was invented, by appending a tag to the older C.

But permanent traces of the original value of C as g, remained in

I



2 TJie Alphabet.

the abbreviations C. for Gams and Cn. for Gnaeus. The new

character G took the place hitherto occupied by Z, which now

disappeared. These changes are ascribed, with some degree of

probability, to Appius Claudius, Censor 312 B.C. P was at first

open as in Greek, but subsequently became P.

The Greek alphabet had no character to represent the sound

of/, but the Greek Digamma (F) represented a closely related

sound, V. This F, combined with H (apparently to indicate the

voiceless character of the sound, as opposed to that of the Greek

Digamma), was introduced into the early Italian alphabets to

designate the sound of /. An example is FHEFHAKED
{^=fe/aced, i.e. fecit), in the earliest extant Latin inscription,

CIL. xiv. 4123. Later, the H was discarded and F used

alone.

4. The Greek letters © {6), Q) (<^), and Y Y (x), being

aspirates, represented sounds which did not originally exist in the

Latin language. These characters were accordingly introduced

as numerals, © as 100, as 1000, V as 50. Subsequently ©
became G, and finally C. This last form resulted perhaps from

associating the character with the initial letter of centum. be-

came first m, and later M, a change faciUtated probably by asso-

ciation with the initial letter of JulNe.

The half of 0, viz. D, was used to designate 500. V (50)

became successively -L, _L, and L.

5. In Cicero's day Y and Z were introduced for the translitera-

tion of Greek words containing v or ^. Previously Greek v had

been transliterated by u, and t, hy s (initial), j-^- (medial), as,

Olumpio, sona (l(!)vr}), atticisso {aTTLKt^w)

.

The Emperor Claudius proposed the introduction of three new

characters, J to represent v {i.e. our w), ) (Antisigma) for ps,

and \- to represent the middle sound between ii and 1, as seen

in optumiis, optiinus, etc. These characters were employed in

some inscriptions of Claudius's reign, but gained no further

recognition.
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On the alphabet in general, see Kirchhoff, Studien zur Geschichte des Grit'

chischen Alphabets. 4th ed. Berlin, 1887.

Lindsay, Latin Language. Clarendon Press. Oxford, 1894. p. i ff.

Encyclopaedia Britannica, Article Alphabet.

Johnson's Ettcyclopaedia, Article Alphabet.

2. In writing / in the Grammar to represent the Latin i-cdti-

sotians, reference has been had mainly to practical considerations.

Typographical distinction of the vowel and consonant sounds of /

is absolutely essential to enable the pupil to tell them apart.

Where / is written for both sounds there is nothing to show the

student that aid is ajo; that aiunt is ajiint, or that Gains is

Ga-t-us. Moreover, it is still usual to distinguish between the

vowel and consonant zi, by writing u for the former, and v for

the latter. The two cases are perfectly parallel. See Deecke,

Erlduierungen zur lateijiischen Schtilgrammatik, p. 8, Zusatz 2.



CHAPTER 11.

PRONUNCIATION.

3. Sources of Information.— Our sources of knowledge con-

cerning the ancient pronunciation of Latin are the following :

a) Statements of Roman ivriters.— Much has been left by the

Roman grammarians on the subject of pronunciation,— far more

in fact than is commonly supposed. The remains of the gram-

matical writers as collected and edited by Keil under the title

Grammatici Latini (Leipzig, 185 5-1 880) fill eight large quarto

volumes. These writers cover the entire field of grammar, and

most of them devote more or less space to a systematic consider-

ation of the sounds of the letters. As representative writers on

this subject may be cited : Terentianus Maurus (fl. 185 a.d.),

author of a work entitled de Litteris, Syllabis, Metris ; Marius

Victorinus (fl. 350 a.d.) ; Martianus Capella (fourth or fifth cen-

tury a.d. ; not in Keil's collection) ; Priscian (fl. 500 a.d.), author

of the Institutionum Grammaticarum Libri xviii. Even the

classical writers have often contributed valuable bits of infor-

mation, notably Varro in his de Lingua Latina, Cicero in his

rhetorical works, Quintilian in his Instiiutio Oratoria, and Aulus

Gellius in his Noctes Atticae.

b) A second important source of evidence is found in inscfip-

tions. The total body of these is very great. The Corpus

Jnscriptionum Latinarum, in process of publication since 1863,

consists already of fifteen large folio volumes, some of them in

several parts, and is not yet completed. These inscriptions dis-

close many peculiarities of orthography which are exceedingly

instructive for the pronunciation. Thus such spellings as vrps,

4



Sources of Information, 5

PLEPS, by the side of vrbs, plebs, clearly indicate the assimilation

oi b io p before s. Even the blunders of the stone-cutters often

give us valuable clues, as, for example, the spelling acletarvm for

ATHLETARVM, which shows that the fh was practically a f; other-

wise we could not account for its confusion with c. See § 31.

c) Greek transliterations of Latin words constitute a third

source of knowledge. Not only Greek writers (especially the

historians of Roman affairs), but also Greek inscriptions afford

us abundant evidence of this kind. Thus the Greek KtKepwv

(^Cicero) furnishes support for the >('-sound of Latin c ; while

Atout'a and OvaXtvrCa bear similarly upon the a'-sound of Latin v.

The inscriptions are naturally much more trustworthy guides in

this matter than our texts of the Greek authors, for we can never

be certain that the Mss. have not undergone alterations in the

process of transmission to modern times.

d) The Romance languages also, within limits, may be utilized

in determining the sounds of Latin. See Grober's Grundriss der

Romanischen Philologie, Vol. L, Strassburg, 1888 ; W. Meyer- Liibke,

Grammatik der Romanischen Sprachen, Vol. L, Leipzig, 1890.

e) The sound-changes of Latin itself, as analyzed by etymologi-

cal investigation. Modern scholars, particularly in the last forty

years, have done much to promote the scientific study of Latin

sounds and forms, and, while much remains to be done, the

ultimate solution of many problems has already been reached.

As representative works in this field may be cited :

CoRSSEN, W. Anssprache, Vokalisnms tind Betoming der Lateinischen

Sprache. 2 vols., 2d ed. Leipzig, 1868; 1870. This work has been

largely superseded by more recent publications, but is still valuable for

its collections of material.

Brugmann, K. Grundriss der Vergleichetiden Grammatik der Indogerma-

nischen Sprachen. Vol. I. Strassburg, 1886.1

^ English translation under the title : Eletnents of Comparative Grammar

of the Indo- Germanic Languages. Strassburg, 1887. A second edition of

Vol. I. of the Grundriss is in preparation.
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Stolz, F. Lateinische Grammatik in MOller's Ilandbuch der Klassiscken

Altertumswissenschaft. Vol. 11. 2d ed. Nordlingen, 1889.

Stolz, F. Lautlehre der Lateinischen Sprache. Leipzig, 1894.

Lindsay, W. M. The Latin Language. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1894.

An admirable summary of the latest researches.

As special works on pronunciation alone may be cited :

Seelmann, E. Die Aussprache des Latein. Heilbronn, 1885. The most

important work on the subject yet published.

ROBY, H. J.
Latin Grammar. Vol. 1., 4th ed. pp. xxx-xc. London, i88i.

Ellis, Alexander. The Quantitative Pronunciation of Latin. London,

1874. A discussion of special problems.

See also the chapter on ' Pronunciation ' in the work of Lindsay

above cited.

SUMMARY OF THE EVIDENCE.

THE VOWELS.

4. a. The consensus of the Romance languages indicates clearly

that a was pronounced substantially as in English father. In the

absence of any specific evidence to the contrary, we may safely

believe that a had the same sound qualitatively ; in quantity, of

course, it was less prolonged.

5. e. Long e was probably close, i.e. spoken with the lips rela-

tively closed. Cf. such inscriptional spelhngs as pleibes, leigibvs

(Brugmann, Grundriss, i. § 73). Short e was open, i.e. spoken

with the lips relatively open. These differences in the pronuncia-

tion of ? and e are confirmed by the testimony of the gramma-

rians, e.g. Marius Victorinus (Keil, vi. 33. 3) ; Servius (Keil, iv.

421. 17) ; Pompeius (Keil, v. 102. 4). The Romance languages

also, though they have lost the original quantitative distinctions

of the Latin, have preserved with great fidelity the qualitative

distinctions of the close and open e. See § 36. 5. It is to be
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noted that the relation between Latin "e and e stands in marked

contrast with the relation existing between Greek t] and c In

Greek it was the long <?• sound (r;) that was open; e was close.

It should further be observed that in our normal English speech

it is unusual and difficult to pronounce a pure 'e. We regularly

add an z-sound, and pronounce a diphthong, ~ei, e.g. in fatal,

paper, etc.

6. i. I. Long i was probably somewhat more open than Eng-

Ush ? in machine (Brugmann, Grundriss,\. § 41 ; "tAoXz, Laieinische

Grammaiik, § 32). The evidence for this is found in the occur-

rence of ei in inscriptions as a graphical variation of 'i, e.g. avdeire,

CIL. i. 196 ; VEivos ; faxseis. Short i was also probably an open

sound, as suggested by its occasional representation in inscriptions

by e, e.g. tempestatebvs ( = -ilms)

.

2. Before the labials /, b,/, m, an earlier u changed to t in

many words at about the close of the Republican period. Exam-

ples are :

recupero recipero

lubldo libido

pontufex pontifex

lacruma lacritna

niaxiimns, optumus, etc. maxiniiis, optimits.

Quintilian, i. 7. 21, tells us that Julius Caesar was said to have

been the first to introduce the new orthography. Inscriptions,

however, show the occasional use of / for n before his time. In

i. 4. 8 Quintilian further states that the sound was intermediate

between / and u. The Emperor Claudius, it will be remembered,

endeavored to secure recognition for a special character (h) to

represent this intermediate sound, which probably was approxi-

mately that of French //, German //. This view gains support

from the occasional employment of y for / in words of the cate-

gory under discussion, e.g. contvbernalis CIL. ix. 2608; ill.\cry-

MANT. This y had the sound of ii. See below under y.
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7. 0. Long was close, i.e. nearer the ?/-soiind ; short o was

relatively open, that is, nearer the a-sound. This is clearly indi-

cated by the descriptions of the sound as given by the Roman
grammarians, e.g. Terentianus Maurus (Keil, vi. 329. 130-134) ;

Marias Victorinus (Keil, vi. n. 3-8) ; Servius (Keil, vi. 421.

17-19) ; it is further confirmed by the testimony of the Romance
languages, which, as in case of e (see above), have faithfully pre-

served the qualitative character of Latin o and o, while they have

lost the original quantitative distinction. See § 36. 5.

Short o should never be pronounced like English o in hot, top,

rock, not, etc. English o in these words really has a short rtt-sound.

Latin o was a genuine ^-sound. English obey and melody well

exemplify it.

8. u. Short u was relatively more open than Te, as is shown by

the frequency with which Latin inscriptions show o for H, as

ERODiTvs, SECONDVS, NOMERO. The Romancc langi:ages also have

for Latin //, as Italian lova {lupus) ; sovra {super) ; ove {iibi),

etc. I

9. y. In conformity with its origin, Latin y (= Greek v ; see

§ I. 5) had the sound of French u, German u. Cf. Quintilian,

xii. 10. 27, who mentions the sound as different from any existent

in native Latin words. See Blass, Pro7iunciation of Greek, § 12.

THE DIPHTHONGS.

10. ae. I. The original form of this diphthong was ai, a spell-

ing which prevailed till about 100 B.C., e.g. aidilis, qvairatis

in the Scipio inscriptions (CTL. i. 32. 34). The sound was a

genuine diphthong (that of ai in English aisle), and continued

such throughout the classical period. Cf. the use of at in Greek

transliteration of Latin words, e.g. TrpaiTop, Kalaap. Terentius

Scaurus (first half of second century a.d.) bears testimony to the

diphthongal character of the sound, when he says (Keil, vii. 16. 9),
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a propos of the orthography, that ae is a more accurate designation

than ai, as the second element is an ^-sound. This difference

between at and ae, though a real and perceptible one, was prob-

ably not very great.

2. By the fourth century a.d., however, ae had altered its

character and had become a monophthong. This change had

begun in the first century a.d., or even earlier. It originated

probably in the rustic and provincial speech, but did not become

general till late. Conclusive evidence of the new pronunciation

is found in the frequent occurrence in inscriptions of such spell-

ings as Cesar, hec (= haec), qvestor, etc. But this orthography

does not become frequent till after 300 a.d. See Seelmann,

Ausspj-ache des Latein, p. 224 f.

11. oe. The earlier form of oe was oi. But oi regularly de-

veloped to u, e.g. Tctilis for earlier oitilis ; umis for oinos. In a

few words oi resisted this change and became later oe, e.g. inoenia

(yet munid)
,
foedns, etc. The sound was a genuine diphthong

throughout the classical period. In the vulgar language we find

traces of a monophthongal pronunciation in the third and fourth

centuries a.d., a change which ultimately became prevalent. The

evidence tends to show that ae, oe, and e in the late centuries

became extremely similar in sound, a fact which gives us the key

to the hopeless confusion of spelling in our mediaeval Mss. of the

Latin writers. Thus we find caelum written as coebun, a spelling

doubtless suggested in part by its fancied derivation from the

Greek koiAos ' hollow ' ; cam, ' dinner,' appears variously as caena,

and coena, the latter spelling being perhaps a result of association

with Greek kolvo^ ' common,' i.e. ' the common meal
'

; ne, the

asseverative particle, is often written nae, probably another instance

of Greek influence. Cf. va[, 'verily.' Other instances of con-

fusion are cerimonia for caeriinonia ; ceineterium for coenieferium

(Gr. KOL/ji-qTripiov) ; moestus for maestus ; foemina for f'emina;

caeteri for c'eten (probably owing to the influence of Gr. mx ercpoi)
;
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coelebs for caelebs ; coecus for caecus. Some of these false forms

are unfortunately still printed in our texts of the classical writers.

12. au was a true diphthong, pronounced like Eng. ow in

how. Cf. Greek transliterations of Latin proper names such as

IlaouXXtVi; {Paiil'ina), ^aoo-rii/os {Faust'iuus).

13. eu appears in Latin in only a few words, and in these is of

secondary origin. Primitive Latin eu early became on, whence u.

The chief Latin words that have eu are : ceu, neu, seu, fieuter,

neutiquam, ncutique, heu. The combination appears also in

numerous proper names borrowed from the Greek, e.g. Europa,

Teucer. \\\ all these the sound was that of a genuine diphthong,

i.e. an ^-sound quickly followed by an z^-sound, both being uttered

under one stress.

14. ui appears to have been a genuine diphthong in cui, huic,

and hui (the interjection). In the first two of these words ui was

certainly of secondary origin. Quintilian tells us (i. 7. 27) that

in his boyhood (about 50 a.d.) quoi was still in use, and that its

pronunciation was substantially identical with that of qu'i (the

Nom.). Some scholars have accordingly inferred that qu'i and cui

were simply graphically distinct, being alike in pronunciation.

Consistently with this view they regard the u in cui as = v, and

mark the i long, viz. cui. But if the facts were thus, we should

expect cui, when resolved into two syllables in verse by metrical

license, to be an iambus (^ _). Such is not the case. On the

other hand, we find it appearing as a pyrrhic (w w), and that,

too, at just about the time when, if we may credit Quintilian, cui

began to supersede quoi, viz. soon after 50 a.d. Apparently the

earliest instance of the resolution mentioned is in Seneca, Troades

852 ciiicumque (55 a.d.?). Subsequently in Martial and Juvenal

such resolutions are frequent. See Neue, Formenlehre der

Lateinischen Sprache, 3d ed., ii, p. 454. Very late writers {e.g.

Prudentius, 400 a.d., Venantius Fortunatus, 600 a.d.),at is true,
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sometimes have cnl in verse, but tliere is apparently no trace of

any such resolution in the early centuries of the Empire. The i

of cui would therefore seem to have been short, and to have

blended with the u to produce a diphthong. It must, of course,

be conceded that the pronunciation of cui could not have been

widely different from qui; yet it must have been sufificiently so to

keep the two words distinctly separate in Roman speech, a view

which receives the very strongest confirmation in the fact that the

modern Italian has clii as the descendant of Latin qu'i, but cui

(with diphthongal ui) as the descendant of Latin cui.

THE CONSONANTS.

The Semivowels,/, v.

15. J. I. y^ (Seelmann, Aussprache des Latein, p. 231 ff.) was

like our jj' in yes. Evidences :

a) A single character (I) sufficed with the Romans to indicate

both the vowel / and the consonant/ (/ consonatis). This would

indicate a close proximity in sound between / and /, a proximity

manifestly existing if Latin j was English y. Cf., for example,

English Neza York with a hypothetical New I-ork. In any

English word the vowel / may easily be made to pass into the

semivowel y by energetically stressing either the preceding or the

following vowel.

I?) The Roman grammarians nowhere suggest any essential

difference in sound between the vowel and consonant functions of

the character I, as they almost certainly would have done had the

consonant been other than the corresponding semivowel. On the

other hand, the grammarians repeatedly suggest a close proximity

in the pronunciation of / and J. Thus Nigidius Figulus is cited

by Gellius {Nodes Atticae xix. 14. 6) as warning against the

conception that I in Iam, Iecvr, Iocvs is a vowel. Such a

warning can have no meaning whatever, except upon the assump-
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tion that the sound oi j was very close to that of /', i.e. was the

semivowel y. Cf. Quintihan i. 4. 10.

c) In the poets, /, when followed by another vowel, often

becomes consonantal, uniting with the preceding consonant to

make position ; e.g. abictis, parietem, ariete become ahjetis, par-

jetem, arjete. In these cases the consonant sound can have been

none other than that of the semivowel y. Cf. also nunciam

(trisyllabic), compounded of nunc andya;/// etiam, compounded

of ^/ 2Xi6.jam.

d^ Greek transliterations of Latin words employ t as the near-

est equivalent of Latin/, e.g. 'louXtos {= Julius).

2. In the last centuries of the Empire J seems to have

progressed, at least in the vulgar speech, to a genuine spirant,

probably similar in sound to that of z in the English word azure.

Thus in late inscriptions (from the third century on) we find such

spellings as Zesu {=Jesu), zunior {=junior), sustus {=Justus),

GiovE (^=zJove). Cf. Seelmann, Aussprache des Lutein, p. 239.

3. Intervocalic/ had a tendency to develop an z'-glide before it,

which was sometimes expressed in writing. Inscriptions show

MAiiOR, PoMPEiivs. According to Quintilian i. 4. 11, Cicero wrote

Alio, Maiia.

16. I. V. Fis a labial semivowel, with the sound of English

w. It corresponds to the vowel //, just as / corresponds to the

vowel i.

The evidences :

a) A single character (V) sufficed with the Romans to indi-

cate the vowel u {u vocalis) and the consonant u {u consonans).

This indicates a close proximity in sound between // and v,— a

proximity which manifestly 'existed, if Latin v was English w.

For the vowel // naturally passes into w before a vowel whenever

either the preceding or following syllable is energetically stressed.

For example, tenuia easily becomes tcnvia, and must frequently

be so read in verse.
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b') The Roman grammarians (at least down to the close of the

first century a.d.) nowhere suggest any essential difference in

sound between the vowel and consonant functions of the charac-

ter V, no more than in the case of the analogous I. On the other

hand, just as in the case of I, they repeatedly suggest that 11 and

V were very similar. Thus Nigidius Figulus, cited above in con-

nection with the discussion of /, observes in the same passage

(Gellius xix. 14. 6) that initial V in Valerivs, Volvsivs, is not a

vowel, an observation which would be pointless unless the sound

of V had been closely similar to that of u, i.e. had been that of w.

Quintilian in i. 4. 10 gives a similar warning.

c) The same Nigidius Figulus (Gellius x. 4. 4) says that in pro-

nouncing vos we thrust out the edges of our lips, which conforms

physiologically to the pronunciation of z' as English w.

d) The Greek ordinarily transliterates Latin v by means of ov,

as OuaXeptos {Valeritis), OvoXaKoi (Fc/sd), Alovm {Livia).

e) 6^andz/ often interchange in the same words. Thus early

Latin la-ru-a {e.g. Plautus Captivi 59S) appears later as a dis-

syllable, Iciri'a. Similarly m~i-lu-os appears later as nfilvus. In

verse, silva occurs repeatedly as si-lu-a, e.g. Horace, Odes i. 23. 4.

On the other hand, tenuis, puclla, etc., often appear as tenvis, pvella,

etc. This interchange is conceivable only upon the supposition

that the vowel and consonant sounds were closely akin. Cf. also

Velius Longus (close of the first century a.d.) in Keil vii. 75. 10,

to the effect that a-cu-am, ' I shall sharpen,' and aquam, ' water

'

(where qu is simply the traditional inconsistent spelling for qv),

were liable to confusion in his day. Caesellius (see Seelmann,

Aussprache des Lutein, p. 234) cannot say whether tenuis is a dis-

syllable or a trisyllable ; while in the Romance languages we

sometimes find doublets pointing to parallel Latin forms, one with

« vocalis, another with u consonans, e.g. Old French teneve (repre-

senting a Latin te-nu-is) and tenve (representing a Latin ten-vis).

Italian soave points to the existence of a Latin su-a-vis by the side

of S7ia- {i.e. sva-) vis. Cf. Seelmann, p. 234.
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/) The phonetic changes incident to word-formation also point

in the direction of the 7C'-sound of v. Thus {rom faveo (rooifav-)

we gei fan-tor (for */av-tor) ; from lavo (root lav-) we get laii-tus

(for *Iav-tus). In such cases the semivowel v naturally becomes

the vowel u and combines with the preceding vowel to form a

diphthong. Had v been a spirant, either labio-dental, like our

English V, or bilabial, it would naturally have become / before /

in the foregoing examples. Cf., for example, our English haf to

(colloquial) for hav{e) to.

g) The contracted verb-forms, such as ainastl for amavisfi,

delesfl for detevisti, aiidisti for audivisfi, commossem for commo-

vissein, all point to a semi-vocalic sound for v, since this sound

easily disappears between vowels in an unstressed syllable. Cf.

English Hawarden, pronounced Harden; toward, pronounced

tord.

The evidence given under/) and g) holds, of course, only for

the formative period of the language ; but it is valuable as cor-

roborative testimony. For Latin v is all the more likely to have

been a semivowel in the historical period, if it was such imme-

diately anterior to that period.

K) Several anecdotes found among ancient writers give further

confirmation of the similarity in sound of ti and v. Thus Cicero

{de Divinatione ii. 84) relates that, when Marcus Crassus was

preparing to set sail from Brundisium on his ill-fated expedition to

the East, he heard a vender of figs on the street cry out Cauneas,

really the name of a variety of figs, but which Cicero suggests

was intended by the gods as a warning to Crassus, viz. cav{e)

ii{e) eas, don'' t go.

2. While the above evidence may be accepted as fairly con-

clusive for the pronunciation of Lat. v as w in the best period,

indications are not wanting that it had begun to change to a

spirant sound before the period of the decline. The earliest

testimony on this point is that of Velius Longus (close of the first

century a.d.), who speaks of z' as having a certain aspiratio, e.g. in
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valente, pr'imifivo (Keil vii. 58. 17). This reference to asfiratio

hints at the development of v from its earher value as a bilabial

semivowel gD a bilabial spirant, somewhat similar to our English v,

except that our v is labio-dental. This view is confirmed by the

fact that, beginning with the second century a.d., we note that v

is confused with b, which had also become a bilabial spirant at

this period. This confusion, which increases as time goes on,

reaches its height in the third century a.d. Examples are :

BIGINTI {^vigint'i) ; vene {=l)ene); Favio {=Fa/?io).

3. Some scholars have sought further confirmation of the

spirant character for the period referred to (100 a.d. and after-

wards) in the use of Greek /3 as a transliteration of Latin v.

Beginning with about 100 a.d., we find (3 frequently employed in

Greek inscriptions in place of earlier ov for such transliterations,

e.g. KovfiivTOs i^coJiventiis)
;

/Sepva {verna) ; KaA/^etvos (Caknnus).

Similarly our text of Plutarch (about 100 a.d.) usually has (B in

Latin words (e.g. BaAe'pio?, BcVors = Fe?ius) where earlier Greek

writers mostly employed ov. Now it is claimed (</. Blass, Pro-

nu7iciation of Greek, p. 109) that Greek /3 at this time (beginning

of the second century a.d.) had become a bilabial spirant. How-

ever this may be, little support would be gained from that fact for

the pronunciation of Latin v. For while it is true that the use of

^ for V assumes great frequency from 100 a.d., yet the earlier spell-

ing ou still remains the predominant one. Eckinger, Orthographic

Lateinischer Worter in Griechischen Inschriften, p. 87, gives 234

instances of ov as against 100 of /? in Greek inscriptions of the

second century a.d., while often the same inscription exhibits both

spellings. Moreover, occasional instances of (3 = v occur as early

as the last years of the Republic. Eckinger, p. 87, cites five

examples from the first century B.C., and twenty-one from the first

century a.d. The facts seem to indicate that the Latin sound was

not adequately represented by either ov or fS ; consequently no

permanent equivalent was ever adopted. It is, therefore, perfectly

conceivable that Latin v should have been transliterated by Greek
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P, even at a time when the latter sound had not progressed to its

spirant stage. In fact, it is quite possible that the confusion in

Latin itself, which resulted in writing I? for v, may have contributed

to the increasing frequency in the employment of /5 as against

earlier ov in Greek transliterations of Latin words. The two

phenomena coincide so accurately in time that the connection

suggested becomes extremely probable.

Even if Greek /8 had by loo a.d. become a bilabial spirant (as

it certainly did ultimately), yet this would not necessarily prove

anything for the pronunciation of Latin v. For the bilabial spirant

is very easily confused with the semivowel. Thus the dialectal

pronunciation of German IVein, JVinter with an initial bilabial

spirant easily deceives American and English travellers, to whom
this sound is not familiar, and produces the impression that an

English w is pronounced. The evidence of the Greek, therefore,

is purely negative, and while it seems probable, as already indi-

cated, that Latin v at about the beginning of the second century

A.D. had begun to become a bilabial spirant, this conclusion rests

upon other grounds than the evidence of Greek transliterations.

4, Gothic and Anglo-Saxon loan-words have been thought by

some to confirm the 2£/-sound of Latin v, but without reason.

Gothic and Anglo-Saxon w, it is true, appears regularly as the

representative of v in words borrowed from the Latin, e.g. Gothic

wem, ' wine ' (Lat. vlnum) ; aiwaggeli, ' gospel ' (Lat. Ivangelituri)
;

Anglo-Saxon weally 'wall' (Lat. vallum); -wic 'town' (Lat.

vicus). But here again it is not only possible but extremely

probable that the Gothic and Anglo-Saxon gave only an approxi-

mate representation of the Latin sound. Gothic could hardly

have borrowed from the Latin before the fourth century, Anglo-

Saxon not before the fifth, and it has been shown above that at

this period Latin v had already become a bilabial spirant.

5. Others have cited Claudius's attempted introduction of J

for V as an indication that v, as early as Claudius's day (50 a.d.),

had progressed beyond the semivocalic stage. Claudius, it is
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urged, while suggesting the employment of a new character for

u consonans {i>), did not suggest a new character for / consonans

(y). Hence it is claimed that the relation of z' to u, at this time,

must have been different from that ofy to /; asy was a semivowel,

V, it is claimed, could have been nothing less than a spirant. But

these conclusions would be valid only upon the assumption that

Claudius was a competent phonetic observer, and was not acting

from mere caprice. Neither of these assumptions would be safe.

Moreover, there is no other indication that v had progressed

beyond its value as a semivowel as early as Claudius's day.

6. It may be added in conclusion that the development of

Latin v was not complete even when the sound had passed from

that of a semivowel to that of a bilabial spirant. Later still (fifth

or sixth century a.d. ?) the bilabial spirant became a labio-dental

spirant (Eng. v), and with that value passed into the Romance

languages,— French, Italian, etc.

The Liquids, /, r.

17. L seems to have been pronounced differently, according to

its position in a word. No fewer than three different sounds of

the letter were recognized by Pliny the Elder, as cited by Priscian

(Keil ii. 29. 9), viz., i) an exVis sonus, as in the second / of Hie,

Metelliis; 2) a pinguis sonus, after a mute or at the end of a word

or syllable, as in clams, sol, silva ; 3) a medius sonus, viz. when

initial, as in lectus. Just what the differences were which were

involved in these three modes of articulation cannot now be deter-

mined. Lindsay {Latin Language, p. 90) thinks that Pliny's

e.xilis sonus and medius sonus were our normal English /, as is the

case in the Italian descendants of the Latin words cited by Pliny.

The pinguis sonus, Lindsay suggests, consisted in an /-glide pre-

ceding or following the / itself, e.g. a'lter, cfarus. The basis for

this view he finds in the Romance development of this I pingue

;

e.g. clarus becomes Italian chiaro; fiumeti becomes fiume ; alter

becomes French autre.
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18. R was trilled with the tip of the tongue, as is clearly

described by Terentianus Maurus (Keil, vi. 332. 238 f.) and

Marius Victorinus (Keil, vi. 34. 15). The name I'ltera caifina,

given to r as early as Lucilius (ix. 29, M.) agrees excellently with

the enunciation attributed to the letter.

The Nasals, m, n.

19. M. Initial and medial m probably had the sound of normal

English 7n. As regards final w, the true pronunciation can prob-

ably never be satisfactorily determined. When the following word

began with a vowel, final ;;/ was only imperfectly uttered. Cf.

Quintilian, ix. 4. 40 :
' When m is final and comes in contact with

the initial vowel of the following word so that it can pass over to

the latter, though it is written, yet it is only slightly uttered, as in

multmn ille, qtiantum erat, so as to give the sound of a new letter,

as it were. For it does not absolutely vanish, but is obscured,

and is a sort of sign that the two vowels do not become merged.'

In ix. 4. 39 Quintilian tells us that Cato the Elder wrote dice for

diem, evidently in recognition of the vanishing value of the final

nasal. Velius Longus also tells us (Keil, vii. 80, 12 ff.) that Verrius

Flaccus, who lived under Augustus, proposed a mutilated M, viz. W,

to indicate the sound of final m before an initial vowel. Seelmann

(^Aussprache des Latein, p. 356), following the above statement

of Quintilian, defines the sound in question as a ' bilabial nasal

spirant with partial closure.'' This seems a just statement. Cf.

also Lindsay, Latin Language, p. 62. Evidently the sound must

have been quite inconsiderable, as it did not interfere with the

slurring of final syllables in -m with a following initial vowel, as is

abundantly shown in poetry by the frequency of elision. Ellis

(^Quantitative Pronunciation of Latin, p. 60 ff., especially p. 65)

interprets the testimony of Quintilian above cited to mean that

final ;;; was not omitted {ncque eximitur), but was inaudible

(^obscuratur) before an initial vowel. The same scholar also

maintains that every final m was inaudible, irrespective of the
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initial sound of the following word. In case this initial sound was

a consonant, Ellis (pp. 55, 65) holds that the consonant was

doubled in pronunciation ; e.g. quoniin pars, he thinks, was pro-

nounced qiionippars, etc. This view, however, is based on the

improbable assumption that the Italian with its giammai (for gia

viai), ovvero (for o vero), etc., gives the clue to the pronuncia-

tion of Latin final m. Latin inscriptions, it is true, in the earliest

times show that final m was frequently omitted in writing. Thus

the Scipio inscriptions, the earliest of which may antedate 250 B.C.,

show ;;/ omitted before consonants as well as before vowels, but in

good inscriptions of the classical period final jh was not omitted

with any frequency ; hence no argument can be drawn from this

source.

20. N. I. iV was the dental nasal as m was the labial. When
initial, 71 could hardly have differed materially from English n in

the same situation. The same is true also of n in the interior of

a word when followed by other dental sounds (as /, d, s, n) or a

vowel. Before the gutturals, n took on the sound of rig in si/ig,

e.g. in a/igo, uncus ; i.e. n here became the guttural nasal, a sound

as different from dental n as is in, and quite as much entitled to

representation by a separate character. Nigidius Figulus recog-

nized the individuality of the sound in calling it n-adulter'inum

(Gellius, xix. 14. 7). Certain Roman writers, according to

Priscian (Keil, ii. 30. 13), followed the analogy of the Greek, and

used ^ (=y nasal) for the n-adultennuni, e.g. Agch'ises, agceps,

aggulus. The Greek phoneticians gave y in such situations the

name Agnia (as distinguished from Gamma), and their Roman
successors sometimes employed the same designation for the

sound, e.g. Priscian in the passage just cited.

2. The vowel before ;;/, ns, as is well known, was regularly

long in Latin. See § 37. Some have assumed, in consequence,

that a nasal vowel was pronounced in such cases, particularly

Johannes Schmidt {^Zur Geschichte des Indogermanischen Vokal-
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ismiis T. p. 98 fit.). The chief basis of this hypothesis was found

in the omission of n before s in inscriptions, e.g. COSOL (for consul')

,

CESOR, TRASITV, Adjectivcs in -'ensimus and adverbs in -tens were

also often written -esimus, -ies, e.g. vicesiiiuis or vicensimus ; v'lcies

or znciens. Vehus Longus (Keil, vii. 78-79) tells us that Cicero

pronounced forensia as for'esia, and Megalensia as Megalcsia,

while in adjectives in -osus the n was permanently lost. Greek

transliterations of Latin words also frequently show o- for va- (vs),

e.g. KX-jjxr]'; (C/e?Hef2s) ; Kt^o-w/divos. But all this evidence may

indicate nothing more than that n before j' was unstable and

inclined to disappear. There is nothing to force the conclusion

that nasal vowels were uttered in such cases in Latin, though it

is, of course, possible that such a pronunciation existed. What-

ever conclusion be drawn with regard to the nasalization of the

vowel before ns would seem to hold also for the vowel before

n when followed by other dentals, viz. before «/ and «^. For

here, too, the 71 shows quite as strong a tendency to disappear,

if we may judge by the testimony of inscriptions, e.g. secvdo

{^=i secund'o) ; testameto {= testatnento). No instance of the

disappearance of ;/ before/ occurs prior to the fourth century a.d.,

and even then the phenomenon is of extremely rare occurrence,

being confined to four instances, all of which are in the word

Infej'us.

See the discussion of Seelmann, Aussprache des Lutein,

pp. 283-290.

3. It should be added that the omission of the nasal occurs

sporadically in case of m when followed by labial sounds, as

Deceb7-is {— Decembris) ; Capanum (= Campanmn) ; so also in

case of n-adultermum before gutturals, as iqu'irant ( = inqtfi-

rani)
;

prlcipis {— pr'incipis) . The phenomenon under discus-

sion is, accordingly, a general one, and may be stated thus :

The Latin nasals tn (labial), n (dental), and n-adultenmim

(guttural), exhibit a tendency to disappear before labial, dental,

•and guttural sounds respectively.
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4. gn. It has been held that gn was pronounced as ngn, i.e. as

n-adultennum + n. The most recent representative of this view is

Brugmann {Griaidriss der Vergkichenden Grammatik, i. §§ 500,

506). Yet the evidence in favor of this theory is sHght, consisting

chiefly in the occasional occurrence in inscriptions of ngti (or gn,

e.g. CONGNATO, INGNOMINIAE. But such spellings as these could

hardly have represented the prevailing usage of the best period.

5. Besides the three nasals already considered {m, n, and n-

adultennuni) , Seelmann {Aussprache des Lutein, p. 270) recog-

nizes another midway in sound between ;// and n, which he

designates by vi . The evidence for the existence of this sound

he finds in the statement of Marius Victorinus (Keil, vi. 16. 4 ff.)

to the effect that such an intermediate sound (neither m nor n)

was recognized in antiquity. Marius Victorinus compares the

sound in question with the sound of the Greek nasal in a-d/xfSvi,

where likewise, he observes, neither v nor fx. accurately designates

the pronunciation. Seelmann suggests that such inscriptional

forms as qvamta, taimta, damdvm, semtentiam on the one hand,

and Decenbris, senper, ponpa, inconparabilis on the other, sup-

port by their vacillating spelling the theory propounded. The

facts, however, do not seem sufficiently clear to warrant a positive

conclusion in this matter.

The Spirants, /, s, h.

21. F. ^ is the labial spirant. In the earlier period it is prob-

able that/was bilabial. This theory accords with the origin of/,

which in most cases is the descendant of an original bh ; it agrees

also with such spellings as comflvont, comvallem of the Minucii

inscripUon CIL. i. 199 (122 B.C.). Subsequently / became a

labio-dental spirant as it is in English and in most modern Euro-

pean languages. At just what time this change took place is

uncertain. It was complete by the close of the second century

A.D., as appears from the testimony of Terentianus Maurus (Keil,

vi. 332. 227).
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22. S. S was a voiceless dental spirant, like English s in sin.

Some scholars, as Corssen, have thought that intervocalic s was

voiced in Latin {i.e. sounded Uke English s in these), but there is

no valid support for this view, nor do the Roman grammarians

anywhere hint at more than a single sound for the letter. The

Gothic in loan-words transliterates intervocalic Latin s by s, which

represented a voiceless sound in Go\.\\\c, e.g. Kaisar (h^X.. Caesar).

The Gothic possessed also a character for the voiced j--sound

(i.e. z), and would undoubtedly have made use of it, had the

Latin intervocalic s been voiced.

23. H. 1/ was a guttural spirant and was voiceless like Eng-

lish //. The same uncertainty manifested itself in the employ-

ment of initial /;, as is noticeable among the lower classes in

England. As a result of this uncertainty words etymologically

entitled to initial A frequently dropped it in the speech of the less

cultivated, while other words acquired an h to which they were

not historically entitled. Thus har'ena, haruspex, hirundo, holus,

represent the correct spelling ; but these same words were fre-

quently pronounced ar'ena, aruspex, etc., and appear repeatedly

in that form in our Mss. of the classical authors. Occasionally a

word permanently lost its initial h even in the speech of the

educated. A case in point is anser, which comes from an Indo-

Eur. word with initial gh, and should appear in Latin as hanser

(§ 97- 3)- On the other hand ems, Timor, iimerus are the cor-

rect forms, but these were frequently supplanted by herns, humor,

humerus. The Romans were fully conscious of their defects in

this particular, and Catullus in his 84th poem humorously refers

to one Arrius, who said h'lnsidias for 'insidias, and Hionios for

lonios.

Inter\'Ocalic h easily vanished between like vowels, as is shown

by such contractions as ifcmo for *ne-hemd ; prlndo iox prehendo

;

praeda for *prae-heda ; etc.
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THE MUTES.

The Voiceless Mutes, /, c, k, q, p.

24. T. T was pronounced as in English satin. In English,

t before / followed by another vowel is regularly assibilated, i.e.

acquires an i-//-sound, as, for example, in the word rational ; but

Latin t was always a pure t in the classical period. Cf. such

Greek transliterations as OuaAevria {Vaientia). In late imperial

times (not before the fourth century) ti when followed by a vowel

begins to show traces of assibilation. Inscriptions of this period

exhibit such forms as VocoNSivs (for Vocontius) \ sepsies (for

septies) . Probably this orthography was not exact, as the sound

was rather that of our English sh ; but the Latin had no more

accurate designation. The phonetics of the change are as follows:

An original Vocontius, for example, became first Vocontyus, i.e.

the vowel i (very likely under the influence of extra stress upon

the preceding syllable) became the semivowel j'. In the next

stage this semivowel became a spirant, the sound represented by

German palatal ch, viz. Vocont-chiis. From this, the transition

to the assibilated pronunciation was easy and natural.

25. C. I. C was always pronounced like k. This is abundantly

proved by the evidence. Thus :

a') C and k interchange in certain words, e.g. Caelius, Calendae,

Carthago.

b) We have the express testimony of Quintilian (i. 7. 10), who

says :
' As regards k, it should not be used. Some write it before

a, but c has the same sound before all vowels.^

e) In Greek transliterations of Latin words we always have k,

not only before a, o, v, but also before e, t, where if anywhere we

should have expected the j'-sound of c to have arisen. Examples

are : KiKcpwv, Katcrap.
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d) Gothic and German loan-words borrowed from Latin (prob-

ably in the early centuries of the Christian era) show k for Latin

c in all situations, e.g. Gothic lukarn (= Lat. lucema) ; karkara

(= Lat. career) ; Kaisar (= Caesar) ; German Keller ( = cella-

riuni) ; Kisie {=^cista).

e) The Old Umbrian of the Iguvine Tables uses in its enchoric

alphabet >i for c, and d for ( (an x-like sound developed from c

before e and /). The New Umbrian of the same tables is written

in Latin characters, and uses C for c, but S' {or S) for the j--like

sound represented in Old Umbrian by d. This makes it clear

that at the time the New Umbrian tablets were written, Latin c

before e and / had not yet become assibilated. Otherwise the

New Umbrian would not have resorted to the use of a special

character {S' or S) to designate this sound. See Jones, Classical

/Review, No. i, 1893. The exact date of the New Umbrian tablets

is not certain, but they can hardly have been written many years

before the beginning of the Christian era.

/) No Latin grammarian ever mentions more than one sound

for c, as some one certainly would have done, had c had an ^-sound

before e and /. In paradigms like dlca, dJcis, dlcif, the change of

sound, had it occurred, would have been too striking to escape

comment.

g) Pulcher (originally pulcer, and often so written in inscrip-

tions) shows by its aspirated c {i.e. ch) that c must have been

'hard.' Similarly anceps, with its n-adultefinum, shows that c

could not have had the sound of s. Otherwise the nasal would

not have become guttural, as we are assured it did.

2. Beginning with the fourth or fifth century a.d., c before /

followed by a vowel becomes assibilated, exactly as explained

above in the case of t. Inscriptions of this period exhibit such

forms as felissiosa ( ^fel'icidsa) ; Marziae ( = Marciae). The

phonetics of the change are precisely analogous to those already

described under /. Later still, every c before e or i became s,

e.g. PAZE {iox pace) in an inscription of the 7th century a.d.
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3. This development of // and ci (before vowels) to the same

sibilant sound led naturally in mediaeval times to the greatest

confusion of orthography in our Mss. of the Latin writers. Thus

condicid appears frequently as conditio; suspicio as suspltio ; nego-

tium as ncgocium ; convicium as conv'itium. In the case of some

of these words, the folse forms have not yet been entirely elimi-

nated from our texts of the classic writers.

4. K and Q are simply superfluous duplicates of c, as was

recognized by the Romans themselves. Cf. Terentianus Maurus

(Keil, vi. 331. 204 f.).

26. P. P was apparently our normal English / and presents

no peculiarities.

The Voiced Mutes, b, d, g.

27. B. B was like English b except before s and /, where it

had the sound of /. This was simply the result of the natural

assimilation of the voiced sound to the voiceless. Inscriptions

show repeated instances of the phonetic spelling, e.g. pleps,

apsens, optinvit, opsides, but ordinarily such words made a con-

cession to the etymology, and were written with b. Quintilian

(i. 7. 7) prescribes the use of ^ : 'When I pronounce obtinuit owx

rule of writing requires that the second letter be b ; but the ear

catches p.'

28. D. Z> was like English d. Late in imperial times di, when

followed by a vowel, became (through the medium of dy-) a

sound somewhat like our/ The Romance languages retain this

peculiarity, e.g. French journee, Italian giorno, from Latin

diurnus.

Inscriptions show that final d had a tendency to become /, eg.

aput, haut, at, quit, for apud, haud, ad, quid. Mss. also exhibit

the same spelling.
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29. G. G had the sound of Enghsh g in get. That before e

and / it did not have the sound of g in gem, seems clear from the

following evidence :

a) The Roman grammarians give but a single sound for the

letter. Had g before / been pronounced like oury, the alternation

of sounds in a paradigm like lego, legis, or I'eg'cs, liginn, would not

have failed to elicit comment.

b) In the Greek transliteration of Latin words g is always repre-

sented by y ; e.g. FcAXtos ( Gellii/s)

.

30. Distinction between 'Guttural' and ' Palatal.'— 'Gut-

tural ' and ' Palatal ' are not interchangeable terms. Strictly speak-

ing, ' Guttural ' applies to the e (k) and g sounds produced in the

throat, while ' Palatal ' applies to those produced against the hard

palate. The guttural or palatal character depends upon the fol-

lowing vowel. Before a, o, or ti the c or ^-sound is guttural

;

before e or / it is palatal. Cf. English kill, gill with call, gall.

Latin k (used only before a ; see §1.3.) was, accordingly, always

guttural; the same was the case with ^, while <r and ^ varied in

character according to the following vowel.

The Aspirates ///, c/i, th.

31. I. The Latin originally had no aspirates of its own, and

was not concerned with the representation of these sounds until

the Romans began to borrow Greek words containing <^, y^, or 6.

These Greek letters (as explained in the Gram?nar, § 2. 3) were

equivalent to /, c, or / with a following /^-sound.' It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that at first the Romans rendered <^, x> ^ hy

p, c, t respectively. Thus in early inscriptions (down to about

100 B.C.), we find Corintvs, Delpis, Aciles. In the Captivi of

1 Initial and final/, c, and t, in stressed syllables, in English are also uttered

with aspiration, though we do not indicate this in writing. Examples are

:

top, lock, pot.
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Plautus, verse 274, the evident pun on Thalan . . . talento, shows

that the th was felt as substantially a /, and in fact there can be

little doubt that / is what Plautus actually wrote.

2. Beginning, however, with about 100 B.C., Greek (f>,x>^ came

to be represented with increasing frequency in Latin by p/i, ch, th,

and by Cicero's day this had become the standard orthography.

The multitude of Greek words employed in Latin at that time,

along with the constantly increasing attention paid by educated

Romans to the Greek language and to Greek culture generally,

naturally led to this striving for greater exactness.

3. As a result we notice the aspirates gaining a foothold in cer-

tain genuine Latin words, e.g. pulcher, onginaWy p»/eer ; Gracchus

(after Bacchus = BdKxo<i), originally Graccus ; Cethegus, origi-

nally Cetegus. An English analogy is seen in such words as island,

rhyme. Island comes from the Anglo-Saxon igland, Middle

English tlajid. The s was introduced at a comparatively recent

date as a result of associating tla Jid with. French isle (from Latin

Insula). Rhyme comes from Anglo-Saxon rim, Middle English

rime, ' number.' The spelling 7-hyme is due to the influence of

rhythfn (Greek pv9ix6<;), with which rime was associated in the

folk consciousness. Cicero (Orator, 48. 160) tells how he him-

self, in deference to popular usage, was forced to abandon the

pronunciation pulcer, triumpos, Cetegus, Kartago, in favor of the

aspirated forms, pulcher, triumphos, etc. But he adds that he

refused to pronounce an aspirate in sepulcrum, corona, lacrima,

and some other words, where apparently a popular tendency

existed in favor of ch,ph, th, as against the genuine Latin/, c, t.

Catullus, in the epigram already cited (Carmen, 84), humorously

alludes to Arrius's pronunciation of commoda as chommoda.

In Bosphorus (Bo'o-Tropo?) the Romans introduced an aspirate

for a tenuis
;
yet the spelling Bosporus also occurs.

4. With the exception oi ph the Latin aspirates retained their

original character throughout the history of the language. A
proof that th was still an aspirate in the time of the Empire is
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seen in the spelling acleivvrv.m for athletZirum, and aclheticvm

for athleticurn, in an inscription of about 360 a.d. (VVilmanns,

No. 2639). Tins orthography is capable of explanation only on

the grountl that th was still very close to t {viz. t -\- h). For the

confusion of c and /, cf. the occasional English pronunciation of

at least as ac least. There is not the slightest indication that

Latin th, either in the flourishing period of the language or in its

decline, had a spirant sound like our English th in tliis or thin.

The Romance languages regularly have / as the descendant of

Latin th, e.g. Italian teatro (Latin thcatruiii) ; catolico {catholi-

cus). Similarly ch must have always been either a genuine aspi-

rate or else the simple mute c, as shown by the Italian in such

words as carta (Lat. charta), coro (Lat. chorus^.

5. As regards ///, the aspirate seems in late imperial times (not

before the fourth century a.d.) to have developed into the spirant

/. Some have thought that this change occurred much earlier,

basing their opinion upon the fact that Greek </>, which was regu-

larly represented in Latin \>y ph, was always employed to trans-

literate Latin/. But ^ was simply the nearest equivalent that the

Greek alphabet possessed for representing/. Quintilian (i. 4. 14)

shows that the two sounds were quite different, by his account of

the Greek witness mentioned by Cicero who could not pronounce

the Latin word Fiindanius. This seems to show that the Greeks,

not having the sound of Latin /(a bilabial spirant), chose <^ (a

bilabial aspirate) as the nearest equivalent, very much as Slavs

and Lithuanians to-day reproduce the / of modern languages

by/.

In the speech of the educated classes at Rome ph seems to

have followed the history of (/> in Greek. The latter sound,

according to Blass {Pronunciation of Greek, § 28), did not

become the equivalent of/ before the third century a.d., a view

substantiated for Latin by the interchange of /and//; in inscrip-

tions of this and the following centuries. The phonetics of the

change are as follows : First, we have / + h, i.e. the labial mute
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+ a guttural spirant ; secondly, the h is assimilated from the

guttural spirant to the labial, /(/.<?. />/) ; finally, the / is assimi-

lated to/, giving^, which is then simpUfied to/. Thus an origi-

nal Philippus becomes successively Pjilipptis, Ffilippus, Filippus.

Cf. German //a/5 (the name of the district about Heidelberg).

The mediaeval Latin designation of this was Palauiiiim, whence

Phalantium, German P/a/z, but dialectically often pronounced

Faiz.

The Double Consonants, x, z.

32. X. X is always equivalent to cs, never to gz, as it some-

times is in English. This conclusion follows from the voiceless

character of Latin s, before which a guttural was necessarily

assimilated.

33. Z. The value of z is somewhat uncertain. The character

is confined exclusively to foreign words, chiefly Greek. Though

introduced in the first Latin alphabet, it was early dropped (see

§ I. 3), its place being taken by G. Long afterwards,— ap-

parently about Cicero's time,— it was again introduced for the

more accurate transcription of ^ in words borrowed from the

Greek. Prior to this time the Latin had transliterated Greek t,

when initial by s, and by ss in the interior of words, e.g. sona

( = ^'jvt;) ; atticisso ( = drrtKt^w). But with the increasing use

of Greek at Rome, a more accurate designation of the sound was

felt to be necessary, and accordingly the Greek character itself

was introduced. Cf. the care exercised at the same period in

designating the aspirate in Greek loan-words.

The pronunciation of 2 in Latin must have followed the pronun-

ciation of Greek t, for the corresponding period. As regards t,,

while it almost certainly had the sound of zd in the Attic of the

5th century B.C., it is likely that by the beginning of the Mace-

donian period (approximately 300 B.C.), it had become a simple

z-sound (as in English gaze^,— though probably somewhat pro-

longed ; for it still ' made position,' as though a double consonant.
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See Blass, Pronunciation of Greek, § 31. The same sound proba-

bly attached to Roman z. For wliile certain Roman grammarians

explain z as equivalent to sd or ds, their statements are probably

but the echo of Greek discussions concerning the sound of z. It

is worthy of note that one Roman grammarian, Velius Longus, a

most competent witness on phonetic questions, specifically denies

that z is the equivalent of sd, and asserts that it is not a double

consonant at all, but has the same quality throughout. (Keil

vii. 50. 9.)

Doubled Consonants.

34. When the mutes were doubled (//, dd; pp, bb ; cc, gg) there

were two distinct consonant articulations. Thus in mitto, the first

/ was uttered with a definite muscular effort, involving closure of

the organs in the /-position ; then after a momentary pause a

second muscular effort followed, with the organs in the same

position. See Seelmann, Atissprache des Latein, p. no. Such

doubled consonants do not occur in English. We often write //,

//, cc, etc., but pronounce only a single t, p, or c, e.g. ut{t)er,

up(^p)er, etc. But in Italian and several other modern languages

these doubled consonants are frequent, e.g. Italian bocca, conobbi,

cappello.

The same double articulation is probably to be assumed in case

of doubled liquids (//, I'r^, doubled nasals {inm, ?/«),and doubled

spirants (^ff,
ss), though it is possible that in some words where

these combinations followed a long vowel they merely indicated a

liquid or spirant that was prolonged in utterance, as, for example,

vallum, Tillus.

Division of Words into Syllables.

35. The principles given in the Grammar (§4) for the division

of words into syllables are the traditional ones
;
yet the validity of

some of them is open to question,— particularly of the principle

embodied under §4.3: ' Such combinations of consonants as can
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begin a word are joined to the following vowel.' In support of

this principle may be cited the testimony of the Roman gram-

marians, who practically agree in prescribing the rule given above,

and some of whom even include such combinations of consonants

as can begin a word in Greek, e.g. pt, ct, bd. See for instance

Caesellius, cited by Cassiodorus (Keil, vii. 205. i); Terentianus

Maurus (Keil, vi. 351. 879). Seelmann (^Aussprache des Laiein,

p. 138) cites also the testimony of inscriptions. Some of these

which mark the division of words into syllables by dots, apparently

follow the principle under discussion, e.g. CIL. vi. 77 he • dy •

PNVS; vi. 1 1682 VI • xiT.

On the other hand it may be urged that the principle laid down

by the Roman grammarians is merely an echo of rules maintained

by Greek scholars for their own language. Cf., for example,

Bekker, Anecdota Gracca, iii. p. 1127 ; Theodosius (ed. Gottling),

p. 63, where the same laws for syllable division may be found.

We have already seen indications of such irresponsible borrowing

in the case of the testimony of the grammarians concerning the

pronunciation of z. See § 2,7,. Moreover, we find Quintilian

(i. 7. 9) advocating an etymological principle of division, e.g.

haru-spex, abs-temius. As regards the testimony of inscriptions,

the instances cited by Seelmann are very few. Seelmann him-

self (p. 143) admits the paucity of the material upon which he

bases his conclusion, yet indulges the hope that investigation will

bring further instances to light. However, in the very inscription

from which he cites he • dy • pnvs we find cae • les • ti, and in

another (CIL. ix. 4028), which shows the division into syllables

by dots, we find ses • tv • lei • vs ; ses • tv • le • 10.

There is also evidence of a phonetic nature bearing upon this

question. It is a familiar fact that in verse, when a short vowel is

followed by a mute with / or r, the poet may at his option use the

syllable as long. Obviously this license consisted simply in com-

bining the mute with the preceding vowel, while the liquid was

joined with the vowel following. Thus the ordinary prose pro-
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nunciation a-gn would in poetry become ag-7'1, if the poet desired

to use the first syllable as long, i.e. the open syllable of a-gri

became a closed syllable in ag-n ; and a closed syllable is phoneti-

cally long. In the same way compounds whose first element ends

in a mute, and whose second begins with I ox r {e.g. ab-laius,

ab-rado), show that the mute must have been joined with the pre-

ceding vowel, making a closed syllable, since such syllables are

invariably long in verse. In view of these considerations it seems

most probable that in words like doctus, magistn, hospes, the act-

ual division was doc-tus, ma-gis-tr'i, hospes. This division gives

us closed {i.e. long) syllables. If we divide do-ctus, ma-gi-stn,

ho-spes, we get open syllables containing a short vowel, and it is

impossible that such syllables should be metrically long, any more

than a final short vowel before initial sfr or sp, e.g. opera struit,

bojid spes.

As regards the rule laid down in the Grammar (§ 4. 4), to the

effect that prepositional compounds are separated into their com-

ponent parts, the phonetic evidence seems altogether against this.

The division per-ed, inter-ea, gives us a closed {i.e. long) syllable,

whence it would appear that the actual division in such cases was

pe-reo, inte-rea, exactly as in ge-ro, te-?v ; i.e. compounds were

treated precisely like other words.

If, therefore, phonetic considerations are entitled to weight, we

shall be justified in rejecting the testimony of third and fourth

century grammarians, and in assuming that they rested their state-

ments not upon phonetic observation of contemporary speech, but

upon the traditions of their Greek predecessors ; and in conform-

ity with the phonetic evidence we may lay down the following

substitute for § 4. 3 : In case of other combinations of conso-

nants, a mute + / or r is joined to the following vowel, except

when a long syllable is needed, in which latter case the mute

is joined to the preceding vowel. Thus regularly /c^-Z/vV, ma-tris,

a-gr'i ; but ^^-r/,'when in poetry the first syllable is used as long.

In prepositional compounds, also, whose first member ends in a
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mute, and whose second begins with / or r, the mute is ahvays

joined to the preceding vowel, i.e. the preceding syllable is

always long, e.g. ab-laius, ab-ruinpo. In all other combina-

tions of consonants, the first consonant is joined to the preced-

ing vowel, as al-tus, aii-go, hos-pes, dic-tus, minis-tn, mag-iuis,

mdn-striim. This principle obviously demands that x should

be divided in pronunciation, as was undoubtedly the case. Thus

axis must have been pronounced ac-sis, Idxus as lac-sus ; so, also,

after a long vowel, v'lc-s'i {vixT); j-ec-si {rex'i).

Rule 4 in § 4 of the Grammar may for all scientific purposes

be abandoned, since, as already indicated, compounds call for

the application of no special principles.

So much for the scientific aspect of the division of words into

syllables. It has, nevertheless, been deemed best to make no

changes in the traditional rules. For i) Experience has shown

that pupils ordinarily divide their syllables with phonetic correct-

ness without the aid of rules. 2) The rules as given are seldom

or perhaps never made a basis for the actual pronunciation of

Latin, but serve only as a guide for printers, where a word is

broken at the end of a line. As such a guide they furnish

convenient working rules, which, though probably wrong, are,

nevertheless, of world-wide acceptation and application, and in

simplicity are superior to the true ones. It should ahvays be

borne in mind, however, that the traditional rules are simply

mechanical, and that they probably do not represent the way the

Romans spoke.
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HIDDEN QUANTITY.

36. A hidden quantity is the quantity of a vowel before two

consonants. Such a quantity is called hidden, as distinguished

from the quantity of a vowel before a single consonant, where

the metrical employment of the word at once indicates whether

the vowel is long or short. The quantity of a vowel before a

mute with / or r is hidden unless the syllable containing it appear

in verse used as short.

The methods of determining hidden quantity are the following :

1. Express tesiimofiy of a7icient Roman writers, e.g. Cicero,

Orator, 48. 159, where the principle for the length of vowels

before nf, ns is laid down (see § 37); Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atti-

cae, ii. 17; iv. 17; ix. 6; xii. 3. Nearly every Roman gram-

marian furnishes some little testimony of this kind, and though

some of them belong to a comparatively late period, their evi-

dence often preserves the tradition of earlier usage, and hence is

entitled to weight.

2. The versification of the earlier Roman dramatists, especially

Plautus and Terence, with whom a mute before a liquid never

lengthens a syllable whose vowel is short. Hence, before a mute

followed by a liquid, the quantity of the vowel always appears in

these writers, being the same as the quantity of the syllable, just

as in case of a vowel followed by a single consonant.

Furthermore, Plautus and Terence not infrequently employ as

short many syllables which in classical poetry would be invariably

long by position. Examples are the following : juventus, Plautus,

Mostellaria 30; Curculio 38; voliintas, Trinummus 1166 ; Pseu-

34
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dolus 537; Siichus 59; volfiptZis, Mostcllaria 249, 294; Amphi-

triio 939, and elsewhere. These cases are to be explained by the

fact that the vowel was short and the following consonants failed

to ' make position.'

In some instances, it must be confessed, even long vowels are

used as short, e.g. boms nfis, Plautus, Trinummus, 822, fons

pultabo, 868. But these cases are of a peculiar sort and may

be explained on metrical grounds, or by the iambic nature of

the words, as in the examples cited. C/! § 87. 3.

3. Inscriptions.— Since the middle of the first century B.C.

the apex (or point) appears added to the vowels a, e, o, u to

indicate their length. Long / was designated originally by I (rising

above the other letters and hence called i tonga) and by ei ; later,

1 took the apex. Examples are traxi, CIL. x. 231 i; Pniscvs,

CIL. xi. 1940; OLLA, CIL. vi. 10006; quInqve, CIL. vi. 3539;

mIllia, Monumentum Ancyranum i. 16 ; fecei, CIL. i. 551.

Before the employment of the apex the length of the vowel in

case of a, e, u was indicated by doubling the vowel, e.g. paastores,

CIL. i. 551 ; PEQVLATVv, CIL. i. 202 ; o is never doubled in this

manner. This peculiarity belongs to the period 130-70 b.c.

A thoroughly consistent use of these methods of designating

the vowel quantities is found, it must be admitted, in but few

inscriptions. Of the vowels contained in syllables long by posi-

tion only a portion are marked, as a rule, in any single inscrip-

tion. Certain official inscriptions of the late republican and early

imperial period form an exception to this, and exhibit very full and

reliable markings, e.g. the speech of the Emperor Claudius (Bois-

sieu. Inscriptions de lyon, p. 136) and the jNIonumentum Ancyra-

num, containing the Res Gestae Dlin Angus t~i. This latter, among

a great number of correct markings, contains also some false ones,

e.g. CLVPEi, SVMMA. Sucli crrors also occur occasionally elsewhere.

4. GreeJi transcriptions of latin ivords.— This method is most

fruitfully applied in case of the vowels e and 0. The employment

of Greek c or 7;, o or w makes the quantity of the Latin vowel
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certain, wherever faith may be reposed in the accuracy of the

transcription. Thus we may write Escjuiliae in view of 'Ho-KuAtvos,

Strabo, v. 234, 237; Vergilius, after OuepytAtos ; Vesontio, after

Oueo-ovTtwi'. Uio Cassius, Ixviii. 24.

The quantity of / may also often be determined by Greek trans-

literations. Thus £t before two consonants regularly points to

Latin /, e.g. Belif/avio^, CIG. 5709, = V'tpsaniiis ; Greek t points to

Latin 7, e.g. "lo-rpo? = Ister.

Liscriptions are naturally of much greater weight in such mat-

ters than are our texts of the Greek writers. Cf. § 3. ^).

5. The vocalism of the Romance languages. — These languages,

particularly the Spanish and Italian, treated e, i, o, tc with great

regularity according to the natural length of the vowel. It will

be remembered that Latin "e and o were close ; Latin e and o

open. Now the Romance languages have not preserved the

original quantity of Latin vowels ; for both the long and the short

vowels of the Latin have become half-long in Romance ; but they

have very faithfully preserved their quality. Thus Latin 'e appears

as a close e in Italian and Spanish ; Latin e as an open e or as

ie. Latin o appears as a close in Italian and Spanish ;
Latin

as an open or as iio {ue). Similarly Latin 't remained /, but t

became a close e ; Latin u remained u, but ii became close o.

Examples :
—
Latin. Italian.

mensis. mese (with close e).

honestus. onesto (with open e).

responsum. rispose (with close 6).

dodiis. dotto (with open 0).

dix't. dissi.

diciiis. detto (with close e).

dux't. 'dussi.

ductus. -dotto (with close 0').

The Romance languages, however, authorize conclusions only

with reference to the popular language as opposed to that of the

better educated classes. In the popular speech the tendency was
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rather toward the shortening of long vowels than toward the

lengthening of short ones. Hence where the Romance languages

point to a long vowel in the popular language, it is safe to assume

that the vowel was long in the literary language. When, on the

other hand, the Romance languages point to a short vowel, this

testimony is not necessarily conclusive, particularly if other facts

point clearly in the opposite direction.

Again the Romance languages authorize conclusions only in

case of words inherited from the Latin. Many Romance words

represent mediaeval borrowing by the learned class, as Italian

rigido, cibo, itieiro, tenebre, pusinla, lubrico. All such words

retain the Latin vocalism. In some cases it is difficult to decide

whether a word has descended by the popular or the learned

channel, e.g. litxus, unia.

With all the assistance furnished by the methods above enumer-

ated, there nevertheless remain many words whose vowel quantity

cannot be determined. It is customary to regard all such vowels

as short until they are proved to be long.

The following are the most important works of reference on

this subject

:

Marx, Hulfsbilchlein fiir die Atissprache lateinischer Vokale in Positions-

langen Silben. 2d ed. Berlin, 1889. A work valuable for its collection

of evidence, hut frequently untrustworthy in its conclusions.

Seelmann, Die Aiisspraclie des Lutein. Heilbronn, 1885. p. 69 ff.

GroBER, Vidgarlateinische Substrata Rornanischer W'drler, a series of articles

in Wolfflin's Archiv fiir Laleinische Lexikographie, vols. i-vi.

KuRTiNG, Lateinisch-Roinanisches IVorterbiuh. Paderborn, 1 89 1.

lA^DS.w, The Latin Language. Oxford, 1894. p. I33ff.

d'Ovidio, in Crober's Grundriss der Romanischen Philologie. Strassburg,

1888. i. p. 497 ff.

Meyer-LubkE, Grammatik der Romanischen Sprachen. Leipzig, 1890.

Christiansen, De Apicibus et I Longis. Husum, 1889.

ECKINGER, Orthographie Lateinischer IVorter in Griechischen Inschriften.

Munich.

Further literature up to 18S9 is cited by Marx, p. xii.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF HIDDEN QUANTITY.

Vowels before ns, nf.

37. A vowel is always long before ns and nf, e.g. consul, 'infeUx.

This principle rests upon the following evidence :

a) Cicero, Orator, 159, expressly states that in compounds of

con and /;/, the vowel was pronounced long when followed by

/or s.

b) Before ns the vowel is often marked in inscriptions with an

apex, as CIL. xii. 3102 Censor; CIL. vi. 1527^/. 64 c6nst6
;

GIL. xi. 1 1 18 M^NSVM ; the apex occurs less frequently before nf
e.g. CIL. xi. 1 1 18 coNFiciVNT. But / lojiga occurs repeatedly

before both ns and ;;/, e.g. CIL. iii. 67 Inspexi ; vi. 647 Instrvx-

ervnt; CIL. ii. 4510 Inferioris; CIL. xiv. 1738 Infanti ; CIL.

X. 4294 Inferri.

c') Greek transliterations of Latin words often indicate a long

vowel before 7is, as KpT/o-KT/vs (= Crescens) ; Upovhyjvi {=Prudens).

Vowels before gn, g?n.

38. Vowels are long before gn in the suffixes -gnus, -gna, -gnum.

In support of this we have the direct testimony of Priscian (Keil,

ii. 82. 7), who lays down the above principle and gives as illustra-

tions : rlgjiuin, stagnuin, benlgnus, maUgnus, abiegnus, prlvlgnus,

Paerignus. Inscriptions also have regnvm (CIL. vi. 7578);

sIgnvm (CIL. vi. 10234); dIgni (CIL. x. 5676); privIgno (CIL.

vi. 3541)-

This rule is often formulated to include all vowels before gn

{e.g. by Marx, p. i); but there is no evidence to support such a

principle. In gigno, for example, and in such forms as cognosco,

cognatus, ignarus, ignavus, ignoro, igndsco, there is nothing to show

that the vowel was long. Marx holds that the vowel in these
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latter forms was long as the result of compensatory lengthening,

ignarus being for *in-gnanis, cogiwscd for *cofi-gfwscd. But no

such theory of compensatory lengthening is tenable. Moreover, a

Greek inscription (CIG. i. 1060) has Koyvirov = cognitu. 'Eyi/artos

also in Greek texts shows another genuine Latin word with a short

vowel before j^'-;;. Cf. also Latin ambiegnus {ambi-\-agnus), which

indicates that agnus had a before gn ; for a is retained in com-

pounds, while a regularly becomes e. Marx's appeal (p. i) to

the fact that Plautus always uses the syllable before gn as long, is

of no weight, since we should naturally expect ^« to ' make position

'

in Latin just as yv regularly does in Greek.

Conservative procedure demands, therefore, that the vowel

before gn should be recognized as long only in words of the

type mentioned by Priscian and in such others as are supported

by definite evidence. Some scholars have even been inclined to

reject Priscian's testimony altogether. The Romance languages

might at first sight seem to warrant this attitude. For we find

Latin dlgnus, slgnuin, rigniim appearing in Italian as degno, segno,

legno with close <?. This close e regularly points to a short Latin

/ (see § 36. 5). But it is possible that the ~i of Latin was short-

ened in the Romance (see § 36. 5) ; or it may be that the / in

the Latin words was long but somewhat more open than the

ordinary Latin 'i. In this latter case the close e of Italian

degno, segno, legno (=open i) would be an indication of the

fidelity with which the Romance languages have preserved the

quality of the Latin vowels. This second view is that of

W. Meyer {Kuhn's Zciischrift, xxx. p. 337).

39. Before gnt the vowel is long in plgmentum (see CIL. viii.

1344, pIgmen[t), and in slgmentum (assured by the Greek

cnqyixlvTo) ; but there is no evidence to warrant the formulation

of a broad rule embracing all vowels before gni, as is done by

Marx (p. i). Marx appeals to the analogy of gn in support

of his contention; but if analogy could prove this, it would
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similarly prove that every vowel before ms is long, after the anal-

ogy of the long vowel before ns. Marx's second argument, that

the syllable before gm is always long in Plautus, is of no more

weight than the same argument as urged in behalf of gn. It

may therefore be seriously questioned whether there is any jus-

tification in including^/;/ in the list of combinations before which

a vowel is regularly long.

Vowels before nt, nd.

40. I. All vowels are regularly short before nt and nd, e.g.

ainandus, montis, amant, monent.

2. Exceptions :

a) Before nt the vowel is long in

a) qinntiis (from qtnnque).

(3) the following contracted words : cantio (for coventio),

jenidcidum (for *jejuntac!dum)
,
Jentcitio (for *_;'?-

juntatio), nuntius (for *noventius ?).

y) Greek proper names in -us, Gen. -untis, e.g. Sel'inus,

Sel'muniis (Greek, SeAivowros).

S) Greek proper names in -on, Gen. -ontis, e.g. Xeno-

phon, Xenophontis (Greek, Hevo^wi/ros).

3) Before nd the vowel is long in

a) the following contracts and compounds : pr'endo (for

prehendo), nondum {non -\- duni), vendo {v~eninn

do), nundinus {noveni dies), qifindecim {qinnque),

undecifn (unus).

/5) some Greek names, e.g. Charondas, Epam'indndas
a

(-wi/Sas)

.

3. The evidence for the short vowel before ;// lies in the ftxct

that, while in the Nominatives of such words as d'enfens, crescens,

cli'ens, fons, gens, patrns, pons, praesens, the long quantity of the

vowel is assured either by the presence of the apex, or by a long

vowel in Greek transcriptions, in the oblique cases the apex is
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lacking, and in Greek transcriptions the vowel is short, e.g.

KXTJfjLY]^ {i.e. KXt^ij.rjv';) , CIA. iii. 1094, but KXtJ^acvto?, CIG.

3757; K\y]ixtvTLy CIG. Addenda, 1829 c. ; crescens, CIL. xii.

4030, but crfIscenti, CIL. vi. 9059; Kp^crKrjv^, CIG. 6012, c.

;

but KprjaKivTi., CIG. Addenda, 1994, f
.

; Ilpato-i;? (i.e. Ilpacarjvi),

CIA. iii. 1147, but UpaicrevTi, Ilpaia-cvTa, CIG. 3175, 3991;

Valens, Greek Ovdkrjvs, Frohner, Inscriptions de Louvre, 120,

but OJaAevn, CIG. Addenda, 5783, c.

Even where a vowel is naturally long, it sometimes becomes

shortened before nt, e.g. in linteum from liuum ; cf. Greek Xivnov

CIG. 8695.

For the vowel before nd the evidence is not so full. We find

the Greek transcriptions KaAcVSat?, Lydus, de Mens. iv. 53, 57;

^ovSafios (i.e. Fundanins), Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique,

ix. p. 439 ; also ToJevSos, i.e. tuendus, CIG. 5600.

PONTEM, FONTEM, MONTEM, FRONTEM, FRONDEM.

41. A difference of opinion exists as to the quantity of the

vowel before nt in the oblique cases oi fons, 7ndns,pdns,frdns

ijrontis); and before ndxwfrons {frondis). Three sets of facts

are to be considered :

a) The analogy of other words in -ns (Gen. -ntis). Such words,

so far as they are genuine Latin words, have, without exception, a

short vowel before nt in the oblique cases. See § 40.

d) The testimony of the Romance languages. This is as fol-

lows for the different words under discussion :

fons. The Romance languages seem to point to an antecedent

fotitis, fonti, etc. Thus the Italian _/<;;/ /^ has close ; so the Pro-

vencal/^/z. Spanish alone with xtsfuente points \.o fontem (Grober,

Archiv, ii. p. 426; Korting, Lat.-Romanisches Worterbucli, col.

337)-

frons (-ndis). The Romance languages all agree in pointing

io/rdndem (Grober, Archil', ii. p. 426 ; Korting, IVorterbuch, col.

345)-
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frons (-ntis). Provencal y>-^/z and Italian /;-^;;^'^, with close o,

point io /routem. So the other Romance languages, except Spanish,

which has fruente, pointing io frontem. (Grober, Archiv, ii.

p. 426; Korting, Worterbuch, col. 345).

mons. The Romance languages point unanimously to niontem

(Grober, Archiv, ii. p. 426 ; Korting, Worferbuch, col. 499).

pons. Provengal pon and Italian ponie with close o point to

pontem ; so the other Romance languages, except Spanish, which

h2L?,puenft', pointing \.o pontem.

If mere numerical preponderance were decisiv-e, we might at

once conclude that all these words went back to Latin forms with

o in the oblique cases, and might explain Spanish fruente^ fuente,

piiente (which should ht /route, fonte, ponte, to represent Latin 0)

as exceptions to the prevailing law of development. A glance at

certain facts, however, in Italian and Provengal, suggests another

conclusion. We find it to be a regular law in these languages that

an original open Latin {i.e. short o, see § 36. 5), when followed

by 7n, n, or / + another consonant, becomes elose. Thus Latin

/<?;;^/^/ with open 0, becomes Italian tonde with -close 0. Similarly

j-espondet hecomts risponde ; rhombus hecoines ivmbo ; policy)pus

becomes polpo, all with close 0. Just what has brought about this

change is not certain. D'Ovidio in Grober's Grundriss der Ro-

manisehen Philologie, i. p. 522, thinks it was the analogy of words

in on 4- consonant, om + consonant ; and ol + consonant in which

close o had developed regularly from an earlier u (see § T^d. 5),

e.g. rompe ( = rumpit) ; onda ( = undd) ; dolce ( = duleis) . In

accordance with this principle, whose operation is certain, Latin

/ontan,/rbndem,frontem, montem, pontem, would (assuming these

to be the original forms) regularly become in Italian : fonte,fronde,

fronte, monte, ponte, with close o, exactly as we find them. The

admission of a long in the oblique cases of these Latin words is,

therefore, not necessary in order to account for Italian and Pro-

vencal close in tlieir Romance descendants. In fact, when we

consider Spanish fuente, fruente, puente, all of which point to
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Latin o, it seems more reasonable to regard Spanish monte and

fronde (which point to o) as the exceptions. Grober, who {Atrhiv,

vi. p. 389) expresses himself in favor of assuming an oug\x\d\fontem,

etc., in these words, suggests that Spanish inonte, fronde, are loan-

words, \y\'\\\efueiite,fn/ente,pi(ente represent an original inheritance.

Briefly, then, a fair interpretation of the evidence of the

Romance languages seems to warrant the belief that the oblique

cases of the words under discussion came into the Romance lan-

guages from the Latin with a (short) open o ; that in Italian and

Provencal this open o subsequently became close in accordance

with a regular law of wide operation. Spanish regularly developed

the open o to tee in those words which it inherited from Latin

{viz. m fuenfe,fruen/e, piienle^; while Spanish monte dXid fronde

are probably loan-words from Italian.

c) The third bit of evidence comes from Greek transliterations

of Latin words as found in Greek inscriptions and Greek authors.

Thus we find <I>oi'r7/tos (= Fonteius) in Plutarch and Appian; also

in an inscription, GIG. iii. 5837, b (59 a.d.); <I>povrtvos, CLA.. iii.

1154 (between 150 and 200 a.d.); ^povretvos, CIA. iii. 1177

(about 220 A.D.) ; 4>poVTcov, CIA. iii. 1113, 21, 26 (before 161

A.D.), and in texts; all of which point to Latin Fronto, and

Fronfiniis, and indirectly lo front-em. Latin Montanus appears

as Movravos, GIG. Addenda, 4805 b ; and we find rpt/xovnov,

Ptol. iii. II, 12, et passim ; TrovTefji (= Latin pontem) is the text

in Plutarch, Numa, 9; iTovTi<^ii {—pontifex), in Dionysius, Dio

Cassius, and Zosimus ; Trovrt^e^, in Lydus, de Mens. iii. 21 ; ttovtC-

(t>iK€<;, in Plutarch, Numa, 9 ; and Trovrt^tKa, in an inscription in

Kaibel's Sylioge Epigrammatum, Addenda, ^ZZ a. The Greek

never shows an w in any of these words, either in inscriptions or

in Mss. The evidence furnished by that language therefore is

unanimous in favor of o for the Latin. Nor can recognition be

refused the inscriptions above cited on the ground that they are

late. As the annexed dates show, they all belong to the good

period of the language.
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We thus have the strongest possible grounds for \vx\\\x\%fdntis,

frondis, eft. The analogy of other words in -ns (Gen. -7i/is)

favors this view ; the Romance languages favor it, and the testi-

mony of Latin words in Greek dress, as exhibited both in texts

and in inscriptions, favors it. In fact the evidence is complete.

The isolated apex in Front (for frontem, as the context

shows), GIL. V. 2915, is certainly a mere blunder of the stone-

cutter, as is often the case in other words, even in carefully cut

inscriptions (see § 36. 3). Christiansen, Z>^ ^//V/7^//'i- et I Lottgis,

p. 5 7, cites thirteen such instances for vowels before nt.

Hidden Quantity in Declension.

42. I. It is maintained by some scholars {e.g. Marx, Hiilfs-

bilchlein, p. 2 ; Lane, Harvard Studies, i. p. 89) that the ending

-urn in the Genitive Plural of nouns of the First and Second

Declensions has u in such forms as Aeneadum, deum, munmuyn ;

also in nostrum and vestru?n. The facts in evidence are the

following :

a) On early Latin coins prior to the First Punic War, we find

the final m of many Genitives Plural omitted, e.g. Romano,

CORANO. Coins of the same date regularly retain final m of

the Nominative or Accusative Singular, e.g. Volcanom, propom

{ = prol>um). This has led Mommsen (CIL. i. p. 9) to infer

that there was a difference in the quantity of the o in the two

instances. As the of the Nominative and Accusative Singular

was short, Mommsen thought that in the Genitive Plural it must

be long. But the material with which Mommsen deals is ex-

tremely scanty. Genitive Plural forms occur in some number

;

but only a few Nominative and Accusative forms are found, viz.

Volcanom, propom. Again, Romanom (CIL. i. i) and Aeserni-

NOM (i. 20) show that Genitives sometimes retained the m.

Mommsen attempts to solve this difficulty by taking Romanom

and Aeserninom as the Nominative Singular Neuter of the Adjec-

tive, but that is awkward. The natural inference must be tha.t
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theie was no system in the omission of final m on these coins.

The coins represent no dialect ; in fact they represent widely

separated localities ; hence it is no wonder if the final m (always

weak) was sometimes written, sometimes omitted. In the Scipio

inscriptions, the oldest of which may date within a quarter of a

century of these coins, we find final m freely omitted in the

Accusative and Nominative Singular just as elsewhere. It is,

therefore, extremely unlikely that Mommsen's hypothesis con-

cerning the coins is correct.

b) An inscription of Nuceria (CIL. x. 108 1) has dvvmviratvs,

which Schmitz (^Rheinisches Miiseuvi, x. no) and Lane {^Harvard

Studies, i. p. 89) regard as evidence that the ti of duum (Gen.

PI. of duo^ was long. But even conceding the correctness of the

apex in this isolated instance, it remains to be shown that the

duum- of duumvir and duumviratus is in origin a Genitive. Such

an etymology would involve the assumption that the duum- of

the Genitive Plural, duumvinim, became transferred to the other

cases, replacing duo in earlier duovin, etc. Such an assumption

is extremely improbable. It is much more likely that duumvir

and triumvir are formed after the analogy of centumvir. In the

singular especially such forms as duovir, tresvir would have been

extremely awkward, and it seems probable that the singular duum-

vir, triumvir were for that reason historically anterior to duumviri,

triumviri. The apex in the Nucerian inscription, if this etymol-

ogy be correct, would then be simply a blunder of the engraver,

as is altogether probable. The evidence in favor of -um in these

Genitives must, therefore, be regarded as of no weight, especially

in view of the regular shortening of vowels before final -m in

Latin. Certainly if -Tim did by any possibility exist in the days

of Augustus, the u had become shortened by 90 a.d. For Quin-

tilian (i. 6. 18), as noted by Lane (p. 90), shows that to his ear

numnium, Genitive Plural, was nowise different from nummum.

Accusative Singular.

2. Words in -er of the Second Declension, and words of
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the Third Declension in -er and -.r, have in obHque cases the

same cjuantity of the vowel as in the Nominative, e.g. dger,

dgr'i ; frater, frdtris ; deer, deris ; pax, pdeis ; tendx, tendeis ;

fax, fdeis ; rlx, regis ; mx, iiivis ; eorn'ix, coriucis ; ea/ix, ealt-

cis ; fel,feUis; os, ossis ; pll'bs, pl'ebis. Thus sometimes the Nom-

inative gives the clue to the hidden quantity in the oblique cases

(as dger, dgrl) ; sometimes the oblique cases give the clue to

the hidden quantity of the Nominative (as cornuis, eor?iix).

3. Words of the Third Declension ending in -ns (Gen. -ntis)

uniformly have a short vowel in the oblique cases, as already

explained in § 40. 3. Greek words in -ds (Gen. -antis), e.g.

Aids, Aiantis ; gigds, gigantis, have the same quantity as in the

original (Aids, Atavros
;

ytyds, yiyavros) . So, also, contracted

Greek names of cities in -ous, -oui/ros, e.g. Sel'inus, Selinuntis

;

and proper names in -Civ, -wi/ros, e.g. Xenophon, Xenophontis.

Acheron (not a contract form) has Achcriintis.

4. In all words of the Third Declension ending in two or more

consonants (excepting -ns and -.r preceded by a vowel), the hid-

den vowel before the ending is short, e.g. iirbs, sors, drx. Excep-

tions to this principle are plebs and compounds of uncia ending in

-unx, e.g. deunx, deuncis ; qtnncunx, qiancuncis. Before -x the

vowel is sometimes long, sometimes short.

Comparison of Adjectives.

43. In the terminations -issimiis, -errimus, -illimus the hidden

vowel is short, e.g. carissimiis, acerrimus, facillimus. Apparent

traces of a long / in the termination -issimiis are found in inscrip-

tional forms with / longa. The word of most frequent occurrence

is PiIssDius ; besides this we find a few other words, e.g. carIssimo,

GIL. vi. 5325 ; DVLcIssiMO, vi. 16926 ; fortIssimo, vi. 1132. But

many of these inscriptions belong to the last centuries of the

Empire, when the use of / longa had become an extremely

untrustworthy guide, as may be seen by palpable errors. As

regards the frequent occurrence of piIssimae, piIssimo, these may
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perhaps be explained on the theory that / longa was here used to

indicate not merely /, but also they" which developed in pronun-

ciation between the two z's, i.e. pijissimo. Cf. the similar use of

/ longa in words like PompeIivs, CIL. ix. 3748. At all events, in

the absence of the apex in these superlatives, and in view of the

absolute silence of the grammarians, it seems unwise to attach

great weight to the occurrence of the / longa alone. Against t

Lindsay {Latin Language, p. 405) urges the occurrence of late

spellings like merentessemo, karessemo, CIL. ii. 2997.

Numerals.

44. As separate words are to be noted

a) qudttuor, but quartus (see § 53 under area).

I?) qinnque and its derivatives, all of which have ~t, as quin-

decim, qu'intiis, qinngenti, qiiinquaginta.

c) the derivatives of unus, undecim, undevigijifi, etc.

d) milk, m'dlia, and nfillesimus.

Pronouns.

45. I. Nos, vos ; but noster, vester ; nostn, vestri, etc.

2. Hunc and hanc have a short vowel, as shown by the fact

that they are sometimes used as short in verse, e.g. Plautus, Miles

Gloriosus, 1008.

3. Llle, ipse, iste have ?.

4. The suffix -cunque has H.

5. Compounds retain the quantity of the elements of which

they are compounded, as qiiisquis, cTtjiisque.

CONJUGATION.

Root Forms.

46. I. Presents formed by means of the infix n have a short

vowel, e.g. fundo {root fud-) ;
frdngo (root /rag-)

;
jiingo (root

jug-). Before a labial n becomes m, e.g. rumpo (root rup-)
;
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lambo (root lab-^. Care should be taken not to confuse deriv-

ative and contract Presents like vendo, prendo, with genuine

nasal formations.

2. In most Presents the hidden vowel is short, e.g. necto, seipo,

verio. But the following exceptions are to be noted :

a) First Conjugation: jTirgo {iox Jurigd), narro, orno, pTirgo,

tracto.

b) Second Conjugation : ardeo.

c) Third Conjugation : complscd and all Inchoatives (see

§ 49)-

d) Fourth Conjugation : Jiutrio, ordior.

3. The quantity of the vowel in the Present regularly remains

unchanged throughout the entire conjugation of the verb, e.g. :

ardeo ardere arsl arsurus

gero gn-ere gessi gesius

scr'tbo scribere scrtpst scr'iptus

vivo v'lvere vlxi z'lcturus

fiio figere fixt fixus

Thus inscriptions give fIxa, scrIptvm, conscreiptvm, vIxit,

VEIXIT.

But the following exceptions to this general principle are to be

noted :

d) dicb dieere d'lx'i dictus

duco ducere duxt ductus

cedo cedere cessi cessurus

The short vowel of the Perfect Participles duties and ductus is

assured by the statement of Aulus Gellius {Noctes Atticae, ix. 6)

and by the testimony of the Romance languages. (See § 52. s.ini.)

b) The short vowel of the Present is lengthened in the Perfect

Indicative and Perfect Participle, if hidden, in the following verbs :

ago agere egt actus

cingo cingere cinx'i cinctus

d'elinquo delinquere deCiqui delictus
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distingiib distinguere distinx'i dist'tnctus

eino emere eini emptus

cxstingiio exstinguere exsfinx'i exstineIus

jingo fingere finxt fictus

frangb /rangere freg'i fractus

fungor fungi functus sum

jungo jlingere jTinx'i junctus

lego legere legi leclus

pangb pangere pepigi pdctus

pingo pingere p'lnxi p'lctus

pungo pungere pupug'i punctus

rego regere rex'i rectus

relinqiio relinquere reliqui refictus

sancio sancire sanx't (?) sanctus

struo struere struxt structus

tango iangere tetigi tactus

tego tegere text tectus

tingub tinguere ttnxl tinctus

traho trahere traxt tractus

ungo ungere unx'i unctus

So also in compounds and derivatives of these verbs.

4. The evidence for the long vowel in the Perfect Participles of

the foregoing list is found :

a) In the statements of Gellius, who testifies {Noctes Atticae,

ix. 6) to the quantity of the vowels of actus, iectus, unctus, and in

xii. 3. 4 to that oi structus.

b) In the testimony of inscriptions, which show the following :

Acns CIL. vi. 1377 ; redacta vi. 701 ; exactvs Boissieu, Inscrip-

tions de Lyo7i, p. 136; cInctvs CIL. x. 4104; defvnctis CIL. v.

1326 ; dIlectvs vi. 6319 ; lectvs xi. 1826 ; exstInctos vi. 25617 ;

INFRACTA ix. 60; ivncta X. 1 888; SEi^NCTVM vi. 1527 e. 38;

r6cte xii. 2494; TECTOR vi. 5205 ; co^MTO Monu/ucntum Ancy-

ranum iii. ii ; tra[cta (not certain) CIL. vi. 1527 e. 14 ; sancta

V. 2681 ; Oscan saa(n)htom ( = sanctom)

.

c) In the retention of a in compounds of actus, tactus, fractus,

pactus, tractus {e.g. coactus, attactus, refractus, etc.), which shows
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that the a was long ; short a would have become e in this situa-

tion, as for example in coufectus for an original *cdiifactiis ; acceptus

for an original *accdptus ; ereptus for *erdptus.

(f) For cinctus, delictus, dist'inctus, exst'inctus, f'lctus, p'lctus,

puiictus, rdlctus, tlncitis, the long vowel is assured by the evidence

of the Romance, e.g. Italian cinto, dclitto,fitto, relitto, tin to.

5. The evidence for the quantity of the vowel in the Perfects of

the foregoing list is found :

d) In inscriptional markings, as conivnxit (Wilmanns, Inscript.

Latinae 104); texit (CIL, x. 1793); Rexit (CIL. v. 875);

TRAXi (CIL. X. 23 1 I, 18).

d) In Priscian's statement (Keil, ii. 466) that rexi and texi

have 'e.

c) In the testimony of the Romance languages which point to

cinxi, dist'inx'i, exst'inxl, f'liixl, pliixl, striixi, t'lnxl, uiixl.

d) The long ^ in sdnx'i rests upon no specific evidence, but

may perhaps be safely inferred after the analogy of sdnctus.

Until recently the principle was maintained {e.g. by Marx in his

first edition) that all monosyllabic stems ending in b, d, or g, had

the hidden vowel long in the Perfect Indicative and Perfect Parti-

ciple wherever euphonic changes occurred. According to this

theory we should have e.g. scindo, scindere, scid'i, sfisstis ; mergo,

mergere, m'ersl, mlrsus. This principle was first laid, down by

Lachmann (on Lucretius i. 805) for Perfect Participles alone, and

was subsequently assumed by other scholars to apply to the Per-

fect Indicative as well; but this position is now entirely abandoned.

Each long vowel must be supported by specific evidence.

Verbal Endings.

47. I. The hidden vowel is short before ss and st in the termi-

nations of inflected forms, e.g. fuissem, amdvlsse ; fitisti, fuistis.

This is shown not only by the historical origin of these formations,

but by such metrical usage as Plautus, Amphitruo, 761, dedisse

;

Menaechmi, 687, dedist'i, where iss and ist are treated as short
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syllables by neglect of ' position ' (see § 36. 2). Contracted forms

are, of course, an exception to the above principle, as a?nasse,

commossem, redisse, audisset, afnasti, nostis.

2. Formations of the type : d'lxt't, accestis,jusfi, traxe, surrexe,

extinxem have the same quantity as the regular forms.

Compounds.

48. Marx (p. 8) holds that the vowel of a monosyllabic prepo-

sition, if hidden, is long in composition when the preposition loses

a final consonant. Thus he maintains a long vowel for the initial

syllable of asce7idd (for *ad-scandd); di-stinguo {*dis-stingud);

siispicio (for *sub-spidd). But this principle rests upon an un-

tenable theory of compensatory lengthening ; see § 89.

Inchoatives.

49. Inchoatives in -sco, -scar have a long vowel before -sc,

e.g. iabascd,fidrescd, nifesco, treimsco, adip'iscor. Gellius {Nodes

Atticae, vi. 15) mentions a number of words of this class as hav-

ing a long vowel, and implies that this was generally true of all.

The Romance languages show that -esco and -isco {-iscor) had ~e

and 'i.

Irregular Verbs.

50. I. The root vowel of esse is short under all circumstances,

e.g. est, estis, esto, esseni.

2. Edd, ' eat,' has a long e in the forms es, 'est, estis, esse^n, esse,

estitr, essetiir. Cf. Donatus on Terence, Andria, i. i. 54 ; Servius

on Vergil, Aeneid, v. 785.

3. Marx (p. 9) lays down the principle that in compounds of

eo, forms containing // have the second / long before st, as e.g. in

interiist'i. This theory rests solely upon the occurrence of inte-

RiEiSTi in CIL. i. 1202. But ei occurs elsewhere in inscriptions,

incorrectly written for 1, e.g. parenteis { = parentis), CIL. i. 1009 ;

faceivndae {=faciiindae). It is altogether probable that interi-

EiSTi is another instance of the same sort.
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Word Formation.

51. I. Substantives in -abrum, -acrum, -atrum, derived from

verbs, have a, e.g. fiabru??i, lavacrum, aratruin.

2. The derivative endings -elliis {a, urn), -illus {a, uni), regu-

lariy have e and 1, but the following have a long vowel, viz.

:

cafella, ' little chain,' angu'illa, Bovlllae, Jfillae, oinllus, sfdla,

suVliis, villa.

3. The vowel is short in -emus {-emius, -ern'inus), -urnus

{-urniiis, -ttniiniis), e.g. hibernus, tabenia, Satiinius. In vermis

(from I'er) the r is not a part of the suffix.

4. The vowel is short in the endings -estus {-esler, -estris, -esti-

cus, -eslas), -isler {-islrum), -ustus, e.g. eaelestis, domesticus, tem-

pestas, capistriim, veniistus. In s'em'estris, Justus, the long vowel

belongs to the stem.

5. The vowel is short in the endings -uneulus, -uncio, -erculus,

-usculus, e.g. ratiuncula, patenulus, majusculus, homiincio ; plus-

culus (from plus) naturally has u.

6. In compounds, the connecting vowel / is short, e.g. navt-

fragus, lectisternium.

List of the Most Important Words containing a Long

Vowel before Two Consonants.^

52. A.

abiegnus : see § 38.

acatalecUis : Gr. dKardX-qKros.

actuttim : like actus.

ago, agere, egi, actus : see § 46. 3. b).

Alcestis : Gr.
'
A\Kr)(rTis. .

Alecto : Gr. 'AXtjktw.

aliorsum : for *alio-vorsum.

ahptes : Gr. dXelTrTrjs.

Amazon : Gr. 'Afid^wv.

aml>ustt(s : see iiro.

1 The following classes of words are omitted from this list

:

a) Most derivatives and compounds.

l>) All words containing ns or n/.

c) Inchoatives in -asco, -esco, -tsco.

a) Some rare Greek loan-words and proper names.

e) Nouns and adjectives in -x, whose Genitive (ace. to § 42. 2) shows the

preceding vowel to be long.
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angiiilla : ~i ace. to the Romance.

aprugnus : see § 38.

Aqinllius : AqvIllivs : CIL. vi.

12264.

aratrum : see § 51. i.

ardeb : like aridus.

atkla : Gr. o.B\ov.

athletes: Gr. d^XiyriJi.

atrametttutn : like ater.

atrium : from ater ; also Atrivm,

CIL. vi. 10025.

axilla : Priscian, iii. 36.

B.

bardus, ' stupid '
: from iaro.

Bedriacwii : BrjTpLaKov, Plutarch,

Ot/io, 8, II.

Bellerophon, -ontis : Gr. -dv, - Cjvtos.

ben'ignus : see § 38; so also the Ro-

mance.

bestia, Bestia : BTjcrr/as ; Plutarch,

Maritis, 9 ; Cicero, 3 ; the Ro-

mance would point to e.

bimestris : from mensis.

bov'illus : from bov'iniis.

bubrestis : Gr. ^ov^prjaris.

burrus : u ace. to the Romance.

busttim : u ace. to the Romance ; cf.

combustus and ustus.

catalectus : Gr. KardXriKTos.

catella : from catena ; catella, ' bitch,'

has e.

catlllus : from catimts.

cetra : better orthography is caetra

;

see § 61.

chirurgiis : Gr. x^'POi'/'Tos-

cicatrix : a in Plautus, Ainphitruo

446 ; see § 36. 2,

ciccus, -mil : i ace. to the Romance.

Cuicius ; ciNCiA, CIL. vi. 1 48 17 et

passim.

cingo, cingere, cinxi, cinctus : i in the

Perfect and Perfect Participle ace,

to the Romance ; see Korting

( IVorterbiich, col. 196) ; d'Ovidio

(^Grobers Griindriss, p. i. 501 f.);

clNCivs, CIL. X. 4104; see §53.5. v.

clatra, clatri : Gr. K\rj9pa.

Clytemeslra : Gr. K\vTaifi'^(TTpa.

Cnossiis : Gr. K^wtrcroy.

cogo, cogere, coegi, coactus : see ago.

comburo, comburere, combuss'i, combus-

tus : see uro and bustum.

como, comere, compsi, comptus : ace.

to the Romance.

compingo, compingere, compegi, com-

pactus : see § 46. 3. b').

conjunx : CONIVNX, CIL. vi. 6592 et

passim ; but conjux has ii.

coiitingo, -ere, contigi, contactus : like

tango.

contio : for co-ventio ; § 40. 2. ci).

corolla : from corona.

crabro : a in Plautus, Amphitruo, 707;

see § 36. 2.

crastinus : from eras.

cresco : cr^scens, CIL. xii. 4030 et

passim ; Gr. Kp'^ffKijvs ; also aec.

to the Romance.

cr'ibrum : i in Plautus, Mostellaria,

55 ; see § 36. 2.

crispus: Creispinvs, CIL. x. 3514.

K/oeio-Tretwi', CIG. Addenda, 4342,

d. 4. The Romance would point

to I ; but see§ 36. 5 fin.

crusta, crustum : v in CIL. i. 1199;

the Romance points both to crus-

tum and also to a collateral form

with ii. Grober (^Archiv, vi. 384) ;

Korting ( IVorterbuch, col. 232).

Ctesiphon, -ontis : Gr. -wv, -Qvto^.

cucTillus, ' hood '
: the Romance points

to two forms,— one with u, an-

other with a ; see Grober {Archiv,
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i- 555 ; vi. 384) ; Korting ( Worter-

buch, col. 233) ; ciicullus, ' cuckoo,'

has u.

cunctus : c^'NCTl, CIL. ix. 60.

custos : KovcTTiodrjs, Lydus, de Afagis-

tratibus, i. 46 ; u acc. to the Ro-

mance.

Cyclops: Gr. Ki5/c\w^.

D.

deligo, -ere, detegi, delectus: like lego.

delinqtio, -ere, deliqiii, delictus : i acc.

to the Romance.

deltibrum : u in Plautus, Poenulus,

1 175; see § 36. 2.

demo, demere, demps'i, demptus : like

etyib.

deunx : from de and Tincia.

dextans : from de + sextans.

duo, dicere, dix'i, dictus : see § 46.

3 . a) . Certain of the Romance lan-

guages (Fr. dit ; Old Ital. ditto,

etc.') point to a collateral dictus,

which Osthoff (^Morphologische Un-

tersuchungen, iv. 74) thinks be-

longed to the colloquial language.

But possibly those Romance lan-

guages which point to 't have sim-

ply adapted the Participle to the

vowel of the Present and the Per-

fect. See Grober (^Archiv, vi. 385).

dlcterium : Gr. deiKT'^piov.

Diespiter : dies and pater.

d'tgladior : for dis + gladior by com-

pensatory lengthening; see § 89.

digitus : see § 38 fin.

d'lgredior : for dis + gradior by com-

pensatory lengthening; see § 89.

dilemma : Gr. hiKrjiiixa.

diligo, -ere, dilexi, dilectus : like lego.

dirigo, -ere, d'lr'ex'i, directus : like rego.

dirimo, -ere, direm't, direinptus : like

uno.

distinguo, -ere, disfmxi, disiinctus : t

acc. to the Romance; see d'Ovidio

{Grober's Grundriss, i. p. 502);

Korting ( Worterbuch, col. 304)

;

cf. exstinguo ; see 46. 3. b.

dolabra .• <r/! § 5 1 . I

.

diico, ducere, dux'i, ductus : see- § 46.

3. a) ; PERD<'XIT, CIL. xii. 2346 et

passim.

E.

ebrius : e regularly in Plautus, eg. Tri-

nummus, 812; see § 36. 2.

echpsis : Gr. eKXeii/'tj.

effringb, -ere, effreg'i, effractus : like

fraiigo.

emo, eiiiere, emi, emptus: see § 46.

3. ^)-

emungo, -ere, , emunctus : u acc.

to the Romance; see d'Ovidio

(^Grober''s Grundriss, i. p. 515).

erigo, -ere, erex't, erectus : like rego.

esca : e acc. to the Romance.

Esquiliae, Esquilinus : Gr. 'Hcr/ci/Xtcoy,

in Strabo, v. 234, 237.

Etruscus : cf. Etruria ; Gr. "Etpov(tkos.

existimo : from ex and aestimo ; EXl-

STIMAVERVNT, CIL. V. 5O5O.

exordium : from ordior.

exstingtib, -ere, exsiinxi., exsfinctus

:

extInctos, CIL. vi. 25617; cf.

distinguo ; see 46. 3. b.

extrabrdinarius : from brdb.

fav'illa : favIlla, CIL. v. 3143. The

Romance also seems to point to t,

fello: from same root 2.%femina ; Gr.

festivus : from festus.

festus : from the same root as feriae

(= *fes-iae'), ' holiday '; FfeSTVS in

CIL. i., Easti Praenestini for April

25th. So also in the proper name:
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Fesius : FfesTVS, CIL. xii. 3179; FfesTi,

V. 2627; FfesTAE, iii. 5353; Gr.

^TjffTos, CIA. iii. 635 and fre-

quently. The Romance points to

e, indicating that e of the classical

period ultimately became reduced;

see § 36. 5.

ftgo, figere, fix'i, fixus : ?lXA, A/omt-

mentitm Ancyra)tum,\\. 18; i ace.

to the Romance.

Jingo, fingere, finxi, fictus : i ace. to

the Romance; see § 53 s. v.

firmtis : fIrmvm, CIL. iv. 175 et

passim; the Romance points to 5,

showing that i of the classical pe-

riod had become reduced; see

§ 36. 5-

flabrum : see § 51. i.

fi'tgo, -ere, -fl'ixi, -fl'ictus : AFLEICTA,

CIL. i. 1
1 75; the Romance also

points to i.

floscuhis : from Jios.

forma : see Donatus on Terence,

Phormio, 28; ^wp/ir; in Greek in-

scriptions; Romance also shows 5.

formula : ixom forma.

frajigo, -ere, fregi, fractus : see § 46.

} ^)-

fr'igo, -ere, , frictus : I ace. to the

Romance.

fructus : u ace. to the Romance. Old

French froit points to a collateral

frtidus ; see Osthoff, Geschichte des

Perfects, p. 523.

fruor, frui, fructus sum: u ace. to

the Romance.

frustra : FRVSTrA, CIL. vi. 20370.

frustum : u ace. to the Romance.

fungor, fungi, functus stitn : DE-

F<^NCTIS, CIL. V. 1326; F^NCTO,

xii. 3176 etpassim,

furtim : from fur.

furtivus : from fur.

furturn ' from fur.

fustis: u ace. to the Romance.

geograpkia : Gr. yeojypacpla.

Ceorgius : Gr. reuij07ios.

georgicus : Gr. yeoopyiKSs.

gHsco : § 49.

glossariuvi : from Gr. y\C}(j(Ta.

glossema : from Gr. 7Xwcrcr^^a.

gryllus : y ace. to the Romance.

gryps : like Gen. grypis ; § 42. 2.

H.

hactemis : like hac.

Hellespontus : Gr. 'EXX^o-ttoi'tos.

Herculanum : HekcvlAniae, CIL.

xii. 1357; 'UpKovXaveov, Dio Cas-

sius, Ixvi. 23 ; 'HpKXavds, CIA. iii.

1197.

/iidtscum : i ace. to the Romance.

Inllae : from /lira.

h'trcus .• like h'lrtus.

h'lrsutus : like h'lrtus.

H'irtus and hirtus : I ace. to the Ro-

mance.

h'lsco : see § 49.

Hispellum : cf Gr. E^ctttAXoi', Strabo,

V. 227.

Hispo, H'lspulla : like Hispellum.

hornus : from hora ?

horsum : for *ko-vorsum.

hydrops : like Gen. hydropis ; § 42. 2.

Hymettus : Gr. 'TfjiT]TT6s.

//ypermestra . Gr. "twepfiriaTpa.

I.

ignis : Ignis, CIL. xi. 826.

ifignus : see § 38.

illorsum : for *illo-vorsum.

Illyria : ElLLVRiCO, CIL. i-. p. 77.

impingo, -ere, impegi, impTictus : see

§ 46. 3. b).
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liifcstits : INFKSTI, CIL. V. 2627; cf.

manifestus.

inluslris : from lux.

lolcus : Gr. 'IwXk6s.

tnsftnclus : see distinguo.

inlellego, inlellegere, intellcxi, intellec-

tiis : like lego,

ititervallum : from vallus.

introrsuiii : for *inlro-vorsum.

involucriiin : u in Plautus, Caplivi^

267; § 36. 2.

istorsutu : for *isto-vorsu7n.

jentaculum : see § 40. 2. a).

jentatio : see § 40. 2. «).

juglans : from y^z'- and glans.

jungo, -ere,ju.nxi,junctus; see § 46.

jurgo : {or Jurigo, (rom jus.

yusdnianus : from Justus,

justitium : iromjus.

Justus : from jus : also IVSTO, CIL. ii.

210; V. 5919.

juxta, juxtiin : from jugis 'joined

with.'

L.

labor, lab'i, lapsus sum : see § 46. 3

;

dIlapsam, CIL. xi. 3123.

labrum, ' bowl ' : for lavabrum ; la-

bruin, ' lip,' has a.

labrusca : ii ace. to the Romance.

laevorsum : for *laevo-vorsum.

lamna : syncopated for lamina,

lardum : syncopated for laridum.

Lars, Lartis : Lart-, CIL. x. 633.

larva : like larua, the early Latin

form, eg. Tla-utus, Ampliitruo, 777;

Captivi 598.

latr'ina : for lavatrina ; cf. Plautus,

Curctdio, 580; § 36. 2.

latro : a in oblatratricem, Plautus, I\Ii-

les Gloriosus, 681; § 36. 2.

lavabrum : see § 51. I.

lavacrum : see § 51. i.

lego, -ere, leg't, lectus : see § 46. 3.

lemma : Gr. \rjfj./j.a.

lemniscus : Gr. Xtj/xvIctkos.

Lemnos : Gr. Krip.vo%.

lent'tscus : I ace. to the Romance.

libra : I in Plautus, Pseudolus, 816;

§36. 2.

I'tbro : like hbra.

I'lctor : lIctok, CIL. vi. 699 and often;

LiCTOR, Ephemeris Epigraphica, v.

51 ; XelKTojp, Eckinger (^Orthogra-

phic lateinischer IVorter in Grie-

chischen Inschriflen, p. 43).

fignum : see § 38.

lubricus : u in Plautus, Miles Glor-

iosus, 853; § 36. 2.

luceo, -ere., lux'i : see § 46. 3.

lucta : u ace. to the Romance.

luctor : like lucta.

luctus : from lugeo : also L\''CTVM, CIL.

vi. 1527 e. 66; LfcTV, CIL. v. 337;

X. 4041. 2.

/z7f^5, lugere, luxi: see § 46. 3.

lustrum, ' expiation ' : lvstrvm, Monu-
mentutn Ancyranum, ii. 3, 5, 8;

ii. 3, 6, 10; lustru?n, 'haunt,' has u.

lustro : like lustrum.

luxuria : see luxus.

liixus : u ace. to the Romance.

Lycwgus: Gr. KvKovpyos.

M.

magnus : see § 38.

mafignus : see § 38 ; so also the Ro-

mance.

malle : for *ma/i- (magis) + velle.

7nanipstus : [maniJfestvm, CIL. i.

p. 319; very uncertain.

Manlius : from Alanius; MAnlio,

Manlia, CIL. V. 615; Manliae,

ix. 3942.
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I\farcelli(S, Marcella : from Jl/arcus ;

Makcella, CIL. xii. 3188.

Alarcius : from J/drcus ; Marcivs,

CIL. V. 555 e^ passim ; 'Sla.a.pKiov,

CIG. 1 137.

Marcus: Maarco, CIL. i. 1006; xiv.

2802 ; MArci, Boissieu, Inscriptions

de Lyon, p. 143; MdapKos, CIG. 887

et passim.

Mars, Martis : yiA.KX\S, Moniimentum

Ancyranum, iv. 21 ; CIL. x. 809

et passim.

Martialis : XxVq Mars,

niassa : Gr. /xajct.

matrimo)iium : from mater,

matrix : from mater,

matrona : from mater ; mAtruNA,

CIL. V. 5249.

viaxilla : ace. to Priscian, iii. 36.

viaximus : mAx[imo, CIL. vi. 2080.

17-

maza : Gr. /j.d^a.

mercennariiis : for *7nerced-naritis.

Metrodorus : Gr. Mt7tp65w/)os.

metropolis : Gr. ti7)Tpoiro\LS.

m'llle, m'lllia : aiIllia, Momunentum
Ancyranum, i. 16 ; mIlliens, iii.

34 ; 'i ace. to the Romance.

m'llvus : as in the early Latin m'lluos.

Mostellaria : from monstrtim.

mucro : ii in Atta, Frag. 13 (ed.

Ribbeck) ; § 36. 2.

mulleus : it ace. to the Romance.

7?iullus : u ace. to the Romance.

museerda : from mus.

viuscuius : from mus.

}?iuscus : u ace. to the Romance.

mustela : from mils.

Mycalessiis : Gr. ^\vKo.\r\a(s6%.

N.

nanc'iscor : see § 49.

Ndrnia : Umbrian N'ahar- (= a).

narro : nArrem, Boissieu, Inscrip-

tions de Lyoji, p. 136.

nascor: § 49 ; nAscerer, Monumen-
tum Ancyranum, ii. 44 ; nAscenti-

B\'s, CIL. xii. 3702.

nasturcium : from 7tasus.

nefastus : from nefas.

neglt'go, -ere, ncglexi, neglectus ; see

lego,

neqindtjnam {iieqincqua/n^ : from abl.

quid,

nltor, ttiti, n'txzis sum : see § 46. 3.

nolle: from Jte -\- *volle (through the

assimilated form *no-volle ?).

nondian : from non and dui>i ; NON-

DVM, CIL. X. 4041. 6.

nongenti : for *}io{7/)engenii,

nonne : from non.

ndnnftlfi : from non and nullus.

Norba : Gr. Nibp^rj.

nosco : ace. to the Romance.

}iubd, -ere., nupsi, nupta : see § 46. 3.

nullus: from ne and ullus ; NVLLVM,

CIL. X. 4787.

nundinae, nwidinum : for *no{v)en-

dinae ; noundinae in early Latin;

NvNDlNVS, CIL. xii. 3650.

nuntius : for *nove-ntius? (' news-

bringer ').

nuntio : like nuntius.

nuptiae : like nupta.

nusquam : like iisquam.

nfdi-io : like nietrlx.

iiutrix : u in Plautus, Curculio, 643 ;

nutrtcatus, Miles Gloriosus, 656 ;

nutrleant, Miles Gloriosus, 715;

§ 36. 2-

o.

obFiviscor : see § 49 ; oblIvIscemvr,

CIL. vi. 6250.

Oenotria : Gr. Olvurpla.

olla : for aula; ULLA, CIL. vi. 10006

et passim.
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Onchestus : Gr. "OyxW'o^-

Opus, -unds : Gr. 'OttoOi'tos.

orca : o ace. to the Romance.

ordior : like ordo.

ordo : URDINIS, Boissieu, Inscriplions

de Lyon, p. 136; GIL. ix. 5177;

xii. 3312 ; ace. to the Romance.

'brtto : URNARE, CIL. xii. 4333 ei

passim,

ornamentum : ornAmentis, CIL. xii.

3203 etpassim ; cf. orno.

oscen : from os.

oscilhim : from oscidiim.

oscito : from os.

oscular : from os.

Ostia : from os ; Gr. ^^arla..

ostium : from os ; waTia, seholion to

Aristophanes, F/u/us, 330 ; ostivm,

CIL. vi. 4710; osTio, Monumen-

tum Ancyranum, v. 14.

ovillus : irom ovtnus.

Oxus : Gr. 'fl^os, in Strabo.

paciscor, paclsct, pacttis sum : see

§49-
Paefignus : see § 38 ; Gr. UaLXlvoi in

Appian, B.C. i. 39.

palimpsestus : Gr. TraXi/xi/'Tjcrros.

paluster : from palus.

pango, pangere, pepigi, pactiis : the

compounds impactus., compactus,

point to a ; see § 46. 4. c).

paradlgma : Gr. rrapdbeiyfj.a.

pascb, pascere, pav't, pastus : see § 49.

pastillus : like pascb.

pastib : like pastus.

pastor: ]\ke pastus ; PAASTORES, CIL.

i. 551 ; pAsturis, CIL. x. 827.

paxillus : ace. to Priseian, iii. 36.

pegma : Gr. ir^yfia.

pentathlum : Gr. ddXov.

peremptd/is : from peremptus {e»td)

.

pergb, pergere, perrex't, per7-ectus : like

rcgv.

per'iclitor : like per'iculutn.

perimb, -ere, per'eini., pei-e/nptus : like

emb.

Permessus : Gr. Hepfj-rjaaos.

perrepto : from reptb (j'epb)

.

Pess'inus., -untis : Gr. necrcicoOfros.

Phoen'issa : like Phoemx.

p'lctor : \)}^Q. pictus (^pingo).

pictura : like pictus.

p'lgmentum : pIgment-, CIL. viii.

1344 ; i ace. to the Romance.

p'lgnus : see § 38.

pingb,pingere, pinx'i, pictus : see under

fingb, which is precisely parallel.

p'lstillum., p'lstor, p'lstus (from ptnso),

pistr'inum, p'lstrilla : pIsTVS, CIL.

V. 6998. The Romance evidence is

conflicting, but is favorable to I.

plelnsc'itum : — pl'eln scitum, and better

so written.

plebs : like genitive //^^/5/ pl£ps, CIL.

V. 6797; xii. 4333.

plectrum : Gr. irXrjKTpov.

Pfisthenes : Gr. IlXeta-^^vTjs.

plbstellum : irova plaustrum.

plusculum : from plus,

poetria, -is : Gr. TroirjTpla., troirirpti.

Pblla : — Paidla ; PoLLA, . CIL. xii.

3471 ; cf. the following word.

Pbllib: from Paullus ; PoLLio, CIL.

vi. 22840 et passim ; HuWluv in

Plutarch, Dio Cassius, and else-

where.

polluceb, -ere, -tix't : § 46. 3.

Polymestor : Gr. TloXviMT^aTup.

porrigb, -ere, porrexi, porrectus : like

regb.

praehistris : like lux.

prdgmaticus : Gr. irpayfj.aTtKos.

Praxiteles : Gr. HIpd^iT^Xrii (TrpS^ij).

prendb : for pre-hendb.
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primordium : from ordior.

pr'inceps : horn primus and capio.

p7-incipalis : from pr'inceps.

pr'incipatus : from pr'inceps.

pr'incipium : from pr'inceps.

Fr'iscianus : from priscus.

pr'iscus and Pr'iscus : Priscvs, CIL.

xi. 1940; PkIscvs, CIL. ix. 4354. c;

n/)e?(7Kos, CIG. 4494 et passim.

pr'istinus : \\\it priscus.

priv'ignus : see § 38.

procj-astino : from eras.

Procrustes : Gr. W.poKpov(TTi]%.

profestus : from f'estus.

promo, -ere, promps'i, promptus : see

§ 46. 3-

propugnacuhim : pugno.

prorsum, prorsus : for *pro-vorsu??i,

-sus.

prosperus: irom pro*spere ? ('accord-

ing to expectation').

prostibulum : from pro and stabulum.

Publicius, Publicola : from piiblicus.

Poplicola is another word, viz. from

poplus^ early form of populus,

'people.'

publicus : horn piibes ; PVBLIc6r[vm,

CIL. vi. 1377; il in Plautus, Miles

Gloriosus, 102, 103 ; Captivi, 334 et

passim ; § 36. 2 ; u also ace. to the

Romance.

PTiblilius : like PTMius.

PTiblius : like piiblicus.

piigna : see § 38.

pugnax : V\ke pugna.

pugno : like pugna.

pugnus : see § 38.

pulv'illus : ixom puhnnus; pvlvIllvs,

CIL. i. Fasti Cap., a. 297.

pungo, -ere, pupug't,punctus : u ace. to

the Romance.

purgo : for *purigd (purus) ; u also

ace. to the Romance.

purgcimentum : from purgo.

pTirgatio : from purgo.

pustula : from piis; u ace. to the Ro-

mance.

Q-

quartus : QuArtvs, CIL. iii. 4959 ;

Alonumentum Ancyranum, iii. 22

etpassim.

quartanus : like quartus.

qudrtdrius : like qudrtus.

quiesco : ace. to Gellius, Nodes Atticae,

vii. 15, some persons pronounced

quiesco in his day; but other -sco

formations have invariably e before

sc ; quievi and quietus also point to

quiesco; qviescere is found CIL.

vi. 25531.

quincfinx : from quTnque and uncia.

quindecim : from qulnque and decem ;

i ace. to the Romance.

qulngenti, quingent, qumgenties : from

qulnque.

Qulnqudtrus : from qulnque ; d in

Plautus, Miles Gloriosus, 691 ;

§ 36- 2.

qulnque: QvlNQVE, CIL. vi. 3539 et

passim; face, to the Romance.

qulnqudgintd : from qulnque.

quinquennium : from qulnque.

qulnquies : from qulnque.

qulntdiia : from qulntus.

Quintllis : from qulntus.

Qulntilius : from qulntus; QvlNCTI-

Lio, CIL. iii. 384.

qulntus, Qulntus, Qulnctius : from

qulnque; QvIntvm, Monumentum
Ancyranum, iii. I; i longa occurs

repeatedly; Kc^eicTos, CIG. 2003;

I ace. to the Romance.

quippe : for qmd (Abl.) and -pe.

quorsus ; for *quo-vorsus.
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R.

rastrum : from rado.

reapse : fur re eapse (^Ah\.oi ipsa).

recte, rector : like rectus.

rectus : see rego.

redigb, -ere, redeg'i, redactus : like ago.

reiiimo, -ere, redem'i, red'empttis : like

e>nd ; 'PeSrjvwTa, CIG. 981 1 ; RE-

DEMTTA, CIL. vi. 22251.

red'emptio, red'eniptor : from redimo.

regnum : see § 38.

regno : like regnum.

regnator, r'egnatrix : from regno.

rego, -ere, rexi, rectus : see § 46. 3. b).

relinquo, -ere, reliqiii, rehctus : see

§ 46. 3- b-).^

reminiscor, -i : see § 49.

;-?/5, repere, reps'i, reptum : see § 46. 3.

restinguo, -ere., restlnxl, resfinctus : see

distinguo.

r'lxa : i ace. to the Romance.

roscidus .• from ros.

Roscius : Roscio, CIL. vi. 2060, 5;

'Puxr/ctos, Plutarch, Cicero, 3 ; 5 ;

Pompey, 15.

rostrum: from rodo ; pdcrTpov, He-

sychius.

Rostra : from rostrum.

Roxana : Gr. 'Pw^di'r;.

r?7^^ .• ace. to the Romance (Grober,

Archiv, v. p. 370).

ructus : like ructo.

riirsus : for *re-vorsus.

rusticus : from ;v7j,- R^STlcvs, CIL.

ix. 4012 ; u ace. to the Romance.

salignus, sal'igneus : see § 38.

sancio, sanclre, sanxt, sanctus : see

§ 46. 3- b).

Sarsina : SAssiNAS in an inscription.

sceptrum : Gr. ffKijiTTpov.

seised: see § 49; d[esc]Iscentem,

Monumentum Ancyranum, v. 28.

scribo., -ere, scripst, sc?'iptus : see § 46.

3; scrIptvm, CIL. vi. 2011; CON-

SCREIPTVM, CIL. i. 206. 87 ; 109 ;

CUNSCRIPTIS, CIL. X. 3903 ; I ace.

to the Romance ; Umbrian screihtor

= scriptos (Norn. Plu.).

segmen : like segmentum.

s'egmentitm : see § 39.

segnis : SEGNIS in a Herculanean papy-

rus.

seligo, seligere.1 selegj, selectus : like

lego^

Selinus, -untis : Gr. "LekivovvTo^.

seinl'stris : for *ses-mestris, *sexmestris;

see § 89.

semuncia : from semi- and uncia.

septunx : from uncia.

sescuncia : for sesqui- and uncia.

sescuplex, s'escuplus : for sesqui- and

-plex.

Sesostris : l^i(ru(TrpLS.

sesqui- : = semisque-.

sestertius : for semis teriitis.

Sestius : Gr. Sijortos, in Cic. ad Att.

vii. 17. 2 et passim ; ^TjcTTla, CIA.

iii. 1450.

Sestos, Sestit : Gr. Stjcttos, S-jjariot.

S'jgnia : Seig[nia, CIL. i. 11.

s'lgnum: seignvm, CIL. xiv. 4270;

sIgna, Boissieu, Inscriptions de

Lyon, p. 606 ; 9^ § 38 fin.

ngnifico, s'lgno : like signum.

sinistrorsus : for *sinistro-vorsus.

sistrum : Gr. (reiarpov.

sobrius : o in Plautus, Miles Gloriosus,

812; § 36.2.

Socrates : Gr. ^uKpdrrit.

solstitium : from 5^/.

Sophron : Gr. 1iU}<ppu}v.

sospes : Gr. Swo-ttis, CIA. iii. Il6l f/
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sbspita, sbspito : like sospes.

stcigno : like stagnnm.

stagnum : see § 38.

sfilla : t ace. to the Romance.

stillicidium, sfilld : like stilla.

struo, -ere, struxt, structus : see § 46.

3. b) ; u also ace. to the Romance.

strudor : like structus ; cf. strVctor,

CIL. X. 708 ; u ace. to Gellius, xii.

3-4-

structura : like structus.

sublustris : lilie lux.

substructio : like structus.

suesco : as in suevi, suetus.

sugo, -ere, suxi, suetus : see § 46. 3 ;

it ace. to the Romance.

suillus : from suimis.

sumo, -ere, suinpsi,sumptus : see § 46.

3 ; u also ace. to the Romance.

sumptus : from sumo,

surculus : from surus.

surgo, -ere, surrexi, surrectus : like

rego.

sursum : for *su-vorsu!?t.

sutrina : like sutor.

Sutrium : u in Plautus, Casina 524;

§ 36. 2.

syllepsis : Gr. (Ti/XXtji/'is.

tango, -ere, tetigi, tactus: see § 46. 3. <5).

tactio : like tactus.

Tartessus : Gr. Taprtja-a-os.

iaxillus : ace. to Priscian, iii. 36.

Tecmessa : Gr. T^/c/iTjo-j-a.

tectum : from ^if^5.

^4^5, -^r.?, ^'^jri, tectus : see § 46. 3-3).

Telmessus : Gr. TeXfiricrcos.

Temnos : Gr. Tri/jLvos.

Ter7nesstis : Gr. Tepfirjcraos.

teruncius : from uncia.

theatrum : Gr. didrpov.

ttgnum : see § 38.

T'lllius : tIllIvs, CIL. vi. 2043.

tingo,-ere, t'lnxi, tinctus: see § 46. 3. 3).

tractim : like tractus.

tracto : like tractus.

trti/io, -ere, traxi, tractus : see § 46.

3-^);_

Trapezus, -uiitis : Gr. T/aaTrefoOs,

-oOfTOS.

trifbrmis : from forma.

trlstis : trIstior, GIG. 6268 ; i also

ace. to the Romance.

tructa : u ace. to the Romance.

U.

ullus : from unus ; vlla, CIL. ii.

1473 ; VLLi, CIL. vi. 10230.

ulna : Gr. wKiv-q.

ulva : like ul'igo.

uncia : like unus.

unctio : like unctus (jingo),

undecim, undecimus : from unus and

decent

.

undeviginti, etc. : like unus.

tingb, -ere, unx'i, unctus : see § 46.

_ 3- ^).

uro, -ere, uss'i, ustus : u in the Perfect

Participle ace. to the Romance ; for

the w in usst, see § 53 s. v.

uspiam : like usque.

usquam : like usque.

usque : u ace. to the Romance.

ustrzna : like usttis.

usurpo : ilsu rapid ?

V.

vallum, vallus : vAllAri, CIL. ii.

4509 ; also VAli.ivs, VAllia, CIL.

xiv. 4039.

vallaris : see vallum,

valid : see vallum,

vasculum : lilce vas.

vastus : the Teutonic languages point

to a long root vowel.
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Vlctis, ' Isle of Wight ' : Gr. Oi>j7kt/s.

Tip-anJis : from tv- and grana'is.

l'~elal>rum : a in Plautus, Curculio,

4S3; §36.2.

z-endo : from zenum and do.

z'ernus : from zer.

vestibulum : ve- + stabulum ? Cf.pro-

stibulum.

vesfigium : ve + steigh- ?

zexillum : VEXILLO, CIL. xii. 3167 ;

Byzantine Gr. firi^iWa ; GIG. 44S3,

ovri^i\\aTi(^w)(7iv ; also ace. to Pris-

cian, iii. 36.

v'tcius : from zlz'o.

villa: vIlla, CIL. \\. 9S34 ; the Ro-

mance points to J.

z'lndemia : from z'lnurn and demo.

Fi/>sanius : ylpsxsl, CIL. vi. 12782;

vIpsania, CIL. vi. S877 ; Beifdvios,

CIG. 5709.

I'lpstanus: vIpsT.\Nn's, CIL. vi. 2039

and frequently ; Oveiypravov, CIG.

5837, b. ; CIA. iii. 621.

vhcus .- vIsCERls, CIL. vi. 1975.

VIVO, erg, vhcl, viclum : see § 46. 3 ;

VEIXIT, CIL. xiv. 2485; ViXIT,

CIL. ii. 3449 ; vICT<'RO, CIL. vi.

12,562 ;
/Setftr in an inscription

cited by Eckinger {^Orthographie

Lat. W'orter in Griech. Itischrif-

ien, p. 43).

z'ictits : like z'tz-o.

Vop'iscus : Gr. OuoireiaKos ; voplsco,

CIL. X. 4S72.

X.

Xenophon, -otitis : Gr. Sej-o^cDv, -0}vto%.

Z.

zosier : Gr. fworijp.

53. Words n\'hose HroDEx QuAxnTiES .a.re in Dispute.

agnalus, agnotus, etc. : a Marx ; see

§ 38.

agnus : a ace. to all the authorities;

but see § 38.

allicio : some scholars mark the e of

the Perfect long in allext, illext,

pellex't ; and likewise in -spexl

(^aspext, conspex'i, etc.'), flexl, pexi,

vexl. This marking rests upon a

statement of Priscian in Lx. 28. But

Priscian in this passage simply says

that Perfects in -xi have a long

vowel before the x only zuhen the

vowel is tf ; he does not state that

every e is long before -xi. More-

over, little weight is to be attached

to this testimony ; for in the para-

graph immediately preceding (ix.

27) Priscian lends the weight of

his authority to such forms as trax't,

manit, dOxt, which certainly had

a long vowel in the best period.

Osthoff {Geschichte des Perfects, p.

227) and Brugmann (^Grnndriss

der Vergleichenden Gravimatik, ii.

p. 1 1 82) support e in Perfects of

this type by arguments drawn from

comparative grammar ; but the evi-

dence does not warrant a positive

conclusion in their favor.

amygdalum : y Marx, without citation

of evidence. Grober {^Arckiv,\. 240)

and Korting ( Worterbuch, col. 45)

give y.

Appulus, Appidia : A Marx. Apulus,

Apulia are the better spelling.
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area: a Marx and Lewis (E.L.D.).

The word occurs with the apex

(Arcae) in Boissieu, Inscriptions

de Lyon, p. 279, but it is doubtful

whether this single instance justi-

fies our recognizing the a as long.

The root arc-, ' hold, confine,' had

originally a short vowel, as is shown

by coerced (for *co-arceo); *arceo

would have retained the a in com-

position ; see § 72, Nevertheless

it is undeniable that a tendency ex-

isted in certain localities to lengthen

the short vowel before r -\- z. con-

sonant. In some words this re-

sulted in permanent lengthening of

short vowels in the classical speech,

e.g. in forma, quartus {cf. quat-

tuor) ; orca, and probably in ordo,

ordior, orno. In case of other

words we simply meet isolated

local manifestations of the ten-

dency, e.g. in Arvali, CIL. vi. 913;

LIB£rTIS, CIL. X. 3523; SERVILIO,

Henzen, 6490 ; vIrgo, CIL. vi.

2150 ; vIrtvtis, CIL. vi. 449 ;

CORVINVS, vi. 2041; ORFITO, vi.

353 ; CORDIAE, vi. 22,915 ; NAr-

BONE, xii. 3203; NArbonensis, xii.

3163; h6rt[0S, %-i. 9493 ; COHORT-

[is, vi. 2993 ; F6rt[is FoR-n'XAE,

vi. 9493 ; f6rtvnata, vi. 7527. Yet

these sporadic inscriptional mark-

ings hardly justify our assuming

arvum, arvalis, fibertus, servtis,

Virgo, etc., for the classical speech

;

and the same applies to area. See

Seelmann, Anssprache des Latein,

p. 91.

Arruns : A Marx.

arundo : u Lewis (E.L.D.), appar-

ently on the basis of a statement

by an anonymous sixth century

grammarian (Keil, viii. m. 14);

but the Romance points to u.

Grober, Archiv, i. 243 ; Korting,

Worterbuch, col. 71.

arvum, arvalis : see area.

ascettdo, ascr'ibd, etc. : a Marx; see § 48.

ascia : a Marx ; see § 89.

Asclepiades : A Marx.

Asculum : A Marx.

aspernor, asporto, etc : a Marx ; see § 48.

aspicio, ere, exi, ectus : exi Lewis ; see

above under allicio.

assus : a Marx, as if for *arsus, which

is improbable. See OsthofF, Ge-

schickte des Perfects, p. 545.

astus : a Marx, as if for *axtus; see

§89.

attrecto : e Marx, who explains at-

trecto as for attracto (from tractus")
\

but a never becomes e in Latin

;

on the other hand the vocalism of

attrecto points necessarily to a pre-

vious *at-tracto (see § 46. 4. «:).

Unless, therefore, we reject the

e\adence in favor of tractus as the

regular form of the participle of

traho and its compounds (see § 46.

3. 3), we shall have to assume the

existence of an original 'by-form'

tractus, to which we shall refer

attrecto, contrecto, obtrecto, etc. Simi-

lar doublets existed in case of dic-

tus : cTicttis (§ 52. s. v); fructus

:

fructus (§ 52. s. v.), and possibly

latus : *ldtus (whence Latium, ' the

broad country').

axis .• a Marx, without warrant ; Cha-

risius (Keil, i. Ii. 22) and Diome-

des (Keil, i. 428) both testify to a.

braccae : a Marx ; see § 88. I.

bes, bessis : e in oblique cases Marx
;

but in view of Quintilian's state-

ment (i. 7. 20) that ss was not
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written after a long vowel in the

post-Ciceronian period, it is much

more probable that the word fol-

lowed the analogy of as, assis.

Osthoff, Geschichte des Perfects, p.

545-

caballiis : a Marx, as if a diminutive

from an assumed *cabanus, for

which there is no warrant.

Camillus : I ace. to Appendix Probi

(Keil, iv. p. 197) ; i ace. to Mar-

tianus Capella (p. 66. 4, ed. Eys-

senhardt).

capesso : e ace. to Osthoff ( Geschichte

des Perfects, p. 221), who regards

capesso, facesso, lacesso, as origi-

nally aorists of the same type as

habesso, licessit, etc. Brugmann

(^Grundriss, ii. p. 1203), taking a

different view of the formation, re-

gards the e as short.

carduus : possibly a, if from the same

root as car-ex, ' sedge ' (lit. ' rough

plant' ?).

carrus, carruca : a Marx.

Cassandra : Cass- Marx.

cedo, -ere, cessi, cessurus : e Marx ;

cess'i ace. to Priscian, ix. 27 ; the

Romance languages point to e in

both cess'i, and cessurus (d'Ovidio,

in Grdber's Grundriss, i. p. 510;

Osthoff, Geschichte des Perfects, p.

537). Korting, Worterbuch, col.

186, strangely gives e.

cesso : ? Marx ; see cedo.

cingb, -ere, c'lnxi, cinctus : Marx and

Lewis (E.L.D.) regard the i as

short in ciiix'i, cinctus; likewise

in -stinxt, -stinctus ; tinxz, tinctus

(except that Lewis has finctus) ;

and m. pinx'i,finx'i. The Romance

languages seem to point to t in the

Perfect and Perfect Participle of all

these words, e.g. Italian cinsi, cinto

;

stinsi, stinto ; finsi, finto, etc. In-

scriptions, moreover, give extInc-

Tos, cInctvs. See d'Ovidio in

Grober^s Grundriss, i. p. 501 f.
;

Korting, Worterbuch, and Frohde

in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, xvi,

P- 193-

classis : a Marx, on the basis of an

assumed etymological connection

with clarus.

cognatus, cognomen, cognosco, and other

words beginning with cogn-: the

here is usually regarded as long

;

but the evidence is not sufficient to

warrant this view ; see § 38.

confestim : e Marx, after the analogy

of manifestus, which latter is some-

what uncertain.

conjungo, conjunx : Marx, on the

basis of CONIVGI, CIL. v. 1066

;

vi. 9914, which are too improbable

to merit acceptance.

conspicio, -ere, exi, ectus : exi Lewis
;

see above under allicio.

contrecto : e Marx ; see attrecto.

damma : a Marx; see § 88. I.

despicio, -ere, exi, ectus : -exi Lewis

(E.L.D.) ; see under allicio.

detrecto : ?Marx; st^ attrecto.

discidium, discr'ibo, disto, distinguo,

distringo: d'ls- Marx and Lewis

(E.L.D.) ; see § 48.

disco : I Marx, on the theory of com-

pensatory lengthening {disco for

*di-dc-scd) ; see § 89.

distinguo, -ere, inxi, inctus : see cingb.

duumvir : u Marx and Lewis

(E.L.D.) ; see § 42. i.

Dyrrhachiuiit : y Marx, who cites the

modern name Durazzo.

enormis : Marx and Lewis (E.L.D.);

see norma.
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Eriiinys : I Marx; cf. § 88. i.

exsHnguo, -ere, tnxi, tnctus : see dis-

tingiib.

facessb : e Lewis (E.L.D.) ; see

capesso.

fasfigium : a Marx, on the theory

of compensatory lengthening ; see

§89.

fastus, ' disdain ' : a Marx, on the

theory of compensatory lengthen-

ing ; § 89.

festmus, festino : e Marx, on the the-

ory of compensatory lengthening,

as though {ox fendt- ; see § 89.

festuca,fistuca : e and i Marx, on the

theory of compensatory lengthen-

ing (see § 89), as though iox. ferst-.

Jingo, -ere, finxl, fictus : see eittgo.

fisttila : I Lewis (E.L.D.), but the

Romance shows i ; Grober (^Ar-

chiv, ii. 288) ; Korting ( JVdrter-

buch, col. 328).

fiecto,-ere,Jlexi: fl'exi Lewis (E.L.D.)

;

see under allicid.

fludus : d'Ovidio in Groier's Grund-

riss, i. p. 515, and Korting, IVor-

terbuch, col. 334, regard the u as

long on the basis of the Romance
;

but it is admitted that the evidence

is not altogether clear. If Italian

fiotto is the descendant of Latin

fiiictus, this points to u.

fitib, -ere, finx'i, Jliexiis : flux'i, Lewis

(E.L.D.); JlTix't, Jluxus, Korting

( Worterbuch, col. 334) ; Jluxus,

d'Ovidio {Grober^s Grundriss, i. p.

515); but the evidence is ex-

tremely scanty and conflicting.

fans, fontis : in the oblique cases,

Lewis (E.L.D.), see § 41.

fors, forsit, forsitan ^
forte, fortasse,

fortassis, fortuna, forttatus :

Lewis, apparently on the basis of

the apex in CIL. vi. 9493; 7527.

But the second of these occurs in

an inscription which has hortis.

See under area. Marx writes for-

sit and forsitan on the basis of the

Romance. This may be correct for

these two words ; but it is difficult

to believe that the other words of

this group have 0. Greek trans-

literations show <p6pTiv, ^opris.

fortasse, fortassis : a Marx, who cites

nothing in support.

frendo, -ere, frendiii, fresus, or fres-

sus : -essus Marx ; § 98. 2.

frons, frondis : in the oblique cases,

Lewis ; see § 41.

f-ons, frontis : in the oblique cases,

Lewis ; see § 41.

futtilis : u Marx ; see § 88. I.

Garumna : u Marx.

garrio, garridus : a Marx, who con-

nects with Gr. ydpiju).

gigiib : t by most authorities ; see § 38.

gluttio, gluttus : M Marx ; see § 88. I.

grallae : a Marx.

hallucinor : a Marx ; see § 88. I

.

helluo : e Marx ; see § 88. i.

hesternus : lies- Lewis, on the testi-

mony of Marius Victorinus (Keil,

vi. 15. 15). Historical grammar

shows that the e was originally

short. Cf. her'i, Gr. x^^^> ^^^•

Hence, it is doubtful whether the

isolated statement of a fourth cen-

tury grammarian should receive

credit as an index of the classical

pronunciation.

h'lrcus : the quantity of the i is doubt-

ful, as the Romance words upon

which judgment is based may be

' semi-literary
'

; see § 36. 5 fin.

Cf Grober (Arc/iiv, iii. 139) ;

Korting (^Worterbuch, col. 389).
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hirundo : u Lewis, on the basis of an

anonymous sixth century gramma-

rian (Keil, viii. iii. 14). But the

Romance points unanimously to

u ; see Grober (^Archiv, iii. 139) ;

Korting {^IVorterbuch, col. 389).

hispidus : t Mar.x and Lewis. Marx

cites the Romance, but the word

is probably ' literary ' in the Ro-

mance ; see § 36. 5 fin. Neither

Grober nor Korting include it in

their collections.

ico, icere, 'tci, ictus : utiis Marx ; but

tco seems to have been the normal

present ; while 'icb occurs only in

rare cases of metrical lengthening.

Hence, in the absence of specific

evidence, ictus is more probable

than utus.

immo : vntno Marx, in view of 'i/nus ;

but cf. § 88. I.

incesso : e Marx ; see cedo.

tnspicio, -ere, exi, ectus : -ext Lewis ;

see allicio.

intercessio : e Marx ; see cedo.

jubeo, -ere, jiisfi, jussus : jiiss't, jiisstis

Marx
;

jusfi, jussus Lewis. The

only authority for u in jussus is

ivssvs, GIL. vi. 77. But the apex

here is entitled to no weight. The
same inscription has at least one

other error in the use of the apex,

viz. Annivs. In favor oi juss'i we

find ivss[iT, GIL. xii. 1930 ; ivssiT,

iv. 25531 ; and lOVSlT, GIL. i. 547
a, et passim in inscriptions of

the ante-classical period. The sim-

plest solution of the difficulties is

to recognize an ante-classical jus'i,

which is well attested by Quintilian

in i. 7. 21, and a classical jUssl.

The shortening occurs in accord-

ance with the principle explained

in § 88. I. In view of QuintiHan's

additional statement that jusst was

the orthography of his day, and

that jj was not written after a long

vowel (i. 7. 20) this is almost a nec-

essary conclusion. The apex in GIL.

xii. 1930 is then a blunder, a result

of the confusion of jusi and jUssi.

See Osthoff, Geschichte des Perfects,

p. 532 ff. ; Brugmann, Grundriss,

ii. 1 1 82; Frcihde, Bezzenberger's

Beitrage, xvi. p. 184.

Juppiter : u Marx ; see § 88. I.

lacesso : ^ Lewis; 'a&G. capesso.

lascivus : a Marx, on the basis of an

assumed etymology, which con-

nects the word with the root las-

(jar-) of larua.

libertus : e Lewis ; see area.

hbertds : e Lewis ; see area.

limpidus : I Marx, on the basis of the

Romance Undo; so Korting, IV'dr-

terbuch, col. 454; but others ques-

tion the connection of Undo with

Umpidus, and refer the former word

to a Germanic origin.

Uttera : i Marx ; see § 88. I.

MessaUa : a Marx; see § 88. I,

miseed, tniscere, miscut, mixtus : i

throughout ace. to Marx ; mixtus

Lewis. The Romance shows i

throughout. Grober, Archiv, iv.

117; Korting, Worterbuch, col.

494; 496.

mitto, mittere, misi, tnissus : missus

Lewis (E.L.D.). The Romance
points to / ; a few suspicious in-

stances of i longa occur, e.g. Dl-

mIssis, GIL. iii., p. 862 (shown by

Osthoff, Geschichte des Perfects, p.

526, to be probably a blunder);

mIssione, X. 7890; remIssa, xi.

1585.
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mons, mentis : in oblique cases,

Lewis ; see § 41.

musca : u Marx ; ti ace. to the Ro-

mance.

musso : u Marx, who compares mutio.

mussito : u Marx ; see musso.

Narbo, Narbonensis : a Marx ; see

under ai'ca.

nescib, nescius : e Lewis ; but com-

pare neqiieb . The Romance points

to e.

norma : Marx, who connects with

Gr. yvwpipios.

nusqua?)i : u Lewis ; see iisquam.

obtrecto : e Marx ; see attrectb.

ostrum : b Marx, who connects with

austrum.

pannus : a Marx; cf. § 88. I.

pellicib : see allicib.

perspicib : see aspicib.

pestis : e Marx, in accordance with a

fanciful etymology.

pilleus : i Marx; see § 88. i.

pingb ; see cingb.

pbns,pontis : bin oblique cases, Lewis;

see § 41.

posca : b Marx, who compares /5-rM-

lum ; but the root had also a re-

duced form pb- (§ 69) ; cf. Gr.

•Korov.

poscb : b Marx, on the theory of com-

pensatory lengthening (^pbscb for

*porscb) ; see § 89.

postulb : b Marx, as in the case of

poscb.

prbmiscuus : i Marx, as in the case of

m isceb.

propinquus : I Lewis ; but the Pro-

vengal, which apparently is the

only Romance language that in-

herited the word from Latin, points

to i.

pulmb : u Marx and Lewis. Marx

compares Gr. 7rXei;/;iwi', which proves

nothing for Latin ; the Romance
points to le. Cf. Stolz, Lat. Grain.,

p. 283, who explains pulmb as for

*pb)ib; see § 100. i.

qtiousque : Lewis ii ; see usque.

recessus : e Marx ; see cedb.

respicib, -ere, exi, ectus : -ex'i Lewis;

see allicib.

Sallustius : a Marx.

secessus : e Marx; see cedb.

sescenti : ses- Marx and Lewis, on the

theory of compensatory lengthen-

ing ; see § 89. Marx compares

Sestius (for Sexlius), but e in that

word is exceptional. See Frohde,

Bezzenberger's Beitrage, xvi. 204.

sinciput: i Marx and Lewis, on the

basis of the etymology sei?ii -f caput,

i.e. sinciput for *senciput by vowel

assimilation
; § 90.

stafinum : a Marx, on the basis of

the 'by-form,' stagiium.

Stella : stela ace. to the Romance

;

probably the form with two /'s had e.

strenna : e Marx ; see § 88. i

.

supparum : u Marx; cf. § 88. I.

suspicib, -ere, exl, ectus : u Marx ; see

§ 48. On suspex't, see allicib.

taxb : a Marx.

testa : ^Marx and Lewis, on the theory

of compensatory lengthening {testa

for *tersta') ; see § 89. The Ro-

mance points to e.

testis, tester, testamentum, testimb-

niu??i, etc. : e Marx, on the theory

of compensatory lengthening {testis

for *terstis') ; see § 89.

tingub, -ere, tinxt, ttnctus : see cingb,

torreb, -ere, torrui, tostus : tbstus Marx,

on the theory of compensatory

lengthening {tbstus for *torstus)

;

see § 89. The Romance points to
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0. See d'Ovidio in Grober's Grund-

riss, i. p. 520; Kortiiig {IV'drter-

biich, col. 726); (ii-tiber {Archiv,

vi. 129).

tressis : e Marx ; see bes, bessis.

Tusc'i : u Marx and Lewis, on the

theory of compensatory lengthen-

ing ( Tusc'i for * Tursct) ; see § 89.

The Romance points to ii.

TuschIhdi : u Marx and Lewis; see

Ttisa.

ullra, ulterior, tiltimiis, etc. : u Marx

and Lewis, on the basis of an al-

leged apex in VLTRA, Boissieu, In-

scriptions de Lyon, p. 136. But

the apex does not occur there. See

Lindsay, Latin Language, p. 595.

The Romance points to ti.

urceus : u Marx, who cites orca ; but

the Romance points to u.

ttrna : u Marx and Lewis. Marx

compares urindtor ; but tirna is

to be referred to the root arc-,

weak form urc- (§ 100. 2), whence

ur{c)na. The Italian urna, if a

genuine Latin inheritance, would

point to u ; but it is probably

purely literary
; § 36. 5 fin.

uro, -ere, ussi, ustus : ussi Marx ; but

Priscian (Keil i. 466. 6) gives ussi.

See \xx\<.\&x Jubeo.

viscum : I Marx and Lewis. Marx

cites the evidence of the Romance

;

but Grober {Archiv, vi. 144), Kor-

ting ( Worterbuch, col. 766), and

d'Ovidio i^Grdber's Grundriss, i. p.

503), interpret the Romance as

pointing to i.

vect'igal, z'ectis, vecto, vector, vectura,

etc, : e Lewis. The only evidence

is that furnished by the Romance

in the case of vectis ; this points

to e. The related words must have

had the same quantity.

veho, -ere, vexi, vectus : vext, v'ectus

Lewis. For vexi, see under allicio ;

on vectus, see vectigal.

Venafrum : d Marx, and the lexicons;

on what grounds is not clear.

vescus : e Marx, on the basis of the

questionable etymology ve + esca.

vexo : e Lewis ; see vecfigal.

victor, victus, victoria, etc. : t Lewis,

on the basis of repeated inscrip-

tional markings, such as vICTOR,

CIL. vi. 10056; 10115; 1058;

ViCTORINVS, vi. 1058 ; ViCTORIAM,

vi. 2086; iNvicTAl, vi. 353. But

with a single exception no one of

these inscriptions can be shown to

antedate the third century A.D.;

and I quite agree with Christiansen

{de Apicibus et I longis, p. 49) in

the view that in the classical period

the i was short ; later, apparently

it was lengthened.



CHAPTER IV.

ACCENT.

See Brugmann, Grundriss, i. §§ 679 ff.; Stolz, Lateiiiische Grammatik^

pp. 3l7ff. ; Laleinische Latitlehre, ^^. ^^a.; Seelmann, ^z«5/rar/2i? des

Latein, pp. 15 ff. ; Lindsay, Latin Language, pp. 148 ff.

54. Accent in general is the prominence of one special syllable

of a word as compared with the other syllables of the same word.

This prominence may manifest itself in tliree different ways. Thus :

1. A syllable may be made prominent by 'stressing' it, i.e. by

uttering it with a more energetic expulsory act on the part of the

lungs {stress accent). The English and German accent are of

this nature.

2. A syllable may be made prominent by uttering it at a higher

pitch than the other syllables of the same word {jniisical acceni).

The Greek and Sanskrit accent were of this kind.

3. A syllable may be quantitatively prominent, i.e. its time may

be greater than that of the other syllables of the same word. No

language was ever accented essentially on the quantitative princi-

ple alone ; but traces of the operation of this principle are notice-

able at one stage of Latin accentuation.

Neither stress accent nor musical accent prevails alone in any

language. As a rule the one constitutes the essential accentual

principle of a language, while the other is subordinate. Thus in

English we notice chiefly the stress accent ; but the rise and fall of

pitch also exists as a feature of the spoken language.

55. I. The Latin accent was essentially a stress accent; so far

as a musical accent existed, it was subordinate to the other. In

69
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the prehistoric period the Latin accent rested upon the initial

syllable of the word. In this respect Latin represents a deviation

from the accentuation of the Indo-European parent-speech. In

the parent-speech the accent was free, i.e. it might rest upon any

syllable of a polysyllabic word. Evidences of the prehistoric

Latin accent {i.e. the stress accent on the initial syllable) are seen

in the weakening of unaccented vowels and in the loss of unac-

cented syllables. Thus

:

a) Vowel-weakening : exerceo iox *ex-arced ; conficio iox*cdn-

facio; existumo for *exaistumo ; inimicus for *in-amicus ; con-

tubenialis io\ *cdntaberrialis ; cecicTi for *cecaidi {caedo) ; concludo

for *cdn-claudd ; Manlius for Mdjiilius.

b) Syllable-loss: 7'eppuli iox ^re-pepiil'i ; sufpui iox *sur-rapui;

un-decim for *uno-decem.

2. In course of time another factor seems to have become

operative in Latin accentuation, viz. quantity. Apparently a long

penult came to assume such prominence as to receive a secondary

stress. Thus peperc'i hecdiXne pipercl ; inimicus became inimicus

;

existumamus became existumdmus. Where the penult was short,

the preceding syllable seems to have received the secondary

accent, dA existumo for existumo; conficiunt iox conficiunt. Ulti-

mately this secondary accent prevailed over the primary initial

accent, and thus established the traditional accentuation of the

historical period, the so-called 'Three Syllable Law,' by \yhich the

accent is restricted to the last three syllables of a word, resting

upon the penult if that is long, otherwise upon the antepenult.

Yet the first syllable of Latin words seems to have always retained

a certain degree of prominence ; for it is regularly retained in

Romance, while unaccented syllables in the interior of a word

frequently vanish.

3. It is extremely improbable that Latin in the historical period

was as strongly stressed as English and German, for example.

One reason for this is found in the accentuation of the Romance

languages. These, in the main, retain the Latin accent in its
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original position, but they all agree in showing a much shghter

degree of stress on the accented syllable than exists in English or

German. More weighty is the evidence of Latin poetry. Here

the quantitative principle is the fundamental basis of the verse.

A decided stress accent would have conflicted with this to the

extent of obscuring the metrical character of the verse. More-

over, we often find Latin words containing an unbroken succession

of long syllables, e.g. Idlcebatur. A strong stress accent is incon-

sistent with such conditions, as may be seen from the strongly

stressed modern languages. Cf. Eng. inevitable vvith Latin inl-

v'ltabile. While, therefore, stress always remained the essential

characteristic of the Latin accentuation, yet the stress was rela-

tively slight, and probably slighter in the historical period after

the establishment of the 'Three Syllable Law,' than in the pre-

historic period when the principle of initial accentuation pre-

vailed. It seems a fair conclusion that the diminution in the

intensity of the stress accent was due to the encroachments of

the quantitative principle. Thus a long penult is seen to have

developed a secondary stress which ultimately gained complete

ascendancy and became the primary accent of the word.

4. Attention has been called in the Grammar, § 6, 4, to cases

where, by the loss of a final vowel, the accent has come to stand

upon the last syllable of certain words. Other instances of the

same sort are disturbat for disturbdvit; murnt for munivit. The

principle is stated by Priscian (xv. 17-18). Arpincis, Samnts,

nostras, Campans, etc., are also cited by the grammarians as

having an accent upon the last syllable, as though for Arpinhtis,

Samnttis, nostrdtis, Campdnus, etc. See, for example, Priscian

iv. 22. Such forms as benefacit, satisfdcit, are properly written

bene facit, etc.

5. Various Latin grammarians have seemed to support the

theory of the existence of a musical accent in Latin, e.g. Nigidius

Figulus (in Gellius, Noctes Atticae xiii. 26. 1-3) ; Audacis Ex-

cerpta (Keil, vii. 357. 14 ff.); Priscian, de Accentu, 2. 5. These
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writers recognize an acute (') and a circumflex (^), and lay

down specific rules for their employment. According to them,

the acute stood upon all short vowels as ni'ix, bene, veterem, and

upon a long vowel in the antepenult, as rsgibus. It also stood

upon a long vowel of Jhe penult in case the ultima was long, as

reges. If the ultima was short, a long penult took the circumflex,

as irge. The circumflex also stood upon long vowels of monosyl-

labic words, 2l% flos. But it is more than probable that these rules

are merely an echo of the principles of Greek accentuation, just

as the rules given for syllable-division by certain Latin gram-

marians were probably merely a learned fiction in imitation of the

Greek rules. See § 35.



CHAPTER V.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

See Brambach, Die Neiigestaltun^ der Lateinischen Orthographie, Leipzig,

1868, and the same author's Hulfsbiichlein fiir Lateinische Rechtschrei-

bung, 3d ed., Leipzig, 1884; Georges, Lexikoii der Lateinischen Wort-

formen, Leipzig, 1890.

56. The orthography of Latin words naturally varied at different

periods, and even within one and the same period there was not

unfrequently considerable discrepancy between different writers.

During the classical era relatively sHght attention was paid to

the study of the language, and as a result we notice the absence

of any recognized standard of spelling such as prevails in modem
languages. This lack of a recognized norm compels us to resort

to other sources of information in order to determine the best

spelling for a given era. Our manuscripts of the Latin writers

unfortunately have been so altered in the course of transmission

from the past, that they seldom furnish trustworthy evidence. A
few of the oldest give valuable indications of the contemporary

spelling; but more often the Mss. have been adapted to the

standards of a later age, and are full of the errors and inconsis-

tencies of the Decline. On the whole, carefully cut official inscrip-

tions furnish the safest reliance. The testimony given by these is

supplemented for the post-Augustan era by the statements of

grammarians, who, beginning with the first century a.d., devoted

much systematic attention to orthographic questions. Many

points belonging here have already been anticipated in connec-

tion with the discussion of Pronunciation. The following special

classes of words call for further consideration

:

73
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57. I. Words of the type mentioned in Gr. § 9. i ; 4, viz.

quom, volt, volnus, voltus, volgus ; Nouns and Adjectives in

-quos, -quom ; -vos, -vom ; -uos, -uom ; and Verbs in -quont,

-quontur ; -vont, -vontur ; -uont, -uontur. This was the original

spelling and continued to be the regular orthography down to

about the beginning of the Augustan Age. After that it was still

retained, particularly in special words as an archaic reminiscence.

But as a rule, beginning about the 8th century of the city (Brug-

mann, Grundriss, I. § 431 ; Stolz, Lat. Gr. § 46 ; Lindsay, Latiji

La?iguage, p. 299 ; Bersu, Die Gutiurakn, p. 53 ff.), the following

changes took place :

a) vol + a mute or a nasal became vul, e.g. vultus, viilnus.

But proper names show a preference for the early form, e.g.

Volcamis, Volsc'i, etc.

b) -vos, -vom, -vont, -vontur became -vus, -vum, -vunt, -vun-

tur, e.g. saevus, saevum, solvunt, solvuntur.

c^ -uos, -uom, -uont, -uontur became -uus, -uum, -uunt, -uun-

tur, e.g. perpetuus, perpetuum, acuunt, acuuntur.

d) -quos, -quom, -quont, -quontur developed somewhat at

variance with the foregoing classes. They first became -cus,

-cum, -cunt, -cuntur, yielding, e.g., ecus (for equos') ; cum (for

quom) ; relincunt (for relinqtionf) ; secuntur (for sequontur).

2. This spelling established itself during the Augustan Age, and

continued to be the standard orthography in words of this class

until shortly after the close of the first century a.d.,^ when -cus,

-cum, -cunt, -cuntur became -quus, -quum, -quunt, -quuntur. This

change was the result of analogy. Thus in a word like ecus, for

example, the preponderance of forms containing qu {equl, equd,

equ'is, etc.) in time naturally produced the change from ecus to

1 Examples are anticvm, CIL. vi. 615. 4 b); cocvs, CIL. vi. 8753 f.;

9264 f. ; Propincvs, CIL. vi. 2408. 3; iii. 5274 a. 2. Cf. Gr. IIpoTr/wos,

CIG. 6430. Manuscripts also preserve numerous traces of such spellings.

For examples occurring in the Palatine codex of Vergil's Aeneid, see Bersu,

p. 88, N.
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equus ; and from ecuvi to equum. Similarly, in the verb such forms

as relinciint, secuntur ultimately became relinqiiunt, seqiiuntur,

owing to the influence of the forms containing qu, relinquis, relin-

quit, relinquunits ; sequitur, sequimur, etc.

3. It is interesting to note that the conjunction cum remained

unaffected by this tendency. Not forming part of a paradigm

containing ^z^-forms, it remained intact. The form qieum,

though occasionally found still in texts, does not appear in Latin

inscriptions or Mss. prior to the 6th century a.d. (Bersu, Die

Gutturalen, p. 44, n.).

4. What has been said of forms in original -quojit, -quontiii;

applies similarly to forms in original -(n)guont, -(n)guontur.

Thus an exstinguont became first exstingunt, then later (after

analogy of the other forms of the same tense) exstingmint ; so

exstinguontur developed through the medium of exstinguntur to

exstinguuntur.

58. Assimilation of the Final Consonant of Prepositions

IN Compounds.

a) In compounds of ad the preposition appears,

—

i) Before c, as ac-, e.g. accipio.

2) Before f, as ad- or af-, e.g. adfero or affero.

3) Before g, as ad- or ag-, as adgredior or aggredior.

4) Before 1, as ad- or al-, as adlatiis or allatus.

5) Before n, as ad- or an-, as adnitor or annltor.

6) Before p, as ad- or ap-, as adporfo or apporto.

7) Before r, as ad- or ar-, e.g. adndeo or arrideo.

8) Before s, as ad- or as-, e.g. adsero or assero.

9) Before t, as at-, e.g. attineo.

10) Before q, as ad- or ac-, e.g. adquiro or acquiro.

Note. — Yet in all the above instances, even when ad- is written, it is

probable that af-, ag-, al-, an-, etc., were regularly spoken, i.e. the matter

was a purely graphical one. A sense for the etymology and a desire to indi-
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cate the actual component elements of the word prompted a spelling which,

strictly speaking, was inexact.

ii) Before gn, sp, sc, st, we find sometimes a-, sometimes

ad-, e.g. agnosco, adgnosco ; aspiro, adsplro. Here

again the spelling adgn-, adsp , etc., is purely etymo-

logical, and does not indicate the actual utterance

;

the d disappeared in these consonant groups in accord-

ance with the principle explained in § 105. i,

12) In all other cases ad was retained both in spelling and

pronunciation.

b') In compounds of com-, the preposition appears—
i) Before b, p, m as com-, e.g. combibo, comporto, commoror.

2) Before c, q, g ; d, t, n ; f, s
; j, v, as con-, e.g. concilio,

conqinro, congero ; condo, conterd,connascor ; confero,

consero ; conjungo, convinco.

3) Before 1, as con- or col-, e.g. conlatus or collatus.

4) Before r, as con- or cor-, e.g. conruo or corriw.

Note. — Before 1 and r, even though con- was written, col- and cor- were

probably spoken. See note on ad above.

5) Before o-« con- dropped its n (see § 105. i), e.g. cognosco.

6) The origin of co- in conitor, coniveo, conubiiim, etc., and

of CO- in coactus, co-addo, etc., is uncertain.' Some

regard co- as a different word here.

c) The Preposition ex (= ecs) before f lost the c (§ 105. i)

and then assimilated s to f, e.g. effero, for e{c)s/crd {cf. differd

for *disferd). y\nothcr form sometimes arises by the loss of the

s, e.g. ecfero, ecfiitus, etc. This orthography is found mainly in

the archaic period.

d') The Preposition in appears, —
i) Before 1 as in- or il-, e.g. inlatus or Hiatus.

2) Before r as in- or ir-, e.g. inrumpo or irrumpo.
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3) Before m, p, and b as in- or im-, e.g. imbibo or inblbo ;

imp07id or inporto ; iminoitalis or in/no/talis.

Note.— Yet in all these cases even when n was written, it is probable

that assimilation occurred in the actual speech. See above, under ad, note.

4) In all other cases in- was both written and pronounced.

e) The Preposition ob

i) Is regularly assimilated to oc-, of-, og-, op- before c, f, g,

and p respectively, e.g. occur/v, offendo, ogge/v, oppo/w.

2) Elsewhere the b is regularly retained in writing and in

pronunciation, except that before s and t, b had the

sound of p. See § 27. Our Mss. of Plautus, Terence,

and Lucretius often have op- in this situation ; but

Quintilian (i. 7. 7) assures us that for his time good

usage demanded ob.

/) The Preposition per sometimes appears as pel before 1, e.g.

pellicio. Elsewhere r is retained
;
pejero does not contain the

preposition per.

g) The Preposition sub

i) Is regularly changed to sue-, suf-, sug-, sup- before c, f,

g, and p respectively, e.g. succu/'ro, suffectus, suggestus,

suppkx.

2) Before m appears as sub- or sum-.

Note.— Yet subm- was probably merely the etymological spelling for

summ-. See note, under ad, above.

Ji) The Preposition trans

i) Is regularly retained before vowels and b, c, f, g, p, r, t, v,

e.g. t/a/iseo, t/-ansfe/-d, t/'anspo/'to, t/-ansversus.

2) Becomes tran-, often before s, and always before sc-, e.g.

t/'an-se/'o, t/'an-sc/'ibd.

3) Becomes tra- before j, d, 1, m, n (§ 105. 2), e.g. traicio,

t/-aducd, t/-and. Yet before these sounds trans- is

often restored by re-composition (§ 87. 3).
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59. Seelmann {Aussprache des Lutein, p. 6i f.) thinks that

such spellings as adr-, ads-, inl-, inr- in the prepositional com-

pounds above considered, indicated the actual pronunciation.

This pronunciation, however, he considers to have been a faulty-

one, emanating from half- educated persons striving for special

correctness. Terentius Scaurus, Priscian, and Appendix Probi all

expressly declare the etymological spelling to be incorrect in the

type of words under discussion.

On the whole, there seems very little to commend the employ-

ment of the etymological spelling. If we take it as intended to

indicate pronunciation, we can hardly reject the express state-

ments of the grammarians that such pronunciation was wrong.

If, on the other hand, we regard the • etymological spelling as

purely graphical, there seems no advantage in writing adl, adg,

inr, inl, etc., where all, agg, irr, ill were actually spoken, espe-

cially since the Romans themselves often indicated the assimila-

tion. For the purposes of elementary instruction in particular,

the assimilated forms are decidedly to be preferred as a uniform

spelling.

60. Compounds of jacio. As indicated in Gr. § 9, 3, these

are better written inicio, adicio, etc. That a j was pronounced

after the preposition, is made probable by the fact that the first

syllable of these words is used as long in verse. Possibly the

analogy of acid, deicio, reicio (where ay would naturally be pro-

nounced, even if not written) led to the omission of 7 in other

compounds also.
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61. List of the Most Important Words of Doubtful or

Varied Spelling.^

abicid : better than abjicio ; § 60.

adm composition: § 58.

adicib : better than adjicio ; § 60.

adolescens : see adutescens.

Adria : see Hadria.

adulescens : Brambach (^Neugestal-

tung, p. 52) restricts this spelling

to the noun, 'young man,' and

for the participle of adolesco writes

adolescens.

adulescentia, adulescentulus : like adu-

lescens.

Aedui : preferable to Haediii, ace. to

Brambach {^HiilfsbUchlein, p. 22).

aenetis, aenus : better than aheneus,

ahenus.

agnosco and adgnosco : § 58, «).

Alexandrea : this is the correct form

for the Ciceronian period. Later

Alexandr'ia is found.

alibqin and alioquin.

allium and alium : § 88. I

.

allec : not alec.

ancora : wot anchora; § 31. 3.

antemna : also antenna.

Antiochea, Afttiochta : like Alexan-

drea, Alexandria.

anuhis : not annulus.

Apenn'inus and Appenn'inus.

Apulehis and Appuleius : cf. § 88. i.

Apulia, Apuliis.

arbor : arbos is archaic and poetic.

arcesso : in early Latin also accerso.

Areopagita and Ar'iopagita.

Aretis pagns and Arius pagus.

artus, artare : not a retus, arctare,

arundo: not liarundo,

auctor : not autor.

auctoritas : not autoritas.

aurichalcum : better than orichalcum.

autumnus : not auctumnus.

B.

baca : not bacca.

balbutio : not balbuttio.

ballista and balista.

balneum, balneae : balineum occurs in

early Latin.

belua : not bellua.

benejicium : preferable to benificiurn.

beneficus : preferable to benificus.

benevolentia : preferable to benivo-

lentia.

benevolus : preferable to benivolus.

bibliotlieca : bybliotheca also occurs.

biparfilus and biperfitus : § 87. I.

Bosphorus : § 31. 3 fin.

bracchiutn : also brachium.

Britannia, etc. : better than Britt-.

Brundisium : not Brundusium.

C.

caecus : not coecus ; § li.

caelebs : not coelebs ; § II.

caelum and derivatives have ae, not

coel-; § II.

caementum : not cementum ; § lO. 2.

caenum : not coenum ; § II.

^ The standard followed in this list is the usage of the early Empire,

— roughly speaking, the first century A.D. The correct form is given first.

Words belonging to the classes treated in §§ 57-60 are, for the most part,

omitted from the list.
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caerimonia and caeremonia ; not ceH-

monia ; § lo. 2.

caespes : not cespes ; § 10. 2.

caestus : not cesius ; § 10. 2.

caetra : not cetra; § 10. 2.

Camena : not Camoena ; § 11.

causa : caussa was the pre-Augustan

form
; § 98. 2.

<?«« ; not t'^^wa / § II.

Cerealis and Cerialis ; Cerialia.

ceterl : not caeter't ; § 10. 2.

Cethegus : Cetegiis is pre-Ciceronian
;

§ 31- 3-

circuineo and circueo.

claudo : cltido is rare and the result

of ' De-composition '
; see § 87. 2.

cHpeiis : better than clupeiis, the early

spelling
; § 6. 2.

Clytemestra : not Clytemneslra.

coclea and cochlea ; § 31. 3.

<:^»?- in composition : § 58, U)

.

comissarl and comtsart.

comminus : not cominus.

comprehendo : better than comprendo.

con- in compounds: § 58, b).

condicio {con and root die-) : not con-

ditio.

conectb and derivatives : not connecio,

etc.

conicio : better than cottjicio ; § 60.

A form coicio also occurs.

coiutor : not connitor.

conlveo : not connived.

conjunx : better than conjux.

conHo (for coventio') : not concio

;

§_25. 3-

conubiutn : not connubium.

conv'icinm : not conzntiian ; § 25. 3.

cottidie and cotidie : not quotidie.

cothurnus and coturniis: § 31. 3.

culleus, culleuin : not cTdeus, cTdeum ;

§ 88. I.

<:«;« .• never qiium ; see § 57. 3.

cumba : also cymba.

cupressus : not cypressus.

cur : quor is ante-classical.

D.

damma : not dama ; § 88. I

.

Ddnuvius : wot Danubius. Cf.^ 16.2.

Dareiis : better than the later form

Decelca : better than the later form

Decefta.

defat'igo, defal'tgatio : also defet- ; see

§87. I.

deicio : better than dejicio ; see § 60.

delectus, ' choosing ' ; also dilcctus.

delenio : better than delinio ; cf. § 90.

deprehendo : also the contracted form

d'epr'endo.

derigo : also dirigo, which is probably

the original form. Brambach, how-

ever, recognizes two independent

verbs : derigo, ' to move in a particu-

lar direction,' and dirigo, ' to move

in different directions.'

detreeto : sXso detract ; § 87. i.

dexter, dextera, dexterum : also dextra,

dextrum ; but regularly dextera

when used as a substantive.

dicio : not ditio ; § 25. 3.

d'lnosco : earlier dignosco.

disicio : better than disjicio ; § 60.

Duilius or Duillius.

dunitaxat : not dujitaxat ; § 87. I,

dipondius : earlier dupondius ; § 6. 2.

E.

eculus : cf. § 57. d).

eicio : better than ejicio ; § 60.

elleborus : better than helleborus.

emptus, emptio, emptor : not emtus, etc.

epistula : better than epistola.

Er'inys : not Erinnys.

erus, era, er'ilis : not herus, etc. ; § 23.
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Esqidliae, Esqiiiltints: not Exqinliae,

etc.

Euander : not Evander.

exedra and exhedra.

ex'istimatio, ex'istimd: ex'istum'atid, ex't-

stumo are the early spelling ; § 6. 2.

exsanguis, exscindo, exscr'tbo, exsilium,

exspecfo, and other compounds of ex

with words having initial s : better

than exaugiiis, excindo, expecto, etc.

F.

faenerator, faenero : not feiiei-ator,

etc. ; § lo. 2.

faeyiiim : not feniim, nor foentim

;

§11.

faenus : s&e faenerator.

fecundus, etc. : not foecundits, etc.,^il.

femina : notfoemina; § ii.

fetidus, etc.: \^o\. foetidus, etc., § il.

fetus: r\o\. foetus ; § li.

fiiiitimtis : earlier -unius ; § 6. 2.

forensia and foresia : § 20. 2.

futtilis : better than /;7////5; §88. i.

G.

gaesuin : not gesum; § 10. 2.

garrtdus : not garulus.

Geneva : ace. to Grober in Wolfflin's

Archiv, ii. 437.

genet'tvHs : not genitivus.

genetr'ix : not genitfix.

glaeba and gleba.

gnarus : also nariis in Cicero's time.

gnatits, gnata : this is the early form,

used also in poetry ; later natus,

ndta.

grails and grati'is. The latter form is

archaic.

H.

Hadria, etc. : not Adria, etc. ; § 23.

Halicarnasus.

hallTicinor and haluciftor ; cf.% 88. i

;

also al-, all- ; § 23.

Hammon : better than Amman ; § 23.

harena : better than arena ; § 23.

hariola ; also ariola ; § 23.

harnspex : better thanaruspex ; § 23.

haud : sometimes haut ; § 28.

haved and aved ; § 23.

hedera : better than edera ; § 23.

hellub, helluatio : better than heliib, etc.

Henna : better than Enna ; § 23.

Heraclea : later Heraclia.

herc'isco and erc'tsco : § 23.

her'i : 2\%ohere (a different formation).

Hiber, Hib'eres, etc. : not Iber, etc.

:

§ 23-

hiems : not hiemps.

H'llotae : not Helotae.

Ulster : better than Ister ; § 23.

holitor, holitoriiim : see holns.

holus : better than olns ; § 23.

I.

imb- in compounds: § 58. d) 3).

imm- in compounds : § 58. a') 3)

.

imvib : not tmo.

imp- in compounds: § 58. d') 3).

inclitus and inclutus : not inclytus.

incolib and inchoo.

ingrat'is and ingratns.

inicio: better than injicio ; § 60.

£«/- in compounds: § 58. ^) i).

in pr'im'is, tnprtmts, impr'tmis : § 58.

?«r- in compounds: § 58. d^ 2).

intellegentia, intellego : see § 87. i.

intiimis : earlier intumiis ; § 6. 2.

J-

jucundus : not joeiindus.

Judaea : not Judea ; § lO. 2.

juniperns : not j unipiriis.

Juppiier: better than Jupiter; § 88. 1.
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K.

Kaesb and Caeso.

KaUndae : better than Calendae.

kaltunnia : in legal expressions for

calumnia.

Karthago and Carthago.

lacrima : earlier lacrnma (archaic

dacru»ia~) ; § 6. 2 ; not lachrima

nor lachryma ; § 31. 3.

lagoena : no\. lagena ; § II.

lamina and lammina, also syncopated

lamna.

lanterna : better than laterna.

Larentia (in ^^rca Z.) : not Laurentia.

lautiis : better than lotus,

legitirmts : earUer legitumus ; § 6. 2.

/z'^f/, libens, lib'ido : earlier liibet, etc. ;

§6.2.

/Ij ; but stlts in the legal phrase stli-

iibusjudicandts ; § 104. I. ^).

littera: better than litera ; § 88. I.

/I/wj ; rather than littus.

loquela : not loqiiella.

M.

maereo, maestus, etc. ; not tnoereo, etc.

;

§ II.

i7/«y«; § 15. 3.

malevolentia : better than malivolentia.

malevolus : better than malivoltts.

mancipium : earlier mancupium

;

§6.2.

manifestiis : earlier maiiufestus; § 6.2.

manipretium : earlier manupretium ;

§ 6. 2.

maritimtts : earlier marittimus ; § 6. 2.

Mauretania : also Mauritania,

fnaximus : earlier maxumus ; § 6. 2,

Megalensia and Megalesia ; § 20. 2.

mercennarius : not /nercenarius.

Messalla : better than Messala : § 88. i.

w7//^ .• plural m'lllia and m'tlia.

minimus : earlier minitmtts ; § 6. 2.

monumentiim and monimentum ; § 6. 2.

mucciis : earlier mucus ; § 88. I.

multa : not mulcta.

miilto : see multa.

niiiraena: not murena,- § 10. 2.

murra and viyrrha.

N.

navus - earlier gnavus.

ne, 'verily': not wa^/ § 10. 2.

neglego, neglegentia : § 87. i.

negbtium, negotiator : not negocium,

etc. ; § 25. 3.

nenia : not naenia ; § 10. 2.

nlqthcquam and neqmqttam.

noflcius . not noz'itius ; § 25. 3.

nutiquavi and numquam.
nuntio, 7iuntius : not nuncio, etc.

;

§ 25- 3-

O.

obicid : better than ohjicib ; § 60.

oboedib : not obedio ; § 11.

obscenus : better than obscaenus ; not

obscoenus ; § lO. 2; II.

o(Jj- in compounds : not t>/j- / § 58.

.)2).

obsonium : ailso opsonium (d-^p (hviov)

.

obsbnare : see obsonium.

obstipesco : earlier obstupesco ; § 6. 2.

obtempero, obtineo, obtuli : not opt-

;

§ 58- 2).

opilio : better than upilio.

opp- in compounds; § 58. if) l).

pptimus : earlier optumus ; § 6. 2.

Orciis : not Orchus ; § 31. 3.

P.

paelex : not pellex ; § lO. 2.

Pael'igm : not Pel'tgni ; § 10. 2.

paenitet : not poenitet ; § II.

paenula : not penula ; § 10. 2.
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Parnasus : not Parnassus.

parricida, etc. : earlier pari-fida ;

§88.1.

Pa tillus and Pa.ulus.

tJuIus: preferable to paullus.

pedeUniim and pedetemptim.

pedisequus : not pedissequus.

pcjero : not pejuro; perjuro is a dif-

ferent word.

tircontor, etc. : better thznpercurutor,

etc.

pirjurus z.ni pljztr2is.

pissimus : eziUer pessumus ; § 6. 2.

pilleus, etc. : x^ot piUus,etc. ; § 88. I.

plaustrum : not. plostrum.

pubs: not pups; § 58. ^ 2).

PoUid : better than Po/io.

pomirium: not ponwerium.

Pomphnus : not Ponfinus.

pontifex : ezi^er poTiiufex ; § 6. 2.

Porsenna and Porsena ; also Porsinna

and Porsina.

preJundo and prendb.

prelum.: not praelum ; § lO. 2.

proelium : not prailium ; § II.

proicib : better ihz.n projicid ; § 60.

promuniurium : better thanprdmon/u-

rium.

proscaenium : notproscenium; § to. 2.

proximus : ezi^iet p^roxumus ; § 6. 2.

Publicola : on the early forms Popti-

cola, Puplicola, sse puiluus.

publictis {bovapubez) : poplicus (eaAf

Latin) is &om poplus=populus

;

puplicus is the result of the con-

tamination olpublicus and pcplicus.

pulcher : early IjaJan pulcer ; § 31, 3.

quamquam and quanquam.

quaUuor : better than quatuor.

querela : better than quireUa.

qmcumque : better than qtacunqu^.

quicqiiam and quidquam.

quicquid and quidquid.

Qumcius, Quinctius, QulnctUis,

Qutnctiiius : these are the forms

for the Republican period ; under

the Empire Quintus, QulntUis, etc.

quom: § 57^
quor : see cur.

quoiiens and quotus.

R.

raeda : better than reda ; not rh-

;

§ 10. 2.

Paetia, Raefi : not Rhaetia, etc.

recddi (Perf. of recido) : not recidi.

recipero : earlier recupero ; § 6. 2.

Regium : not RJugium.

reicic: better than rejicw ; § 60.

religio : not reUigio.

reliquiae : not relliquiae.

reliquus : early Latin relicuos ; § 57.

repperi (Perf. of reperio) : not reperl.

reppuli (Perf. of repello) : not repuli.

repreJundo or reprendo.

res publico : not respublica.

rettuli (Pert of refero) : not retu/i.

roiundus : in Lacretios sometimes ru-

tundus ; § 90.

S.

\ sa^culum : not seculum ; § 10. 2.

saepes : not sepes; § lo. 2.

saepio : see saepes.

saeta : not j?/!a / § 10. 2.

Sallustius : not Salustius.

sarvo : better than sarrio.

I

saiura : also later scUira ; not satyra.

sauna: not scena ; § 10. 2.

sepukrum : not sepulchrum ; cf.

I 31- 3-

sescenti : rather than sexcenU.

setius : less correctly secius.

singillatim : not lingulalim.
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sdlaciwn : not solaiium ' § 25. 3.

sollemnis : not solletmis.

solliciib, etc. : not sblicito.

stellio : not ste/io ; § 88. i

.

sfillicidium : not sfilicidium.

stilus : not stylus.

stuppa, etc. : not stupa, etc. ; § 88. I.

suadela : not suaJella.

subicio : better than subjicio ; § 60.

subm- in compounds: § 58.^) 2).

suboles : rather than soboles ; § 90.

subtemen : rather than subtegmen,

subter, subt'ilis : § 58. e') 2).

succ- in compounds : § 58. ^). i).

succiis : rather than sucus ; § 88. I.

Sueb't : not Suevt ; § 16. 2.

suff- in compounds: § 58.^) l).

sulpur zxiA sulphur : noi sulfur; §31.4.

supp- in compounds: § 58. g) i).

suscenseo : rather than succenseo.

susp'icib : not susp'itib ; § 20. 3.

Syracusius : also Syracosius.

Syria : earlier Suria ; § i. 5.

taeter : not /?/'^r ,• § 10. 2.

tanquam and tamquatn.

Tarrac'ina : not Terracina.

iemper't (Adv.) : not tempor'i.

tentare and temptare.

Thaha : Thalea is pre-Augnstan.

thesaurus : thensaurus is archaic.

Thrax and Ihraex (9/3^^).

^z«^5 .• also tittgiib.

totiens : also /o/w.

trajectus : not transjectus ; § 58. /^) 3).

trans- in composition: § 58. /i).

transicio and traicio : better than

transjicio, trajicio ; § 60.

transtiare and tranare : § 58. //).

Trever'i : rather than Trevir'i.

tribuiiicius not tribuinlitis : § 25. 3.

tripartttus and triperittus : § 87. I.

triumpho., tritimphus : not triumpo, etc.

tropaeum and trophaeum.

tus : rather than //^mj.

/M/^/a .• better than tutella.

U.

ubicumque : better than ubicunque,

Ulixes : not Ulysses.

umerus : better than humerus; § 23.

umidtts, untor, etc. : not humidus, etc.;

§23.

unguo and «;;^o.

unquam and twiquafn.

urbs : not m;'/5/ <:/; § 58. ^) 2).

urged : not tirgueo.

utcumque : better than utcunque.

utrimque : not utrinque.

V.

vatetudo : not valitudo.

vehemens ; in poetry often vemens.

Vergiliae, Vergilius, Verginius : not

verstis {yersuni) : early Latin vors-.

vertex : early Latin vortex,

verto : early Latin t'ijy-/^.

z^^j/^r .• early Latin vaster,

vlcesimus : commoner than vigesitnus.

victima : earlier mctuma ; § 6. 2.

v'llicus : not villicus.

vinculum and vincliim ; § 9 1,

vinolentus and v'lnulentus.

Volcanus : § 57. a).

FbAvi •• § 57. rt).

Volsiniensis : § 57. «),

Volturnus : § 57. a).

Vortumnus : under the Empire also

Vertumnus ; cf. verto.

vulgus : earlier volgus ; § 57. (z).

vulntis : earlier volnus ; § 57. a).

vulpes : earlier volpes ; § 57. a).

vultur : earlier voltur ; § 57. a).

viiltus: earlier voltus; § 57. a).



CHAPTER VI.

THE LATIN SOUNDS.

THE VOWELS.^

Ablaut.

62. The Indo-European parent-speech, from which the Greek,

Latin, Sanskrit, Avestan, Slavic, Teutonic, Keltic, Armenian, and

Albanian languages are descended, had a vowel system of con-

siderable regularity. By variation of the root vowel, each mono-

syllabic root was regularly capable of appearing in three different

forms. Thus the Indo-European root gen-, 'bring forth,' had

also a form gon-, and another form gn-. The different phases in

which a root appears are designated as ' grades ' ; while the gen-

eral phenomenon of variation is called Ablaut or Vowel Gradation.

The different phases of a root taken together form an ' ablaut-

series.' Six such ablaut-series have been shown to have belonged

to the Indo-European parent-speech. Of the three grades belong-

ing to each series two are characterized by a fuller vocahsm than

the third ; these fuller phases of the root are called * strong

'

grades; the third by contrast is called the 'weak' grade. Thus

gen- and gon-, cited above, represent the strong grades
,
gn-,

which has been weakened by the loss of the e, is the weak grade.

The first of the two strong grades gives its name to the series

in which it occurs. There are six Indo-European ablaut-series :

1 See Brugmann, Grimdriss, §§ 28-319; Lindsay, Latin Language, zVz.-^. iv.;

^to\z, Laieinische Grammaiik, §§ 7-41; Lateinische LautUhrc,^^. II2-229.

85
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Series. Weak Grade.

a-Series

:

^e.g. bhs-

e-Series:
I eg. dh3-

6-Series:
I e.g. ps-

5-Series

:

j Vowel vanishes

f Vowel vanishes

6-Series:
]

^g-pl-

I drk-

6-Series :

j Vowel vanishes

1 e.g

Strong Gi

; a

'^e.g. bha-

JADES.

6
bhl-

t^e.g. dhe-

o
dho-

6
I e.g. po-

t. ag-

po-

5,6
ag-

6

y derk-

I od-

pot-

dork-

o
'od-

63. The origin of this variation in the form of roots is attrib-

uted with great probabihty to accentual conditions prevailing in

the parent-speech. Some uncertainty still prevails concerning

details in the various series ; but for practical purposes the above

scheme is sufficiently accurate (see Brugmann, Grundriss, i, §

307 ff
.

; Lindsay, Latin Language, p. 253 ff
.

; Stolz, Lat. Gr.,

§ 15 fif.
- Lateinische Lautlehre, p. 157; Johnson's Cyclopaedia,

Article Ablaut). Of the different Indo-European languages some

have preserved the Indo-European Ablaut with great fidelity

;

this is notably the case with Greek and Teutonic. In other lan-

guages the Ablaut has become much obscured ; Latin belongs to

the latter class. Most Latin roots appear in only a single grade,

the other two grades having disappeared in the course of the

development of the language. Yet some e.xamples of the original

gradation are preserved. These will be considered according to

the different ablaut-series in which they occur.

^-Series.

64. The ^-series is by far the best represented of any in Latin

;

it embraces three sub-types.

^ 3 represents an obscure short vowel, which developed variously in the dif-

ferent Indo-European languages,— as a, e, i, 0.
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a) The ^ or ^ is followed by some consonant which is not a

nasal or a liquid, e.g. root dc-, dec-, doc-, seen in disco (for

*di-dc-scd); dec-et ; doc-eo ; xooX. sd-, sed-, sod-, seen in s'ldo (for

*si-sd-d); sed-eo ; sol-ium (for *sod-ium; see § 95. 2). The root

es- ('to be') has only the weak grade and one of the strong

grades. The weak grade is seen in s-im ; s-unt, etc. ; the strong

grade in es-t ; es-se, etc.

F) The I or ^ is followed by a liquid or nasal. By the loss of

the e in the weak grade the hquid or nasal often becomes vocalic,

developing according to the principles explained in §§ 100, 102.

Thus from the Indo-European root gn-, gen-, gon-, the Latin has

gnatus (for gn-tus ; see § 102. 2), and gen-us ; no form with ^<?«-

has been preserved
;
gi-gn-o, however, shows us another form of

the weak grade. From the root mn-, men-, vion-, the Latin has

niens (for *mn-t{i)s) and mon-eo.

c) The ^ or 6" of the strong grades was originally followed by

i or u ; in the weak grade the e, as usual, disappeared, leaving /

or u. Thus originally :

i ei oi

tt ett ou

But of these diphthongs, ei became 1, while the others became u,

except that oi (oe) has been retained in a few words. Examples :

root Jid-, feid-, foid-, seen in fid-es ; f'ldo (for feid-o)
;
foed-us

( earlier /(7/V/-//-f) ; root due-, deuc-, douc-, seen in diic-em, duco (for

earlier *deuc-d)

.

Further examples of Ablaut in the ^-series are given in Stolz,

Lat. Grammatik, p. 263 f
.

; Lat. Lautlehre, p. 157 ff.; Lindsay,

Lat. La?iguage, p. 255.

^-Series.

65. No root shows all three grades in Latin ; ?, the obscure

vowel, develops variously as a, i, e. The root dha-, dhe-, dho-,

' place,' ' put,' shows the weak grade in con-di-tus, etc., and one

of the strong grades in sacer-do-s ; fdnum (for *fds-nuni) shows
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the weak grade
;
fcs-tus the corresponding strong grade. Cf.

also rd-tus, re-r'i ; sd-tiis, se-men.

5-Series.

66. The obscure vowel ? develops as a. The weak grade is

seen in fa-teor ; the corresponding strong grade in fa-r'i,fdma.

Cf. also std-tus ; std-men, Stdtor ; rad-ere and rod-ere exhibit the

two strong grades.

5-Series.

67. The obscure vowel 3 appears as a. The weak grade is

seen in dd-mus, dd-tus ; the corresponding strong grade in ddnum,

dos. Cf. also cdt-iis, cos (for *cdts).

^-Series.

68. One form of the strong grade is seen in dg-o, the other in

ambages. The a may combine with / to produce the diphthong

ai. An instance of this is seen in aes-tiis (for *aid-ti(s), 'burning

heat
'

; the weak grade of the same root is seen, uf-us, originally an

adjective :
' burning,' ' bright,' with nodes understood, i.e. ' the bright

nights' when the moon was full, and so the 15th of the month,

' the Ides.'

^-Series.

69. Examples of this scantily represented ablaut-series are

fod-ere,fdd-i,— both strong grade. Cf also od-ium, odi; nos-

ier, 7ids.

70. Vowel gradation appears not only in roots, but also in

suffixes and in case-endings. Thus in nouns of the second declen-

sion the suffix varies between e and 0, the two strong grades of the

^-series. The suffix e is seen in the vocative hort-e, and origi-

nally existed in the genitive hortl, which is for *hori-e-i; see

§ 126. The other cases originally had the suffix 0, e.g. hortus,

hortuni, for a primitive hort-o-s, hort-o-m. Cf. also nouns of the

type of genus, generis, originally *ge>i-os, *gen-es-is, where again

the suffixes -es-, -os show us the two strong grades of the ^-series.
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In case-endings we have an interesting illustration of vowel vari-

ation in the genitive ending, which appears both as -es and -os ;

e.g. ped-is (for *ped-es), senatu-os (early Latin).

Vowel Changes.

a.

71. ^ in syllables which were accented at the time of the early

Latin accentuation (see § 55) remains unchanged; in syllables

which were unaccented at that period, a develops as follows

:

1. Before two consonants, before r, and in final syllables, a reg-

ularly becomes e, e.g. acceptus for *dccaptus ; partlceps for *pdr-

ticaps ; confectus for *cdnfactus ; impertio iox *imparttd ; reddere

for *reddare ; pede, iffiHte, etc. (so-called Ablative, really Instru-

mental Singular) for *peda, *7tiiliia, etc.

2. Before a single consonant in the interior of a word, a becomes

?, e.g. adigo for *adaga ; concino for *coneand ; hisitus for *insa-

tus ; redditus for *reddatus.

3. Before /-fa consonant (but not before//), a becomes ii,

e.g. exsulto for *exsaltd ; incidco for *incalcd.

4. Before labials, a becomes the sound which was represented

by u in the earlier period, and later by / (see § 6. 2), e.g. mancu-

pium, later mancipium, for *nidncapium.

5. Before ng, a becomes 1 (through the medium of e), e.g.

attingo for *attangd.

a.

72. d regularly remains unchanged in Latin in all situations,

e.g. mater ; contractus for *contractus.

e.

73. I . ^ is retained in Latin :

a) Before r, e.g.ferd, confero, sceleris.

b) When final, e.g. horte, age, agite.

r) Usually before two consonants, e.g. scelestus, obsessus,

auspex.
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2. e becomes ?

:

a) Before a single consonant in syllables which were unac-

cented by the early accentuation (§ 55), e.g. colligo

iox*coliegd ; m'llitis for *m'iletes ; obsideo for *dbseded ;

p7-dtinus for *prdtem(s.

b) Sometimes before n or vi -\- a consonant, e.g. simplex for

*sem-plex (from sem-, 'one'), vlginfi for *vige!ifi

;

tinguo for *tengud ; qifinque for *que7ique (earlier

*pe}ique)

.

3. e becomes before v, e.g. novos for an original *nevos (Gr.

vifo<s).

e.

74. e is regularly retained in Latin in all situations, e.g. rictus,

correctus, correxi, die.

1, 1.

75. t and 7 are regularly retained in all situations, e.g. qins, tur-

ribus ; vivo, incrino, except that final -t may become -e, e.g. mare

for *mari ; sedile for *sedirt.

6.

76. I. 0, except in the very earliest stages of the language (prior

to 230 B.C.), has regularly become « in unaccented syllables,

e.g. fi/ius, (or earlier ////<?j-/ domim for *dd?wm; opus iox *opos

;

vehu7it for *vehont; cojitul'i for *contori; sedulo for *s'e dolo.

Final syllables in -quos, -quojn ; -vos, -votn ; -uos, -tiotn, etc., re-

tained the ^ to a considerably later period; see § 57. i. o was

also regularly retained before r, e.g. temporis.

2. Before a nasal + a consonant, o also occasionally changes

to ii, e.g. uncus for a primitive *oncos ; umbiFicus for *ojnbiricos.

0.

77. regularly remains unchanged in Latin in all situations,

e.g. dd}iu?n, victory, liceio.
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1

H.

78. u before labials, became z about the close of the Republic

(see § 6. 2), e.g. libet for earlier lubet; lacrima for earlier

iacruma; lacibus for earlier lacubus.

ii.

79. u is regularly retained in all situations, e.g.fumus, conjunc-

turn, etc.

ai.

80. I. In syllables which, under the early accentuation (see

§ 55), were accented, original ai was retained, becoming about

100 B.C. ae, which, in turn, late in imperial times, developed into

a monophthongal sound; see § 10. 2.

2. In syllables which, vmder the early accentuation (§ 55), were

unaccented, original ai became regularly J, e.g. inquird for *iti-

quairo ; existiimo for *exaisiumd ; virtufi, 77iilift, etc., for *virtu-

tai, etc.; mensis, port'is, etc., for metisais, etc.

oi.

81. I. In syllables which, under the early Latin accentuation

(see § 55), were accented, original oi, though retained in the

oldest monuments of the language, early passed into u, e.g. utilis

for oitilis ; unus for oifios. In a itv^ words, however, oi was

retained and passed into oe, e.g. foedus, moenia; § 11.

2. In final syllables, which, under the early accentuation (§ 55),

were unaccented, <?/ became ~i, e.g. horti (Nom. Plu.) for *hortoi

;

horfis for *hortois (§ 86). A trace of -ois is preserved in oloes,

for earlier *oiois (Festus, p. 19, M.).

ei.

82. It is uncertain whether ei was still a diphthong in the earli-

est monuments of the Latin language or had already become a

monophthong. Certainly the monophthongal value (/) estab-
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lished itself very early, and t came to be the regular orthography

for the earlier ei, e.g. died for deico ; J'ldo iox feido ; d'lvus for

deivos, etc.

ui.

83. This diphthong undergoes no changes ; see § 14.

au.

84. I. au is regularly retained in syllables which, under the

early accentuation (§ 55), took the accent, e.g. aurora, claudo.

In the speech of common life this au had a tendency to become

an open o (later close), and in some words this colloquial pro-

nunciation even established itself permanently in the literary lan-

guage. Examples are : Clodius for Claudius ; plodo, in explodo,

iviplodo, etc.

2. In syllables which, under the early accentuation (§ 55),

remained unaccented, au regularly became u, e.g. includo for

*inclaudd ; defrudo for *defraudd.

eu and OU.

85. Primitive Latin eu and ou are nowhere preserved in the

existing monuments of the Latin language, eu first became ou

(seen in early Latin douco for *deucd), and subsequently devel-

oped to u, e.g. duco, luceo. Original ou became u directly.

Shortening of Long Diphthongs.

86. The name ' long diphthong ' is given to diphthongs whose

first element consisted of a long vowel. Ai, oi, ei, eu, au, ou

existed in the parent-speech ; of these ai, au, and oi were inher-

ited by the Latin in a few instances and developed as follows :

a) In the interior of a word before a consonant, the long diph-

thongs suffered shortening of the first element, e.g. *hortois (for

*hortdis), whence hort'is (see § 81. 2); gaudeo for *gauded {cf.

gavisus); ndufragus for *naufragus {cf. nam's).
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d) When final, ai and oi probably became ai and oi before an

initial vowel, but a and before an initial consonant. Thus, in

the Dative Singular of a-stems (primitive termination -ai), we

should originally have had *porta, for example, before consonants,

portdi before Vowels. The ante- vocalic form porfai {^portae

;

§ 80. i) ultimately established itself as the sole inflection. Yet

in early Latin, we find traces of the ante-consonantal form, e.g.

Matvta, CIL. i. 177. In the Dative Singular of ^-sterns (primi-

tive termination -oi) the ante-consonantal form prevailed, e.g.

populo. Yet, in the earliest Latin inscription (CIL. xiv. 4123),

we find NvMASioi, the ante-vocahc form.

Re-COMPOSITION AND De-composition.

87. I. The principles laid down in the foregoing sections for

the change of vowels and diphthongs in the (originally) unac-

cented syllables of compounds often seem to be violated. Thus

appeto, expeto, intellego, neglego occur where the law demands

*appitd, *expttd, negligo, intelligd. These apparent irregularities

are in reality not due to any violation of the law, but are the

result of * Re-composition,' i.e. the identity of the simple verb

was so keenly felt that the language restored it in the compound,

thus replacing the regular *appitd, intelligd, etc., with appeto, intel-

lego, etc. Other instances of the same kind are exaequo, conclau-

sus, exquaero, where phonetic laws would demand *exiqud, con-

clTisus, exqu'iro.

Many compound words are also naturally much later than the

operation of the laws above referred to.

2. Sometimes the form taken by a verb in composition occurs

instead of the original form, e.g. cludo for claudo, after includo,

etc.; plied iox pleco after implied, etc. This process may be called

* De-composition.'

3. Re-composition and De-composition manifest themselves

not only in connection with vocalic changes, but also in connec-

tion with many of the consonantal changes enumerated in the
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following sections. Cf. e.g. tra?isducd as an illustration of Re-

composition. The phonetic form is traduco, which also occurs.

Cf. also sescenfi (the phonetic form ; § 105. i), but sexcoifi (Re-

composition) .

Shortening of Long Vowels.

88. I. A group of some twenty words exhibits shortening of an

accented long vowel, with compensatory doubling of the following

consonant, viz. Jiippite?' (for e^xWex Jupile?-), cuppa, littera, mucciis,

succus, halliiciua?-!, par?'idda, bacca, gluttns, giuifire, bucca,

damma, miitfire, stuppa,futtilis, Messalla, braccae, puppa, allium,

stellio, strenna, helluo, culleus, pilleus. Many of these words often

appear in MSS., texts, and inscriptions, written with a single con-

sonant ; that represents the earlier spelling. The orthography of

the Augustan Age has two consonants.

2. The vowel was regularly shortened in final syllables in m
and t; also in the original -ar and -'er of Passive forms; and in

the Nominative endings -ter, -tor, -sor, -or, -al, -ar.

3. Words of original iambic form, e.g. inih'i, fibi, sWi, modo,

cito, cedo, often suffered permanent shortening of the ultima, giv-

ing mihi, tibi, modo, cedo, etc. The name of ' Breves Breviantes
*

('shorts shortening') has been given to this process.

Compensatory Lengthening.

89. In accented syllables, an s before a voiced consonant is

often dropped with lengthening of a preceding short vowel, e.g.

sldo {ox*si-sd-d ; qucrlla for *queresla ; eg'cnusiox *egesnos. Often

the consonantal group contains other consonants before the s,

which first disappear (in accordance with § 105. i), e.g. ala for

*acsla; rlmus for *retsmos ; scala for *scantsla; temo for

*ti'csmd. This lengthening of the short vowel in compensation,

as it were, for an omitted consonant, is designated ' compensatory

lengthening.'
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Assimilation of Vowels.

90. Vowels are occasionally assimilated to each other in suc-

cessive syllables, e.g. nihil for *nehil ; nisi for *nesi ; soboles for

suboles ; rutimdus (chiefly in poetry) for rotundtis ; tugurium

iox *tegiirium (fego); purpura for iropcjivpa ; and in reduplicated

perfects, e.g. i7iomordi for memordi ; totond'i for tetondi; piipugi

ior pepugl ; etc. Assimilation is mainly restricted to short vowels,

but possibly we should recognize the assimilation of a long vowel

in fllius, lit. 'suckling,' for *fe-lius, root dhe- ; in susp'icid for

*suspecid (root spec-) ; subtilis for *stibielis {feld).

Parasitic Vowels.

91. In the immediate environment of a liquid or nasal, a para-

sitic vowel sometimes develops. Thus, especially in the suffixes

-tlo-, -bio-, -do-, which become -tulo-, -biilo-, -culo-, e.g. in vitulus,

stabuliim, saeculiun ; yet the original forms continued in use in

the colloquial language and in poetry, e.g. saeclum, vinclum.

Further examples d.xt famulus (for */amlos); populus for *poplos ;

and several words borrowed from the Greek, e.g. Aesculapius

('Ao-KXT/TTtos) ; uiina (/xva) ; drachuma (Spa^jU.^).

Syncope.

92. In early Latin a short vowel following an accented syllable

was often dropped. Illustrations of this are : auceps for *aviceps ;

auspex for *avispex; ardor for ^aridor ; reddo for re-d{i)dd ;

aefas for aevitas ; prudens for *prdv{i)dens ; valde for valide ;

offic'ina for *op{i)ficlna ; anceps for a}nb{i)-ceps. Syncope in

final syllables is seen in ager for *agr(o)s, *agrs, *agr, etc., and

acer for acris, *acrs, ^acr, etc.; see § 100.

Apocope.

93. I. Final t and ? often disappear, e.g. et (for *eti; Gr. In),

aut (for *auti)
;
quot, tot (for *quoti, *toti; cf. toti-dejn) ; ob for

*^^z; and in neuter /-stems, e.g. animal for ^animalt; calcar
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for *calcan. But dissyllabic ?-stems change -t to -e, e.g. mare

for *mari.

2. Final o disappears in ab, for an original *apo (Gr. ciTro)
;

and sub for *supo {cf. Gr. viro). On the change of/ to b, see

§ 96. I.

THE CONSONANTS.^

The Mutes.

The Palatal and Guttural Mutes, c, q, g.

94. I. There were two series of k and ^-sounds in Indo-Euro-

pean, the former designated as ' Palatals,' the latter as * Velars.'

The Palatals were formed further forward in the mouth, and

developed in most languages as k (in Latin regularly as k {c),

rarely as ^ ; in Sanskrit and Slavic as sibilants, s, sh, etc.). The

Velars were formed further back in the throat, and fall into two

subdivisions :

a) The Velars of the first type develop in all languages as plain

gutturals,— k, g.

b) The Velars of the second type develop wi't/i labia/ization,

i.e. they have a parasitic z£/-sound after the k or g. Latin repre-

sents these sounds respectively by qu and gii.

2. Examples of the different Gutturals are :

Palatals : centum, dicere, socer; ago, genu, argentum.

qu for c appears in queror, queo, equos {cf. Skr. d(vas), but

never gu for g.

Velars :

a) IVithoiif Labialization : caiiere, canere ; grlis, ge/Ii, tegd.

b) With Labialization : quis, qui, etc. ; sequor ; -qtie ; -linquo ;

stinguo, ungtcen. Before z^ or a consonant, qu appears as c, e.g.

1 See in general Brugmann, Griindriss, §§ 320-598 ; Lindsay, Latin Lan-

guage, chap. iv. ; Stolz, Lateinische Grammatik, §§ 42-61 ; Lateinischt Laut-

lehre, pp. 232-291.
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stercus {cf. sterquiliniuiii), arcus {cf. arqiiiteiiens) ; -I'lcfus {cf.

'linqiid). When initial, gu {i.e. gv) loses the g and becomes v, e.g.

{g) venire, (g) vivos, {g)vorare.

3. -en- and -cm- occasionally develop as gn and gm, e.g. sallg-

nus from salix (root salic-) ; dignus for *dec-nus ; segmentum for

*sec-mentum {sec-o).

The Dental Mutes, i, d.

95. I. /regularly appears as t, but in the Indo-European suffix

-//(?-,/ became c, e.g. piachun {whtnce piaculum) for *piatlom;

saeclum {saeciihtni) for *saeilom; vinclum, etc. Sometimes this

-do- subsequently (by dissimilation; see § no) developed to

-cro-, when a preceding syllable had /, e.g. lavacrum for *lavacJoni,

*lavatlom ; in quadraginta, quadringentl, d has not developed

from /; quadr- probably represents a different word ; see § 183. 13.

2. d is regularly retained, but becomes / in a few words, e.g.

lacruma for dacruma (preserved in Ennius) ; lingua for early

dingua (helped perhaps by association in the folk-consciousness

with lingere, 'lick') ; solium for *sod-ium (Ablaut of sed- ; see §

64. a) ; levir for *devir (Gr. Su(/r)r/p).

The Labial Mutes, p and b.

96. I. p regularly remains unchanged ; but in the prepositions

ab, ob, sub, b has developed from an earlier/. The original forms

of these words were *apo (Gr. (xtto), *op-i (in Ablaut relation to

Gr. IttL; cf. § 64. a) ; supo {cf. Gr. vtto). By loss of the final

vowel these became *ap, *op, *sup {cf. sup-er, supra) ; ap- and

op- are probably to be recognized in aperio and operio; but before

voiced consonants the p of ap, op, and sup regularly became b by

partial assimilation, e.g. ab duce, ob dellcta, sub decessu, whence the

forms with b ultimately became predominant. In bibo the initial

b is for an original / by assimilation ; cf. Skr. pibami. By assim-

ilation also, an original *penque became qumque ; and *pequd

became first *quequd, then coquo.
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2. b, as the descendant of Indo-European b, is by no means

a frequent sound in Latin, particularly initial b. Examples are

baculu7n, balbus, brevis ; lubricus, labrufn. On the late develop-

ment of intervocaUc ^ to a spirant, see § 16. 2.

The Indo-European Aspirates in Latin.

97. In the Indo-European parent-speech the aspirates were

almost exclusively voiced, i.e. bh, dli, gh (both palatal and velar)
;

ph, th, ch were extremely rare. These voiced aspirates devel-

oped in Latin as follows :

1. Indo-European bh became :

a) f2X the beginning of words, e.g.fagus (for *bhagos; Gr,

^jyyos)
; fa-7~i {xooibha-; Gr. ^t]\i.i)

) fu-'i (root bhu-

;

Gr. <^i'w)
; fe7--d (root bher- ; Gr. cfyepu)).

b) b in the interior of words, e.g. ambo (for *ajnbhd ; Gr.

aixcfiw) ; orbus (root orb/i- ; Gr. 6p(f>av6s) ; mor-bus

(suffix -bho-).

2. Indo-European dh became :

a) y at the beginning of words, e.g. /urnus (for *dhumos;

Gr. 0viJi6<i) ; femina (root dhe- ; Gr. Orj-Xv;)
; forum

(root d/ior-).

b) Usually d in the interior of words, e.g. inedius (for *medh-

ios ; cf. Gr. jxiaa-o? for */x,£^ios) ; aedes, 'fire-place,'

'hearth' (root aidh- ; Gr. ai'^w, 'burn'); viduus

(root vidh-) ; but

^) b in the interior of words, if an environing syllable con-

tains r, e.g. Tiber (root oud/i- ; Gr. ovOap) ; rubro-

(root rudhro- ; Gr. ipv9p6s) ; and in the suffixes -bro-

(for -dJiro- ; Gr. 9po-), e.g. cr'i-brum. Similarly before

/ in the Indo-European suffix -dhlo- (Gr. -^Ao-), dh

becomes b, e.g. stabulum (with -bulum for -blum ; see

§90-
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3. Indo-European gh. Here we must distinguish palatal and

velar gh.

A. Palatal gh. This became :

a) h, when initial or between vowels in the interior of

words, e.g. hiems (root ghim- ; Gr. ^^eLfjuav) ; holus

(root ghol-) ; veho (root vegh-) ; anser (root

ghans-) has lost the initial h ; see § 23.

/^) ^ after ;z, e.g. fingd (root dheigh-, with the infix ;;).

^) /before ?/, e.g.fu-?idd {root gheu-).

B. Velar gh.

a) Unlabialized velar gh becomes regularly h, but g
before r, e.g. hostis (for *ghostis)

;
pre-hendo (root

ghend-)
;
gradior (for *ghrad-).

b) Labialized velar o-// becomes,

—

i) /, when initial, e.g.formus (for *ghormos).

2) ^« after «, ^.^. ninguit (root {s)nigh-, with

infix ;/).

3) z' between vowels, <?.^. nivis, nivl, etc. (root

The Spirants, s, f, h.

98. I. i- is the most important of the spirants, as regards

phonetic changes. An original s regularly became r between

vowels {' Rhotacistn'), e.g. ger-o for *ges-o {cf. ges-s't, ges-tus)
;

dirimo for *dis-emd {cf. distinguo) ; temporis for *tempos-is {cf.

tempt(s)
;

po?'tann?i for *poi-tasom. This change took place

within the historical period of the language. It had been con-

summated before the close of the fourth century B.C. But the

grammarians retained the tradition of the earlier forms, and often

cite such words as arbosem, plgnosa, etc. This change of j to ;*

sometimes seems to occur before v, e.g. larva (root las-). But

this is only apparent ; v in such cases is secondary, having devel-

oped from u, so that the rhotacism is regular : lar-u-a (for
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*las-u-d) ; cf. Lar-es (for Lases)
; fur-u-os (for *fus-u-os ; cf.

fus-cus) ; Metier-ti-a (for *MeneS'U-a) ; la-rii-a and Mi7ier-u-a

are both found in Plautus.

2. Wherever s appears between vowels in the classical language

it is a result of the reduction of ss after a long vowel or a diph-

thong, e.g. ffilsl for m'lssl {i.e. *tn'it-s~i) ; suasl for suassl (i.e.

*suadsT) ; haesi (for haes-si) ; causa for caussa ; divisid for

dii'issio.

The forms with double ss were current in Cicero's day {cf. Quin-

tilian i. 7. 20), and occur occasionally in inscriptions much later;

after short vowels ss was, of course, always retained, e.g. fissus,

scissus, etc.

3. In a few cases intervocalic s appears to have resisted rhota-

cism, e.g. basium, miser, caesaries. Possibly the j- was retained in

miser and caesaries as a result of dissimilation (§ no), i.e. in

order to avoid *mirer, *caeraries.

4. By analogy, the r resulting from rhotacism sometimes crept

into the Nominative from the obUque cases, e.g. honor (originally

hands) after honoris, honor'i (originally *hondsis, etc.).

5. For the omission of the spirant h, see § 23.

The Liquids, /, r.

The Liquids as Consonants.

99. I. As consonants, the Latin Uquids exhibit few peculiari-

ties. Their most important feature is a tendency toward dissimi-

lation, as a result of which / changes to r, or r to /, to avoid the

repetition of / or r in successive syllables. Examples are seen in

the suffixes -ari-, -cro-, for -ali-, -clo- (from -tlo- ; see § 95. i),

e.g. exemplaris (to avoid *exemplalis) ; lucrum (to avoid *luclum).

So caeruleus is for *caeluleus {caelum). Sometimes r disappears

altogether as a result of the tendency to avoid two r's in succes-

sive syllables, e.g. praestigiae for praestrigiae {praestringo) ; sempi-

tenius for *sempe{r)-ternus.
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The Liquids as Sonants=

100. In the Indo-European parent-speech, whenever roots

which, in their strong grades, contained el, ol; ei-, or, became

.reduced to the weak grade (see § 64. F), the /or r (by the disap-

pearance of the e or o') became sonant, i.e. endowed with vocaUc

character, usually indicated by /, r. English has these sounds in

botl (written bottle) ; centr (written centre'), etc. These Indo-

European sonant liquids developed in Latin as follows :

1. /developed regularly as til. sometimes as ol, e.g. pulsus (for

an Indo-Eur. *pl-tds; root pel-) ; -cultus in oc-cultus (for an Indo-

Eur. *cl-tds ; root eel-) ; tollo, i.e. *tol-nd (for *tl-nd, root tel-).

Sometimes the sonant / was long in quantity and then devel-

oped as al or la, e.g. salvus for *sJ-vds ; lana {i.e. *vlana) for

*vl-nd, from root vel- ; cf. vel-lus ; latus {i.e. *tlatus ; § 104. 1 a),

from root tel-.

2. r developed regularly as or or ur, e.g. cun'us (for *crvds, root

cerv- ; cf. cerv-'ix)
;
porta (for *pr-td, rooi per-; cf. Gr. Tretpco,

for *7rep-tco) ; curtus (for *cr-tds, root cer- ; cf. Gr. Ket'/oo) for *K€p-Lo}).

Like the sonant /, the sonant r was sometimes long in quantity.

It then developed as ar or rd, eg. armus (for rmos) ; stratus (for

*str-tds; root ster- in sterno) ; crdtis (for *cr-tis).

3. In certain instances a sonant r arose in Latin itself. This

sonant r developed differently from the Indo-European r above

described, regularly becoming er. Thus in the Nominative Singu-

lar of ;v-stems, ager, for example, was originally *agros ; by Syn-

cope (see § 92) *agros became *agrs, whence by assimilation

*agr{r), and by development of r to er, ager. Similarly, stems

in -ris developed an er in the Nominative Singular. Thus dcris

gave first *dcrs, then *dcf^, whence acer. Other instances of the

same change are Fiberids for *libr-tds (root I'lbro-), acerbus for

*dcr-bus ; incertus for *incrtus (from *incritos, root cri-) ;
secernd

for *shr>id (from *secrind, root cri-) ; agellus, i.e. *ager-lus for

*dgr-lus, from agro-.
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The Nasals, w, n.

The Nasals as Consonants.

101. As consonants the Latin nasals exhibit itw peculiarities.

1. Before y, m became ;/, e.g. venio for *gemjd (with labio-velar'

g; § 94. i); quoniam for *quomjam.

2. On the tendency of m to disappear before labials, and n

before dentals, see § 20. 2-4.

The Nasals as Sonants.

102. In the Indo-European parent-speech, whenever roots

which, in their strong grade, contained em, om ; en, on, became

reduced to the weak grade (see § 64. d), the in or n (by the dis-

appearance of the e or 0) became sonant, i.e. endowed with vocalic

character, usually indicated by m, n. English has these sounds

in butn (written button'), rhythfn, etc.

1. These Indo-European sonant nasals developed in Latin

regularly as em and en, e.g. septem (for *sept>n) ; decern (for

*decm)
;
ped-em, m'llitem, etc., for *pedm, m'llitm, etc. ; meinento

for *me-mn-tbd ; tentus for *tn-tos (root ten-) ; and in the suffix

-men for -Jnn, e.g. nomen.

2. Like the liquid sonants (see § 100. i, 2) the nasal sonant n

is sometimes long, and then develops as an or na, e.g. antae for

*ntae ; g?ia-tus (for *gTi-tds ; root gen-)
;
gna-rus (for *gTi-rds).

The Semi-vowels j, v.

103. I. Primitive intervocalic y regularly disappeared, e.g. ea

for *eja; eo for *ejd ; trls for *tre-es {i.e. *trejes) ; inoneo, etc.,

for *monejd.

2. When following a consonant, primitive 7 became i, e.g. venio

for *venjo ; capio for *capjd ; mediiis for *medJos.

3. Intervocalic z' also often disappears, e.g. contio for co{v)en-

tid ; latnna for *la{v)atnna; nolo iox *ne{v) old ; jucundus for
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•ju{v)icundus ; junior for *juvenior. Yet this law does not affect

all instances of intervocalic v.

4. av and ov in unaccented syllables regularly became //, e.^.

domu'i for *domain ; abliio for *dblavd ; deniio for di novo ; impliio

for *implovd ; induo for *indovd ; suus and iiitis for earlier sovos

and /^z'^j-, owing to their frequent enclitic (unaccented) use.

CONSONANT CHANGES.^

Initial Combinations.

104. I. Initial consonant combinations often drop the first

consonant. Thus

:

a) Mute lost

:

i) / in tilia for *ptiUa (Or. TrreXea) ; sfernuo for

*psternud.

2) / in latus for * flatus (root /<?/-) ; rt^ in Ju-piter for

*Djeu-pater (cf. Or. Zew's for *Aieus)

.

3) ^ in lac for *glact {cf. yaXaKTo^) , also in ^/a/z/i- for

gnatus ; notus for gnotus ; yet the ^ appears in the

archaic language and in compounds, e.g. ignotus

(for *i}igndtus) ; cognatus (for *con-gnatus') . By

analogy cognofnett takes a ^ (for *comndmen)

.

b) s lost

:

i) before mutes: in caedo for *scaidd {cf. sci{n)do)
;

trio for *strid (root ster-) ; torus for *storus (root

j-Z^r-, stor- ; cf. ster-no, stor-ea, 'mat') ; tego for

*stegd {cf. (TTeyu)) ; further, in Us, locus, latus,

' broad,' for stHs, stlocus, stlatus. Early Latin

still has stlocus {e.g. CIL. v. 7381) and stlatus,

while stlls is regularly used in the phrase Xvirt

stritibusjudicandis. Cf. also Quintilian, i. 4. 6.

1 See especially Stolz, Lateinische Grammatik, §§ 62-69 ; Lateinische

Laudehre, pp. 295-334.
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2) Before liquids and nasals : in lubricus for *slubricus ;

ninguit, nix (for *sninguit, *snix) ; m'lrus for

*s7nl.rus.

c) V lost in lana for *vlana ; rad'ix for *vradix.

2. Other initial changes :

a) st stands for an initial sp in stud-eo {cf. Gr. o-7rev8w),

F) sve- becomes so- in soror for *sve-sor; socer for *svec-

ros ; somnus, i.e. *sop-mis, for *svepnos. But sv- is

retained in sua-vis, siiadeo, sifesco ; while it develops

as s in sex (for *^wx), and s'l for enclitic *j-z'a/ {cf.

Oscan svai).

r) ^z^- becomes b in bellutn (and derivatives) ; in ^^««^

and bis (earlier dvis ; cf. Gr. 8ts for *8/ris) ; (^//«?/^ for

*dvi-him-us, ' of two winters.' The early forms dvei-

/urn, dvonorum are preserved in inscriptions, and as

archaisms in the poets.

Consonant Changes in the Interior of Words.

105. Simplification of Compound Consonant Groups.— i. In

the case of groups of three or more consonants, one or more

were regularly dropped in the formative period of the language

to facilitate pronunciation. Examples are : suscipio for *subs-

cipio ; asporto for *abs-porto ; ostendo for *obs-tendd ; misceo for

*mig-sced {cf Gr. fx.ty-vvjXL) ; disco for *di-dc-scd; illustris for *illT{c-

stris ; siiesco for *suedscd; ecferri for *ecs{cx)fern ; pasfus for

*pasctus ; muls'i for *mulg-si; ultus for *ulctus; qu'intus for

*quinctus ; ars'i for *ards'i ; tortus for *torctus ; ursus for *urc-

sus ; spars'i for *spargsJ ; biniestris for *bimt'ns-tris ; poscere for

*porcscere ; Tuscus for *Turscus {cf Umbrian Turskum); alnus

iox *als)ius ; fulincnium iox *fulc-nientum ; urna for *urc-na {cf.

urc-eus), quermis for *querc-nus.

Here also belong such compound forms as ignosco for *ingndscd;

cognosco for *congndscd ; agnosco for adgnosco.
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2. Often such simplification is merely preliminary to further

changes,— regularly so when the groups si, sm, sji arise. Com-

pensatory lengthening (§89) then takes place, e.g. pilum, 'mor-

tar,' for *pins/iim, *pislum ; ala for *acsla, *as/a. The preposition

^ as a ' by-form ' of ex arose in this way, e.g. e/igo, Inormis for

*ecsligd, *esligd; *ecsnormis, *esjiormis ; after e became estab-

lished in compounds, it came to be used separately. So also

tra- arose, e.g. traduco for transduco, ^irasduco. Transdue is

the result of ' Re-composition ' (§ 87. 3).

3. Where two of three consonants in a group are a mute and a

liquid, owing to facility of pronunciation, simpHfication does not

take place, e.g. astrum, antrum. Other groups easy of pronuncia-

tion are sometimes preserved, e.g. sculps!, serps'i, plajixl, though

these may be due to analogy. Compounds like transcfibo, trans-

porto, which are much later than the formative period of the lan-

guage, are not to be regarded as exceptions.

Assimilation.

106. I. Assimilation is designated as 'regressive' when the

first of two consonants is assimilated to the second, ' progressive
'

when the second is assimilated to the first.

2. By regressive assimilation the following changes take place :

be to cc, e.g. occiirro.

h to gg, e.g. suggero.

bf to ff, e.g. suffero.

bp to //, e.g. supportd.

dc to cc, e.g. accurro.

<fg to gg, e.g. aggero.

dl to //, e.g. sella {*sed-la); lapilliis {*lapid-lus').

dn to nn, e.g. viercennarius for *merced-tiarius.

ds to ss, e.g.Jussus for *Jud-sus (rootj'ud/i-).

dp to //, e.g. apporto.

tc to cc, e.g. siccus for *sit-cus {cf. sit-is).

ts to ss, e.g. quass'i for *quats'i.
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pm to mm, e.g. summus for *sup-mus.

pf to ff, e.g. offidna for *opfidna, i.e. *opi-ficina; see § 92.

nm\.Q mm, e.g. gemma for *gen-ma, i.e. 'sprout' {xooXgen-').

nl to //, e.g. Tdlus for *unlus, i.e *unulus ; see § 92.

ns sometimes to ss, which was later simphfied to s, e.g. in adjec-

tives in -osus. The earlier form was formonsus, etc., whence

formossus {cf. § 98. 2),formdstis.

r/to //, e.g. Stella for *ster-la; agellus for *ager-lus (see § 100. 3);

paullus for *paur-lns {cf. Gr. Travpos).

3. By progressive assimilation the following changes occur :

M to //, e.g. mollis for *moldis. Assimilation affects only a primi-

tive ld\ in valde (= valide ; § 92), for example, the /^remains

unchanged.

hi to //, e.g. pellis for *pelnis ; In resulting from Syncope (§ 92),

as in ulna for *Tdena ; volniis for *vol-inus, is not affected by

this change.

Is to //, e.g. velle for *velse ; facillufnus for *facilsumiis.

rs to rr, e.g.ferre for *fer-se ; torrere for * tors-Ire. Secondary rj,

for ;-//, as in versus for *verttos (see § 108. i) generally re-

mained unchanged, but in the colloquial language such an rs

sometimes became ss or s, e.g. prossiis, prosus for prorsus {i.e.

proversus)

.

4. Partial Assimilation. — Sometimes assimilation is only par-

tial. Thus :

a) A labial nasal may become dental, or a dental nasal may

become labial, owing to the influence of the following

mute, e.g. centum for *ceintum ; ventum for *vemtum

(root gem-) ; con-tendo for *com-tcndd, etc., whence

arose con- as a separate form of the preposition com-.

F) A voiced mute may become voiceless before a following

voiceless sound, e.g. ac-tum (for *ag-tum); scrlp-sl

for *scfibs'i.
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c) The labial mutes/ and b are changed to the correspond-

ing nasals before n, e.g. somnns for *sop-niis (earlier

*suep-nos ; § 104. 2. ^); Samnium for *Sab-nium

{cf. Sab'in'i); antemnae {Qx*ant-ap-nae ; lit. ' opposite

fastenings,'— hence ' yards.'

Metathesis.

107. Metathesis or transposition is perhaps to be recognized in

fundo for *fud-fw; unda for *ud-na ; pando for *pat- 710 ; and

tendo for *te-tn-d (reduplicated present).

Other Consonant Changes.

108. I. An original dt ox //became ss, e.g. sessus for *sed-tus;

passus for *pat-tus. After a long vowel or diphthong such an ss

became s in the Augustan era, though retained in Cicero's

time (§ 98. 2), e.g. usus, earlier ussus, for *Tittus ; d'wlsus, earlier

diinssus, for *diindtus. In such forms as lapsus, pulsus, nexus

(= jiec-sus), f'lxus, s has not developed phonetically, but has

simply been borrowed from words like sessus, f'lsus, etc. When

followed by r an original dt or // became st (instead of ss^, e.g.

claust?-um for *claud-trum ; pedestris for *pedettns. In syncopated

forms and compounds, dt simply became tt, e.g. cette for *ced-ate

{cf. cedo), attendo ; i.e. these forms belong to a period in which

the change of dt, tt to ss was no longer operative.

2. Between m and /, a parasitic / developed, e.g. exemplum

for *exemlom ; templum for * tern- lorn. Such a/ developed also

between ;;/ and s in suinpsl, confe/npsl, and between m and t in

emptus and contemptus ; hiems did not develop this / ; the phe-

nomenon apparently was confined to accented syllables.

3. An original -sr- became br. The steps in this change were

first from sr to h' (/> = Eng. tJi), then to fr, whence br. Exam-

ples are : sobrmus for *sosr-lnus {*sosr- from *sosor, earlier form

oi soror ; see § 104. 2./^); tenebrae for *tenesrae; membrutn for
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*memsrom ; funebris for *funesris {jcf. fTines-tus) ; muliebtis for

*muliesyis {cf. miilier-is for * mulies-is ; § 98. i).

4. For the disappearance of s before /, 7?i, n, r, b, d, g in

accented syllables, combined with lengthening of a preceding

short vowel, see § 89. In unaccented syllables s, in such cases,

was lost without affecting the quantity of the previous vowel, e.g.

vidimus for *v'idis}nus ; corpulentus for *corposleiitus ; satin for

sdtisne ; potln iox potisne.

Consonant Changes at the End of Words.

109. I. Single consonants are usually retained. Final j- does

not become r phonetically, but is changed after the analogy of the

r arising by rhotacism in the oblique cases ; see § 98. 4. Final

71 in the Nominative Singular of 7Z-stems, disappeared prior to

the existence of Latin as a separate language, e.g. in hojuo for

*hom-d{ji) ; *ca)-d{n), etc. After a long vowel or a diphthong,

final d is found in early inscriptions, but disappeared toward the

close of the archaic period. Examples are : Ablatives Singular of

the first and second declension, e.g. praeda for praedad ; Gnaivd

for Gnaivod ; also certain Adverbs and Prepositions, e.g. extra,

supia, etc. ; pro- for prod-, which latter appears in prodesse. So

also s'e- for s'ed-, which latter appears in seditio.

2. Geminated consonants are not written at the end of a word

;

thus as for *ass {cf. as-sis) ; so ^t-/ for */en, i.e. *fe/s (§ 106. 3) ;

far for *farr, i.e. *fars (§ 106. 3) ;
yet it is probable that gemi-

nated consonants were spoken in these words, e.g. hocc (for *hodc)y

not hoc ; so ess, 'thou zxX.' farr, fell, ass.

3. Groups of two consonants at the end of a word are sim-

plified, -

a) By dropping the second, e.g. mel for *melt; lac for *lact;

OS for *ost ; cor for *cord. In fers,fert, volt, est, the final conso-

nant is retained after the analogy of agis, agit, etc. A regular

exception to the general principle is seen in final ps and x, e.g.

ops, urbs {bs=ps; see § 27) ; n'x, lex.
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F) By dropping the first, e.g. mVes for *niilets ; pes for *peds

;

and in final syllables in -71s, as agrds for *agrdns ; turns for

*turrins.

4. Final -nts, -?tds, -rts, -rds, -Its lost the /, e.g. fnd?i{t)s,

fi-dn{d)s, conco)-{d)s, ar(t)s, piil{^i)s. Final -nx, -Ix, -rx are

permitted, e.g. tanx,falx, nierx.

Disappearance of Syllables by Dissimilation.

110. By a natural tendency, when two syllables began with

the same consonant, the first syllable was often dropped, e.g. debi-

lifare iox *delntita-tare ; calamitosiis {ox*calamitatdsus ; dentio for

*dentltio ; portoriiim for *portitdrium ; vetieficus for *7ienentficus ;

voluntarius for *volujitatarius ; s'emodius for *semi-fnodius.



CHAPTER VII.

INFLECTIONS.

Declension of Nouns and Adjectives.-'

4-Stems.

111. In the Indo-European parent-speech there was Ablaut

(§ 62) in the suffix of «-stems. The weak grade of a, viz. a

(§ 66) occurred in the Vocative Singular, and also in the Nomi-

native and Accusative Dual, if Brugmann's theory be correct ; see

§ 120. Elsewhere the suffix remained a.

112. Nominative Singular. — i. The original Nominative Sin-

gular had -a, e.g. *porta. But -a was shortened to -a before the

beginning of the historical period. Possibly this shortening was

owing to the influence of the Accusative Singular, where ^-am

regularly became shortened to -dm (§ 88. 2). The relation of the

Nominative to the Accusative in ^-stems, ?^-stems, and /-stems

might easily have led to such shortening. Cf. the following pro-

portional representations :

servos : serz'oi/i "1

fructiis :fructum I .• / porta : portam.

igms : 'tginm
J

Possibly the law of Breves Breviantes (§ 88. 3), by which *fuga,

*ferd, * rota, etc., regularly hQc:ixne /ugd,fera, rota, etc., led to the

^ See, in general: Brugmann, Grtindriss, ii. §§ 184-404 ; Lindsay, Latin

Language, chaps, v. and vi. ; Stolz, LMteinische Crammatik, §§ 75-88.

1 10
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extension of -a for -a to all Nominatives. Either one or both of

these influences may have operated to produce the shortening of

final a.

2. The Latin has developed a number of Masculine a-stems,

e.g. agricola, 'farmer' (probably originally 'farming'); cf. optio

m., 'centurion's assistant,' from optio,/., ' choice, selection.' Other

languages exhibit this same phenomenon, e.g. Greek. Thus vea-

vtas, ' a youth,' probably goes back to a lost *j/eavtd, ' youth

'

(abstract), the -s being appended to indicate the Masculine sig-

nification ; so further many Greek Masculines in -a?, -rj^. The

mediaeval Latin word bursa, /., meant ' company of students,' but

subsequently became individualized to mean ' a student ' (Ger-

man Bursche) ; so camerata, /., ' roomful of comrades,' later

'comrade' (German Kamerad). Cf. also Yrsx'^x^ justice (the

quality) ?cci^ justice ('magistrate'); Spanish y/^i-Z/V/a, by change

of gender, also covers these two senses.

113. Genitive Singular. — The ending of the Genitive Singular

in Indo-European was -s, -es, -os, the different forms representing

Ablaut (§ 64. a), as the result of varying accentual conditions of

the parent-speech. In the case of a-stems, the case-ending had

already united with the a- of the stem producing the contraction

-as. This appears in but a few Latin words. It is preserved in

familias in the combinations pater familias, mater familias, etc.,

but elsewhere is archaic, e.g. vias (Enn. Ann. 421 Y3i\\\.),fortT4nas

(Naevius).

114. The Genitive Singular in -ae goes back to an earlier -ai

(dissyllabic), which is found in the poets as late as the Augustan

Age. This termination -ai apparently arose by appending the

Genitive termination -i of the (?-stems directly to the stem, e.g.

porta-i. Whether ai became ai, ae by regular phonetic processes,

or partly under the influence of the Dative and Locative ending

ae, is uncertain.
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consonantal form, praida, etc., and an ante-vocalic form, praicfad,

etc. But the ante -consonantal form early became predominant,

—

probably by 1 75 B.C.

119. Locative Singular. — The case-ending of the Locative

Singular in Indo-European was -/. In -5-stems this combined

with -a of the stem to produce -ai, a long diphthong (§ 86),

which then became shortened to -di, later -ae, just as in the case

of the Dative (§ 115).

120. Nominative and Vocative Plural. — The original case-

ending of the Nominative Plural in Indo-European was -es for

all nouns. In the case of a-stems, this -es must early have

contracted with final -d of the stem to *-ds. This *-ds is the

regular termination of the Nominative Plural of 5-stems in the

other Italic dialects,— Oscan, Umbrian, etc. ; but has entirely dis-

appeared in Latin. ^ Instead of -as, we have the termination -di,

which Brugmann takes as an original Nominative and Accusative

Dual {cf. Skr. dure = Indo-Eur. *duv-di) that has taken on a Plural

function. But an original final -di regularly becomes -i, so that we

should expect *porfi (for *portdi), if the Nominative Plural were

descended from this Dual form. Final -ai in Latin, as seen in

the case of the Genitive, Locative, and Dative Singular (§§ 114,

115), can come only from an original -di, as the ante-vocalic

form (§ 86). Hence Latin portae (early Latin *porfai) must go

back to an original *portdi. The exact nature of this formation

is not clear ; but Greek x^P"-'-' p-ova-ai, etc., are apparently of the

same origin. The Vocative Plural of 5-stems is simply the Nomi-

native employed in a Vocative function.

121. Genitive Plural.— It is uncertain what form the case-

ending of the Genitive Plural had in Indo-European. It was

either -om or -om, with the probabilities in favor of the latter

1 A few possible vestiges occur in the early language.
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(Brugmann, Grimdriss, ii. p. 689). With the -a of the stem this

case-ending must have early contracted to *-ani, a termination

which has entirely disappeared from all the Italic dialects.

Instead of *-cim the Latin has -arum, a termination borrowed

from the Genitive Plural of the Pronominal Declension. This

-arum is developed by Rhotacism (§ 98. i) from an earlier -asom,

which appears in Homeric Greek in the form -awv, e.g. 6edo)v for

Oca{(T)<ji)v. The forms ending in -urn, which sometimes occur in

the poets, e.g. caelicolum, Dardanidtcm, are new formations, pos-

sibly in imitation of the ^-stems, possibly after the analogy of such

Genitives as Aeneadum (from Aeneades).

122. Dative and Ablative Plural.— The Indo-European par-

ent-speech had no special form for the Ablative- in the Plural.

The Ablative Plural, in all languages in which that case occurs, is

identical in form with the Dative. Tlie genuine Dative and Ab-

lative Plural of ^-stems in -alms (on -bus, see § 144) appears only

in a few words where distinction of sex is important, e.g. equabus,

ftliabus, I'lbertabus, etc. Elsewhere we have the termination -'is,

which is historically an instrumental formation borrowed from the

^-sterns. The termination of the Instrumental Plural of the

c-stems was -ois (see § 133). By analogy the a-stems created

the termination -ais, which regularly became -'is (see § 80. 2).

Some advocate a Locative origin for these forms, but that is

less probable.

123. The Accusative Plural.— The case-ending of the Accusa-

tive Plural in Indo-European was -ns. The « disappeared accord-

ing to § 109. 3, i.e. portas for *portans.

^-Sterns.

A. Masculines and Feminines.

124. In the Indo-European parent-speech there was Ablaut

(§ 70) in the suffix of i^-stems. Both forms of the strong grade
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occur, e and o. The former appears in the Vocative and Loca-

tive (Genitive) Singular, and partially in the Ablative ; the latter

in the remaining cases.

125. Nominative Singular.— This is formed by appending -s to

the stem, e.g. horto-s, later hortus (§ 76. i). On ager, see §100. 3.

126. Genitive Singular.— The so-called Genitive Singular of

(?-stems is in all probability a Locative that has taken on the func-

tion of the Genitive. The suffix took the form e (see § 124)

which, with the Locative case-ending /, gave by contraction -ei,

whence regularly -'i. The Locative function is still apparent in

hiim'i, belli, doinl, lien ; also in town names, e.g. Corinthl.

127. Dative Singular.— The Lido-European case-ending -ai

early combined by contraction with final o of the stem, produc-

ing -oi. Perhaps we have this in Numasioi in our earliest Latin

inscription, GIL. xiv, 4123. Li the historical period -oi has

become o (ante-consonantal form, § 86). Cf. Matuta for

Matuiai (§86).

128. The Accusative Singular. — The regular ending -in is

appended to the stem in o, e.g. horto-m, classical hortum

(§ 76. I).

129. Vocative Singular.— The stem with the ^-suffix serves as

a Vocative, e.g. hort-e ; there is no case-ending.

130. Ablative Singular. — 6^-stems were the only class of

nouns in Indo-European that originally had a special Ablative

case-ending ; other nouns, so far as they exhibit a special ending

for this case, have borrowed it from ^-stems. The form of this

case-ending is d with a preceding vowel, a, e, or o, i.e. -dd, -ed,

or od. As the case- ending appears only in contraction, the vowel

cannot be determined. The stem appears in two forms,— one in
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o- and one in e- (§ 124), e.g. r'ecto- and 7-ecie-. With the former

of these the case-ending combined to produce *j-ectdd, and with

the latter *rectl'd. Forms with d appear in early Latin, e.g. popli-

cdd,facilii7n~ed. Later (by 175 B.C.) the ^disappeared ; see § 118.

The forms in -1 became appropriated as Adverbs,— fecfe, facil-

iume, etc.

131. Nominative and Vocative Plural. — The Nominative

Plural of tf-stems in Indo-European was originally formed by

appending the case-ending -es to the stem, giving Indo-European

-OS. This termination appears in the other Italic dialects,

—

Oscan, Umbrian, etc. ; but in Latin the (?-stems have borrowed

the termination of the Pronominal Declension, viz. -oi. A tradi-

tion of this appears in pihimnoe, poploe cited by Festus (p. 205,

ed. Miiller) . But final oi regularly became ~i, the classical termi-

nation, e.g. hort'i. In Plautus and in early inscriptions, we find also

a termination -Is, e.g. magistr'es. This represents a borrowing

from the /-stems (see § 154), helped doubtless by the existence of

ques as a * by-form ' of qui (the relative)

.

132. Genitive Plural.— The original termination was -dm, the

result of contraction of final o of the stem and the case-ending

-d7n or -dm (§ 121). This termination, shortened to -dm (§ 42. i),

appears in early Latin, e.g. Romanom, and in the form -urn (§ 76.

i) is also regular in certain words in the classical period, e.g.

talentum, modium, deum, etc. {G?: § 25. 6. a). The usual end-

ing -drum is of secondary origin, and is formed after the analogy

of the Genitive Plural of ^"/-stems (§ 121).

133. Dative and Ablative Plural.— The so-called Dative and

Ablative Plural is in reality an Instrumental. The Indo-European

form of the termination was -dis. This in Latin became first -dis

(§ 86), and then -Is (§ 81. 2), the classical termination. Cf.

§ 122.
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134. Accusative Plural.— The Indo-European case-ending was

-ns. Latin *ho7-to-ns would represent the primitive formation

;

this became liortos ; § 109. 3. b.

B. Neuters.

135. In the Singular these present no special peculiarity. The

Nominative, Accusative, and Vocative have -m as case-ending,

which is Indo-European.

136. The Nominative, Accusative, and "Vocative Plural have -a.

This ending is in all probability identical with that of the Nomi-

native Singular of -<?-stems, i.e. certain Feminine collective nouns

came to be felt as Plurals and were so used syntactically. Thus

an original *juga ( Latin ///o-^z) meaning 'collection of yokes' {^cf.

German das Gefdche) came to be felt as a Plural and was con-

strued accordingly. The use of the Singular in Greek with a

Neuter Plural subject, apparently dates -from the time when the

Neuter Plural was still a Feminine Singular.

Consonant Stems.

A. Masculines and Feminines.

The original case-endings are seen to best advantage in the

Mute stems.

137. Nominative Singular.— The case-ending is s, which com-

bines with the final consonant in the ways enumerated in Gn
§§ 32, 33, e.g. pfincep-s ; mVes, dux.

138. Genitive Singular. — Of the three forms of the Indo-

European case-ending, viz. -s, -es, -as, the second, -es, is the one

which regularly appears appended to consonant stems. This

becomes -Is according to § 73. 2. a), e.g. ped-ts, m'llitis. Traces

of the ending -os are seen in early Latin nomin-us (^-us for -os

ace. to § 76. i), Castor-US, honor-us, etc.,— perhaps also in opus

in the phrase opus est, ' it is necessary.' C/. § 341. 2.
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139. Dative Singular. — The Indo-European case-ending was

probably -ai, which regularly became -z, e.g. ped-l for *ped-ai

;

nfilifi for *m~ilitai.

140. Accusative Singular.— The Indo-European case-ending

was -m, which, after a consonant, necessarily became sonant

(§ 1 02. i) and developed as -em, e.g. pedem for *pedm; prlncipem

for *principm.

141. Ablative Singular.— The termination -e may represent

either the Indo-European Instrumental case-ending -a or the

Locative -?. Each of these would regularly become -e in Latin

(§§ 71- i; 75)- Probably we should recognize the presence of

both formations in the Latin Ablative, just as we recognize the

presence of both Instrumental and Locative meanings in that case.

142. Nominative and Vocative Plural. — The Indo-European

case-ending of the Nominative Plural was -es, seen in Greek -es

{e.g. (^uAa/c-e?), but is not preserved in Latin. Plautine canes,

pedes, turbims, etc., come under § Z'i. 3. The ending -'es which

appears regularly in all nouns of so-called Third Declension has

been borrowed from the z-stems ; see § 154.

143. Genitive Plural.— The regular ending -//w is for earlier

-om. Whether this was -dm or -ofn in Indo-European is uncer-

tain ; see §121.

144. Dative and Ablative Plural. — The Indo-European end-

ing was -bhos, which became -bos (§ 97. i. b). This appears

once or twice in early Latin, but soon became -bus (§ 76. i).

The / of -ibiis, the regular termination of all consonant stems,

is borrowed from the /-stems ; § 156.

145. Accusative Plural. — The Indo-European ending -«^ be-

came -ns (§ 102. 1) after a consonant. This regularly became

*-ens, whence -l:s ; § 109. 3. b.
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B. Neuters.

146. The Nominative and Accusative Singular are formed with-

out case-ending. For the -a of the Nominative and Accusative

Plural, see § 136.

Stem-Formation of Consonant Stems.

147. Several formative suffixes originally showed Ablaut (§§ 62,

70). Thus

:

1. 5-Stems.— Stems ^ormed with the suffix -os {-us), e.g.

gen-US, had in certain cases the suffix -es- ; thus originally Nom.

*gen-os, Gen. *gen-es-es, Dat. *gen-es-ai, later geji-us, gen-er-is.

gen-ej'-'i (§ 98. i). In some words the -os- suffix of the Nomina-

tive invaded the oblique cases, e.g. temp-us, Gen. temp-or-is (for

*kmp-os-es). Yet the -es- suffix appears in the adverbs iemp-er-l^

temp-ei'-e. Cf. also toiip-cs-tas, temp-es-tnnis, where the original

-es- has been protected by the following t. Plgmis, which is ordi-

narily declined plgnus, plgnoris, had the -es- suffix in early Latin,

e.g. plgneri ( Plautus )

.

2. Nasal Stems. — The suffixes of many nasal stems originally

had Ablaut (§§ 62, 70). Thus :

a) The suffix -on- (lengthened from -on-, strong grade
; § 62)

had another strong form, -en-, and a weak one, -n-. Most words

have lost the -n- grade, and show only -on- or -en-, e.g. uinb-o for

uni/?-d(^n) (§ 109. i). Gen. unib-on-is, etc., drd-d{n), ord-in-is

(for *drd-en-is, § 73. 2), turb-d{ii), turb-in-is. Car-d{ji), Gen.

car-n-is, shows a trace of the weak grade of the suffix.

b) The suffix -id{ji)- had another form of the strong grade, viz.

-ien-, and a weak grade -In-. The weak grade appears in the

other Italic languages, Oscan, Umbrian, etc., but not in Latin,

where we have only -ion, e.g. actio^n), acti-on-is.

c) The suffix -md{n) had also the grades -men- and -7nn-.

Sometimes the -men- grade appears in the oblique cases, e.g.
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ho-nid{7i), ho-min-is, etc.; sometimes the -nid{n) of the Nomina-

tive appears throughout, e.g. sermo, sermonis.

d) Neuters in -men show two forms of the suffix. In the

Nominative -ineii stands for -;;;;/ (§ 102. i), e.g. no-men for

*nd-mn. In the oblique cases 7nin- is for men-, e.g. no-min-is for

*nd-men-es (§ 73. 2).

3. ^-Sterns.— Some of these originally had Ablaut in the

suffix. Thus

:

a) Nouns of relationship in -ter, e.g. pater, mater-, frater.

These originally had three forms of the suffix, viz. -ter-, ter, and

-tr- (weak form
; § 62). The Greek has clung quite closely to

the original declension, Tra-T-qp, Tra-rp-o?, Tra-rip-a. In Latin the

-tr- form of the suffix has gained the supremacy in the oblique

cases; in the Nominative, -ter represents earlier *-ter (§ 88. 2).

i) Nouns of agency in -tor originally had three forms of the

suffix, viz. -tor-, -tor-, -tr-. In Latin these have all practically

been reduced to one, -tor (Nominative -tor being for earlier *-tor;

§ 88. 2). The weak grade -tr-, however, appears in the corre-

sponding feminine nouns of agency, e.g. vic-tr-'ix, gene-tr-lx, etc.

/-Stems.

A. Masculine and Feminine z-Stems.

148. These originally had Ablaut (§§ 62
; 70) in the suffix.

The strong form of the suffix was -ei-, the weak form -t-.

Many original /-stems have passed over in Latin into the -id{ti)

class (§ 147. 2. ^). Examples are statio (earlier *statis ; cf. Gr.

cTTacrts for *aTa-Tis) ; -ventio (earlier *-vcntis ; cf. Gr. /3acrts for

*lSaTL'i); -tentio (earlier -tentis ; cf. Gr. racns for *TaTts).

149. Nominative Singular.— This is regularly formed by ap-

pending -s, e.g. Ignis, turn's. Several nouns have lost the i before

s by Syncope (§ 92), e.g. pars (or *part-(i)s (cf. partim) ;
gens for

*gent-{i)s: vims iQx*ment-{i)s. Gr. § 38. 3.
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150. Genitive Singular. — The Indo-European termination

seems to have been -eis, i.e. ei (strong form of suffix) + -s, weak

grade of Genitive case-ending (§ 138). But this termination -eis,

while preserved in Oscan and Umbrian, has disappeared in Latin.

The termination -is is borrowed from Consonant stems.

151. Dative Singular. — The Indo-European case-ending -ai

regularly became -i as in consonant stems, and this -~i contracted

with the i of the stem, e.g. turn for *ti/rri-i.

152. Accusative Singular.—The regular ending -;;/ is appended

to the stem, e.g. turri-m. The termination -em (borrowed from

the Consonant stems) has, however, largely displaced primitive

-iin. See Gr. § 37.

153. Ablative Singular. — There was no special form for the

Ablative Singular of /-stems in Indo-European. The Latin, how-

ever, formed an Ablative in -d, e.g. turrid, after the analogy of

(?-stems [Jiortos : Jwrtoin : hortod : : turris : turriin : turrid). These

-^-forms, however, are attested by only scanty examples ; the d
early disappeared (§ 109. i), leaving the termination -i.

154. Nominative Plural.— The suffix of the Nominative Plural

took the form -ei- (§ 14S). Thus the primitive formation would

be represented by *turr-ei-es. The / between vowels first became

J, and then regularly disappeared. The resulting *turrees then

became turris by contraction. Cf. in Greek TroAets (et = T) for

*7roA£t-es.

155. Genitive Plural. — The ending -um is appended to the

stem ending in the z-sufifix, e.g. turri-uin.

156. Dative and Ablative Plural. — The Indo-European end-

ing -bhos is appended to the stem, ending in the z-suffix, e.g. tur-

ri-bus. On -bus for *-bhos, see §§ 97. \. b; 76. i.
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157. Accusative Plural. — The termination was -ns ; hence

originally tiirrins, whence tunis (§ 109. 3. ^). The termination

-Is, which is often used instead of -w, is borrowed from the Con-

sonant stems.

B. Neuter z-Stems.

158. I. These changed the final -z to -e by a regular law

(§ 75). Stems of more than two syllables then dropped the -e

thus developed, while dissyllabic stems retained it, e.g. calcar{e),

animal{e) ; but mare, r'ete.

2. The case-endings of Neuter z-stems are in general the same

as for Masculines and Feminines* On the -a {i.e. i-a) of the

Nominative and Accusative Plural, see § 136.

Consonant Stems that have partially adapted themselves to the

Inflection of /-Stems.

159. As stated in the Grammar, § 40, the adaptation is prac-

tically confined to the Plural, viz. the Genitive and Accusative,

where -iuin and -is take the place of the normal -um and -Is.

Several distinct groups of words belong here :

1. One of the most important classes consists of nouns in -Is,

e.g. aedes, nubls, etc. These seem to have been originally Neuters

with the suffix -os-, -es- (§ 147. i). Thus aedes is the Greek

ai^os ; s'ed'es is the Gr. eSos, etc. What has led to the adaptation

of these words to the inflection of /-stems in the Genitive and

Accusative Plural is not certain ; but the fact that no stems of

this class ever show -im in the Accusative Singular or -1 in the

Ablative Singular,^ whereas regular z-stems in -is frequently show

these endings, makes it impossible to regard nouns in -Is, Gen.

-is, as actual z-stems.

2. Nouns in -tas. Gen. -tatis, may possibly represent /-stems,

i.e. civitat-i- ; yet the absence of -//// and -7- forms in the Accusa-

tive and Ablative Singular is against this. Cf. i above.

^ Neue {^Fornienlehre \? 235) gives one or two extremely doubtful exam-

ples of -i from Mss.
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(/-Stems.

A. Masculine and Feminine w-Stems.

160. Like the z-stems, the /^-sterns had a suffix which appeared

in two forms, viz. -eu- and -//-. The former was strong; the

latter weak. See §§ 64. c
; 70.

161. Nominative Singular. — The Nominative Singular ap-

pends -s, e.g.frTictu-s.

162. Genitive Singular. — The Genitive Singular had the

strong form of the suffix, viz. -eu-. To this was added the Geni-

tive case-ending in its weakest form, viz. -s (§ 138), thus *fruct-

eii-s, whence regularly /r/zr/z/x (§ 85). Early Latin also shows

two other formations, vi'z. in -ids and -uos, e.g. senutu-is and

senatu-os. These represent the other forms of the Genitive case-

ending.

The termination -us cannot be explained as the result of con-

traction from either -uis or -uos. Neither ui nor uo contracts to ii.

In Plautus and Terence //--stems largely follow the analogy of

<?-stems and form the Genitive Singular in -7, e.g. senaft.

163. Dative Singular. — The Indo-European case-ending -at

appended to the stem regularly gives -~t, e.g.fructu-i. The Dative

in -/? is not formed from that in -ul by contraction ; for -u~i does

not contract to u. The forms in u are either Instrumentals or

Locatives. Thus fruciu may be for *fructu-e by contraction.

On e as the representative of an original -a (Instrumental case-

ending), see § 141. If 'Loca.tive, /ruefu is for *frueteu, a peculiar

suffixless formation.

164. Accusative Singular.—The regular ending -m is ap-

pended, e.g. fructu-m.

165. Ablative Singular. — The earUest Latin formation had

-d, e.g.fructud. This, however, was not inherited from the Indo-
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European, but was a new formation, specifically Latin. See

§ 153. The -(^ was soon dropped, gwrngfructu.

166. Nominative Plural. — The original formation would have

been in *-eu-es, i.e. the strong form of the sufifix (§ 160)+ the

Nominative case-ending -es ; *-eu-es would regularly have become

*-u-is, which would have remained uncontracted. The regular

Nominative Plural in -us must, therefore, be referred to another

origin ; it is probably an Accusative that has taken on a Nomina-

tive function. Cf. early Latin Nominatives in -'is from z-stems,

which are likewise Accusatives in Nominative function.

167. Genitive Plural.—Fiuctu-um, etc., are for ^2i\\\&xfructu-om.

On -om, see § 121.

168. Dative and Ablative Plural. — The regular Indo-European

case-ending *-bhos became Latin -bus (§97. i. Ij), and was regu-

larly appended to the stem in u-, e.g. fructu-bus. Later, either

owing to the influence of Consonant and z-stems, or to the ten-

dency of // to become 1 before labials (§ 6. 2), -ubus often became

-ibus. Tribubus never becomes *tyibibus,— for what reason, is

not clear.

169. Accusative Plural. — The primitive formation would be

represented by *frTictu-ns (case-ending -ns^, whence regularly

fructus ; § 109. 3. (^.

B. Neuter //-Stems.

170. These are not numerous and present few peculiarities.

The long // of genu and cothu has been explained as an original

dual formation,— ' two knees,' etc,

I and £/-Stems.

171. I. The only /-stem in Latin is z'~is. The terminations of

the Singular follow those of /-stems ; / has probably been short-

ened in the (lenitive, though the actual quantity cannot be
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proved. The Accusative ihjii for *v'im is regular; § 88. 2. In

the Pkiral inr'cs, vlrium, etc., result from the conception of the

stem as ?7j--, whence *ins-es, vires, etc.; § 98. i. Cf. the early

Latin Plural, speres from spe-s, an ^-stem.

2. t^-stems are represented by sus diwd grns, both of which take

the endings of consonant-stems, shortening u regularly to // before

vowels. Si/bus is not a contraction of suibus, but represents

another formation.

£-Stems,

172. £-steras are represented by spes, quies, and nouns in -ies,

e.g. rabies, acies, facies, species, etc. The suffix -ie- originally had

Ablaut (§ 70) in Indo-European, appearing in the forms -t-

and -il- ; but Latin has lost all traces of the z-suffix and has -u

throughout. On rls and dus, which were originally diphthong-

stems, see § 180.

172^. Nominative Singular.— The case-ending is -s as else-

where.

173. Genitive Singular. — The -? of -ei is probably borrowed

from ^-stems, precisely as in case of the ending -ai of a-stems
;

subsequently ? was shortened before -1, wiien a consonant pre-

ceded the termination, e.g. fidei, spTi, ret, pllbei. The ending -1,

e.g. acie, die (in such expressions as quintl die, postr'idie, pr'idil,

etc.) is not Genitive, but Locative. The original formation was

*diei (Locative ending -i). But under certain conditions this

diphthong -ei became -e {cf. § ^(y) ; hence die for *diei.

174. Dative Singular. — The genuine Dative formation is seen

in acieJ for *acie-ai (§ 80. 2). The Locative in -e serves not only

as Genitive (§ 173), but sometimes also as Dative, e.g. fide, rl.

174^. Accusative Singular.— This is formed regularly by ap-

pending the case-ending -m, before which e is regularly shortened

(§ d>^. 2), e.g. aciem for earlier *aciein.
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175. Ablative Singular.— No traces of forms with -d are

found, though it is hkely that acil, etc., are for an earher '^acted,

etc. This formation would be secondary, after the analogy of the

Ablative Singular of ^7-stems.

176. Nominative Plural.— The Nominative case-ending -es

(see § 142) combines by contraction with the stem, e.g. acies

for *acie-es.

177. Genitive Plural.— The termination -Inim is after the

analogy of -arum of the 5-stems and -drum of the ^-stems.

178. Dative and Ablative Plural. — The ending -bus, for Indo-

European -bhos (§97. I. ^), is appended directly to the stem.

179. Accusative Plural.— The primitive Latin formation would

be represented by *acieiis, whence acies (§ 109. 3. b).

Stems ending in a Diphthong.

180. I. Res, originally a diphthongal stem, viz. *j-eis, had

become res in the Indo-European period.

2. The Nominative Singular of 7iavis was originally *naus.

This form disappeared ; 7tavis is a new formation after the Geni-

tive navis, Dative navl.

3. Bos is probably not a genuine Latin word, but is borrowed

from one of the Italic dialects (Oscan?) ; represents earlier on.

4. The stem of Ju{piter) was, in Indo-European, *Djev-.

Initial dj regularly becamey (§ 104. i. <?) ; hence *Djev- became

*Jev-, and further y^^e^- (§ 73. 3). From this stem are formed

the oblique cases Jov-is, Jov-1, Jov-em. The Vocative consisted

of the simple stem, namely *Jev, which became *Jeu,Ju- (§ 85).

It is this last which combined with -piter {i.e. pater, § 73. 2)

gives Jupiter, really a Vocative, but used as a Nominative as well.

The original Nominative was *Dj?us, with a ' by-form ' *Dij"eus.

From the latter came Dies (§ ?>6) seen in the archaic Diispiter,

which is the real Nominative corresponding to jT/piter. The same
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di'es as a common noun, ' day,' passed over into the inflection of

the (?-stems.

Formation of the Comparative and Superlative.^

181. The Comparative. — The regular Comparative Suffix in

Latin was -ios-, with -ies- as another form of the strong grade, and

-is- as weak grade (§ 62). But -ios- alone survived in Latin. Li

the Nominative Masculine and Feminine the original formation

was -ios. In the oblique cases s became r (§ 98. i), e.g. melioris

for *melidsis, and the r was subsequently transferred by analogy to

the Nominative. The Neuter kept s, changing o X.o u (§ 76. i),

e.g. melius. Minus is not for *min-ios (which would be impossi-

ble in Latin), but was probably originally a Noun, minus, Gen.

*niineris. This became an Adjective and developed a Masculine

minor, after the analogy of other Comparatives.

The Lido-European parent-speech had another suffix, which in

some languages developed Comparative force, viz. -tero-, -tera-,

e.g. Greek KaKw-rcpos. But in Latin this suffix retained its primi-

tive force of ' having a relation to,' * connected with,' e.g. ex-terus,

lit. ' having a relation to the outside, outer
'

; *interns, posterns,

citer, ete. These were felt as Positives and took the regular suffix

-ior- to denote Comparative relation.

182. The Superlative. — We have three Superlative suffixes in

Latin :

1. -mo- seen in sum-mus iox*sup-mus (§ 106. 2) ;
pri-mus

;

brnnia ' winter,' lit; ' shortest day,' for *brev-ma {brev-is')
;
pessi-

mus ; also in extr~e-mu^, postr'e-mus, supr'e-mus ; pluri-mus, proxi-

mus (for *pi-oqu{i)s-imus)

.

2. -tumus, -tinius (§ 6. 2), seen in ci-timus, ex-fimus, in-timus,

pos-tumus, ul-timus, op-timus, for op{i)iinms, from ops (§ 92);

1 See Lindsay, Latin Language, p. 404; Stolz, Laieinische Graminatik,

§ 92. .
.
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earlier citumus, etc. Tliis suffix originally had much the same

meaning as tero-, tera- (see § i8i), and still retains its primitive

force in several words, e.g. Icgi-timus ; flni-tii/ms, etc.

3. The suffix -tssimus is of uncertain origin. It can hardly be

for -is timils, a mingling of -isto- (seen in the Greek Superlative

ending -tcrros) and -mus ; for -istimus could not become -issimus.

It is more likely that -issimus is for *isti-timus. By syncope this

would become *-isttimus, whence -issimus (§ 108. i). Acerrimus

is probably for an original *hcr-is-imos, whence by Syncope (§ 92)

*acrsimos,*acersimos (§ 100.3), acerrimus (§ 106.4). Similarly

facillimus is iox *fdcil-is-imos, *facilsimos, facillimus (§ 106. 3) ;

-is-, in the forms assumed as original, represents the weak form of

the Comparative suffix (§ 181). Cf. Brugmann, Grundriss, ii. p.

158.

4. On the quantity of/ in -issimus, see § 43.

Numerals.^

Cardinals.

183. I. Unus is for earlier oinos ; § 81. i. (4/. Greek olvr], 'the

one-spot' on dice). German ^//; and English one are the same

word ; Greek ets is not related to unus, but to semel, singuli.

2. Duo is for earlier *dud according to § 88, 3 ; cf. Greek Suw.

The formation was Dual.

3. Tres. The stem shows Ablaut (§ 64. c), strong grade trei-,

weak grade tri-. The former stem originally appeared in the

Nominative, *trei-es, whence *tre-es, tres. The other cases have

/;-/-, viz. tri-iim, tri-hus, tri-a, trls {{ox-*tn-ns ; § 109. 3).

4. Quattuor. The Indo-European form from which quattuor

is descended was probably *giietvdres ; but the Latin form early

lost its inflection, after the analogy of the other indeclinable

numerals; -^;' regularly became or; § 88. 3. The change of the

1 See Brugmann, Grundriss, ii. §§ 1 64-1 Si ; Lindsay, Latin Language, p.

408 ff. ; Stolz, Lateinische Grainuiatik, § 91.
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primitive e to a, and the doubling of the / cannot be referred to

any recognized law. The change of v to u is perfectly natural

;

cf. § 16. I./.

5. Quinque. The Indo-European form was *penque ; cf. Skrt.

panca, Greek TreVre. Initial gu- in Latin is the result of assimila-

tion of the first syllable to the second ; cf. bi-bo for Indo-European

*pi-bo {?)kxt. pibami) . The change of*? to / is in accordance with

§ 73. 2. b. The lengthening of z awaits satisfactory explanation.

6. Sex. The Indo-European form was apparently %z'(?/C'j- / on

s- for sv, see § 104. 2. b). Cf Greek U, Doric pi^ (for crpe^).

7. Septem. The Indo-European form was *septn, which would

have regularly developed in Latin as *sepieii (§ 102. i ; cf Eng.

sev-e?i ; German sieb-en) ; the final -ein is the result of association

with dec-em and novem.

8. Octo is descended from an Indo-European *octd. The form

was a Dual (' two fours '?).

9. Novem. The Indo-European form was *)ievn, which in

Latin would regularly have appeared as *;wven (§ 102. i ; cf Eng.

ni-ne ; Cxerman neu-n) ; -em for -en is due to the following dec-em.

10. Decern is for Indo-European *decm; § 102. i.

11. 'Eleven' to 'Nineteen.' These are regularly formed by

composition,— Tindecim, tredecim, etc. On -/;;/ for -em, see §

73. 2. For tredecim we should expect *tredecim according to

§ 89. The e remains unexplained. 'Eighteen' and 'Nineteen'

were usually expressed by ditodevlginti, Tindevlgintl.

12. Viginti. The Indo-European form was *vi-kmt'i, in which

in, ' two/ is for *dv'i, an original Neuter Dual, from the root *dH-
;

-kmtl, whence in Latin *-geiiti, -ginti (§ 102. i) was also Dual, in

the sense of ' tens.' The change of k to g is peculiar, though not

unexampled ; cf. dig-itiis for *dic-itus (from root die- 'point ').

13. 'Thirty' to 'Ninety.' These all end in -o-/;?/iz, which in

Indo-European was *-koiita {cf Gr. rpiaKovra, recrcrapaKovTa, etc.),

a Neuter Plural meaning ' tens ' ; *-konta shows the strong grade

of the root whose weak grade *knt- lies at the basis of vlginti (see
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above) ; -gintZi for *-gonta is due to the influence of v'lginfi. On

g for c, see above. Tr'i- in trlginta is probably a Nominative

Plural Neuter. The -a in quadra-, qulnqiia-, sexa- is secondary.

Its precise origin is uncertain. As regards quadra-, it is best to

disconnect it entirely from quattuor. It is probably an indepen-

dent word.

14. Centum is for an Indo-European *cntdm, whence the Latin

form by regular phonetic process; § 102. i. Eng. hund- in hund-

red is the same word. Gr. e-KaroV has prefixed e-, for eV, ' one.'

15. The Hundreds present few difficulties. On tre-cenfi, see

10 above. Quadringenfi, octingenfi (for quattuor-, octd-) have

borrowed the -i?ig-^ from qulngent'i (for *qtfinq-genti ; § 105. i)

and septingent'i (for *septem-genti), where -ing- developed regu-

larly. Sescent'i is iox sex-cenfi, according to § 105. i. Sexcent'i,

which also occurs, is the result of ' Re-composition '
; § 87. 3. On

g for c in -gentl, see above, 11.

16. Mille.— The most probable etymology of this word is that

which connects it with Greek ytXia, Doric yy]kia. (for *yk(j\ia),

' thousand.' The Indo-European form of this was *gheslia, which

in Latin would regularly develop as ^hetia (§§ 89 ; 97. 3. A.), and,

by assimilation (§ 90), *hllia. The initial ;;/ would represent

sm-, weak form of the root sein-, ' one,' seen in sem-per, sem-el,

sim-plex, siii-gul'i. ' Cf. also Greek lU-ta for *(o-)/xt'a. Hence orig-

inally in Latin *sm{Ji)'ilia, 'one thousand.' On m for initial sm-,

see § 104. I. b).

Ordinals.

184. I. Primus for *pris-inos is a Superlative formation; § 89.

2. Secundus is from sequor, hence originally: 'the following,'

3. Tertius is not clear in its relation to tr'es.

4. Quartus, Quintus, Sextus are formed from the respective

cardinals by adding -tus.

5. Septimus, Decimus are probably for an original *septm-mos,

*decm-mos ; see § 102. i.
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6. Octavus is for an earlier *octdviis.

7. Nonus is for *noven-os ; cf. § 183. 9.

8. Vicesimus and the other tens are formed with the suffix

-timo-, i.e vicesimus for *vicent-tiinos ; § 108. i.

9. Centesimus and the Hundreds.— Inasmuch as the element

-esimus was common to all the tens, it came to be felt as an inde-

pendent ordinal suffix, and was appended to the stems of the hun-

dreds, centum^ ducenfi, etc. The suffix -tuno- would have given

^ceniuni-timns, or else *cesiiiii(s for *cent-ti)niis.

10. Millesimus follows the analogy of the hundreds.

Distributives.

185. I. Singuli, from the stem sm-klo-, shows the weak form of

the root sem-, ' one,' seen in sem-e/, ' once,' siin-plex, sem-per, etc.

2. The other Distributives are formed with the suffix -no-, e.g.

b'lnl for *bis-tii ; tr'in'i for *tris-in. Beginning with sepfen't, the

Distributives are formed by the suffix -"enl, which is borrowed

ixom. s'en'i {iox *secs-m ; §§ 105. i; 89). The cardinal form to

which this suffix is added, usually loses its final syllable, sometimes

the last two syllables, e.g. sept{em)lni, nov{em')'eifi ; denl, v'lcaii.

Multiplicatives.

186. I. Semel, 'once,' is from the root sem-; § 185. i.

2. Bis is for dvis, preserved in the Glosses of Festus ; § 104.

2. r). Cf. Greek Si?.

3. Ter is for *tns {cf. Gr. r/ai's) in unaccented position.

The sequence of development would be *tris, *trs, *trr, ter ;

§§ 106. 3; 100. 3.

4. Quater is for *qiiatnr, with e for //, owing to association with

te?\

5. The other Multiplicatives are formed by the suffix -iens, -les

(see § 20. 2), which is variously explained. Some see in it the

Participle of eo, so that sex-iens would mean literally ' going six.'

Others identify it with the Sanskrit suffix -yant.
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PRONOUNS.^

Personal Pronouns.

187. First Person.— i. The Nominative Singular, ego, for

earlier ego (§ 88. 3), represents an Indo-European *egd.

2. The Genitive Singn/ar, niel, is simply the Genitive Singular

Neuter of the Possessive mens, used substantively.

3. The Dative Singiihir, ?nihi, is probably descended from an

Indo-European *niegh-oi or *megh-ei, Locative. This would regu-

larly appear in Latin as *mehi (§§ 97. 3. A; 81. 2). The change

of ? to / took place first when *meh'i was in unaccented position

;

§ 73. 2. On the shortening of the final ~t, see § 88. 3. Mi may

be a contraction of ;;///// or may be identical with Greek /x.ot (also

Locative).

4. The Accusative and Abhxtive Singiihxr, nie, was nied in early

Latin. Possibly niHd was originally Ablative only, with the case-

ending discussed in § 130. Before an initial consonant med

would become me, remaining nied before vowels. Assuming that

the original Accusative Singular was nie, the existence of me and

med side by side in the Ablative would naturally lead to the rise

of tnld by the side of the already existing nie in the Accusative.

5. Nominative and Accusative Plural, nos, is apparently an

inherited Indo-European formation.

6. Genitive Plural. — Nostrum, nostr'i zxt the Genitive Singu-

lar and Genitive Plural of the Possessive Pronoun used with sub-

stantive force.

7. Dative and Ablative Plural.— Nobis has apparently bor-

rowed its termination -Ins from vob'is ; see below.

188. Second Person. — The Indo-European stem was ti'e-, with

weak grade tu-. A collateral form te- also appears.

1 See Brugmann, Grundriss, ii. §§ 407-459; Lindsay, Latin Language,

chap, vii; Stolz, Lateinische Grauuiiatik, §§ 89, 90.
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1. Nominative Singula r,— //7 corresponds to German du, Greek

TV- in Homeric rtvq.

2. Genitive Singu/ar.— 77/7, like mel (§ 187. 2) is the Geni-

tive of the Possessive Pronoun used substantively.

3. Dative Singular.— Tibi is for an earlier *tcbi ; on ? for e,

see under ;;/////, § 187. 3. The origin of the termination -bi is

uncertain. On the shortening of the final -1, see § 88. 3.

4. Accusative and Ablative Singular.— T'e is for earlier fed.

On the origin and relation of the two formations, see § 187. 4.

5. Nominative and Accusative Plural.— Vos represents an

Indo-European formation.

6. Genitive Plural.— Vestium, vestri are of the same forma-

tion as nostrum, nostri ; see § 1S7. 6. Vostrum, vostrl, for ves-

trum, vestri, result from association with nostrum, nostri.

7. Dative and Ablative Plural.— Vobls is formed with the suf-

fix -bills, the relation of -bis in vo-b'is to -bl in ti-bi being perhaps

determined by that of illls to illi ; istis to Istl, etc.

The Reflexive Pronoun.

189. The stem of the Reflexive is *sev-, with the collateral

form *se-.

1

.

Genitive. — Sul, like mei and ////, is the Genitive Singular

of the Possessive used substantively.

2. Dative.— Sibi, earlier sibl, is for *sebl. See under mihi,

§ 187. 3. On the shortening of the final 1, see § Z'&. 3.

3. Accusative and Ablative.— Se is for earlier sld. See on

m'e, § 187. 4.

The Possessive Pronouns.

190. These are formed by appending -os (-us) to the stems of

the Personal Pronouns.

1. Me-us is regular. The Vocative Singular mi is probably in

origin a Dative of Reference of the Personal Pronoun.

2. Tu-us is from the stem lev-, whence originally *tev-os, later

tovos (§ 73. 3), preserved in early Latin. In enchtic position <?^'
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became ti, whence tiios, tuus ; see § 103. 4. With Latin *tev-os,

cf. Homeric Greek ri^^f^o'i.

3. Su-us is from the stem sev-, whence originally *sev-os, later

sovos (73. 3) preserved in early Latin. In enclitic position, e.g.

pdtrem sovom, ov became u, whence suos, suus ; see § 103. 4.

With primitive Latin *sev-os cf. Horn- ric Greek eyros for *cr£/rds.

The weak form of the root sev- was sv-. It is this which appears

in Greek 6'? for o-/:os, and traces are present also in Latin, e.g. in

such forms as sis (Dat.-Abl. Plu.), for *svls (root svo-'), found in

early Latin.

According to another view suus is an independent formation,

collateral with sovos.

The Demonstrative Pronouns.

Hie.

191. I. The stem of hlc was ho-, ha-. To the regular case-

forms of this stem was added the suffix -ce, often reduced to -c

;

-ce itself represents a pronominal stem meaning ' here.'

2. Nominative Singular.

a) Masculine. In hie, the first part, hi-, is probably for ho + i,

a formative element recognized elsewhere in the inflection of this

pronoun. Inasmuch as oi in accented syllables regularly becomes

u (see § 81. i), hi- for *hoi, must have arisen in combinations

where the pronoun was proclitic. Cf. qui for *quo-i. By the side

of hie we find hie in early Latin. The relation of this to hie is

difficult to determine. Possibly *hee, from he- (Ablaut of ho-
;

§ 64) was the original form, whence hie in unaccented syllables

(§ 73. 2). Some find this *hee in one of the Scipio inscriptions

GIL. i. 32 hec ccpit ; but e here may be ?, which in early Latin

sometimes stands for an open i, so that hie would simply be a

graphical variation of hie.

/>) Feminine. Naee for *ha-i-e{e), presents the formative ele-

ment, -/-, appended to an original *hci {cf. *pori<z)

.

c) Neuter. Hoe is for *hod-e{e), in which -d is a case-ending
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peculiar to the Pronominal Declension. The long quantity of the

is difficult to account for. Some have thought that the o was

really short, and that the ante-consonantal form was hoc, e.g. hoc

templum iox *ho{ii)c iemplum (§ 105. i), while the ante-vocalic

form was hocc, e.g. hocc eraf.

3. Genitive Singular.—The earliest form of the Genitive Singu-

lar was *hoi-os, whence hoius, preserved in early Latin. This

possibly developed a parasitic j which became permanent, pro-

ducing *hoiJus, huj'us (§ 81. i). In the primitive *hoi-os, -os

Avas the Genitive ending discussed in § 138, while hoi- may be

Jio- -\- the formative element / seen in the Nominative.

4. Dative Singular.— The earliest form of the Dative Singular

seems to have been hoi-c. The causes which produced huic from

this are uncertain.

5. Accusative Singular.— Nunc, hanc are simply for earlier

*ho-ni-ce, *ha-ni-ce, with obvious phonetic changes.

6. Ablative Singular.— Boc^ hac for earlier *hdd-c{e), *had-c{e)

represent the same Ablative formation as regularly seen in a- and

<?-stems; §§ 118; 130.

7. Plural Forms.— These all follow the regular termination of

^-and ^^-stems, except the Nominative and Accusative Plural

Neuter, haec, where -ai, -ae (instead of -a) represents a termina-

tion of the Pronominal Declension.

Is.

192. I. The root of this pronoun is ei-, weak form i- (§ 62).

By appending the suffixes -0- and -a we get the stems ejo-, eja-,

or (by disappearance of the intervocalic /) eo-, ea-.

2. Nominative Singular.

a) Masculine. Is shows the root in the weak form with the

case-ending -s.

b) Feminine. Eal-?, iox *cj-a ; see above, i.

c') Neuter. Id shows the weak form of the root with the Pro-

nominal case-ending -d.
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3. Genitive Singular.— The earliest formation is thought to

have been eei (Locative), for *ej-ei (stem ejo-^. 'To this was

added the Genitive ending -os {-us), giving *eej-os, *e/os, ejus.

4. Dative Singular. — Ei for *e-ei, earher *ej-ei, was in forma-

tion a Locative from the stem ejo- (see i). In the Pronouns the

Locative served not only as Dative, but also as Genitive. But the

Genitive (see 3) has added a further suffix for the purpose of

differentiation.

5. Accusative Singular.— Eum, earn represent an earlier *ejom,

*ejani (see i).

6. Ablative Singular.— Ed and ea, earlier edd, ead, were formed

from the stems *ejo-, ejZi-. The case-ending is the same as that of

a- and ^-sterns.

7. Plural Cases.— These are all formed regularly from the

stems *ejo-, eja-.

8. 7^1?;// is simply is with the suffix -dem.

Iste, Ille, Ipse.

193. These three pronouns presumably contain in their second

syllable the Indo-European pronoun %<?, ' he ' ; *sa, ' she ' ; *tod,

' that.' But by association and analogy the second element has

become much modified.

194. Iste. The first syllable of iste is of uncertain origin. It

was apparently an unchangeable element. By the addition of

*sc>, *sa, *tod, would arise *isso, *issa, *istod. The regular Accu-

sative of *so was *toni, *tam, *tod {cf. Greek t6v, rav, t6(8)),

whence *istoni, *istam, *istod. The preponderance of forms with

/eventually caused *issa to become ista and *isso to become

*isto, later iste after the analogy of ille, ipse.

195. Ille. If olle was the original of ille, as is usually held, the

change from o to / can be accounted for only on the ground of

adaptation to such forms as iste, ipse, is. Olle, ho\vc\-er, may be
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for *ol-so, *ol-se, whence olle (§ 106. 3). The Feminine would

similarly have been *ol-sa, olla. The Neuter would have been

*ol-tod, and the Accusative *oltom, *oltam, *oltod. Then the

forms with // are assumed to have gained the supremacy over

those with //.

196. Ipse. I- here seems the root of is {cf. early Latin eapse,

eumpse, eopse, etc.), while -pse may be for -pe-se by Syncope

(§ 92) ; -se would then represent an original so (^ 193)- No
traces of /-forms (§ 194) appear; the -se, -sa of the Nominative

have extended to the other cases. The Neuter, ipsum (instead

oi *ipsud), shows transition to the Noun Declension.

197. Declension of Iste, Ille, Ipse.— With the exception of the

forms istitd, illud already mentioned, and the Genitive and Dative

Singular, these all show the usual terminations of the Noun Declen-

sion. The Genitives isfius, ill'tus, ipsuis are formed by appending

-OS {-us) to istJ, ill'i, ips'i, Locatives from the stems isto-, illo-, ipso-.

These Locative formations served originally as both Dative and

Genitive in the Pronouns. Later the Genitive was differentiated

from the Dative ; § 192. 3.

The Relative, Interrogative, and Indefinite Pronouns.

198. I. These are all formed from the same root, which ap-

pears as qiii-, quo-, qua-.

2. Nominative Singular.— Qids shows the stem qui- with the

case-ending -s. Qui is for quo -f /, a formative element which

appears elsewhere in the Pronominal Declension ; oi in accented

syllables regularly becomes u, but J for oi in qui may perhaps be

explained by the enclitic character of the word. Quae is the

regular Feminine of the Relative. The formation is the same as

seen in hae-c (§ 191. 2. b). Qua, which appears in the Lidefinite

Pronoun, follows the Noun Declension. Qiio-d and qui-d append

the regular pronominal termination to their respective stems.
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3. Genitive Sini:;i//ar. — Clijiis, for earlier quoins, *gtwios,

seems best explained like hTijns ; § 191. 3.

4. Dative Singular.— Cui seems to have developed in the first

century of the Christian era from the earlier quoi; see § 14.

Quoi was probably a Locative formation.

5. Accusative Singular.— Quern for *qui-m has followed the

analogy of /-stems having -em for -////, e.g. furrem, ovevi, etc. ; §

152.

6. Ablative Singular.— Besides the regular quo, qua, quo, which

present no peculiarities, we find qui used for all genders and (in

early Latin) for both numbers. This may have been a genuine

Ablative form {qui for *qul(l), or an Instrumental.

7. Plural Forms.—' Quae is analogous io hae-c ; § 191. 7. The

Dative and Ablative quls is from the stem quo- (§ 133) ; it has no

formal connection with quibus.

Pronominal Adjectives.

199. Several Adjectives of pronominal meaning have adopted

also the Pronominal Declension in the Genitive and Dative Singu-

lar, viz. alius, alter ; uter, neuter; ullus, nlillus ; solus, totus, unus.

Alius takes also the pronominal -dm the Neuter Singular.

COxNJUGATION.i

INTRODUCTORY.

200. As compared with Greek and Sanskrit, the Latin in its

verb-system exhibits extensive deviations from the original conju-

gational system of the Lido-European ])arent-speech. The fob-

lowing are the most important points of difference :

I. The Latin has lost the augment, i.e. an initial <?-, prefixed to

the secondary tenses of the Indicative as a symbol of past time.

^ See in general: Brugmann, C^-undriss, ii. §§ 460-1086; Lindsay, Latin

Language, chap, viii.; Stolz, l.ateinische Gramntatik, §§ 96-1 iS.
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2. The strong (/.«?. unsigmatic) Aorist has disappeared ahiiost

entirely.

3. The original Perfect Indicative has become merged with

the sigmatic Aorist. The result is a tense wliose inflections are

derived from both sources, and whose meanings are Aoristic as

well as Perfect.

4. The original Middle Voice has disappeared, being super-

seded by a new inflection peculiar to Latin and Keltic.

5. The Subjunctive and Optative do not appear as separate

moods, but have become fused into one, designated Subjunctive.

6. In the Imperfect and Future Indicative of the a- and ?-

conjugations we meet new formations in -bam and -bo, which, like

the r-Passive, are peculiar to Latin and Keltic.

7. In the Personal Endings the distinction between primary

and secondary endings has become effaced.

8. Several new tense-formations have developed which are

peculiar to Latin, e.g. the Perfect Indicative in -v'l and -///, the

Pluperfect Subjunctive in -issem, etc.

Formation of the Present Stem.

201. Thematic and Unthematic Formation. — The Latin in-

herited two distinct types of Present formation. The one, char-

acterized by the presence of the variable or thematic vowel {c, o)

before the- Personal Endings, is called Thematic. This type is

illustrated' by d'lcit-nt (for *d'ico-nf) ; tilci-fis (for *d'ice-fis). The

other type of Present formation has no thematic vowel, and hence

iS' called Unthematic. Unthematic presents originally had Ablaut

('§ 62). The strong form of the root appeared in the Singular,

the reduced form in the Plural. This change was connected with

primitive accentual conditions. In the Singular the accent rested

on the root syllable, in the Plural on the endings.

In Greek, the Unthematic Conjugation is represented by the

-/xi verbs (Tt-Orj-fjLi, rt-Oe-fxev), while -<o verbs are thematic, e.g,

\iy-o-^(.v, Xcy-e-re.
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Classification of Present Formations.

A. Unthematic Presents.

202. Unthematic Presents are but scantily represented in Latin

;

for the most part they have passed over into the thematic inflec-

tion. The following verbs are the chief representatives of the

class :

1. Do, das, ddt (for earlier daf); Plural dd-mus, dd-tis, ddnt.

2. Eo. — The two forms of the root were ei- (strong), and -/

(weak). The primitive inflection was probably :

ei-o *i-j>ios (Gr. tyu.ei')

ei-s ^l-tis (Gr. tre)

ei-t *i-ui

In the First Singular *eid regularly became eo (§ 103. i) ; *eis

became is (§ 82); and *eif, 'it, later I/. The Plural seems to

have early abandoned the weak form of the root in favor of the

strong ; Imics, itis, euni, therefore, represent *ei-mos, *ei-tis, *ei-ont.

3. Sum.— The strong form of the root is es-, the weak s-.

The original conjugation, therefore, was probably

:

^es-m *S-!)10S

*es-s *s-tis

es-t *s-nt

The historical forms show considerable deviation from this.

Traces of *ess are seen in the regular use of es as long in early

Latin verse. The presumption is that ess represents Plautus's

pronunciation. The First' Singular sum probably represents a

special thematic formation *s-o-jn ; and of the same formation

are su-inus for *s-o-mos and sunt for s-o-nt. The Second Plural

es-tis is formed from the strong root, like the Second Singular.

Enclitic forms V and ^st sometimes occur for the Second and

Third Singular. These are often joined in writing with a previous

word, e.g. bonicmst = bonuin ^st; morast — mora ^st. The usage

is poetic and colloquial.
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4. Edo. — Unthematic forms occur only in the Second and

Third Singular, and in the Second Plural. The root shows no

Ablaut, but appears everywhere as ed- or, by euphonic change, as

"es- for *'ed-t- (§ 108. i); here Id- represents a stronger form of

the root than ed-.

5. Fero. — The unthematic inflection is only partially pre-

served, viz. \Vi fer-s, fer-t, fer-tis.

5. Volo. — The only forms which are certainly unthematic are

z;////and vultis (earlier volt, voltis). The root in the Singular was

normally *vel- {cf. vel-im, etc.), but *vel-t became volt after the

analogy of vol-tis, for v{-tis, from weak root vl- (§ 100. i). The

Second Singular vis is not for *vel-s, but comes from the root vei-,

also meaning ' wish ' ; cf. in-intus. Nolo is for *ne void, and maid

for *mag{e)vold.

B. Thematic Presents.

203. Of these there are the following classes :

I. Root Class. — The Present stem consists of the root in its

strong form + the thematic vowel '/a- More exactly the root

appeared in that phase of the strong grade which gave its name

to the different Ablaut Series (§ 62). Thus roots of the ^-Series

had e, ei(i), eu{u) ; those of the ^-Series had a, etc. The ^-Series

is most fully represented. Examples are :

e-Series : leg-^/o, root leg- ; teg-^jg., root teg- ; veh-^jo-, root

veh-\ deic-^jo; xoo\. dcic- (later d'lc-
\ § 82); feid-^jo-, root feid-

(later/J^-); deuc-^-/o-, root dei/c- (later due-).

d-Series : ag-^jg., root ag- ; caed-^jo-, root {s)caid- (§ 68).

a-Series : vad-^jg., root vad-.

e-Series : eld-'-f„., root c'ed-.

o-Series : rod-'jo., root ivd-.

II. Reduplicating Class. — The Present Stem is formed by

prefixing to the root + the thematic vowel 'Jo, a reduplicating

syllable, which consists of the initial consonant of the root + ?.

The root appears in its weak form (§ 62). Examples : gi-gn-'-fo-,
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root gen- {cf. Gr. yt'-yv-o-ynai) ; s'i-d-^-/o. for st-sd-^-fg. (§ 89), root

sed-. Sisio, root sta, and j-^-;v for *s'i-sd (§§ 98. i), root *se-,

do not strictly belong here. They were originally unthematic

formations {cf. Gr. (o-)t-o-rr/-/xt, (o-)t-(o-)i7-/xt), but have passed in

Latin into the thematic conjugation ; l>ibd is not properly a redu-

plicated formation. The root was pil?- {cf. Skr. pibami; Gr.

cTTi/^Sa for *lin-Ki^-ha) . The Latin word results from assimilation

of/ to b.

in. T-Class.— This class, like the preceding, is but sparingly

represented in Latin. The root appears in its strong form, to

wliich is appended A'-/o- Examples are : nec-f-Jo-, p^ec-t'-Jo.,

pec-i'-Jo-, flec-t'-lo-

IV. N-Class.— The Present Stem is formed with a nasal infix

before the final consonant of the root ; to this is appended the

thematic vowel "-jo- The root appears in the weak form. Exam-

ples : fiini^-Jo; rooX. fid- ; rump-^-]„., root nip-
;
jung-*^-Jo-, root Jug-.

Originally the infix was confined to the Present system, but in

some words, as jungo, it appears throughout the entire verb, e.g.

jnngo, jTinxi, jTinctiis.

V. NO-Class. — To the root in its weak form is added the

suffix n'^'/o-' Originally verbs of this class were unthematic.

The primitive suffix was uTi- in the Singular, and nu- in Plural.

The Personal endings were appended directly to these suffixes, so

that a verb like sterna, for example, was once inflected :

*sfer-)tu-d *sfer-nii-»ios

*stgi--7!u-s *stcr-nu-tis

*ster-uu-t *s/er-iiu-nt

But *ster-mt-?nfls, *sternufis, *sterni/nt{i) regularly developed

phonetically to sternimus, sternitis, sternunt. I'hese forms were

identical with the thematic inflection, and hence led to sterno,

sternis, sternit in the Singular, after the analogy of d'lcimus, d'lci-

tis, d'lcunt to died, dlcis, dlcit. Other examples are sper-nd,

temnd, li-no, si-no, tollo for *tl_^-nd (§ 100. i).
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VI. SCO-Class.— The Present stem is formed by appending

sc^'10- to the root, e.g. h'l-sco, glt-sco, crl-scd, {g)nd-scd, posed for

^pore-sed, sussed for *sut't/-seo.

Many secondary formations also occur, as geml-seo, trenie-seo

;

especially derivatives from contract verbs, as florxseo from floreo ;

tdbased from iZibo ; and even from nouns and adjectives, as lapi-

desed, ror'esed, duresed.

VII. JO-Class.— The Present Stem is formed by appending,

the suffix f'/o- to a root or stem. Several different formations

must be distinguished.

a) f'lo-- Presents from roots ending in a consonant. Here /
becomes /, e.g. jae-io for *jac-jd ; eapio for *eap-Jd, and all the

so-called verbs in -id of the Third Conjugation. Some verbs

originally of this formation have passed over into the inflection of

contract verbs in -id, -Ire (see b, below), e.g. venio, venire.

b) f'10-- Presents from roots and stems ending in a vowel. The

j, here becoming intervocalic, disappears and the concurrent

vowels (except in the First Singular of 1- and 7-verbs) regularly

contract. Examples

:

i) Monosyllabic roots : impll-mus for *impIe-Jo-fnos, root pie-

;

intramus for *inirZijomos, root trZi-.

2) Dissyllabic verb-stems : domamus for *do-indjo-mos, stem

doma-.

3) Noun and Adjective stems in -a, e, i : curcifnus, stem cura-

;

rubetfius, stem rube- ; finimus, %\.tvafim-.

These a-contracts form the so-called First Conjugation, the 'e-

and ^-contracts the Second Conjugation, and the z-contracts the

Fourth Conjugation.

^) Causatives in eJ'^-/o., e.g. mon-ed, doc-ed, torr-ed. These all

take the (9-phase of the strong form of the root (§ 64). They

regularly suffer contraction and form a part of the Second Conju-

gation.

d) Verbs in -ojo- probably once existed in Latin, but have dis-

appeared. Thus ard, araj-e was probably originally *arod (for
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*arojd) ; cf. Gr. dpow. The adjective aegrotus is likewise possibly

to be referred to an original *aegrd.

Tense Formation in the Indicative.

The Imperfect.

204. The termination -dam in the Imperfect Indicative is

plausibly explained as representing an Indo-European Aorist,

*bhvam, from the root blm-. This seems to have been appended

to some oblique case of a noun derived from the stem of the verb.

The primitive formation would be represented by *amabhvam,

^monlbhvam, ^/egebht'iiiii, *ai(d'ibhva/n. On b for bh in the in-

terior of words, see § 97. i. b ; bhv- regularly becomes b, e.g.

siiperbus for *super-bJiv-os. This theory of the origin of the Latin

Imperfect finds confirmation in Slavonic, where the Imperfect

consists of a case-form of a verbal noun -f the past tense of the

verb ' to be.'

Early Latin has both -Ibam and -iebam in verbs of the Fourth

Conjugation. The ending -iebam, however, is later in origin than

-Ibam, and was borrowed from io-verhs of the Third Conjugation,

e.g. eapiebam.

Some have thought that the element preceding the -ba^n in the

Imperfect was an old Infinitive. Cf. 'i-licef, lit. ' it is permitted to

go ' ; sd-licet, ' it is permitted to know ' ; vidc-iicet, ' it is permitted

to see ' ; also such compounds as are-facio, ' to make dry.'

Eram for earlier *es-am (§ 98. i) exhibits the same praeterite

formation as that assumed for *-bhv-aj}i in ajnabam, etc.

The Future.

205. I. The Future in -bo. — The Future in -bo is analogous

to the Imperfect in -bam ; -bo is probably the Present of the root

bhu', so that amabo (for *-ama-b]ivd ; § 204) literally means 'I

become loving.' Cf. the analogous German ich werde iiebeu. On
atna-, mone- in this formation, see § 204. The Future in -bo is
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found also in verbs of the Fourth Conjugation in early Latin, e.g.

sclbo, audllw.

2. The Future in -am.— This formation, regular in the Third

and Fourth Conjugations, is in reality a Subjunctive, or rather two

Subjunctives, that have taken on Future force. The ist Singular

in -am (for *-am') is an ^^-Subjunctive ; the remaining forms are

^-Subjunctives. See §§ 221 ; 222.

3. The Future in -so.— This formation appears in such archaic

forms as dlxd,faxd, which are in reality Aorist Subjunctives that

have taken on Future force. The Future of sum, ero, is similarly

a Present Subjunctive, for *es-d (§ 98. i) ; cf. Homeric Greek

f.{a-)<ji, Attic (3 (by contraction).

The Perfect.

The Reduplication.

206. I. /;/ Verbs beginning with a Consonant.— The Redupli-

cation in such verbs regularly consisted of the initial consonant + e.

Where the root began with sc, sp, or st, the se, sp, or st appeared

in the reduplicating syllable, but the s was lost in the root syllable,

e.g. sci-ci-di (early Latin), spopondi, ste-tl. The reduplicating

vowel, e, Was assimilated to the root vowel when the latter was the

same in the Perfect as in the Present, e.g. mo-mord-'i, sci-cid-'i,

pu-pug-i, di-die-1, spo-pond-~i; but the original forms with e are often

found in early Latin, e.g. memordl, pepug'i, spepond'i, fhefhaked

CIL. xiv. 4123.

The Reduplication has disappeared very largely in Latin, yet

traces of its earlier presence are sometimes distinguishable, e.g. in

retiuli for *7'e-{te)tuli (§ 92) ; repper'i for re-(^pe)perl ; reccid'i

for *re-{ce)cidt. In the same way Jidl, scidi represent an earlier

*fefidl, ^scecidi {cf. early Latin scicid'i).

2. /;/ Verbs beginning with a Voivel.— The Reduplication here

consisted in prefixing e. Only a few verbs have preserved it, e.g.

egi for *e-agi ; edt for *e-edi ; -Ip'i (for *e-api) in coepl, for *co-

epi, root ap- ; ettil for *e-eni'i.
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Stem Formation of the Perfect.

A. The Primitive Perfect.

207. In the Indo-European parent-speech the accent rested

on the root syllable in the Singular of the Perfect, but on the

Personal Ending in the Plural. It was probably owing to these

primitive accentual conditions that the strong form of the root

appeared in the Singular, the reduced form in the Plural. The

special phase of the strong form appearing in the Singular was

that containing o ox (see the various Ablaut Series, § 62 ff.).

Several of the Indo-European languages, as Sanskrit, Greek,

the Teutonic, have preserved with more or less fulness the original

Ablaut of the root in the Perfect ;
^ but in Latin there has been a

uniform ' levelling
'

; either the strong form has invaded the Plural

(the usual sequel), or the weak form has invaded the Singular.

Examples of the former process may be seen in totondijtius, spo-

pondimus ; of the latter in -ce-cid-1, tu-tiid-1. In most Latin verbs,

however,- other formations have largely displaced both of those

just mentioned. This has come partly as the result of phonetic

changes, partly from the workings of analogy. The whole subject

is too intricate for detailed consideration here. See Lindsay, Latin

Language, p. 494 f.

B. The Perfect in -si.

208. The Perfect in -si, which appears chiefly in roots ending

in labial, dental, and guttural mutes, is by origin an Aorist which

has passed over to the Perfect inflection. Cf Latin dls-l with

l8-fX€V

Hff-re

ta-aai,

vit-um

vit-up

vit-un

1 Cf., for example, Greek

o(5-a

olcr-^a

ol5-e

or Gothic

vait

vaist

vait
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Greek e-Bei^-a. Some verbs have preserved both the true Per-

fect and this Aorist Perfect, e.g. peperci and pars! ; pupugi and

(m compounds) -punxi ; pepigi and (in compounds) -panxl.

C. The Perfect in -vl.

209. The Perfect in -vi is a new formation which has devel-

oped in the separate history of Latin itself. The origin of this

suffix is not clear ; according to one theory, -vi is borrowed from

such Perfects as favi, lain, fovl, mdv'i, iwvl, juvl, where v really

belongs to the stem.

D. The Perfect in -m.

210. The Perfect in -ul is a development of that in -vJ; -vi

is thought to have been added to extended forms of the root,

e.g. *gen-e-vi (root gen-), *dom-a-in (root dom-), whence gemfi,

domui ; § 103. 4. From forms Hke these the category might easily

extend itself. Its diffusion was probably assisted by the existence

of such Perfects as fui, plui for early //7e7 (Ennius),///7w, etc.

The Inflection of the Perfect.

211. In its inflection the Latin Perfect presents a mingling of

Perfect and Aorist forms. The exact determination of the details

of this fusion furnishes one of the most difficult problems of his-

torical Latin grammar ; the following explanations can claim only

a certain degree of probability.

212. The type of Perfect inflection existing in Latin prior to

the fusion of Perfect and Aorist may be partially reconstructed

as follows :

Singular. Plural.

1. vidi^ ihd-i-nius

2. ? ?

3. *vide *v}d-ent (for *z'td-nf)

^ No attempt is here made to discuss Ablaut changes.
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Of these forms vidi in the First Singular represents an Indo-

Eiu-opean middle, *vid-ai. The Second Singular and Second

Plural cannot be conjectured with any degree of satisfaction.

213. The type of Aorist with which the true Perfect was ulti-

mately fused was a formation consisting of the root + the suffix

-es- {-is- ; § 73. 2), to which the Personal Endings were appended

directly (unthematic formation; § 201). The inflection may be

reconstructed as follows :

Singular. Plural.

1. *vld-er-em (for *vti/-es-m ; ^^ gS. i; 102. i) vld-i-jnns (Jox *vid-is-mos)

2. *vul-is (for *vld-is-s') v'ld-is-tis

3. *vtd-is-t *vid-er-ent (for *vtd-is-nt)

214. The identity of the First Plural of the Perfect and Aorist

seems to have furnished the starting-point for the formal fusion of

the two tenses ; thdistis in the Second Plural is the Aorist form
;

so is incferunt in the Third Plural, with *-eiit changed to -unt

after the analogy of other tenses, e.g. rcgunt, amab-unt; 1 (for e)

in -'erunt is of uncertain origin. Probably it was borrowed from

the Perfect Third Plural in -'ere, which is certainly a different

formation, though not at present well understood. The scansion

-erunt, frequent in poetry, preserves the earlier quantity. In the

Singular, vld~i has already been explained as originally a Middle

which has assumed the function of the Active. The Second

Singular vidisti is difficult of explanation. Possibly the primitive

form of the Second Singular Perfect may have been *v'istl. If

so vidisti may be a contamination of *visti (Perfect) and *vidis

(Aorist), helped on by the influence of the Second Plural vldistis.

The assumption of a Perfect *v~isti, however, involves difficulties.

The Personal Ending of the Second Singular Perfect was -tha in

Indo-European. Cf. Greek olcrOa for *poL'^-6a. In Latin -thd

should become -te (§ 71. i). Influence of the Second Singular

Middle ending *-sai ( = Latin -si) has been suggested. The

Third Singular *vide early assumed the regular Personal Ending,
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/, of the other tenses. This gave *v'idct, tndit. Some have

thought that in the true Perfect in Latin the primitive Third

Singular was *vldi (a Middle form, like the First Singular) . Some

evidence in favor of this view is found in the frequent long

quantity of -it in early Latin poetry.

The Pluperfect.

215. The Pluperfect Indicative in -ei-am is a development of

the Aorist mentioned above in § 213. The starting-point of

development was the First Singular. This was first *viderem,

which became v'lderam, apparently under the influence of the

Imperfect in -bam. The remaining inflection also follows the

Imperfect.

The Future Perfect.

216. The Future Perfect Indicative is an Aorist Subjunctive.

Thus v'ldero is for a primitive *veid-es-d (§ 98. i), in which -es- is

the same Aorist suffix as already mentioned in §§ 213, 215. Greek

ei3to, which has become a part of the Perfect system, represents

the same formation, being for */ret8-eo--w, whence regularly eiS-e'w

(Homer), a8ai (Attic).

The inflection follows that of Presents in -0, -is, -it, except in

the 3d Plural, which has -int instead of -iint, probably owing to the

influence of the Perfect Subjunctive, with which it regularly agrees

in the other persons and numbers.

The Optative.

217. There were two Optative formations in Indo-European, a

thematic and an unthematic. Greek Xv-o-i-fii represents the for-

mer, ara-Lrj-v the latter. In Latin probably only the unthematic

type is to be recognized. Owing to the thorough fusion of Opta-

tive and Subjunctive (§ 353) all Optative forms are traditionally

known as Subjunctives.
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218. Present Optative. — Only a few forms occur. The special

suffix of the unthematic Optative was -il- in the Singular, -'i- in the

Plural.

Thus the primitive inflection of the Present Optative of the root

es-, ' to be,' was :

Singular. Plural.

1. *s-ie-»i (^siein ; 88. 3) s-i-nuis

2. s-ie-s s-i-tis

3. s-ie-t *s-i-}it {s-i-ni)

The classical inflection of the Singular, sim, sis, sit, is not

original, but is formed after the analogy of the Plural. Similarly

in early Latin we find siemus, sietis, sient after the analogy of

siem, etc. The weak form of the root, as above, regularly appeared

in this formation. Other illustrations of this Optative are velim

(for *vel-ie-m, after vel-~i-inus) , nolim, inalim, edim {edd, 'eat'),

du-im, passim.

219. Aorist Optative.— The so-called Perfect Subjunctive in

-erim is by origin an Aorist Optative. The tense is formed by

means of the Aorist suffix -es- already mentioned in §§ 213, 215,

to which is further appended the Optative suffix il-, 1- (§ 218).

Thus the original inflection of inderim was :

*veid-es-ie-m *veid-es-l-mns

*veid-es-ie-s *veid-es~i-tis

*veid-es- ie-t *veid- es-t-nt

By change of ei to ? (§ 82) and by rhotacism (§ 98. i) this

gave *vlde)-iem, etc., Plural indefimiis. But the i~e of the Singular

was early changed to 'i after the analogy of the Plural, giving

v'lderim, inderis, indent. The long vowel was sometimes retained

in the (rare) ist and 2d Plural.

Latin *viderietn is identical with Greek dSu-qv (for */retS-ecr-tr/-v)

,

which, like etSw (see § 216), has become associated with the Per-

fect system.
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Another Aorist formation was by means of the suffix s in place

of -is-. This is seen in d'lxim^faxim, ausim, for earUer *dlc-s-ie-m,

etc.

The Subjunctive.

220. Two formations, both descended from Indo-European, are

to be recognized. One of these is characterized by the suffix a and

is confined exclusively to the Present tense ; the other is charac-

terized by the suffix e, and appears not only in the Present, but in

the other tenses as well. Both these suffixes take the place of the

thematic vowel of the corresponding Indicative formations.

221. A-Subjunctives. — Examples are moneam (for *mone-

ja-m), reg-a-m, audiam, earlier *regajn, *audiam; § Z'6. 2.

222. E-Subjunctives.

1. Amem (for *a?na-j"e-in) evidently has preferred this type, to

avoid the identity of Indicative and Subjunctive which would have

resulted from the a-formation here ; *ama-ja-ni, etc., would have

given *amam, *amas, *amat.

2. The so-called Future Indicative of the Third and Fourth

Conjugations is (outside the First Singular) a Present Subjunctive

of the ^-formation which has taken on Future function, e.g.

fer-e-s, audi-l-s, etc.

3. The Imperfect Subjunctive also belongs here. There are

two types, both Aorists in origin :

a) -s- Aorists. Examples are : es-s-em, ferrem for *fer-s-em

(§ 106. 3), vellem for *vel-s-lm (§ 106. 3) ; ama,^--ein for *ama-

s-an (§98. i); moife-r-em {ox *inoiie-s-e?n, audl-r-em for *audi-

s-ein.

b) -es- Aorists, e.g. reg-er-em for *reg-es-e)H (§ 98. i).

4. The Pluperfect Subjunctive is an -es- Aorist, with a second

s of uncertain origin, i.e. v'ldissem for *vid-es-s-'em.
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The Imperative.

A. Active.

223. Present, Second Singular.— The most probable view is

that which regards this form as consisting of the simple stem.

The Imperative, then, will be analogous to the Vocative, to

which it bears in general meaning a strong resemblance. Exam-

ples are : 7, es,/er, ieg-e, ama (for *aina-je), mone (for *?none-je),

audi (for *aiid'i-Je). Verbs in /^ of the Third Conjugation follow

the root class (§ 203. i), e.g. cape. Die, due, fac are probably

for dice, dT(ce,face by dropping off the final short e.

224. Present, Second Plural. — This is formed by adding -te to

the stem, e.g. l-te,fej--te, es-te, legite (for *lege-te ; § 73. 2), amate,

moiiete, aiidlte.

225. Future, Second and Third Singular.— The termination

is -/i"^, earlier -tvd, appended to the Present Stem, eg. ltd, ferto,

esto, legito, etc. Originally this formation had Plural as well as

Singular force. Stricdy, too, it was a Present, not a Future ; the

Future force is a special development of the Latin. The ending

-tod is preserved in early Latin, e.g. /icetod, datod, violatod.

226. Future, Second and Third Plural.—The termination of

the Second Plural -tote is simply a pluralization of the Singular

-to. The Third Plural termination -nto is a new formation {cf.

§ 225) after the analogy of the relation existing between the

Third Singular and Third Plural of the Present Indicative, i.e.

siiuto : esto : : sunt : est

regunto : regito : : reguiit : regit

amaiito : aiiiato : : aniant : *aniat

B. Passive.

227. The Present.— The Second Singular ending -re repre-

sents an original -so, so that Latin seque-re corresponds exactly to

Greek £7re(o-)o, lirov. The Second Plural in -mini is probably an
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old Infinitive which has taken on the function of the Imperative.

Cf. the Homeric use of the Infinitive as an Imperative. Accord-

ing to this view Latin legi-iiiinl = Greek Xeyifxevai, both forms

being originally the Dative of a verbal noun with the suffix -men.

Cf. ger-nien, Dat. ger-min'i.

228. The Future forms are the result of appending the Passive

-r (§ 235) to the corresponding Active forms.

The Personal Endings.^

A. Active.

229. ist Singular.— In the Indo-European parent-speech -o

was the termination of the primary tenses of the Thematic Con-

jugation, while -mi was the termination of the Unthematic Conju-

gation. Secondary tenses had -m only. Latin shows no traces

of -mi (on sum, see § 202. 3); -o appears in the Present, Future,

and Future Perfect Indicative. Elsewhere in the Indicative and

everywhere in the Subjunctive (including some original Optatives)

-m appears, e.g. amabam, amaveram, sim, essem, etc.

230. 2d Singular. — The Indo-European endings were -si

(primary) and -s (secondary). Latin -s may represent the

secondary ending, or original *-^/ may have lost its final short

vowel, so that legis, for example, may be either for *ieg-e-s or

*leg-e-si.

231. 3d Singular. — The Indo-European endings were -//

(primary) and -/(secondary). Apparently in the earliest Latin,

-/ had become -d. Cf. early inscriptional forms, e.g. viiev/iaked,

feced,fecid, sied; -ti, on the other hand, became -/and very early

supplanted the -d of the secondary tenses. The closely related

Oscan dialect exhibits this distinction of -d and -/ assumed for

early Latin.

1 The endings of the Perfect Indicative and of the Imperative have already

been considered in §§ 211 ff., 223 ff.
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232. ist Plural.— The only ending appearing in Latin is -nms,

earlier *-mos, which seems to stand in Ablaut relation (§ 62) to

Greek -/xes (dialectal).

233. 2d Plural.— The Latin ending -tis probably represents an

Indo-European -th(:s, which was the ending of the 2d Dual.

234. 3d Plural. — The Indo-European endings were -;///

(primary) and -;// (secondary). In the Italic languages -;///

became -;//, while -?it became -ns. Oscan and Umbrian preserve

this distinction, but in Latin, *-ns has disappeared, being every-

where supplanted by -ni (for -nfi).

B. Passive.

235. The distinguishing characteristic of the Latin Passive is

the presence of final r. This formation, in its wide application,

is found only in the Italic and Keltic groups of the Indo-European

family. Its origin is not clear. Some have connected it with the

Sanskrit ending -re of the Perfect Middle. One thing is perfectly

certain : Latin r does not arise from the reflexive si as was for-

merly held. In general the Latin Passive is an outgrowth of an

earlier Middle. With the exception of the ist Singular and ist

Plural, Middle forms are seen to have been at the basis of the

developed inflection.

236. ist Singular. — Where the Active form ends in -o, the

Passive is formed by adding r, e.g. 7-egor (earlier -oi'; § S?). 2),

amabor. Where the Active ends in -m, the Passive has r instead

of -7n, e.g. a7ner, a7iiabar.

237. 2d Singular. — This is in origin a Middle, formed with

the Indo-European ending *-so, the termination of secondary

tenses in the Middle. Thus seqiiere is for *seque-so (§ 98. i).

Cf. Greek £7re-(cr)o, litov. The ending -m arises secondarily from

-re by further appending -s, the ending of the 2d Singular Active.
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Thus scqueris for *sequere-s (§ 73, 2). This was possibly the

result of an effort to distinguish the Indicative 2d Singular from

the Imperative.

238. 3d Singular. — To the original Middle formation, e.g.

*leg-i-to, for */eg-e-to, with secondary ending -to {cf. Greek e-Ae'y-

€.-To) was added the Passive -r, e.g. */egito-r, legitui:

239. ist Plural.— In place of -s of the Active ending -vius we

have the Passive -r, e.g. regimu-r.

240. 2d Plural. — We have here a periphrastic formation

;

legimim, etc., stand for legiminl estis, in which legimim is a Middle

Participle of the same type as Greek A€yo-/Aev-ot. This formation

must have originated in the Present Indicative ; legebaminl,

Iegeini?ft, legamim, legerlmiiii are all secondary, formed after the

analogy of legiminl.

241. 3d Plural.— The 3d Plural, like the 3d Singular, was

originally a genuine Middle formation, in -nto, the termination of

the secondary tenses, e.g. *leguiito for *lego-nto (cf. Greek e-Aeyo-

vTo). To this was added the Passive -r, e.g. *lego-ntor, leguntur.

The Infinitive.

242. In Latin, as in other Indo-European languages, the Infini-

tives are oblique cases of verbal nouns which have become stereo-

typed by usage. The Dative and Locative cases have contributed

most largely to this category.

A. Active.

243. Present.— This was apparently in origin the Locative of

a noun with an -es-, -os- suffix. Thus reg-er-e for a primitive

*reg-es-i (§ 141), as though from a Nom. ^reg-os. Unthematic

verbs appended -se (for -si), e.g. esse, fer-re, for *fer-se; vel-le

for *vel-se.
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244. Perfect.— The Locative -s-e (for ,(•/) is appended to

the -es- Aorist stem (§ 213, 215), e.g. ind-is-se.

245. Future. — In such fjrais as dietuntm esse, it is probable

that originally dicturum was not a participle, but an Infinitive.

The form has been plausibly explained as being contracted from

dietu *erom, where dictu is Supine, and *erom (for *es-o/n; § 98. i)

the old Infinitive of the root es- {-esse). This Infinitive is pre-

served in Oscan and Umbrian, though lost in Latin. The original

force of dictu *erom would be ' to be for saying,' i.e. ' to be about

to say' (on dictu see § 252. 2). The foregoing explanation ac-

cords excellently with the use of dicturum and similar forms with-

out ^-fj*? and (in early Latin) with a Plural subject, e.g. credo inim'i-

cos ?neds hoc dicturum, ' I believe my enemies are for saying this,'

i.e. 'will say this ' (C. Gracchus, cited by Gellius, i. 7). After the

analogy of periphrastic forms, dicturum ^j.-j-<? subsequently supplanted

dicturum, etc., and thus gave rise to the Future Active Participle

in -urus, -a, -um.

B. Passive.

246. Present. — Such forms as reg-1, dlc-1 are Dative forms
;

§ 139. Other verbs append the Dative ending to -,?j--stems, e.g.

amafi, monerl, audTirl, for *ama-es-i, etc. ; so fern for *fer-s-t.

Cf. % 243. No Passive signification originally attached itself to

these Dative Infinitives ; at the outset they could not have differed

essentially from the Locative Infinitives of the Active. The dif-

ferentiation into Active and Passive meanings was purely arbitrary.

The Passive Infinitive in -ier (archaic and poetical) is of un-

certain origin. Some explain agier, for example, as for *agl-ar,

ar being the Preposition seen in ar-biter, etc., in a post-positive

use. On -er for -ar, see § 71. i. Others think that -dr repre-

sents the apocopated Active ending -ere. This seems to have

been fairly frequent in colloquial Latin, e.g. biber for bibere ;

ianger for tangere. Agier, therefore, and similar forms would

represent Passive Infinitives with an added Active termination.
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247. Perfect and Future. — Periphrastic forms are used here,

e.g. dictus esse, dictum Irl. The latter consists of the Supine com-

bined with the Passive of eo in its impersonal use.

The Participles.

248. Present Active. — The suffix here is -;;/-, e.g. -sins for

*-s-7it-s (§ 102. i) in ab sens, prae-setis ; regens for *trge-fit-s.

The oblique cases of iefis are formed from the stem *ei-o-, e.g.

euntis for *ei-o-ntis.

249. Future Active. — See § 245.

250. Perfect Passive. — The suffix was -tus, earlier -tos, ap-

pended originally to the weak form of the root, e.g. dic-tus, duc-

tus, tentus for *tn-tos (§ 102. i). Where the root ended in d or

t, ss or s arose phonetically (§ 108. i), e.g. sessus for *sed-tos

;

usus for *ut-tos. By an extension this spurious ending, -sjis,

became appended also to some guttural and liquid stems, e.g.

lap-sus,f'ixus, pulsus.

251. The Gerundive.— The origin of the termination -endiis,

-undus is not yet determined.

Gerund and Supine.

252. I. The Gerund. — The Gerund is probably a develop-

ment of the Gerundive. Such expressions as virtus colenda est

might easily give rise to a colenduvi est (impersonal), while %\vm-

\3x\y patriae defendendae causa inight generate a de/endendi causa.

2. The Supine.— The Supine in -urn is an Accusative of a

Verbal noun formed with the suffix -tu- ; the Supine in -u is a

Locative from the same stem {cf. § 163).



CHAPTER VIII.

ADVERBS AND PREPOSITIONS.

ADVERBS.^

253. Adverbs are, in the main, case-forms which have become

stereotyped as the result of highly specialized usage. The cases

most frequently thus employed are the Accusative, Ablative, Loca-

tive, and Instrumental.

254. Accusatives.—These result from various syntactical usages.

Thus :

1. Accusative of Result Produced {Gr. § 176. 2
; 3), e.g. mul-

tum, ptei unique, plTirimum, aliquid, facile, fortius, etc.

2. Appositives, e.g. vicein, partim, etc.; § 310.

3. Limit of Motion, e.g.foras.

255. Ablatives.— Here belong :

1. Adverbs in -e (for -Id; § 130) from ^-sterns, e.g. puichre,

saiie ; certissinie.

2. Adverbs in -o (for -od; § 130) from ^-stems, e.g. certo,

contimio. Cf. early Latin vieritod.

3. Adverbs in -a (for -ad; § iiS) from a-stems, e.g. extra,

supra, 'infra, contra, supra, ultra, citra, juxta. Cf. early Latin

exstrad, suprad. Many words, clearly Ablative in form, appar-

ently became Adverbs through the medium of Instrumental con-

structions, e.g. una, rlcta, qua, ea, eadeni {sc. via), etc. Cf.

§ 341- 5-

^ See especially Lindsay, Latin Language, chap. ix.

1^8
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256. Locatives. — Here belong :

1. True Locatives, e.g. heri, vespei'i, huml, belli, niilitiae, donii,

postridil (§§ 126; 173), viendi'e, die C7-asfijn ; noctu ; also the

Pronominal Adverbs h'l-c, illi-c, isfi-c (§ 197).

2. Ablative in Locative function, e.g.foris.

257. Instnimentals. — Here belong :

1. cito, modo for *citd, *modd (§ 2>d>. 3), where *-d resulted

by contraction from *cilo-d, *inodo-d. Had these been Ablative

{*dtdd, *moddd), the o would not have been shortened upon the

disappearance of the -d.

2. be?ie, male for *befie, *tnale (§ ZZ. 3), where *-e resulted by

contraction from *bene-a, *?nale-d. Had these been Ablatives

{*betted, *mated'), the -e would not have been shortened upon

the disappearance of the -d.

3. spo?ite, forte, repente.

258. Even a few Nominatives have become Adverbs, e.g. adver-

sus ; rlirsiis for reversus ; prorsus for proverstis.

259. ^Llny Adverbs were originally phrases, e.g. dlnuo for

d'e novo (§ 103. 4) ; ilico for /;/ *stlocd (§ 89) ; admodum. Some

have thought that Adverbs in -iter also belong here, e.g. breviter

for breve iter, etc. Cf. German kurzweg.

PREPOSITIONS.^

260. Prepositions are in the main Adverbs which have come to

have special uses in connection with certain cases. Historically

they belong to a relatively late period in the development of lan-

guage. Originally the cases alone sufficed for denoting relations,

but as greater precision became necessary, the requisite definite-

ness of meaning came to be expressed by various Adverbs, which

^ See especially Lindsay, Latin Language, chap. ix.
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ultiniatelv crystallized as Prepositions; yet an independent adverb-

ial usage often remained.

In the earlier period of tlieir employi\ient, Prepositions enjoyed

considerably more latitude of usage than later, being freely com-

bined with almost any oblique case ; ultimately, however, most of

them became restricted to combination with particular cases.

This is truer of Latin, for example, than of Greek, where the older

freedom is quite apparent. The Oscan and Umbrian also show

greater latitude than Latin.

261. A, ab, abs, au-.— Three historically independent words

of identical meaning are here to be recognized :

1. Ax's, identical with Sanskrit a, West Germanic o.

2. Ab, abs go back to an Indo-European *aJ)o, Greek aTvo.

By loss of the final o, this became in Latin ap-, seen in ap-erio.

But in composition and in phrases before voiced consonants /
became b, e.g. abdo for *ap-dd ; ab rad'ice for *ap radlce, and

ultimately the form with /; supplanted that with p. Abs is formed

from ab by appending -s, probably the Genitive ending in its

weak form (§ 138), an element frequently employed in amplify-

ing prepositional and adverbial formations. Cf. ex ( = ec-s') from

ec- ; siib-s (in suscipio for *sub-s-cipid ; § 105. i) from sidj ; obs-

from ob ; also Greek e^ by the side of e/c ; ev5, whence Attic ets,

by the side of Iv ; a.^<^L'i by the side of ajxcjit.

3. All-, Sanskrit ava, goes back to an Indo-European ava.

It appears in Latin only in aufugio, and aiifero for *ava-fugid,

*ava-ferd by Syncope (§92). Cf. auspex for *av{i)spex; augu-

rium, etc.

4. A form of *apo, with aphgeresis of the initial consonant, is

po-, seen in pbno for *pO'S{i)nd (§§ 92 ; 89) ; cf. po-situs. Po-

also possibly appears \\\ podio (root //- ; cf. li-no), ' rub off, polish.'

5. A form af found in early inscriptions and occasionally later,

is of uncertain origin. It is probably historically distinct from all

the preceding words.
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262. Ad is obscure in origin. In early Latin inscriptions we

find a lorm ar-, used before/and v in composition, e.g. arfirerunt,

arversiis ; also ar-biter. Whether ar- was a phonetic variant of

ad-, or a different word, is uncertain.

263. Ambi-, Greek a.\x<^i, is probably an old Locative.

264. Ante for *anti, Greek avri, is probably an old Locative.

265. Apud seems to be lado-European '^'apo (§ 261. 2) with

an appended d.

266. Circum, circa, circiter are all connected with the noun

circus, 'ring, circle, circus'; circum is the Accusative Singular,

used first as Adverb, later as Preposition ; cii-ca is probably a

late formation after the analogy of extra, supra (§ 255. 3).

Circiter probably contains the Comparative suffix -ter (§ 181).

Cf. inter, propter, subter.

267. Cis, citra are from the root d-, ' this.' On the final -s of

cis, see § 261. 2. Cit)-ii has the Comparative suffix (§ 181). On
the formation, see § 255. 3.

268. Clam evidently contains the root of did, ' conceal.' The

formation is uncertain.

269. Com- (cum), co-. — See § 58. ^).

270. Contra. — See § 255. 3.

271. De may be an old Ablative formation for *ded.

272. Erga, ergo are obscure in etymology and formation.

They can have no connection with Greek (/r)epyov, work.

273. Ex, ec-, ef-, e. See § 105. 2. On the final s of ex

(= ec-s^, see § 261. 2.

274. Extra is formed from ex by means of the Comparative

suffix tero- (§ 181). On the case-formation, see § 255. 3.
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275. In is the unaccented form of Indo-European ^en, Greek

Iv. The original form of the Preposition is seen in early Latin

en-do. Cf. Greek hho-Oi, tv-hov. Another form of endo is indu-

(indi-) seen in indi-genus, ind-oles, and in several early Latin

words, e.g. indu-gredi.

276. Infra. Cf. 'inferus, and see § 255. 3.

277. Inter, intra are formed from /;/ by means of the Com-

parative suffix -tero- ; §§ 181 ; 255. 3.

278. Intus contains the same suffix as seen in dnnniius,fun-

ditus, etc.

279. Juxtais from the %X.t\VL juxta- , a Superlative oijTigis. For

the case-form, see § 255. 3.

280. Ob is from an Indo-European *op-i, a Locative formation

kindred with Greek kiz-i, to which it stands in Ablaut relation

(§ 62). The form ob has developed from *op, exactly as ab from

*ap (§ 261. 2); yet op- appears in op-erio, and is preserved in

Oscan.

281. Per is for an Indo-European */m (Locative). Cf. Greek

282. Post, early Latin /^i-/^, apparently goes back to a Locative

*posti.

283. Prae, praeter.— Prae is very likely a Locative from pra-,

an extension oi pr- (weak form oi per-). Cf. prd[d) from p?'o-.

Praeter bears the same relation to prae as inter to /// / subter

to sub.

284. Pro, pro-, por-.— The relation between p!-d and pro- {e.g.

in profugio, prqfielseor, protego) is uncertain. Very likely pro

(earlier /w^, seen in prodesse, prod'ire ; § 109. i) was an Ablative

formation, while pro- {cf. Gr. Kpo) represents the simple stem,

Por-, e.g. in por-tendo, porrigo, polliceor (for *por-lieeor) may rep-
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resent pr-, weak form of the root per- (§ 100. 2), with which all

the above words are ultimately connected.

285. Prope, propter.— Prope is for pro-\-pe. Cf. quippe.

Propter bears the same relation to prope as inter to /;/, etc.

286. Re-, red-.— Re- is the earlier form; the d of red- is of

uncertain origin.

287. Secundum is an Accusative from secundus, lit. ' following

'

{sequor)

.

288. Se-, early Latin sed-, preserved in seditio, may have been

an Ablative formation ; so-, seen in so-cors, so-briiis, may repre-

sent the Ablaut of se-.

289. Sub, subter.— The Indo-European form is *«/^. Cf.

Greek i'tto (with irregular rough breathing). The initial s is

explained as containing a reduced form of ex, viz. ^ks, so that

*(k)sHp would represent the primitive formation. For the change

oip to d, see § 261. 2. On subter, cf. inter.

290. Super, supra. — Super goes back to an Indo-European

*uper. Cf. Greek virip (with irregular rough breathing). For the

initial s, see § 289. Supra sustains the same relation to super zs

intra to inter.

291. Tenus is probably the Accusative of an obsolete tenus,

-eris, lit. ' a stretch,' root ten-.

292. Trans is probably the Present Participle of *trare seen in

intrare, penetrare, i.e. originally trans flumen nfilitls dlixit meant

he led his troops, crossing the river. On trZi-, see § 105. 2.

293. Uls, ultra from root <?/-, 'that' {cf. olle ; § 195), are the

pendants to cis, citra.

294. Versus, versum, etc.— See § 258.



CHAPTER IX.

SYNTAX. 1

THE CASES.

Names of the Cases.

295. The English word case comes from the 'LdXnx casus, which

was a translation of the Greek word tttwo-is. Trrwcrts (from ttltttw,

fall), as a grammatical term, primarily denoted a 'change' or 'de-

viation,' and was accordingly first employed to denote the oblique

cases, as being ' deviations ' (Trrwo-ets) from the Nominative. The

Nominative itself, therefore, was not at the outset a Trroio-ts, though

it early came to bear this name.

296. The Greek names of the cases were :

ovoixaa-TiK-q {sc. TTTcocrts), Nominative.

ytviK7j, Genitive.

SoTtKT/, Dative.

aiTiaTLKt], Accusative.

KXrjTtKij, Vocative.

^ See especially Brugmann und Delbriick, Grtmdriss der Ve7-gleichenden

Grammatik, vol. iii. {Vergleic/iende Syntax, von Delbriick), Erster Theil.

Strassburg, 1893. Drager, Historische Syntax der I.ateinischen Sp}'ache, 2 vols.

2d edition. Leipzig, 1878, 1881. Kuhner, Aiisfiihrliche Gra?nmatik der

Lateinischen Sprache, vol. ii. Hannover, 1878. Schmalz, in Muller's Hand-

buck der Klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, vol. ii. 2d edition. Nordiingen,

1889. Riemann, La Syntaxe Laiine. 3d edition. Paris, 1894. Roby, Latin

Grammar, vol. ii. 5th edition. London, 1888.
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The Nominative was so called because it was the case employed

for naming a substantive when it was simply cited as a word.

The significance of the term yevt/cTy is in dispute. Some have

thought it meant ' the case of source or origin.' But the usual

meaning of y£i/tKos is against this view. It probably meant ' the

case of the genus,' or * the generic case.' This view accords with

the regular use of the Genitive to restrict the meaning of another

word by denoting the class or yeVos to which it applies, e.g. love

of parents, ^fishers of men,'' tons of earth.

The Dative was called hoTLKy], ' the case of giving,' though this

is simply one prominent function of the case.

In calling the Accusative ainartKr/, the Greeks intended to

designate this case as the * case of effect,' i.e. of the thing caused

(airta). Here again the name designated but imperfectly the

functions of the case. For the Accusative indicates also the

person or thing affected, to say nothing of other uses.

KX-qTLKrj means ' calling case ' or ' case of address.'

297. The Romans in devising grammatical terms for their own

language simply translated these Greek names. 6ro/xacrri/cr/ became

Noininatij'us {sc. casus). In translating yeviKrj by Genetlvus the

Roman grammarians falsely interpreted the case as that of source,

or origin, misled doubtless by the frequent use of the Greek

Genitive in that function. hortKrj became Dat'ivus. oxTia-TiK-r] was

fi^lsely rendered Accusatlvus, as though aiTiaTLK-^ were derived

from ahidoixai, accuse. KX-qriKy] became Vocatlvus. The Greek

had no Ablative, and for this case the Romans were therefore

obliged to coin a new term ; they named it Ahlativus, ' the case

of taking away.' This designation was fairly accurate for certain

uses of the case, viz. those of the true Ablative ; but it ignored

the Instrumental and Locative uses of the case (§331). It is

uncertain just when and by whom these Latin names were intro-

duced. They had become established as current terms by Quin-

tilian's time (90 a.d.).
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Review of Case-Theories.

298. Since the beginning of the present century, there has

been much discussion concerning the original force of the cases

both individually and collectively.

299. The Localistic Theory. — The chief representative of this

was Hartung, who set forth his views in 1831 in a work Ueber die

Casus, Hire BiUiing unci Bedeutung. Hartung started with the

assumption (largely a correct one) that in language the develop-

ment is from the concrete to the abstract,— that words at the

outset indicated definite sense concepts, which later came to be

used in transferred meanings. Applying this principle to the

cases, he assumed that in Greek and Latin there had been (in

addition to the Nominative and Vocative) three cases, one to

designate each of the three 'definite local relations,/;-^;;/, /;/, and

to. Applying this principle first to Greek he explained the Geni-

tive as the/r^w-case, the Dative as the zVz-case, the Accusative as

the /^:'-case. For Latin, substantially the same explanation was

given, except that the Dative of the Greek has in Latin, accord-

ing to Hartung, been differentiated into two cases. Dative and

Ablative, of which the latter has entirely absorbed the ///-function,

while the Dative has developed new meanings.

Hartung's theory has been styled ' thorough-going ' Localism.

It asserted that the original Indo-European case-system (apart

from Nominative and Vocative) had originally been limited to

three cases, which expressed the three natural space relations.

Wherever in the individual languages more cases appeared (as in

Latin or Sanskrit), these were held to be differentiations {' Zer-

splitterungen''') of the original three. Whatever may be true of

the meaning of individual cases, comparative grammar conclu-

sively proves that Localism in the form in which Hartung held it

is absolutely untenable. A case-system of at least six clearly

distinguished oblique cases must have existed in the Indo-Euro-

pean parent-speech.
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300. The Logical Theory.— Michelsen, in his Casiislehre der

lateinischcn Spraclie vom causal-Iocalen Standpuncte aus, pub-

lished in 1843, endeavored to apply logical categories to the

explanation of the cases, x^ccording to him two principles are

fundamental: i) Causality (including cause and effect). 2) Final-

ity. Hence in every sentence, he holds, we must have a cause, an

effect, and a purpose. The Nominative he regarded as the case

expressing the cause, the Accusative the case of the effect, the

Dative as the case of finahty or purpose. The Genitive and

Ablative were also given special treatment, though these cases

were regarded as not essential to logical completeness. But

Michelsen's theory is false in principle. Language is not founded

on logic, and any attempt to explain forms of speech as primarily

identical with logical categories must always be fruitless.

301. The Grammatical Theory.— In 1845 appeared Rumpel's

Casuslehre in besonderer Beziehiiug auf die griechische Sprache.

This book was a protest against the Localism of Hartung on the

one hand and the logical theory of Michelsen on the other.

Rumpel asserted the purely grammatical character of the cases.

The Nominative he defined as the case of the Subject, the Accu-

sative as the case used to complete the meaning of the verb, the

Genitive as the adnominal case or case used to complete the

meaning of a noun, while the Dative was used to modify the

meaning of the sentence as a whole. Where the Genitive hmited

a verb, it was explained as denoting an internal relation as opposed

to an external relation, such as that denoted by the Accusative.

As Rumpel concerned himself only with Greek, he propounded

no theory of the Ablative.

302. Subsequent Views.— Rumpel's theory shows much better

method than either Hartung's or Michelsen's. Yet the gram-

matical theory of the cases is not universally true. Discussion

since Rumpel's day has shown that while some of the cases are
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undoubtedly grammatical in their origin, others were just as cer-

tainly local. To the Grammatical cases belong with certainty the

Nominative and the Genitive, the former as the case of the sub-

ject, the latter as the adnominal case. To the local cases belong

with certainty the Ablative, as the /rom-case, the Locative, as the

/'//-case, and the Instrumental, as the case denoting association

with. Diversity of opinion still exists as to the Dative and to

some slight extent as regards the Accusative. If we regard the

Dative as originally the case of direction, it is a local case ; if we

take it as originally used to modify the sentence as a whole, it is a

grammatical case. The Accusative is usually regarded as simply

completing the meaning of the verb, and is therefore classified as

a grammatical case ; but there is some warrant for considering it

as originally denoting the goal of motion, in which case it would

be local. See § 311.

The Accusative.^

303. The distinction between the Accusative of the Person or

Thing Affected {Gr. § 175) on the one hand and the Accusative

of the Result Produced {Gr. § 176) on the other, is one of funda-

mental importance. Other designations are often employed to

distinguish the two types. Thus the Accusative of the Person or

Thing Affected is called External Object, the Accusative of Result

Produced the Internal Object. But these designations are likely

to prove too philosophical for elementary pupils. German scholars

employ also the designations ' Akkiisafiv des Affekts ' and ' Akku-

sativ des Effekts,' terms which might be advantageously imitated

in English, if our language only had the noun Affect. When the

Greek philosophers gave the name airtariKT/ to the Accusative,

they had in mind only the second of the two uses of the Accusa-

tive now under consideration, viz. the Accusative of the Result

Produced or, as they designated it, of the Thing Caused (' Internal

^ For the original force of the Accusative, see § 311.
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Object,' 'Effect'). The Romans, in transferring the Greek name

of the case to Latin, should have rendered it by some such word

as CausZifivus (a designation actually employed by Priscian) or

Effecfivus. Either of these would, like the Greek original, have

been a defective name {cf. § 296), but it would have been accu-

rate as far as it went.

304. The Accusative with Passives used as Middles. — The

treatment of the Accusative after Passive Verbs in Gr. % 175. 2. //)

is based on the elaborate discussions of Schroder, Der Accusativ

nach Passiven Verben in der LateiniscJien DiciiterspracJie, Gross-

glogau, 1870; Engelhardt, Passive Verba init dem Accusativ,

Bromberg, 1879; ^^^ the treatment of Kiihner in his Ausfii/ir-

liche Lateinische Grammatik, ii. § ii.b). The explanation of the

Accusative as Synecdochical {cf. Gr. § 180), which is sometimes

given for this construction, is not adequate. It might explain

such phrases as c'lnctus tempora liedera, but is irrational for galeam

indiiitur, iiodo sinus coiiecta, laevo susplns'i locidos lacerto, and

many others. On the other hand, the interpretation of the Pas-

sive in such instances as a Middle, and the Accusative as the

Direct Object, furnishes a satisfactory explanation of all phrases of

this type.

Sometimes by an extension of usage the Middle is employed to

indicate that the subject lets some action be consummated upon

Jiimself, or lias it done. Cf. English lie Jiad liis liair cut. An

illustration of this is Vergil, Aen. ii. 273 per pedxs trajectus lora,

' having had thongs drawn through his feet.' For a few instances

in which a Synecdochical Accusative occurs with Passive verbs,

see § 307.

305. Accusative of Result Produced.— The different construc-

tions grouped together under Gr. § 176. 1-5, are often referred

to the Cognate Accusative as the original from which they have

all developed. The Cognate x'\ccusative, however, is so restricted
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in its scope that it seems better to regard it as a subdivision of a

larger category rather than as the basis of such a category. Cf.

Brugmann, Griccliische Graiiunatilr, § 178. 2, who classifies

Tv-KTtiv eXKOi {^strike a toound, i.e. produce a wound by striking)

and viKai^ vLi<r}v, loiii a victory, as parallel subdivisions of the gen-

eral category of the Accusative with Verbs oiproducing.

306. Accusative of Person Affected and of Result Produced

Dependent upon the Same Verb {Gr. § 178).— The true char-

acter of this construction is best seen in phrases where the Accu-

sative of Result is a Neuter Pronoun or Adjective, e.g. te haec rogo,

id jiCe daces, the essential point being that the Latin was able not

only to say id doc'cs (Ace. of Result) and vie doc'es (Ace. of Per-

son Affected), but to combine the two constructions in a single

phrase. It is a misconception to regard the Accusative of Result

in such sentences as any less the Direct Object than the Accusa-

tive of the Person Affected. Each of the two Accusatives is a

Direct Object equally with the other. There is no essential differ-

ence between the construction of haec in haec }?ie rogas and the

construction of haec in haec rogas. In many instances the Accu-

sative of Result with verbs of ashing, teaching, etc., is clearly of

secondary origin, e.g. te sententiatn rogo, after fe hoc rogo; te

celav'i sermonein after fe id celaiu.

307. The Synecdochical or Greek Accusative {Gr. § 180).

—

There can be little doubt that this construction is a Grecism. Cf.

Quintilian, ix. 3. 17. Some have claimed it as a genuine Latin

idiom, but its almost total restriction to the poets of the imperial

age and to the prose writers who imitate them is against any such

theory. The names ' Accusative of Specification ' and ' Accusa-

tive of Respect ' are sometimes used to designate this construction.

With Passive verbs the Accusative usually belongs under Gr.

§ 175. 2. d), but in some twenty instances in the Augustan poets

and in about twice that number in Lucan, Silius, Statins, and
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Valerius Flaccus, we must recognize the Synecdochical Accusative.

A typical instance is, Vergil, Acii. ii. 5 7, iiiaiuisjiivenem post tcrga

revinctum, 'tied as to his hands.'

308. Accusative in Exclamations.— This construction is appar-

ently the resujt of ellipsis. Just what verb is to be supplied in

thought in particular instances is not always clear, nor is it mate-

rial that it should be determined.

309. The Accusative as Subject of the Infinitive. — The Accu-

sative as Subject of the Infinitive is an outgrowth of the use of

the Accusative as Direct Object. The history of the construction

may be illustrated as follows : In an expression like juss'i eum

ablre, eum was originally the object oi jussi, while the Infinitive

was a noun in the Locative (§ 243), the force of the entire phrase

being: I ordered him to a going (§ 351). But in course of time

the eum ablre came to be felt as a whole and as sustaining an

object relation to the verb, a conception which led to such expres-

sions as jussit pueros necar~i, where pueros could never have been

the object oi jussit. When once the construction of the Accusa-

tive with the Infinitive became established, its extension was

rapid. Expressions like jussit pueros necar'i easily led to d'lxi

pueros necatos esse, whence puer'i necat'i esse d'lc'ebantur and other

types of Infinitive usage.

310. Id genus, muliebre secus, etc.— i. Id genus is clearly

appositional in origin, as indicated by the fact that it regularly oc-

curs only in combination with a Nominative or Accusative, i.e. not

virorum id genus, but usually vifi id genus, viros id genus, etc.

2. Muliebre secus, virile secus, while doubtless of the same

origin as id genus, have nevertheless advanced a stage beyond it

in actual use. We find not ovAy liberl muliebre secus, 'children of

the female sex,' lit. 'children, the female sex' (of children), but

also I'lberorum {ilberls^ muliebre secus.

3. Meam vicem, tuam vicem, etc.— The appositional origin of
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this phrase seems to be indicated by such early Latin usages as

PlautuSj Mostellaria ii. i. S qui hoJig s?s? excruciari meant vicem

possit pafiy ' who can let himself be tortured, as my substitute '

;

Captivi 697 ut eum remittat nostrum amborum vicem, ' to release

him in return for us two,' lit. * as an exchange for us two.'

4. Magnam partem, mlximam partem. — The appositional

origin of these phrases is less certain, yet expressions like Li\y,

V. 14 and ix. 37. 9 maximjm partem aJ anna trepidantes caeiTes

oppressit, seem to point in that direction.

311. Original Force of the Accusatiye Case. —^ Rumpel in his

Casuslehre, published in 1S45 {cf. § 3oi\ contended that the

Accusative sen-ed simply as the complement of the verb, and that

all the varieties of meaning, such as limit of motion, duration of

time, direct object, etc., are but varieties of this primar)- function.

Rumpel accordingly regarded the Accusative as a grammatical

case, and this \-iew has been maintained by most subsequent

scholars. It is advocated to-day by all the leading authorities,

e.g. Delbriick, Brugmann, Hiibschmann, Holzweissig, Gadicke,

and others. This theor}-, it must be admitted, is both simple and

rational. Yet there have always been some scholars who have

recognized the goal-notvoixi as representing the original force of

the Accusative. While it is impossible to prove the truth of this

latter theory, yet the arguments in its favor deserve consideration.

They are the following :

1. The antecedent probability of the existence of a case denot-

ing to a place, person, or thing, is ver)^ great. It is admitted that

the parent-speech had an in-case (the Locative) and a /rom-case

(the Ablative), so that a to-case might naturally be expected as

the complement of these.

2. There are advantages in starting with a concrete, tangible

meaning for the Accusative. Language undeniably develops from

the concrete to the abstract.

3. The goal-notion is shown by the testimony of those Indo-
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European languages whose literature reaches furthest back, to

have been an extremely primitive force of this case. Thus

Sanskrit and Homeric Greek exhibit the ^^^/-meaning of the

Accusative, while the vestiges of it in Latin indicate that in pre-

historic times it had been more frequent. Thus the use of town

names, and of dornum, domos, rus, to denote the goal of motion,

and the occurrence of such expressions as exsequids Ire, Infitias

Ire, pessum dare. I'enum dare, point to a freer use of the same

kind in early times. The Supine in -um also shows this primitive

force. It is noteworthy that in post-Homeric Greek this gea/-use

of the Accusative had become obsolete. Post-Homeric Greek

stands upon the same ground as Latin in this respect. In both of

these languages the practical disappearance of the goal-notion in

historical times would seem to indicate that as other uses de-

veloped the original function gradually passed away.

4. The other uses of the Accusative may all be satisfactorily

derived from the goal-use as the original one. As the first and

most ob\nous developments must be considered the Accusative of

Extent of Space and of Duration of Time. Thus vigin/i mllia

processit would originally have meant ' he advanced to the limit of

twenty miles,' whence arose secondarily the notion of extent.

Similarl}- I'lginfi annos vlxit would have meant originally ' he Uved

to the limit of twenty years,' whence secondarily "he lived through-

out twenty years.' In the case of the Direct Object the Accusative

may also have originally designated the limit of the action of the

verb. Thus aedes struxit would originally have meant ' he per-

formed an act of building, the goal of which was a house.' Sim-

ilarly video hominem, "I perform an act of seeing, the goal of

which is a man.' Cf. the similar idiom prevalent in certain Ro-

mance languages, e.g. Spanish yo veo al Jwmbre, Ut. ' I see, to the

man ' = ' I see the man.' The so-called Accusative of Specifica-

tion, which, so far as it appears in Latin, is apparently a Grecism

(§ 307) J would be the least ob^-iou3 development of the goal-

notion. Yet expressions like umeros similts deo, ht. ' like a god
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as to the shoulders,' may be explauied as originally meaning

* looking to the shoulders,' ' as regards the shoulders,' i.e. the

shoulders are conceived as the thought limit to which the state-

ment is referred.

The Dative.

312. The Dative probably originally designated motion towards,

motio?i in the direction of. It was accordingly a localistic case.

Some, however, as Delbriick, regard it as a grammatical case, and

think that originally it was a mere sentence modifier, very much

like the so-called Dative of Reference. But it is much more dif-

ficult to develop the notion of direction from the force of the

Dative as a sentence modifier than vice versa ; Brugmann {Grie-

chische Grammatik^ § ^75) expresses the opinion that the notion

of direction in the Dative is as old as the parent-speech ; if so, it

seems simpler to assume this concreter meaning as the original

ox\^. In that case the poetical construction of the Dative to

denote direction of motion {^Gr. § 193) would represent the

original meaning of the case.

313. Dative of Indirect Object.— The Dative of Indirect Object

is a very obvious development of the notion of direction, just as-

sumed as the original meaning of the Dative case. Tiius tihi hoc

died, *I tell you this,' would originally have meant 'I tell this in

your direction
'

; so tibi ignosco, ' I pardon you ' ; nana ndbis

impendety ' ruin threatens us.'

314. Indirect Object with Verbs signifying ' Favor,' ' Help,' etc.—
It is a common conception that the Latin is ]~)eculiar in con-

struing many verbs of these meanings with the Dative; but this

impression is erroneous, and largely due to the loss of inflections

in English, whereby the original distinction between the Anglo-

Saxon Dative and Accusative has become obliterated, so that the

English 'Objective' is commonly felt as an Accusative.
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As a matter of fact many verbs of the category under consider-

ation were intransitive in Anglo-Saxon and in Teutonic generally,

and accordingly governed the Dative case. Modern German

gives clear illustration of this. Cf. e.g. ich glaube Ihnen, ich verzeihe

Ihnen, ich traue Ihnen, ich helfe Ihnen. Latin, therefore, does

not differ from English and the other Teutonic languages in tak-

ing the Dative with these verbs ; on the other hand there is a strik-

ing agreement, when we come to examine the matter from the

historical point of view.

315. The Indirect Object w^ith Compound Verbs. — It is a mis-

conception to suppose that the mere fact of composition with

certain prepositions was the occasion of the employment of the

Dative case. Prepositions when prefixed to neuter verbs often

essentially modify the previous character of the verb. Some-

times they make the verb transitive (?>. the verb becomes transi-

tive), and it then governs the Accusative {e.g. in'ire magistratiim.

Cf. Gr. 175. 2. a). More frequently a neuter verb, when com-

pounded with a preposition, becomes only so for modified in

meaning as to admit an indirect object, not a direct one, e.g.

pericidis incurrit. But the use of the Dative should be referred

not to the fact of composition, but to the ineaning of the verb.

Least of all should the Dative be regarded as depending upon the

preposition,— an error often propagated in the minds of elemen-

tary pupils.

316. The Dative of Reference is an outgrowth of the original

notion of direction belonging to the Dative. It is a somewhat less

obvious development than the Dative of Indirect Object, repre-

senting as it does a somewhat weaker relation. Thus in a

sentence like nobis hosfes in conspectuni vlnerant, the Dative rep-

resents the direction of the thought as a whole rather than of the

action indicated by the verb. The name ' Dative of Interest

'

sometimes applied to this construction is somewhat narrower in
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scope than * Dative of Reference,' and hence is less satisfactory.

The subdivision of this construction into ' Dative of Advantage

'

and ' Dative of Disadvantage ' is (juite useless. These designa-

tions obscure the real character of the construction, calling atten-

tion, as they do, to what is merely accidental. A division of the

Accusative of Direct Object into ' Accusative of Advantage ' and
* Accusative of Disadvantage ' would be equally justified.

317. The Ethical Dative. — This is simply a special phase of

the Dative of Reference, and is entitled to recognition as a sepa-

rate category only because it represents the Dative in its most

attenuated force,— often, in fact, quite untranslatable. It is con-

fined to the Personal Pronouns.

318. Dative of Agency; Dative of Possession.— These are

both developments of the Dative of Reference. Thus haec viihi

agenda sunt originally meant ' this is to be done and it is with

reference me that this is true,' i.e. 'I must do this.' Similarly

jiob'is sunt agri originally meant ' there are lands, and it is of

us that this is true,' i.e. ' we have lands.'

319. Dative of Purpose.— This, like the Dative of Indirect

Object, is a perfectly obvious development of the original notion

of direction belonging to the Dative. Thus receptni canere, ' to

sound the signal for a retreat,' was originally ' to sound the signal

in the direction of a retreat
'

; m pTiblicae clZidi sunt similarly

meant ' they are in the direction of damage to the state.'

The Genitive.

320. The Genitive is best regarded as primarily an adnominal

case, i.e. as originally used with nouns to define their meaning

more closely. It is therefore a grammatical, as opposed to a

local, case. The use of the Genitive with verbs must be regarded

as secondary, and as developed from its use with nouns by some

association or analogy.
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321. Genitive with Nouns.— The special kind of closer deter-

mination expressed by the Genitive, depends upon the context.

There was no one type from which the others developed, but all

of the varieties enumerated in Gr. § 195 (excepting the Genitive

of Quality) are equally primitive. Most of these call for no

special comment, but the Objective Genitive is noteworthy as

exhibiting at times a wider extension of application than at first

belonged to it. Theoretically the Objective Genitive is used only

with verbal nouns whose corresponding verb governs the Accusa-

tive. Thus amor patris corresponds to ainare patrem, metus

dedruni to metuere deos, etc. But by an extension of usage we

frequently find the Genitive used with nouns derived from verbs

which govern other cases, and even from verbs which admit no

case construction whatever. Typical examples are : cdnsuetTutd

hominum, ' intercourse with men

'

; excessus vltae, ' departure

from life
'

; tra praedae amissae, ' anger on account of the loss

of the booty
'

; argent! dratio, * talk about the money.' These

relations, however, are usually more accurately expressed by

means of prepositions.

322. Genitive of Quality.— This seems to have been of second-

ary origin and to have developed from the Subjecdve Genitive.

Thus homo magnae virtutis was probably originally 'Virtue's

man.' In conformity with this origin, the Genitive of Quality

regularly denotes d, permanent o;}X2X\\.y, as opposed to the Ablative

of Quality, which was primarily employed to designate qualities

which were more or less transitory. See § 345.

323. Genitive with Adjectives.— This construction must be

regarded as equally primitive with that of the Genitive with

nouns. Cupidiis laiidis, for example, is just as original a construc-

tion as cupiditas laudis.

As regards the construction with similis, many fine-spun theories

have been propounded to account for the difference between
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siinilis with the Genitive and similis with the Dative. The dif-

ference, however, is probably merely one of chronology and not

of meaning. In the earliest Latin we find similis construed only

with the Genitive. This is Plautus's unvarying usage. Later the

use of the Dative begins to creep in, doubtless after the analogy

of par and similar words construed with the Dative, and as time

goes on the Dative gains the supremacy more and more, until in

Silver Latin the Genitive is comparatively rare.

324. Genitive with Verbs. — If the Genitive was primarily an

adnominal case, its use with verbs must be of secondary origin,

and is due either to some analogy whereby the verb adopts the

construction of a noun of kindred meaning, or else to the ellipsis

of a governing word.

325. Genitive with Memini, Reminiscor, Obliviscor. — With

verbs of remembering the use of the Genitive apparently comes

from associating the verb with memor. Thus memini was felt as

memor sum. Obliviscor followed the analogy of its opposite,

memini. Cf. English differ ivith after the analogy of agree ivith.

326. Genitive with Admoneo, etc.— Here the verb of retnind-

ing \v3iS probably felt as equivalent to aliquem memorem redde7'e,

and was construed with the Genitive on this principle.

327. With Verbs of Judicial Action the Genitive is plausibly

explained as resulting from an ellipsis of the governing word,

crlmine, judicio, nomine. Thus Verrein avaritiae coajgint is to

be regarded as standing for Ven-em avaritiae crlmine coarguit

;

' he convicts Verres on the charge of avarice.' Occasionally crl-

mine was expressed, e.g. Tacitus, Annals, vi. 14. 2 cecidere conju-

rationis crlmine ; iii. 44. 8 7najestatis crlmine 7-enm.

328. Genitive with Pudet, Paenitet, ^-/r. — The Genitive here

is held to depend upon the noun notion implied in the verb.

'WvM's, pudet suggests ///-^^r; paenitet, paenitentia; miseret, juiseri-

cordia, etc.
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329. Interest and Refert. — The Genitive here is probably the

Subjective Genitive used predicatively, i.e. patris interest rem

fainiliarem curare is quite analogous \o patris est reinfamiiia?-e?n

curare. For the Ablative Singular Feminine of the Possessive

with ;r/f;'/and interest, see § 349. 3.

330. Genitive with Other Verbs. — With verbs oi plenty and

want, e.g. compleo, impleo, indiged, the Genitive, where used, is

employed after the analogy of its use with adjectives of plenty

and zuant ; thus compleo ^il^x pl'enus ; indiged after egenus, etc.

But with most verbs of this category the Ablative is the regular

construction. Potior when construed with the Genitive follows

the analogy of potens, ' master of.'

The Ablative.

331. The Ablative is a so-called syncretistic case, i.e. a case

resulting from the fusion of more than one original case. The

Ablative represents three original Indo-European cases, viz. the

true Ablative or /;w«-case, the Instrumental or K///Vi-case, and

the Locative or in-case. Evidences of the fusion referred to are

found both in the forms and in the functions of the so-called

Ablative.

a) Forms : Only a portion of the forms designated as Ablative

are historically such. Thus in «-stems the Ablative Singular is a

true Ablative (e.g. porta., iox portad ; § 118). In the Plural of

^-sterns the so-called Ablative is probably an Instrumental,

—

possibly a Locative (§ 122). The same is true of <9-stems as of

i^-stems. In Consonant stems the Ablative Singular in -e {e.g.

mllite) is either an Instrumental or a Locative (§ 141), while the

Plural ending -ibus is a true Ablative. In the -i-, -ii-, and -^-sterns

both the Ablative Singular and the Ablative Plural are true Ablatives.

b) Functions: The triple function of the so-called Ablative

also points clearly to a triple origin of the case. Thus we find

from-useSf witk-nses, and in-uses (the last much rarer than the
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others) side by side. Notions so radically distinct could hardly

have develojicd from a single original case.

By the Romans, of course, the Ablative was felt as a single case.

They were totally ignorant of its syncretistic origin, although they

recognized its great diversity of function.

332. Causes of Syncretism in the Latin Ablative.— The causes

leading to syncretism in the Ablative were of twofold nature :

a) In the first place certain Ablative, Locative, and Instru-

mental formations, originally distinct, came to be identical in

form. Thus in consonant stems the original Locative ended in -t,

the Instrumental in -a. But by phonetic laws -/ and -a both

became -e. Thus an original *m~ilit-'i and an original *mVit-d

both became vfilit-e. Similarly in the .-Ablative Plural of a- and

^-sterns -u (for *-a/j, *-dis; § 122) may possibly represent both

a Locative and an Instrumental formation. So probably some

other formations.

b) In the second place the Locative, Ablative, and Instru-

mental cases, in spite of their radical differences of meaning,

naturally possessed certain points of contact. Thus aqua lavare

might have meant originally either ' to wash with water ' or ' to

wash in water,' i.e. might be expressed either by the Instrumental

or the Locative. Similarly eqiio veh'i might mean * to be borne on

a horse ' or ' by a horse ' ; onus umero sustinet, ' he bears the

load on his shoulder ' or ' with his shoulder
'

; carrls veniuiit,

' they come with carts ' or ' on carts,' etc. These examples all

show points of contact between the Locative and Instrumental.

The Ablative and Instrumental also have certain points of contact.

Thus Ira ai'dere might mean either ' to burn with anger ' or ' from

anger
'

; lacte vivunt might mean either ' they live from milk ' or

' by milk,' etc. Points of contact between Locative and Ablative

are naturally much less frequent, yet such English expressions as

' to receive at the hands of ' and ' from the hands of,' show that

even here contact was possible.
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Ablative, Instrumental, and Locative, therefore, to a certain

extent occupied common ground in the field of thought, and this

circumstance, coupled with certain outward resemblances in form,

ultimately led in Latin to a complete fusion of the three and to

the establishment of a single syncretistic case,— the Ablative.

Genuine Ablative Uses.

333. The true Ablative designated dissociation or the point of

departure. When the dissociation is external, we call the con-

struction Ablative of Separation ; when the dissociation is internal,

we call it Ablative of Source, a construction which in prose is con-

fined to narrow limits. The Ablative of Agency is also a develop-

ment of the true Ablative, the agent being conceived as the source

from which the action emanates ; e.g. in a Caesare accTisatiis est

the action was primarily conceived as emanating from Caesar as

its source.

334. Ablative of Comparison.— This construction also reveals

the original conception of point of departiwe. Thus melle dulcior

primarily meant ' sweeter, reckoning from honey as the standard,'

and so in similar expressions. An examination of Cicero's orations

shows that in this writer the Ablative of Comparison is mainly

restricted to negative sentences, to interrogative sentences imply-

ing a negative, and to a few stock phrases such as luce clarius,

latius op'inione, etc.

\Mien plus, minus, longius, and amplius are used as the

equivalents of plus quam, minus quatn, etc., the plus, minus, etc.,

were probably originally appositional. Thus amplius vlgint'i url-es

incenduntur originally meant 'twenty cities, (aye) more were

fired.' This explanation, of course, involves the assumption that

originally a different order of the words existed in sentences of

this type, e.g. vlgint'i urbls, amplius, incenduntur, and this assump-

tion is borne out by the repeated occurrence of this order, e.g.

Tac. Ann. xii. 43 qmndecim dierum alimenta, non amplius, ' food
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for fifteoi days, c.t more" ; Livy xxix. 32. 5 cum quin^uagin^,

kamdampSus, equ;t::us, ' wiih fift}- horsemen, no more.*

Instrumental Uses of the Ablative.

S35. The Instrumental was primarily the case of association or

tt'/Vc-case.

336. Ablatire of Accompaniment.— This is logically one of the

first and masi obnous deveiopments of the sociative idea. The

coDstzuction is not frequent, however, being confined mainly to

militaiT expressions. Gr. ^22. i.

337. AblatiTe of Association.— Besides the idea of accompani-

ment (which strictly applies only to i>eisons in connection with a

verb of motion) the Ablative also sometimes denotes association.

This constniction was never common in Latin, yet it should be

recognized in a limited set of expressions ; thus with jungere, con-

jungerCj miscerc^ mutarc, permutarc, assuetus, e.g. lib'iSd scelere

juncta, * lust joined with crime ' : nulla vino miscere, ' to mix

honej with wine * ; bellum agric^ul&ra pcrmutant, * they exchange

war for Arming
'
; assiictus labore, ' accustomed to toil ' (Ul

' familiarized with toQ ') . In all of these expressions and in some

odieis of les frequent occurrence, it seems better to recognize the

primitive sociative force of the Instrumental, rather than the Ab-

lative of Means, as is done in Gr. § 218. 5 ; 7.

338. Ablative of Attendant Circumstance (Delbrnck's ' Instm-

mentalis der Begleitenden Umstande
'

; VerglcicJundi Syntax,

§ 105).—This construction also is a direct outgrowth of the

sociative idea ioheroiit in the InstmmentaL Thus dat sonitu

nCagno stragcm means * occasions destruction in connection with

a load crashing

'

; riemo mea funera flciu faxit, ' let no one cele-

Ixate my ofaseqaies with weeping
'
; exstinguitur ingenfi lUctii, ' he

dies mider drcamstances of great sorrow/ eic.
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339. T-.t Ablative of Mamifir is another olwToas development of

the sociative idea. Thus in magna gravifaie loquitur, • he speaks

with great impresiveness,' the ' impressivenes ' was primarilv

conceived as an accompanying featore oX. the ^)eakii^. * Man-

ner ' difiers from ' Att^Mlant Ciicamstance * in that it is regnlarlj

restricted to abstract -arordSj e^. celeriidtej vir&ief dlgnitdte, etc.

340. Ablative of Accordance.— The constnictian treated under

Ablative of Manner in Gr. \ 220. 3, rzs. stas mdrihus, nua $m-

tentia, etc., seems to be closely cramected bodi with Manner on

the one hand and Attendant Circumstance cm the other. The

type is so definite and pronoonced that it deserves clear recogni-

tion in oar Latin teaching. Another excellent example c^ the

constricr :z ii =eai in Cic de S^n. ^, parrs auiem vetere pracer-

bio cum paribus facilUmi congregamttir, 'accocding to tiie (^
proverb. " birds of a feather 3ock tc^ethCT."

'

341. Ablative of Means.— The notion of Means is an out-

growth of the idea of Association- Thus, kcstem &ld percassit is

primarily 'he smote his foe (in connection) with a spear.' Ort

of this sociative idea the notion of means or instrunicnt developed

secondarily. Yet there are few instances of die AHative kA Means

in which traces of the sociative notion are not apparoit, and in

some cases this idea is very prominoit, e^. pila Imdere, * to ^iaj

(with a) ball
'
; deos precious aJdrar^. ' to TS"or=aio d>e gods with

prayers.'

1. With utor, fruor. fungor, potior, vescor. :i-e A:.inTr of

Means is a natural result of the Middle. ;>. refexive. u-^e ::* liiese

verbs. ' benefit one's selfl' * enjoy one's self.' etc.

2. \Mth opus est the AWative is a secondary c er

the analc^y of usus est with the Ablative. I- ~

'there is need of something,' the Ablative ^^ : ___„

Means, lit. ' Acre is service by means of something.' Fr

notion of use the noticm of need arose = - '. Cf. Geroiin

urh brauche etzcas, "I need something. _^ .;„ . -tgrowth of the
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earlier meaning, * I use something.' Besides the use of Tisus est

witli the Ablative, we find Tisus used predicatively, e.g. hoc usus

est, ' this is necessary.' Now in the case of o/>us, the predicate

construction was probably the earlier ; o/>us is best taken as the

Genitive of o/>s, ' help, service.' The formation would then be a

relic of Genitives of the type of iwminus, necessiis, etc. (§ 138).

At the outset hoc opus est meant ' this is of service,' secondarily

' this is necessary.' Early Latin exhibits many instances of this

predicative use of opus in its original meaning, ' of service,' and

the same force is noticeable at times in Cicero {e.g. de Or. ii.

296), Livy {e.g. xliii. 19. 4). and later writers. The construction

opus est aliqua ;r seems to be historically later than the predicate

construction, and to have developed after the analogy of usus est

aliqua re. It is in view of this theory of the origin of the con-

struction that it has been classed in the Gr. as a subdivision of

the Ablative of Means.

3. \\'ith continerl, consistere, constare, consist of, be composed

of, the Ablative was probably originally one of Means. Such is

the view of Ebrard, de Ablativi, Locativi, Instrumentalis usu, p.

645. Kiihner and Roby also give this explanation for constare

and consistere ; contin'eil they explain as a Locative use. But all

three words originally had the same meaning, ' hold together, be

held together,' and it seems unnecessary to adopt different expla-

nations for the separate verbs. Some scholars regard the Abla-

tive with all three verbs as a true Ablative usage. This view is

based upon the occurrence of ex with the Ablative with constare.

But prepositions are a very uncertain guide in such matters.

Often more than one case relation is possible with tlic same verb

;

and often a verb in its developed meaning takes a different con-

struction from that which it originally had. See Delbrlick,

Vergleichende Syntax, p. 230.

4. Quid hoc homine facias; quid me fiet? Delbriick in his

Ablativus, Localis, Instrumentalis, p. 17 (published in 1867),

explained the case in expressions of this type as a true Ablative
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Ebrard's collections for early Latin, however, showed that the con-

struction was rather Instrumental in origin, and Delbriick now

{Vergleichende Syntax, p. 248) adopts this view.

5. Ablative of the Way by which. — This construction seems

to be one of considerable antiquity, and deserves recognition as

an independent type of the Instrumental. It appears not only in

Latin, but in several other Indo-European languages. Illustra-

tions for Latin are : lit jtigis Octogesain perveniret, ' that he might

reach Octogesa by way of the mountains'
;
port'is 'erumpunt ; fru-

mentum quodfllimine Aran siibvexerat.

342. Ablative of Cause. — Cause is sometimes referred to the

true Ablative for its origin. In accordance with this theory ~ira

ardere meant originally ' to burn from anger.' The Sanskrit often

employs the Ablative in this way. On the other hand an Instru-

mental origin is equally conceivable. Cf. such English expres-

sions as bin-n witJi anger, howl with pain, leap with joy, green

with envy; the Sanskrit employs the Instrumental as well as

the Ablative to denote this relation. Other Indo-European lan-

guages also use the Instrumental to denote Cause. While it is

impossible to prove that Cause has developed exclusively from

the Instrumental conception, yet it is likely that this case has at

least had the greater share in propagating the construction ; such

is now the opinion of Delbriick {Vergleiehende Syntax, § 126).

Cf. also Kiihner, Aitsfiihrliehe Granimatik, ii. p. 291.

343. Ablative of Degree of Difference.— This seems an out-

growth of the Ablative of Means ; i.e. uno die longiorem mlnscni

faciunt meant primarily ' they make the month longer by means

of one day,' and so on.

344. Ablative of Price. — Price was in its origin a develop-

ment of the Means notion. At the outset, the construction must

have been confined to verbs of buying, e.g. pucllani vlgint'i minis

emit, ' he bought the girl by means of twenty minae.' With verbs
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of sfiling the price was not strictly the means of selling ; but

after the analogy of verbs of buying, such verbs early came to

take the Ablative construction. A still further extension of the

construction is seen in its application to verbs of costing, being

taorth, etc., and also to the adjectives v'dis, ' cheap
'

; cams,

* dear,' ' too dear,' e.g. JJS sex in'iUbus constat, ' it costs 6000

sesterces ' ; asse carum, * dear at a farthing.'

The use of tanfi, quanfi, pluns, jninoris with verbs of buying

and selling is the result of a transference of the Genitive of Value

{^Gr. § 203. 3) from verbs of valuing, estimating, etc., to verbs of

buying and selling. Such a transition is psychologically easy. Cf.

our English I wouldn't give a pennyfor that (a phrase of buying)

in the sense of / don't value that at a penny.

345. The Ablative of Quality is an obvious outgrowth of the

sociative force of the Instrumental case. Thus in a sentence like

serpens immam co?pore incedit, the original idea was ' the serpent

moves on with its huge body,' as though the body were a distinct

accompaniment of the serpent. But in course of time the Abla-

tive in such cases came to be felt as a modifier of the noun. In

this way such expressions as acerba tiiens immatii corpore serpe?is

became possible. Here the phrase immanl corpore can be con-

ceived only as an Ablative of Quality, limiting serpens ; it cannot

be associated with the verb as in the first example.

In conformity with its origin, the Ablative of Quality primarily

denotes more or less transitory qualities. Qualities which are the

mere outward accompaniment of an action are naturally not per-

manent. The observation sometimes made that the Genitive

denotes internal quaUties, whereas the Ablative primarily denotes

external ones, is not sufficiently exact. In the phrase hortatur

ut bono animo sint, ' he urges them to be of good courage,' the

quality is internal
;
yet the Genitive could not here be used ; for

while the quality is internal, it is transitory. On the other hand,

'a man of high purpose ' is in Latin vir magn'i anittil, since a per-
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manent and not a passing quality is intended. By an extension

of usage the Ablative is sometimes employed, where ambiguity

would not result, to indicate permanent characteristics ; but the

Genitive is not used to denote temporary qualities. Thus physi-

cal and bodily characteristics, as belonging to this latter class, are

regularly designated by the Ablative.

346. Ablative of Specification.— This seems to be a develop-

ment of the sociative force of the Instrumental. Thus Helv'etii

vh-tute praecedunt meant originally ' the Helvetii with their valor

are superior'; so pede claudiis, 'lame with his foot.' The Means

conception may also have assisted in the propagation of the

construction.

347. Ablative Absolute.— The Ablative Absolute construction

is an outgrowth of the sociative force of the Instrumental. Thus

in Plant. Trin. Prol. 13 rem paternam ml adjutnce perdidit, the

sense is : 'he lost his property (in connection) with me helping

him
'

; so frequently vie judice, ' with me as judge ' ; fe praesente,

'with you present.' Cf. further scissa veste, pass'is eapill'is, 'with

clothes torn, and hair dishevelled.' At first the Ablative in such

phrases modified the verb of the sentence, but ultimately the

original construction was lost sight of, and the phrase as a whole

came to be felt as a kind of loose modifier of the rest of the sen-

tence (Ablative Absolute).

Others have regarded the Ablative Absolute as a Locative

development. This theory was suggested by the fact that the

Locative is the case absolute in Sanskrit. That fact, however,

would be of little significance for Latin unless it can be sho^^m that

the Locative was the case absolute in the Indo-European parent-

speech. But there is nothing to show that such was the case.

In fact each language seems to have developed its own case

absolute. In Sanskrit we have the Locative, in Greek the Geni-

tive and Accusative ; in Gothic there are traces of the Dative
;
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modern German employs the Accusative. As regards Latin,

therefore, there is no anterior probability in favor of any particu-

lar case. The question is simply one of evidence, and the evi-

dence points to an Instrumental rather than to a Locative origin.

Those who advocate a Locative origin are forced to find the

beginnings of the construction in the temporal force of the Loca-

tive, e.g. Sen'io irgtiante, ' in the time of Servius reigning '
; M/d

confecto, ' at the time of the war having been finished,' etc. But

this explanation seems much less natural than the former.

Another theory, that of Bombe (Z><f Ablativo Absohito, Greifs-

wald, 1877), refers the Ablative Absolute to the true Ablative

for its origin. Bombe explains bello coiifectd, etc., as ' after the

war having been finished.' But no such use of the true Abla-

tive to denote time after which is known for Latin, Moreover, if

Bombe's theory were true, we should expect a predominance of

time-words in the early history of the construction ; but no such

predominance is found to exist.

Locative Uses of the Ablative.

348. The Locative seems to have originally designated the

space in or tcnthin which something is done. From this meaning

the notions at, on subsequently developed (Delbriick, Verglei-

chende Syntax, p. 183). The Locative uses of the Ablative natu-

rally fall into two classes : Place Relations and Time Relations.

349. Place Relations.—These may be either literal oxfigurative.

I. \\\ its literal force the Locative may mean :

a^ ' in,' as premit altiim corde dolorem.

b )
' on,' as pharetram fert timero.

c) ' by,' ' near,' as lltore curvo exstruimus lords. This last

appears to be rare.

The preposition, however, is usually necessary to express these

relations, except in poetry and late prose, and in the classes of

words specified in Gr. § 228. i.
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Some recognize a Locative use in ienlre se castrls, aliqtiem iecto

recipere, pT/gna vincere ; but all of these easily admit interpreta-

tion as Instrumental usages, and in the phrase conquer in battle,

it is significant that the Sanskrit regularly employs the Instru-

mental case.

2. In figurative uses the Locative function of the Ablative is

restricted to very narrow limits. Here belong, however, a few

phrases such as anim'is pendent, lit. * they are in suspense in their

minds' (</. the ?Ang\A^x ajiim'i in anim'i pendcj-e) ; stare promissis,

' to stand by one's promises ' ; stare convent'is ; manere promissls.

In his Ablativus, Instrumentalis, Localis (1867), p. 39, Delbruck

formerly pronounced in favor of recognizing a Locative usage

in connection with glorior, detector. But now in his Vergleichende

Syntax, p. 253, this scholar regards the construction as Instru-

mental in origin. The same explanation is also to be preferred

for laetor, gaudeo, etc. Similarly with//^/5 and confldo an Instru-

mental origin is the more probable, inasmuch as we find this case

used in Slavic with verbs of trusting.

3. Refert and Interest.— The Ablative Singular Feminine of

the Possessive with rlfert originally limited the rl (Ablative of rls,

' thing ') of refert. If the construction was Locative in origin, mea

refert m?iy have originally meant ' it bears towards my affair ' (Goal

Locative; § 351), i-e. 'it concerns me.' The use of the Ablative

Singular Feminine of the Possessive with interest is of secondary

origin, being modelled on the construction with refert in conse-

quence of similarity of meaning. Some regard mea refert as

equivalent to ex mea 7-1 fo-t ; mea rl has also been explained as

a stereotyped Dative (§§ 86. <^; 174), and even as a Nominative.

350. Time Relations.— The transference of the Locative from

space relations to relations of time is easy and natural. In this

way arose the notions of time at which and within which. The

use of the Ablative to denote duration of time, which occurs with

some little frequency in the best prose of all periods, e.g. Caesar,
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B. G.\. 26. ^, eaque tofa nocte contine/iter icfunt, is probably not

a development of the time within which, but is rather to be

referred to an Instrumental origin. This use of the Instrumental

to denote duration of time would correspond to the use of the

Instrumental to denote the ^oay by which (§ 341. 5).

351. Locative of the Goal.— Sanskrit and Greek both exhibit

a goal use of the Locative. This is the result of extending to

verbs of motion a conception primarily belonging only to verbs of

rest. Cf. in English he went among the Indians, after he is among

the Indians. Examples in Latin are confined chiefly to the archaic

period. Thus, _/^r5 ponit (Ennius); loco coUocare (Lucilius);

certa parte reponnn t {hucretms). Genuine Locative formations,

hiim't, doml, etc., also occur in this sense, e.g. dom'i adveniens.

Surviving Locative Forms.

352. All the genuine Locative formations in common use are

enumerated in Gr. § 232. Beside these we should probably rec-

ognize the Locative of an ?/-stem in noctu, and (by association with

noctu) in din. On dil, as the Locative of di'es in such expres-

sions as qiiartl die, postridie (for poster! die), see § 256. i.

Plural formations in -Is from a- and ^-stems are more safely

regarded as Instrumentals which have taken on all the functions

of the Ablative, Locative included. Plurals in -ibus of the Third

Declension are certainly Ablative in form. Formations in -e of

the Third Declension, e.g. Sulmone, may (possibly) be original

Locatives, or they may be Instrumentals; § 141.

THE MOODS.

The Subjunctive.

353. The Latin Subjunctive is the result of a fusion of two

original moods of the Indo-European parent-speech, the Subjunc-

tive and the Optative. Greek and Sanskrit kept these distinct

from each other, but in Latin they early became merged in a
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single mood endowed with the characteristic meaning of each.

The following table indicates the origin of the different formations

appearing in the so-called Subjunctive :

Subjunctive Forms. Optative Forms.

1. All regular Presents, e.g. anient^ i. Presents in -?';«, e.g. sim., possitn,

vioneam, regain, aiidiain ; §§ 221 f. noliin, vialiin, velim, ediin, diiivi ;

2. A\\\mY>^ritc\.s, e.g. essent, ai>iarem, § 2i8.

mon'ere?n, etc. ; § 222. 3. 2. All Perfects, e.g. viJerim, atnave-

3. AW VXn'^tiitct.?; e.g. amavissem,dt- rim, etc.; §219.

xissem, etc. ; § 222.4.

354. Original Force of the Subjunctive. — The Indo-European

Subjunctive exhibits two meanings which seem to have been the

source of all others :

a) The Subjunctive expresses the will of the speaker, e.g. surgat

= ' I will him to rise,' i.e. ' let him rise.' This use impHes a cer-

tain power or authority on the part of the speaker, i.e. he is repre-

sented as wiUing something over which he has control or voUtion
;

hence the name ' Volitive ' has been given to characterize this

use of the mood.

d) Alongside of this Volitive notion, the Indo-European Sub-

junctive also possessed a second force, — that of futurity. The

Greek, particularly of the Homeric dialect, frequently exhibits

this Future force of the Subjunctive ; but it is uncertain whether

we should recognize it in Latin. In Latin the Subjunctive has a

pure Future force only in subordinate clauses, and this may be

traced to a different origin. Yet it should be borne in mind that

the so-called Future era was in reality a Present Subjunctive

(§ 205. 3); also audiam, regain, etc.; while the so-called Future

Perfect is an Aorist Subjunctive (§216). All of these formations

bear witness to a Future force as having once existed in the Latin

Subjunctive.

The connection of meaning between the Future force and the

Volitive force of the Indo-European Subjunctive is much closer

than might at first appear. Thus the English he's to go clearly
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stands on the border line between the two meanings, and may

be interpreted either as Volitive, = let him go, or as Future, = he

wingo.

355. Original Force of the Optative. — Here we note two dif-

ferent, but closely related meanings, as in the case of the Sub-

junctiv'e. Thus

:

a) The Optative is used to express an act as wished for by the

speaker, e.g. ve?iiat, ' may he come !
' The element of power,

authority, and volition which characterizes the corresponding use

of the Subjunctive is lacking here.

l>) Alongside of the notion of wishing, we find both in Greek

and in Latin another notion, viz. that of a contingent futurity, e.g.

aliquis d'lcat, * some one may say.' This is obviously a weaker

type of Future than that belonging to the Subjunctive (in Greek),

just as in its meaning of wishing the Optative expresses a weaker

phase of thought than the Subjunctive.

356. It will be observed that the notion o{ futurity expressed

by the Subjunctive is related to the notion of willing expressed

by the same mood as the objective to the subjective. Thus

when I employ surgat in its Volitive force the thought is expressed

with reference to myself (subjective) =: ' he's to stand up, and

at my bidding,' i.e. ' let him stand up.' But surgat in its Fut-

ure sense (assuming theoretically that this use once belonged

to Latin) is used without reference to me (objective), = 'he's to

stand up, and I have nothing to do with it,' i.e. 'he's going to

stand up,' ' will stand up.'

So also in the case of the Optative. Dlcat aliquis as a wish, in

the sense ' May some one say ' is subjective, i.e. it is conceived

with reference to me ; but aliquis dlcat, ' some one may say,' is

objective, i.e. is conceived as outside of, and apart from, me.

The two meanings, therefore, which we discover in the Subjunc-

tive and Optative are in reality in each instance simply two phases

(the subjective and the objective) of the same thought.
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357. The so-called Latin Subjunctive, as an amalgamation

of the original Indo-European Subjunctive and Optative, might

naturally be expected to exhibit all four of the original significa-

tions, viz.

:

Volitive
1

^ „ > Indo-European Subjunctive.
Pure Future J

Optative
)

„ . ^ \ Indo-European Optative.
Contingent Future J

As a matter of fact it represents with certainty only three of

them, viz. the Volitive, Optative, and Contingent Future ; and

from these three primary uses are to be derived all existing Sub-

junctive constructions in Latin, not only in principal, but also in

subordinate, clauses.

The absence of the Pure Future use of the Subjunctive in

Latin may be accounted for by the fact that the Subjunctive in

that use early came to be felt as Lidicative, and as a result various

Subjunctive formations actually became Indicatives, eio, audiaju,

v'ldero, etc. (§§ 205. 2, 3; 216). This transition to the Indicative

of those Subjunctive forms which possessed the Pure Future force

naturally resulted in the restriction of the remaining forms to the

Volitive use.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJUNCTIVE USES.

Subjunctive in Principal Clauses.

A. Original Uses.

358. I. Volitive Subjunctive.

a) Jussive, expressing a command. This use is found :

i) In the Third Singular and Third Plural of the Present

tense, e.g. loquatur, 'let him speak ' ; loquantur, 'let them

speak.'

2) In the Second Singular Present, often with indefinite

force, but not necessarily so. An example is utare vlri-

bus, 'use your strength,' i.e. 'let a man use his strength'

(indefinite)

.
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b) Of determined resolution. This rare usage is confined to

the Present First Singular, c.i^. Terence, JIautontimorumenos 273

inatfe : hoc quod cocp'i pnmuin enanrin, ' wait ! I'm bound first

to finish telling what I began.'

c) Hortatory. This is confined to the Present First Plural,

and is a mingling of a) and /f), e.g. /oquamur, ' let us speak,' i.e.

* I'm bound to speak, and do you speak.'

d) Prohibitive. The earlier theory as to the Prohibitive was

that the Second Singular Perfect was employed of a definite

Second Person, while the Second Singular Present had a general

(or indefinite) force. This view has been shown to be false by

the exhaustive examination of the subject by Elmer, American

Journal of Philology, 1894, No. 3. Elmer's investigation has

shown that neither construction is at all frequent in classical prose,

and that the real difference of force between the two construc-

tions is that stated in Gr. § 276.

e) Deliberative. This occurs in affirmative questions often

implying doubt, indignation, etc., e.g. quid faciamus, ' what are

we to do !
'

' what can we do !
' It seems natural to explain this

as originally 'we are to do,— what?' 'you want us to do,

—

what?' C/. the colloquial English, w/iat lefs do? for a similar

development of a Volitive phrase to an interrogative form.

For derived uses of the Deliberative, see § 363.

_/) Volitive clauses with concessive force, e.g. n'e sit maxijnum

malum dolor, malum certe est, ' granting that pain is not the

greatest evil, it at least is an evil,' fit. ' let not pain,' etc.

g) Volitive clauses of proviso, e.g. moderatio virium adsit, n'e

ilk des'iderio inrium non teiiebitur, ' provided there be a moderate

degree of strength, surely a man will not feel the lack of strength,'

lit. ' let there be a moderate degree,' etc.

Some scholars attribute the last two uses to the Optative force

of the Subjunctive, but the notion of will and authority regularly

present in such clauses seems too strong to admit of that

interpretation.
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359. Optative Subjunctive.— The original use of the Optative

is to denote a wish. This usage is mostly confined to the Third

Plural of the Present, e.g. sintfences, ' may they be happy.'

360. Subjunctive of Contingent Futurity.— This corresponds

to the second of the two meanings of the Indo-European Optative

(§ 355. ^). From this general notion have developed the follow-

ing special uses :

a) Subjunctive of Pure Possibility, e.g. aliquis dlcai, aliquis

dlxerif, ' some one may say.' This is the most ob\'ious develop-

ment of the notion of contingent futurity, but it is rare, being con-

fined chiefly to phrases of the type cited in the above examples.

As regards the use of tenses, it has been suggested that the Perfect

(originally Aorist ; § 219) lays stress upon the accomplishment

of the act, while the Present calls attention to its progress.

l>) Where some condition is implied or expressed, e.g. veliiti,

' I should wish,' i.e. ' if I were to have my way
'
; dicas, * you would

say,' i.e. 'if you should have occasion to express an opinion.'

This use occurs also particularly in the First Singular of the Per-

fect (Aorist, § 219), e.g. (Tixeriin, 'I should say'; credideti/n, 'I

should believe.' Where the condition is expressed, we get a

Conditional Sentence of the Second T}'pe {Gr. § 303), e.g. laefe-

ris, si veniat, ' you would rejoice, if he should come.'

The name Potential is usually given to the Subjunctives cited

under a) and i>) ; but this name is somewhat inexact ; see § 366.

B. Derived Uses.

361. The uses here enumerated are secondary developments

from those cited above in §§ 358 ff.

362. Extension of the Jussive. — Corresponding to the Jussive

loqiuitur there developed an Imperfect use, e.g. loqueretiir, in the

sense ' he was to speak,' i.e. ' he should have spoken.' This use

is manifestly a derived one, since one cannot now will a person
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to have done in the past what he obnously has failed to do. An

expression like loqueretur, therefore, must have been formed after

the analog)' of loquatur. The Pluperfect Subjunctive also occurs

in this sense, e.g. eum imiiatus esses, ' you ought to have imitated

him.' The Volitive character of these expressions is shown by the

fact that the negative is regularly ne, e.g. lie poposciss'es, ' you

ought not to have asked.'

363. Extensions of the Deliberative.— a) Corresponding to

the Deliberative use of the Present Subjunctive, e.g. quidfaciamus,

'what are we to do?' we have secondarily quid faceremus, 'what

were we to do !' * what could we do I ' This usage is just as ob-

\iously secondary', as is loqueretur cited above in § 362.

b) Similarly all negative Deliberatives are of secondarj* origin.

For if cur veniamus be explained as 'we are to come,— why!'

then in negative sentences of this kind we should expect lie as the

negative, if the sentence be originally Volitive. .\5 a matter of fact

the negative is regularly tion, and this circumstance shows that

the Volitive origin had been lost sight of at the time the negative

Deliberative came into existence, i.e. negative Deliberative sen-

tences are a secondarj- development from the affirmative t}-pe, not

a direct development from the Volitive itself.

364. Extension of the Concessive Volitive.— Corresponding to

rie sini i IrZs in senectuU, ' granting that there is not strength in old

age,' we find the Perfect Subjunctive used with concessive force,

eg.fuerit alits, tibi quando esse coepii? ' granted that he was such

to others, when did he begin to be so to you ?

'

It is obvious that this use is secondaiy, since a volition or act of

willing cannot refer to the past. The use of the Perfect could

have come into existence only after the concessive use of the

Present had become a well-established idiom.

365. Extension of the Optative.— The use of the Imperfect

and Pluperfect Subjunctive in expressions like utinam tu vater'es,
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utinam adfuisses, is also secondar}'. For if the primar}' force of

the Optative was to denote a wish, it must have looked forward to

the future ; hence its employment with reference to the present

and the past must be a derived usage, after the analogy of sint

feVices, etc.

The Imperfect and Pluperfect Subjunctive, in expressions like

those cited above, do not strictly express a wish, but rather a

regret at the present non-existence or the previous non-occurrence

of something.

366. Extensions of the Subjunctive of Contingent Futurity. —
There are two derived uses :

a) The Present 2d Singular in the sense ' you can, one can,'

e.g. videas, ' you can see.' In its origin, the Subjunctive of the

Contingent Future denoted mere objective possibilit}-, e.g. ificas

= ' there's a possibihty, you will say,' ' you may say.' In the

derived usage this objective possibility becomes subjective,

—

'you may' becomes 'you can.' Strictly speaking, only the second

of these is Potential. For potentiality involves capacity and con-

trol, which mere possibility does not.

b) The 2d Singular Imperfect. This is restricted to narrow

limits, being found chiefly in such expressions as videres, * one

could see ' ; cerneres, ' one could obser\'e ' ; crederes, ' one could

believe.' The usage is an extension of a) above, and, hke that, is

Potential in the strict sense of that term.

Subjunctive in Dependent Clauses.

367. Parataxis and Hypotaxis.— In the earlier stages of lan-

guage there were no subordinate clauses. Sentences were joined

by co-ordination. For -example, an independent use of the Indic-

ative was followed by an independent use of the Subjunctive, or by

another Indicative without any conjunction, e.g. eos moned,desi-

nant, lit. ' I warn them, let them cease.' In course of time in such

combinations the one clause came to be felt as subordinate, and
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to be introduced by various connecting particles (' subordinate

conjunctions'). The stage of co-ordination is called Parataxis;

that of subordination, Hypotaxis. In Latin the parataciic form

of expression often survives, even when the hypotactic relation

has become clearly developed. This is especially noticeable in

the early and colloquial language, but is found also in the best

prose in certain categories of expression; see, for example, § 385.

All uses of the Subjunctive in subordinate clauses are naturally

derived uses.

Subjunctive of Purpose.

368. I. The Subjunctive clause of Purpose is introduced by ut,

tie, quo, qui, and Relative Adverbs. It was probably Jussive in

origin, e.g. tibi do pecuniaju ut panem emas originally meant ' I

give you money; just purchase bread.' The original force of ut

here is somewhat uncertain. Probably it was a weak. Indefinite

adverb meaning 'somehow,' 'just.' Cf. tit in ut pereat, 'may he

just perish,' uti-jiam in iitinam veniat, ' may he just come !
' This

Indefinite force of ut bears the same relation to the Interrogative

and Relative ineanings 'how?' and 'as' of the same word, as the

Indefinite quis bears to the Interrogative quis and the Relative qui.

In course of time the ///-clause came to be felt as subordinate

to the other, and ut from being an adverb came to be felt as a sub-

ordinate conjunction. In this way arose the purpose clause with ut.

2. Negative clauses of purpose introduced by ne were quite

analogous in origin to those introduced by ut. Thus tibi obsto ne

intres probably meant originally ' I stand in your way ; don't come

in !
' Ultimately this Parataxis developed into Hypotaxis.

3. Quo as an Ablative of Degree of Difference is regularly con-

fined to use in connection with comparatives. The Subjunctive

with quo arises in the same way as with other relatives. See 4.

4. Qui, quae, etc., in relative clauses of purpose had practically

a demonstrative force, e.g. tibi librum do quern legas, ' I give you a

book to read,' originally meant ' I give you a book ; read it
!

'
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5. Relative Clauses with dlgnus, indignus, and idoneus have

been classified in Gr. § 2S2. 3 under Relative Clauses of Purpose.

This has been done partly on account of the meaning of such

clauses, partly in view of the other constructions found with dig-

nus, idoneus, etc. As regards the meaning of the relative clause

with dlgnus, indignus, idoneus, it seems impossible to separate a

sentence like dai mihi surculos quos seratn, ' he gives me shoots

to plant,' from dat mihi sTuxulos dlgnds quos serani, ' he gives me

shoots fit to plant,' originally ' he gives me fit shoots, to plant.'

So homines dlgnos elegit quos mit/eret seems originally to have

meant: 'he selected fit men, (in order) to send them,' and

then, secondarily, * he selected men fit to send.' In each case

the Subjunctive clause is fairly one of Purpose. This view is

further confirmed by the other constructions found with dlgnus,

idoneus. Thus we repeatedly find an Infinitive employed with

these words, e.g. Verg. Eel. 5. 45 et puer ipse ca^itat'i dlgnus,

* worthy to be praised' ; Pliny, Paneg. 7. 4, dlgnus eligt, 'worthy to

be chosen.' The Gerund with ad also occurs, e.g. Cic. Rep. i.

18. 30, dlgnus ad iniitandum ; and sometimes even an z^/-clause,

e.g. eras dlgnus ut haberls (cited by Quintilian from an early

author). The ^/-clause cannot be regarded as one of Result in

this and similar cases, as is done by Kiihner, Ausf. Gr. ii.

p. 858 </), since the action is viewed purely as one contemplated,

not as one accomplished.

Some regard the relative clause with dlgnus, etc., as a Clause of

Characteristic. It is of course quite true that dlgnus, with a fol-

lowing relative clause, does express a characteristic in a general

way ; but the relative clause itself is certainly not a Clause of

Characteristic in the technical sense of that term. See § 371.

369. It is obvious that only those purpose clauses are of primi-

tive origin in which the main clause and the subordinate clause

refer to different persons. Thus in a sentence of the ty^t pecU-

niam mutuor ut libros emam, emam cannot be referred directly
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to a Volitive origin, since the Volitive Subjunctive is not naturally

used to represent a person as exercising liis authority and volition

over himself. Sentences like the last, therefore, are more prob-

ably of later origin and formed upon the analogy of those cited

in § 368.

Clauses of Characteristic.

370. The Clause of Characteristic is a relative clause devel-

oped from the Subjunctive of Contingent Futurity (§ 360). Thus

in iiemo est qifi putet, the original sense is :
' there is no one vv^ho

would think
'

; so sapientia est una quae maestitiam pellat, ' phi-

losophy is the only thing that would drive away sorrow.' But in

all these cases the notion of contingency is so slight as easily

to disappear, leaving the relative clause essentially one denoting

a fact; see also § 406. i.

371. Clauses of Characteristic as Distinguished from Relative

Clauses of Purpose. — Difficulty is often experienced in distin-

guishing Clauses of Characteristic from Relative Clauses of Pur-

pose. This difficulty results chiefly from the fact that a Relative

Clause of Purpose may denote a characteristic of an antecedent

in the general sense of the word characteristic. Thus in Cicero,

Brutus, 56 scr'ibebat oratidiies quas ali'i dicerent, 'he wrote

speeches for other persons to deliver,' the clause quas alii

dicerent is a Relative Clause of Purpose ; but at the same

time it does in a certain sense indicate a ' characteristic ' of

its antecedent. One essential difference between the Clause of

Characteristic and the Relative Clause of Purpose consists in the

fact that the former denotes an action or state contemporary ivitli

that of the main clause, while the Relative Clause of Purpose

denotes an action which is future relatively to that of the main

clause. In accordance with this principle expressions like nihil

habeo quod again, 'I have nothing to do' (Hon Sat. i. 9. 19) ;

nil scio quod gaudeam, 'I don't know anything to rejoice about'
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(Plaut. Capt. 842) are Relative Clauses of Purpose. Did these

sentences mean respectively ' I liave nothing that I am doing

'

and 'I don't know anything that I am rejoicing about' (con-

temporary action), they would be Clauses of Characteristic.

At times we find sentences which are ambiguous. The syn-

tactical nature of the relative clause will then depend upon the

interpretation. A good example is Ter. Phonnio 433 hablbis

quae tuain senectutem oblectet, either ' you will have some one

who cheers' (Characteristic) or 'some one to cheer' (Purpose).

372. Clauses of Characteristic Denoting Cause or Opposition.

— In sentences like o foi-tlinate adiilcscens qui tuae virtutis Honie-

rum pracconem iiweneris there is an apparent violation of the

principle that the Clause of Characteristic refers to ' an ante-

cedent not otherwise defined' {Gr. § 2S3. i) ; but in such cases

as this we may explain the relative as referring to an indefinite

antecedent to be supplied. According to this view the original

force of the above sentence would have been: 'O! fortunate

man, (one) who has found,' efc. The frequent employment of

?// qui, utpote qui, etc., ' as being one who,' supports this view.

The use of the Second Singular in the subordinate clause would

then be a species of attraction.

373. Clauses of Characteristic Introduced by Quin.— The

treatment in Gr. § 283. 4 follows that of Brugmann in Indogernia-

nische Forschungen, vol. iv. p. 226 ff. Brugmann sees in the first

element of this quln an indeclinable Relative qui, which he thinks

was capable of standing for any case either Singular or Plural.

According to this view, quln might be equivalent to qtil ndn, quae

non, quod ndn, etc.; the quln mentioned in §§ '^Zt^, 391 must

then be regarded as a separate word.

Clauses of Result.

374. Clauses of Result, introduced by ///, ut ndn, qtfin, qui, are

a development of the Subjunctive of Contingent Future, viz. from
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its second phase, where tliere is a condition implied (§ 360. b).

Thus in the sentence hoc flagitium tale est ut quivls oderit, the

original meaning was :
' this outrage is of such a nature as anyone

you please would hate ' (/>. if he should see it) . From this to

the meaning 'of such a nature that anybody you please hates it,'

is an easy transition. Cf. in English, Shakespeare, Julius Ccesar,

3. 2 Who is here so base that would be a bondman ? i.e. as to be a

bondman. See Hale, Sequence of Tenses, p. 24, who cites other

illustrative uses from English and Greek.

375. Relative Clauses of Result are simply a development of

the Clause of Characteristic. At times it is not easy to decide

whether the clause is one of Characteristic or of Result, and indi-

vidual interpretations of the same sentence would doubtless often

differ. For example, in the sentence given in Gj-. § 284. 2 habetis

eum consulem qui patere vestns d'ecrltis non dubitet, the clause

qu'i . . . dubitet might be felt by some simply as a Clause of

Characteristic,— ' a consul of the sort that
'

; but the clause also

admits the interpretation 'a consul such that he does not hesitate'
;

and in that sense it is a clause of Result.

376. Clauses of Result with Quin.— These are really Relative

Clauses of Result, and differ from Clauses of Characteristic intro-

duced by quln just as ordinary Relative Clauses of Result differ

from ordinary Clauses of Characteristic. Wherever the main

clause contains tam, talis, etc., the Result notion is sufficiently

clear.

Causal Clauses.

377. Causal Clauses Introduced by Quod, Quia, Quoniam.—
When these take the Subjunctive, it is on the principle of Indirect

Discourse.

378. Causal Clauses Introduced by Cum.— The Subjunctive

with (Tz/w-causal is a development of the temporal r//;;/-clause.

The temporal notion easily passes into the causal in all languages.
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Cf. e.g. in English ' When he saw ruin staring him in the face, he

did not care to hve,' i.e. ' since he saw,' etc.

Clauses with Cum-Temporal.

379. The treatment in the Grammar, § 288 f., follows the

elaborate and convincing exposition of Hale in his Cum-

Constriictions, Cornell Studies in Classical Philology, Vol. i. (Ginn

& Co.). Hale shows that the ^/^///-clause is simply a form of

the Clause of Characteristic. Cum, earlier quotn (^Gr. § 9. i),

is a form of the Relative stem quo-, and, as such, was quite as

capable of introducing a Clause of Characteristic as was any other

Relative word. Thus the Subjunctive r//w-clause primarily char-

acterized a time by giving the situation existing at that time, just

as any other Clause of Characteristic. The Indicative ^//;«-clause,

on the other hand, like the Indicative ^«J-clause, was primarily a

defining clause and hence used to denote a point of time or date.

Clauses Introduced by Antequam and Priusquam, and by Dum,

Donee, and Quoad.

380. Where these are followed by the Subjunctive, Hale {^The

Anticipatorv Subjunctive in Greek and Latin, Cliicago Studies in

Classical Philology, Vol. i.. University Press of Chicago [printed

separately], p. 68 ff.) recognizes a survival in Latin of the Indo-

European Subjunctive in its Pure Future phase,'— a phase con-

spicuously present in Homeric Greek. Others refer the Mood

to the Subjunctive of Contingent Futurity (the second of the two

uses of the Indo-European Optative; § 360).

Substantive Clauses.

Substantive Clauses Developed from the Volitive.

381. Many of these are often regarded as Substantive Clauses

of Purpose. Such a designation implies either that the clauses in

question are Purpose Clauses or once were such ; neither of these
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alternatives represents the truth. With the exception of the

clauses mentioned in Gr. § 295. 3, all the substantive clauses

included in § 295 are the developments of an earlier parataxis

(see § 367), in which the Subjunctive was Volitive (Jussive, De-

liberative, etc.) in nature.

382. The earliest form of these clauses would be represented

by such examples as te oro ; eiim Ji/vT's, lit. ' I entreat you ; help

him !
' Sometimes, especially in early Latin and in the poets, we

find the inverted order, e.g. eiunjinfes, fc oro, 'help him ! I entreat

you.' In both instances the Volitive character of the Subjunctive

is clearly apparent. Sentences of the type ie oro i/t eumjuvcs, are

a later development, the /// being added after the Subjunctive had

come to be felt as an object clause and as needing some introduc-

tory particle. This need of an introductory particle in affirmative

clauses of this kind would be felt the more keenly, since in nega-

tive clauses, e.g. te oro iie abeas (originally ' I entreat you ; don't

go away!'), the lie had come to be felt as a subordinate con-

junction ; at the outset, of course, it was a mere negative adverb.

383. Substantive Clauses Introduced by Quominus and Quin

after Verbs of hindering. — As explained in Gr. § 295. 3 a,

clauses of this sort are probably developed from genuine Purpose

Clauses. However, they have their ultimate origin in the Volitive,

since the Purpose Clause is a development from the Volitive

(§ 368. i). The original character of Subjunctive clauses of this

kind may be seen in an expression like form'ido viros impedit

quominus velint, originally :
' fear hinders men, in order that they

may not be willing,' i.e. prevents them from being willing. Quo-

minus lit. means ' by which the less, by which not,' and hence 'in

order that not.'

Clauses with quln after verbs of hindering are apparently of the

same nature as clauses with quoniinus. Quin is compounded of

qui (an old Instrumental) and ne, lit. ' by which not,' ' that not,'
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' lest.' In signification it is nowise different from quominus. In

fact, after verbs of hindering accompanied by a negative, quominus

and quln may be used interchangeably without difference of mean-

ing. Thus Cic. de Sen. 17. 60 nee aetas impedit qiwminus agn

colendi studia teneamus, ' nor does old age prevent us from con-

tinuing the pursuits of farming' ; but Auet. ad Heyenn. iii. i. i n'e

impediaris quln progred'i poss'is, ' that you may not be prevented

from being able to advance.'

Clauses introduced by quln after negative expressions of hin-

dering are sometimes classified as Result Clauses. Such a clas-

sification is inconsistent ; for te impedio quominus facias is

regularly taken by all grammarians as a Purpose Clause, If it

is, then nee te impedio quominus facias must also be a Purpose

Clause, for the mere prefixing of the negative to impedio cannot

alter the relation of the quominus-cleiuse to its verb. But nee te

impedio quominus facias may be expressed with perfect equiva-

lence by nee fe impedio quln facias. Hence the two types should

not be dissociated in treatment.

It is of course true that in its developed meaning the quiji-

clause after negative expressions of hindering does at times seem

to indicate a (negative) result, e.g. nee impedltl sunt quln face-

rent may be conceived as literally meaning * nor were they pre-

vented so that they didn't do.' But this conception is just as

possible in case of ^«^;;«'««x-clauses after negative expressions of

hindering, and even more so in case of qudminus-QXz.wiQ'i, after

affirmative expressions of hindering. Thus, fe impedio quominus

haecfacias might theoretically be conceived as meaning * I hinder

you so that you do not do this.' But quo minus is clearly a pur-

pose particle, so that the original purpose character of the quojni-

nus clause seems beyond question. Any consistent treatment of

Substantive clauses must have regard to their origin, not merely

to the English rendering. Thus, in a sentence like e'ts persuasif

ut exirent, ' he persuaded them to go out,' the z^/-clause might

seem at first sight to indicate a Result, but an examination of
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such clauses clearly shows that they are developed from the

Jussive.

Clauses introduced by ne after verbs of hindering are not neces-

sarily developed from the Jussive, as suggested in Gr. § 295. 3.

This is the more probable view ; but it is also possible that, like

quominus and ^//////-clauses, they have been developed from

Purpose Clauses,

384. Substantive Clauses after Verbs of deciding, resolving,

etc. {Gr. § 295. 4). — The Volitive origin of these is seen in

such sentences as Sail. Cat. 29. 2 senatus decrevit operam darent

consumes, ' the senate decreed : let the consuls take heed !
' Ter.

Eun. 5 78 Idicit tie vir quisquam ad earn adeat, 'he issues the

order : let no man go near her !

'

385. Substantive Clauses after Verbs of striving, caring for,

etc. {Gr. § 295. 5).— Expressions like /d;^ cogifes, 'see to this,

reflect I ' (Sail. Cat. 44. 5) point to the Volitive origin of these

clauses. CTira nl quid desit originally meant ' Take care : let

nothing be wanting !

'

386. Substantive Clauses after necesse est, reliquum est and

sequitur, 'it remains,' licet, oportet {Gr. % 295. 6).— The Volitive

origin of the Subjunctive in clauses with necesse est, licet, oportet, is

seen in the regular retention in classical prose of the early type of

expression without ut (§ 382), viz. dicam necesse est, ' it is neces-

sary that I speak' (lit., let me speak ; it is necessary'), Cic. de Or.

iii, 22. 85 ; taceat oportebit, 'it will be fitting that he keep silent'

(ht, 'let him keep silent; it will be fitting'), Cic. de Or. iii. 21,

79 ;
fateare necesse est, 'confess ! you must,' Lucr. iii. 275.

Where sequitur means ' it remains,' •' the next thing is,' the ut-

clause is a development from the Volitive, e.g. sequitur ut doceam,

' it remains for me to show,' Cic. Nat. De. ii. 32. 80,^

1 Sequitur in the sense ' it follows that ' takes a Substantive Qause of

Result ; § 390.
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So also with reliquum est e.g. reliquum est, v.t egomet inihi cd?i-

sulam, 'it remains for me to look out for myself,' Nep. Att. 21. 5.

This view of these clauses is confirmed by the occurrence of the

early form of expression without ut (§ 3S2), e.g. Cic. ad Fam.

XV. 21. 6 1-eliqiiiim est tuain profectibnem amove prosequar}

387. Substantive Clauses in Sentences of the Type : niilla causa

est cur, nulla causa est quare, etc. (6^r. § 295. 7).— These have

been explained as developed from the Dehberative. This is the

view, among others, of Schmalz {^Lat. Synt. § 308), and is sup-

ported by the history of these clauses. Cf. e.g. Cic. ad Fam. ii.

17. I quin decedam nulla causa est, originally 'why shouldn't I

go away ! There's no reason,' later ' there's no reason why I

shouldn't go away.' Cf. Ter. Andria 600 quid causae est, qu'in

in p'lstnnum profic'iscar, ' what reason is there why I shouldn't

set out for the mill
!

' originally ' what reason is there ? \Miy

shouldn't I set out ?

'

Substantive- Clauses Developed from the Optative.

388. After Verbs of wishing and desiring {Gr. § 296. i).

— The Optative origin of these Substantive clauses is sufficiently

evident. It should be noted, however, that in comedy and col-

loquial language void sometimes has the force of commanding

{cf. the Enghsh authoritative I want, e.g. in I want you to under-

stand). In such cases the Substantive clause with void must be

referred to a Vohtive origin, e.g. void eat?i ducas, * I want you to

marry her.'

389. After Verbs of fearing {Gr. § 296. 2).— Instructive for

the history of the construction are such early Latin uses as Ter.

Andr. 277 Haud verear si in te sit sold situm : sed ut vim queas

ferre, ' I should not fear, if it were to depend on you alone ; but

^ Reliquum est in the sense ' the fact remains that ' takes a Substantive

Gause of Result
; § 390.
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may you be able to withstand compulsion
' ; 705 dTes h'lc ml ut

satis sit vereor ad agendum, ' may this day be sufficient (I'm

afraid though).'

Substantive Clauses of Result.

390. Expressions like efficio ut intcUcgatis, lit. ' I bring it to

pass (in such a way) that you know,' and accidit 111 aegrotaret,

' it so happened that he was ill,' show clearly the origin of the

Substantive Clause of Result. But the Result notion early became

weakened in these clauses, and the substantive notion became so

prominent that Substantive Clauses introduced by /// occur where

not only no notion of Result exists, but where it never could

have existed, e.g. verisimile non est ut ilk anteponeret, 'it's not

likely that he preferred ' ; accedit ut doleam, ' another fact is that

I am suffering
' ;

praeclZirum est ut eos am'emus, ' it's a noble

thing that we love them'; reliquum est ut virtus sit frugalitas.

' the fact remains that economy is a virtute.'

Substantive Clauses Introduced by Quin.

391. In the expressions non dubito quin, quis duhitat quin, non

est dubiuni quin, hand dubium est quin, the ^//7;/ -clause is prob-

ably developed from the Deliberative Subjunctive. Thus quis

dubitat quin in virtute dtvitiae sint ougmsWy meant ' why shouldn't

there be riches in virtue ! who doubts it?' It seems difficult to

find any ground in the history or signification of these clauses for

regarding them as Clauses of Result.

Indirect Questions.

392. The origin of the Subjunctive in Indirect Questions is

not yet clear. The construction is manifesdy a relatively late

one in the development of Latin syntax. Plautus and Terence

more frequendy employ the Indicative in such sentences, unless

there be some reason for the Subjunctive.
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Conditional Sentences.

393. The treatment in the Grammar follows the traditional

classification, which has regard exclusively to what is implied

in the Protasis in each instance.

394. Conditional sentences are the development of an earlier

Parataxis (§ 367). Thus we may assume that the earliest type

of si valet, bene est v/as bene est, valet, 'it is well; he is well.'

The conditional force was purely the result of the context, which

indicated that vakt was something assumed. As language devel-

oped, the fact that one clause was related to the other as an

assumption or condition was brought out more definitely by the

use o{ s'l ; yet conditional sentences without sJ occur with more or

less frequency in all stages of the Latin language {Gr. § 305. 2).

They are simply a relic of the earlier paratactic stage. The ori-

gin of the conjunctional use of si was as follows : Si was originally

an adverb meaning S0. It is etymologically identical with English

so, and by formation was a Locative, *sva-i, from the Indo-Euro-

pean root svd-. This *svai regularly became si ; § 104. 2. The

most primitive type of a conditional sentence with si would be

seen in bene est si, vakt, i.e. 'it is well so {viz. that), he is well.'

In this expression si limits bene est, and valet is really an apposi-

tive of the adverbial idea in si. The use of si as a conjunction is

secondary and the result of its association. With si cf. English so

in such expressions as so you pay me, I shall be satisfied.

395. Conditional Sentences of the Second Type.— Here the

Subjunctive in the Protasis was originally Jussive in character.

Thus a sentence like si videat, cr'edat would, in its earliest form,

have been videat, cr'edat, lit. ' let him see {i.e. assuming he should

see), he would then believe.' The Apodosis is the Subjunctive of

Contingent Futurity, conventionally called ' Potential.'

396. Conditional Sentences of the Third Type.— The origin

of this type is obscure. Perhaps the Protasis was originally an
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Optative, i.e. si adesset, bene esset, lit. ' O that he were here ! it

would be well.'

The employment of Pportiiit, decuit, dl-bl^ham, and of the Indic-

ative of the Peri|)hrastic Conjugations in Apodoses of Conditional

Sentences of this type is frequently the result of ellipsis. Thus in

si PoinpT'jus occisus esset, fuistisne ad anna ituri, the thought is

' were you about to proceed to arms (and would you have done

so?) had Pompey been slain? ' So in ei/in patris loco colere debe-

bas, si ulla in te pietas esset the full sense is : 'it was your duty to

revere him (and you would now be doing it), had you any sense

of devotion.'

Clauses of Proviso with Dum, Modo, Dummodo.

397. These were all originally Jussive. Thus in vianent ingenia

senibiis, modo pernianeat stiidium et indiistria, the original sense

was :
* let only interest and vigor remain ! (then) old men's

faculties remain.' Dum was originally an oblique case of a noun

meaning 'while.' Hence in oderint, dum metuant, the original

sense was ' let them fear the while ! (then) they may hate.' Some

regard the clause of Proviso with dum as originally temporal

('while '). But that view fails to account for the use of the Sub-

junctive, and also ignores the fact that the negative with the dum-

clause of Proviso is always n~e.

Use of Moods in Relative Clauses.^

398. A relative clause represents a kind of subordination which,

in its original and simplest form, differs from co-ordination only in

the substitution of a relative pronoun, adjective, or adverb for the

corresponding demonstrative or personal pronoun. The expres-

sion ilk est hojno qui fecit, ' he is the man who did it,' is in every

respect exactly like i/k est homo ; ille fecit, ' he is the mari ; he

1 This treatment of Relative Sentences is the friendly contribution of my

colleague, Professor Elmer.
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did it,' except that qu'i has taken the place of ilk. Such a transi-

tion from parataxis to hypotaxis is well illustrated in English by

the history of the word that, which, though originally only a

demonstrative pronoun, has come to be frequently felt also as a

relative.

The earlier history of the Latin language shows an increasing

fondness for the relative construction. In the classical period this

tendency had become so pronounced that the relative was often

used to introduce a sentence that was logically quite independent,

e.g. Cic. de Sen. 3. 8 nee hercule, si ego Seriphius essem, nee tu, s'l

Atlieniensis, cldrus mnqtia^n fuisses. Quod eodeni modo de senec-

tute dici potest,— instead oi hoe . . . potest.

This use of the relative to introduce a logically independent

sentence is almost unknown in Plautus, but becomes more com-

mon in Terence, and reaches its height in the time of Cicero.

While relative clauses in their earliest stage could be replaced

by grammatically independent clauses, they gradually acquired

functions which the corresponding independent clauses did not

perform. We may accordingly divide Relative Clauses (both

Indicative and Subjunctive) into those of original and those

of developed types.

Indicative Relative Clauses.

399. An Indicative Relative Clause may :

i) Inform one of a fact.

2) Refer for various purposes to a fact presumably already

known.

3) Assume a fact.

A. Original Uses.

400. I. The Determining Clause. — This apparently was used

in connection with some object to which the speaker was pointing

or at which he was looking. The clause then identified that ob-
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ject as the one with reference to which the act or state expressed

by the clause was true. Two independent clauses, each intro-

duced by a demonstrative, would express this relation equally

well. Cf. That is the man that did it, in which the second that

originally corresponded exactly to the Demonstrative ille, but later

came to be felt as subordinating its clause and so equivalent to the

Relative qui.

2. Clauses Adding Information or a Statement of Fact.—These

may be subdivided as follows :

a) Parenthetical clauses that interrupt for a moment the train

of thought, e.g. Livy xxii. 13. 11 iiec abnuebafit, quod miiwi vin-

culum fidei est, melioribus parere, ' nor did they refuse (and this

forms the only bond of fidelity) to obey their betters.'

i>) Independent clauses that carry forward the train of thought,

e.g. nee Jiereuie, si e:o Senphius essem, nee tu, si Athlniensis, clarus

umquam fuisses. Quod eddem modo de senectute die! potest.

3. Causal and Adversative Clauses. — It is commonly stated

that these clauses require the Subjunctive
;
yet they often admit

the Indicative, e.g. (causal) Cic. ad Att. xiii. 30 O te ferreum qui

ilUus pericul'is nd7i moveris, ' O you hard-hearted man, who (/.^.

since you) are not moved'
;

(adversative) Cic. Phil. i. 9. 23 quae

quidem ego, qui ilia numquam probavl, tamen conservanda arbitra-

tus sum, ' enactments which, though I never approved them, I

nevertheless thought ought to be maintained.' See Hale, The Cum-

Constructions, p. 114 ff. The difference between the Indicative

and the Subjunctive in such clauses seems to be that the Indicative

calls to mind the fact without special reference to its logical rela-

tion to the principal clause, while the Subjunctive brings this

relation into prominence.

B. Developed Uses.

401. I. Determining Clause of the Developed Type.— This

clausg serves as a means by which, without further aid, one may

distinguish from all other objects one particular object (or sev-
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eral particular objects) . For this purpose it mentions some act

or state which is, for the moment at least, exclusively associated

with the object referred to, e.g. ille qui in CatH'inain draiioties

scripsit annos tr'es et sexaginta vlxit. This sentence cannot be

divided into two independent assertions, as can the clause of the

original type. Two such sentences as ilk in CatH'iiiam drationes

sclipsit; ille annos ires et sexaginta vlxit, would, without the

presence of the person referred to or further explanation, be

meaningless. On the other hand, the clause with the Relative is

complete in itself.

2. Clause Equivalent to Si with the Indicative.— This clause

deals not with any individual case, but with an assumed indefinite

case. It takes the Indicative wherever a jj-clause would take

this mood under similar circumstances, e.g. qui valet, fortunatus

est, ' the man who has good health is blest ' (^= s'l quis valet, etc.).

This usage probably arose through the medium of the determin-

ing clause.

3. Restrictive Clauses having Attinet, Est, Potest, as their

Verb, e.g. ut se iota res habeat, quod ad earn c'lvitatem attinet,

d'emonstrabitur, ' how the whole matter stands as regards that

state, will be shown.' For the Subjunctive in restrictive clauses,

see § 406. I. N. I.

402. It should be carefully noted that any Indicative relative

clause of whatever type may characterize the antecedent of the

Relative. Examples

:

i) Determining and characterizing, turn pnmum reperta sunt

quae per tot annos rem publicam exedere, here ' the (particular)

things which,' etc. This quae-c\2iW?,e is primarily determinative,

incidentally characterizing. If it had had the Subjunctive exede-

rint, the clause would have been primarily characterizing and the

meaning would have been :
' things were found which ' instead of

'the (particular) things which.' See below under Subjunctive

uses, § 406. I.
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2) Parenthetical and characterizing, e.g. ego, qin sum longefor-

tior, faille pereo. Here the ^//i-clause is a parenthetical statement

that characterizes the antecedent. It may be laid down as a rule

(to which exceptions are rare) that a characterizing clause takes

the Indicative when it may be dropped without impairing the

sense of the main clause. In the sentence last given, ego pereo

fame is complete in itself without the addition of the ^///-clause.

See Hale, T/ie Cu/n-Cons/ruc/ions, pp. 85, 94, 138.

3) Conditional and characterizing, e.g. neque enim est iillaforti-

tudo, quae raiionis est expers, ' for there is no bravery, which

lacks reason,' i.e. ' if it lacks reason,' whence the Indicative.

In such conditional clauses, however strongly characterizing they

may be, the Subjunctive is rare and confined almost exclusively

to clauses with negative antecedents. See Hale, T/ie Cum-

Constructions, p. 133.

We may say, generally speaking, that three things are neces-

sary to throw a characterizing clause into the Subjunctive (except

where the Subjunctive would be used in the corresponding para-

tactical form of expression) : First, it must be essential to the

thought of the main clause ; secondly, its characterizing function

must be primary, not incidental ; thirdly, it must not be equiva-

lent to an Indicative clause with s~i. Characterizing clauses that

do not fuliil these three conditions stand, with rare exceptions,

in the Indicative.

Subjunctive Relative Clauses.

403. A Subjunctive Relative Clause may give expression :

i) To somebody's will.

2) To a possibility.

3) To a future contingency.

4) To actual facts (with or without a causal or adversative

bearing upon the main clause).

Any one of these clauses may be used to characterize the ante-

cedent of the Relative.
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A. Original Uses.

404. I. Representing an Independent Volitive.

«) Relative Clause of Purpose, e.g. imlifes missi stmt qui oppi-

dum capiant, ' the soldiers have been sent to take the town.' The

^///-clause here represents an independent ///J capiant, ' they shall

take (let them take) the town.' Cf. the identical development of

?//-clauses of Purpose, § 368.

b) Volitive Characterizing Clause, e.g. Cic. de Sen. 43 qui judi-

cabant esse profecto aliqtiid natura pulchrum atque praeclarum,

quod sua sponte peteretur, quodque optimus quisque sequerltur,

' these were of opinion that there surely existed some lofty and

noble ideal, to be sought for its own sake, and for all the best men

to pursue.' The ^//^^-clauses here represent independent Volitive

Subjunctives meaning :
' let this be sought

'
; 'let all good men

pursue this.' Such clauses should be carefully distinguished from

relative clauses denoting pure purpose, as in the example given

under a).

c) Clause equivalent to si with the Subjunctive. Examples

:

nTflla tarn facilis res, quin difficilis siet, quam mvitus facias,

' nothing is so easy that it does not become difficult, if you do it

against your will,' lit. ' assuming you do it
' ;

philosophia, cui qui

pareat omne tempus sine molestia possit degere, i.e. if one should

obey philosophy, etc.

For further illustration of the Volitive Origin of such clauses,

see § 395.

2. Characterizing Clause Representing an Independent Potential,

e.g. est unde flat, * there exists that by means of which it may

(can) be done.' The unde flat here represents an independent

inde flat, ' by that means it may (can) be done,' which ascribes

certain possibilities to the means referred to in inde, i.e. charac-

terizes them.

This form of clause is rare, its place being commonly taken by

some form oipotest with the Infinitive.
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3. Clauses Developed from a Subjunctive of Contingent

Futurity.

a) Characterizing Clause of Contingent Futurity, e.g. ilk est gut

non mentiatur, ' that's a man who would not deceive.' Here qiu

non mentiatur represents an independent ille ndn mentiatur, ' that

man would not deceive.'

d) Characterizing Clause of Obligation or Propriety, e.g. nihil

est quod gaudeas, originally, ' there ii^no reason why one would

rejoice (if one were to act with propriety),' hence 'no reason why

one should rejoice, ought to rejoice.'

405. Hale, in his recently published Anticipatory Subjunctive

in Greek and Latin, expresses himself in favor of recognizing a

new class of relative clauses developed from the Anticipatory Sub-

junctive, i.e. from the phase of the Indo-European Subjunctive

which had pure Future force (see § 354). As illustrations of this

type he cites: Vergil, Aen. i. 286 f. nasc'etur pulchra TrdjZinus

or'igine Caesar, imperium Oceano, famani qu'i terniinet astr'is,

'who shall ho^.\n(^,'' etc.; Eclogues, 4. 34 f. alter erit turn T'lphys,

et altera quae vehat Argo delectos heroas, ' and a second Argo,

which shall carry,' etc. Others regard such clauses as a secondary

development of Purpose Clauses.

B. Developed Uses.

406. These are all outgrowths of the Subjunctive of Contingent

Futurity. Here belong :

I. Characterizing Clauses Asserting an Actual Fact (techni-

cally designated as 'The Clause of Characteristic'; Grammar,

§ 283; App. § 370), e.g. ille est qui non mentiatur, 'he's a man

who doesn't deceive.' This represents an easy transition from the

original meaning of such clauses {cf. § 404. 3. a), viz. 'a man who

would not deceive (under any circumstances).'

Note i. A still further development of these clauses is repre-

sented by such expressions as Catonis orZitiones quas quidem invl-
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nerim, lit. ' the speeches of Cato that I have discovered,' i.e. ' at

least so far as I have discovered them.' Here the characterizing

clause has weakened into one that merely restricts. Strictly

speaking, the discovery of the speeches has nothing to do with

their character.

Note 2. A clause that \% primarily characterizing may be inci-

dentally determinative. See § 402.

2. Causal Clauses, e.g. miserum senem, qu'i tarn longa in vita

mortem contemncndam esse non vlderis, ' O pitiable old man, who

(since you) have not even in so long a life discovered that death

ought to be regarded with indifference.' This use probably began

with some such expression as Clodius contemnendiis est, qin

quaelihet faciat, ut inimlcum expellat, ' Clodius should be treated

with scorn, wlw {since lie) would stoop to anything whatever

to get rid of a personal foe.' Such a ^//I-clause would easily come

to mean ' who stoops to anything,' etc. A feeling might then

naturally arise that any ^//^/-clause bearing a causal relation to the

main clause might take the Subjunctive.

For the difference of meaning between the Indicative and the

Subjunctive in causal ^///-clauses, see § 400. 3.

3. Adversative Clauses.— The Subjunctive in these clauses

has had a history similar in every way to that of the Subjunctive

in causal clauses.

For the difference of meaning between the Indicative and the

Subjunctive in adversative ^/^'/-clauses, see § 400. 3.

407. It will be understood that what has been said of qin-

clauses applies equally to relative clauses introduced by ubi, quo,

tmde, etc.
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a, pronunciation, 4.

a, changes, 71.

a-Series, 68.

a, 72.

a-Series, 66.

a, ' from,' 261.

a-Stems, iii f.

ai, 93. 2 ;
96. I ; 261.

abjetis, 15 c.

Ablative, 331 f.

absolute, 347.

of accompaniment, 336.

of accordance, 340.

of agent, 333.

of association, 337.

of attendant circumstance, 338.

of cause, 342.

of comparison, 334.

of degree of difference, 343.

of duration of time which, 350.

of manner, 339.

of means, 341.

of price, 344.

of quality, 345.

of separation, 333.

of source, 333.

of specification, 346.

of time at which, 350.

of time within which, 350.

of way by which, 341. 5.

Ablativus, 297.

Ablaut, 62 f.

in case-endings, 70.

in suffixes 70.

Ablaut-Series, 62 f.

abluo, 103. 4.

-abriim , -acrum, -atriim, 51. I.

abs, 261.

Accent, 54 f.

accestis, 47. 2.

Accusative, syntax, 303 ff.

original force, 311.

of person or thing affected, 303.

of result produced, 303 ; 305 ; 306.

with passive used as middle, 304.

synecdochical, 307.

Greek, 307.

in exclamations, 308.

as subject of inf., 309.

Accusatlvus , 297.

acer, 92 ; 100. 3.

acerbus, 100. 3.

acerrimus, 182. 3.

ad, 262.

in composition, 58. a.

Adjectives, iii ff.

admodum, 259.

admo7ied, with genitive, 326.

Adverbs, 253 f.

in -e, 130.

in ?, 257.

in -o, 130.

in -i, 257.

Adversative clauses, 406. 3.

in indicative, 400. 3.

adversus, 258.

ae, pronunciation, 10.

aedes, 97. 2. b.

aegrotus, 203. VII. d.

Aesculapius, 91.

1 For words containing hidden quantities and for words of doubtful or varied spelling, 1

the special lists, p. 52 and p. 79.
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aestits, 68.

af, 261. 5.

agccps, 20. I.

ageltiis, 100. 3 ; 106. 2.

ager, 92 ; 100. 3.

aggiilus, 20. I.

agiicola, 112. 2.

«<, 86.

a/, changes, 80.

earlier form of ae, 10. i.

-a/, 88. 2.

a/ for /, 100. I

.

ala, Bg ; 105. 2.

aliquid, 254. I.

allium, 88. i.

alnus, 105. I.

Alphabet, i.

atndrem, 222, 3.

ambi-, 263.

ambo, 97. 1.3.

amem, 222.

ay/ for //, 102. 2.

anceps, 92.

aiigo, 97. 3. A.

animal, 93.

a/iser, 23 ; 97. 3. A.

antae, 102. 2.

a«/^, 264.

antemnae, 106. 4. c.

antequam, with subjunctive, 380.

Anticipatory subjunctive, 380; 405.

anticus, 57. 2. N.

Antisigina, i. 5.

Aorist Optative, 219.

sigmatic, 200. 3.

strong, 200. 2.

ape I id, 96. I ; 261. 2,

(3/tfjr, 36. 3.

Apocope, 93.

apud, 265.

-«r, 88. 2.

a/--, 262.

ar, for r, 100. 2.

arbiter, 262.

arbosem, 98. I,

ardor, 92.

arefacio, 204.

arfueruiit, 262.

-ar/- for -a//-, 99,

armiis, 100. 2.

rt/-^, 203. VII. a.

<z'\rJ, 105. I.

sections and paragraphs.

arversiis, 262.

Aspirates, 31 ; 97.

asporto, 105. I.

aj(.t), 109. 2.

Assimilation of consonants, 106

of vowels, 90.

attingo, 71. 5.

au, 86.

au, pronunciation, 12.

a«, changes, 84.

au-, 261.

auceps, 92.

audiaiii , 221.

audies, 222. 2.

audlrem, 222. 3.

aufero, 261. 3.

aufugio, 261. 3.

Augment, 200. I,

ausim, 219.

auspex, 92.

a/^/, 93.

B.

3, 96. 1.

(5, pronunciation, 27.

iJfliTta, 88. I.

basium, 98. 3.

3^//J, 256. I.

3f»if, 257. 2.

3^ (Indo-Eur.), 97. I.

bibd, 96. I ; 203. 2.

biinestris, 105. I.

(JJ/zJ, 185. 2.

(5m, 186. 2.

iJ(5j, 180. 3.

Bosphorus, 31. 3.

-3;-- for -sr-, 108. 3.

bracca, 88. i.

Breves Breviantes, 88. 3,

breviter, 259.

bruma, 182. I.

bucca, 88. i.

t, 94.

c, pronunciation, 25.

C= Gaius, I. 3.

C^centum, I. 4.

caecus, 11.

caedo, 104. i. 3.

caelehs, 11.

caelum, 11.
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caerhiionia, ii.

caeriileiis, 99.

caesaries, 98. 3.

ca/a/iiitosiis, no.
calcai\ gj.

capio, 103. 2; 203. VII.

Cardinal numerals, 183.

Cases, 295 ff.

, names, 296.

Case-endmgs, see a-stems, ij-stems, etc.

Case-theories, 298 ff.

Cas/orus, 138.

catus, 67.

Cau/ieas= cav{e) Tt{e) eas, 16. i. k.

Causal clauses, 377 ; 406. 2.

in Indicative, 400. 3.

introduced by cum, 378.

causa, 98. 2.

cedo, 88. 3.

cena, 11.

centesimiis, 184. 9.

centum, 106. 4; 183. 14.

ceter'i, 11.

Cethl'giis, 31. 3.

C^//;?, 108. I.

C//, 31. 2.

circa, 266.

circiter, 266.

circum, 266.

fw, 267.

t//^r, 181.

citimus, 182. 2.

tiW, 88. 3 ; 257. I.

c/Vra, 255. 3 ; 267. i.

clam, 268.

Claudius as grammarian, i. 5 ; 16. 5.

Clauses of Characteristic, 370; 406.

•

,
distinguished from relative clauses

of purpose, 3 I.

denoting cause or opposition, 372.

introduced by qulu, 373.

of obligation or propriety, 404. 3. h.

-do- for -tlo-, 95. I.

Clodius, 84. I.

cludo, 87. 2.

Cn.^ Gnaeiis, i. 3.

CO- in compounds, 58. b. 6.

CO- in compounds, 58. 1). 6.

cocus, 57. 2. N.

coenieterium , 1 1.

coep'i, 206. 2.

cpgnoinen, 104. I. a.

cogiiosco, 105. I.

tc?/;/-, cc;//, in composition, 58. b.

Comparative Degree, 181.

Comparison, 181 f.

Compensatory Lengthening, 89.

compleo, with genitive, 330.

Concessive Subjunctive, 358. y^ ; 364,

coiiclausus, 87. I.

coiidic'w, 25. 3.

Conditional Sentences, 393 f.

coiiditus, 65.

coiifldo with ablative, 349. 2.

Conjugation, 200 ff.

coiisistere with abla;ive, 341. 3.

Consonant changes, 104 ff.

Consonant stems, 137 ff.

that have partially adapted them-

selves to «-stems, 159.

Consonants, 15 ff.
; 94 if.

Consonants doubled, 34.

final, log.

coustare, ' consist of,' 341. 3.

,
' cost," 344.

contemps'i, 108. 2.

coiitemptus, 108. 2.

contiitere, with ablative, 341. 3.

Contingent Future, 355. b.

contio, 103. 3.

contra, 255. 3.

contybernalis, 6. 2.

cpnv'icium, 25. 3.

coquo, 96. I.

cor, log. 3.

corpulentus, 108. 4.

cos, 67.

coventio, 103. 3.

cruris, 100. 2.

c7-esco, 203. VI.

crlbrum, 97. 2. c.

-c/-r)-, for -c/c-, 95. I
; 99.

r/zi, 14 ; 198. 4.

cujus, 198. 3.

culleus, 88. I.

f«OT-Clanses, 379.

<r////rt, 88. I.

CHiaiiNis, 203. VII. ^.

curtus, 100. 2.

cut-ous, loo. 2.

^.95-

rf, pronunciation, 28.
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D = 500, I. 4.

dacruma, 95. 2.

damvia, 88. i.

Dative, 312 f.

of agency, 318.

of indirect object, 313.

of possession, 318.

of purpose, 319.

of reference, 316.

with compounds, 315.

with verbs signifying ' favor,' ' help,"

etc., 314.

Daiivus, 297.

de, 271.

debilitare, no.
decern, 102. i ; 183. 10.

decimus, 184. 5.

Declension, in ff.

De-composition, 87. 2.

detector, with the ablative, 349. 2.

Deliberative Subjunctive, 358. e
; 363.

Demonstrative Pronouns, 191 ff.

d£ni, 185. 2.

dentid, no.
denuo, 103. 4 ; 259.

Determining Clauses, 400; 401.

dh (Indo-Eur.), 97. 2.

-dhlo-, 97. 2. c.

die, 223.

died, 82.

didici, 206. I.

die, 173.

Diespiter, 180. 4.

dignus, 94. 3.

, with ^«E-cIause, 368. 5.

dingiia, 95. 2.

Diphthongs, 10 ff. ; 80 ff.

Diphthongal stems, 180.

dirimo, 98. I.

dis- not d'ls- in compounds, 48.

disco, 64; 105. I.

Dissimilation of syllables, no.
Distributive numerals, 185.

divissio, 98. 2.

divtis, 82.

</JxJ, 208.

dixim, 219.

rf7.v5, 205. 3.

dixti, 47. 2.

rfj, 202. I.

doceo, 203. VII. c.

domamus, 203. VII. ^.

domi, 256. I.

domui, 103. 4.

donee, with Subjunctive, 380.

Double consonants, 32 f.

Doubled consonants, 34.

drachuma, 91.

<f«£r, 223.

ducenti, 183. 15.

</?7(:5, 64.

duim, 218.

a'«w, introducing a Proviso, 397.

(///w, temporal, 380.

duo, 183. 2.

t^z/w, 186. 2.

E.

^, pronunciation, 5.

e, from a, 71. i.

e, from j, 75.

e, changes, 73.

2-Series, 64 f.

^.74-

e, 'from,' origin, 105, 2,

^-Series, 65.

^-Stems, 172 f.

ea, 192. 2. b.

ed, 192. 6.

tfa (adverb), 255.3.

eadem (adverb) , 255. 3.

earn, 192. 5.

edpse, 196.

ec-, 273.

ecferrt, 105. I.

^c«j, 57. I. d.

edi, 206. 2.

ea^/'w, 218.

edd, 202. 4.

^/-. 273-

egi, 206. 2.

^^^, 187. I.

ei, 82.

^/, 86.

el, 192. 4.

f/V/j, 192. 3.

Eleven, etc., 183. 11.

-ellus, 51. 2.

s»2 for ni, 102. I.

emi, 206. 2.

emptiis, 108. 2.

<?« for «, 102. 1.

endo, 275.

^^, 192. 6.
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eo, ' go," 202. 2.

eoJ>se, 196.

-epl, 206. 2.

eqtiabus, 122.

equus, 57. 2.

-^/-, 88. 2.

i?r for r, 100. 3.

eram, 204.

-erciilus, 51. 5.

erga, ergo, 272.

-emus, 51. 3.

^r5, 205. 3.

^r«j, 23.

^j, lj^ (^^5) , 50. 2 ; 202. 4.

^j-(j), 109. 2.

<rjj-<», 243.

essem, 222. 3.

•estus, 51. 4.

^''. 93-

Ethical Dative, 317.

^«, 85.

eii, pronunciation, 13

.

eu, 86.

eum, 192. 5.

eumpse, 196.

^jf, 273 ; 261. 2.

f.v, in Composition, 58. c.

exaequo, 87. I.

exemplaris, 99.

exemplu7n, 108. 2.

exlstumo, 80. 2.

exquaero, 87. i.

exstra{d), 255.3.

exsulto, 71. 3.

extents, 181.

extinius, 182. 2.

^A-//-a, 255. 3.

extremus, 182. i.

F.

/; pronunciation, 21.

y; origin of letter, i. 3.

yiiiT, 223.

facile, 254. I.

facillimus, 182. 3.

fagus, 97. I. a.

familias, 113.

famulus, 91,

fanum, 65.

/arZ, 97. I. a.

far{r), 109. 2.

faxit?!, 219.

faxo, 205. 3.

fel{l), 109. 2.

femina, 11; 97. 2. a.

feres, 222. 2.

y^;(5, 97. I. a. ; 202. 5.

ferre, 106. 3 ; 243.

ferrein, 222. 3.

festus, 65.

yffl?«, 206. I.

ftdo,6j^; 82.

with ablative, 349. 2,

flliabus, 122.

filius, 90.

Final Consonants, 109.

findo, 203. IV.

>/^o-J, 97. 3. A.

ftntmus, 203. VII. ^.

f'lxus, 108. I.

fiedo, 203. III.

foedus, 64; 81. I.

fous,fdntis, 41.

/7ra5, 254. 3.

y&rzj-, 256. 2.

formus, 97. 3. B.

y&r/^, 257. 3.

fortuitas, 113.

forum, 97. 2. a.

frdns,frdntis, 41.

fruor, with ablative, 341. i,

y}/Z, 97. I. a; 210.

fulmentum, 105. I.

fumiis, 97. 2. tz.

fundo, 97. 3. A. ; 107.

funebris, 108. 3.

fungor, with ablative, 341. i.

furuos {= furvos)
, 98. 2.

futt'dis, 88. I.

Future Indicative, 200. 6; 205.

Future Perfect Indicative, 216.

/"wz/i, 210.

i'. 94-

^, pronunciation, 29.

^, earliest form, i. 3.

gaudeo, 86. a.

gaude'd, with ablative, 349. 2.

gemma, 106. 2.

Getietivus, 297.

Genitive, original force, 320.

with adjectives, 323.

with nouns, 321.
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Genitive, of quality, 322.

with verbs, 324 ff.

genus, 70.

gero, 98. I.

Gerund, 252. i.

gg, tor nx, 20. I.

gh (Indo-Eur.), 97. 3.

giglib, 203. 11.

gi'isco, 203. V'l.

glorior, will) the ablative, 349. 2.

gJut/he, 88. I.

gliittiis, 88. I.

gill, quantity of vowel before, 39.
-gm- fi.r -cm-, 94. 3.

gii, pronunciation, 20. 4.

gii, quantity of vowel before, 38.

-gn-iQ\- -C11-, 94. 3.

Gnaivod, 109. i. >

giiariis, 102. 2.

giiatiis, 102. 2 ; 104. I.

giioscb, 203. VI.

giiotus, 104. I.

Gi acchus, 31. 3.

gi adior, 97. 3. B.

Grammatical theory of the cases, 301.

^;«j, 171. 2.

Guttural, distinguished from Palatal, 30.

Gutturals, 94 f.

H.

h, pronunciation, 23.

hac, 191. 6.

haec (Fem.), 191. 2. b.

haec (Neut.), 191. 7,

hallucliiai I, 88. I.

/I'jf/c, 191. 5.

harena, 23.

Hartung's theory of the cases, 299.

haruxpex, 23.

heHub, 88. i.

hei'i, 256. I.

hie, 191.

//Zf (Adverb), 256. I.

Hidden Quantity, 36 f.

hems, 97. 3. A.

h'lscb, 203. VI.

^5f, igi. 2. c.

hoc (Ablative), 191. 6.

hoci^c"), 109. 2.

ho/us, 23 ; 97. 3. A.

honbnis, 138.

Hortatory Subjunctive, 358. f.

index to Appendix.

sections and paragraphs.

hostis, 97. 3. B.

huic, 191. 4.

hujus, 191. 3.

hum'i, 256. I.

huric, 191. 5.

Hypotaxis, 367.

I.

2, pronunciation, 6.

«. «. 75-

i from a/, 80. 2.

J from 1?/, 82.

t from <?/, 81. 2.

: from «, 78.

f from a, 71. 2; 5.

I from ?, 73.

i for/, 103. 2.

« cbnsoiidns, 15. i. a,

/ loiiga, 36. 3.

J-Stems, 171.

j-Stems, 148 ff.

id, 192. 2. c.

Idem, 192. 8.

id genus, 310. I.

idbneus, followed by ^«Z-clause, 368. 5.

idus, 68.

-ie/is, -ies, 186. 5.

iglibSCO, 105. I.

y for/, 15. 3.

ilicet, 204.

«//cJ, 259.

illacfymant, 6. 2.

/7/f , 19s ; 197.

illic, 256. I.

-illus, 51. 2.

iliustris, 105. I.

Imperative, formation, 223 f.

Imperfect, Indicative, 200. 6; 204.

Subjunctive, 222. 3.

implemus, 203. VII. b.

itnpleb, with genitive, 330.

ivipliib, 103. 4.

i«, 275.

in, in composition, 58. d.

incetius, 100. 3.

Inchoatives, 49.

Indefinite Pronoun, 198.

indigeb, with genitive, 330.

tndigenus, 2rj^.

indignus, followed by ^/^J-clause, 368. 5.

Indirect Questions, 392.

indoles, 275,
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indu-, TTj^,.

indugied'i, 275.

iiiduo, 103. 4.

Infinitive, formation, 243 ff.

in -re, 243.

in -isse, 244.

in -rl, -i, 246.

in -ier, 246.

Inflections, ill ff.

i"/'d, 255.3.

iitqiiho, 80. 2.

Instrumental case, 331 ; 332; 335.

uses of the Ablative, 335 ff.

uitellegc, 87. I.

wteKigo, 87. I.

inter, 377.

interest, with the ablative, 349. 3.

with the genitive, 329.

interieisti, 50. 3.

Interrogative Pronoun, 198.

intimus, 182. 2.

intramus, 203. VII. b.

intus, 278.

ipse, 196 ; 197.

is, 192.

-issitnus, 43 ; 182. 3.

iste, 194; 197.

-ister, 51. 4.

istic, 256. I.

J.

y. 103.

j, pronunciation, 15.

j, defence of the character, 2.

jacib, 203. VII.

in compounds, 60.

y^j-class of verbs, 203. VII.

jucundus, 103. 3.

jungo, 203. IV.

junior, 103. 3.

Jupiter, 104. I ; 180. 4.

Juppiter, 88. I.

Jussive Subjunctive, 358. a; 362.

jussus, 106. 2.

/^j/J, 47. 2.

jUxta, 255. 3 ; 279,

k, 25. 4.

K.

L.

/, pronunciation, 17.

/, earliest form, i. i.

L=so, 1.4.

sections and paragraphs.

/ for r, 99.

/, 100.

la for /, 100. I.

lac, 104. I ; 109. 3.

lacruiiia, 6. 2; 95. 2.

laetor with the ablative, 349. 2.

/a//a, 100. I.

Icipillus, 106. 2.

lapsus, 108. I.

larua, 16. I. ?.

larva, 98. I.

Idtrlna, 103. 3.

/4j/«j, 100. I ; 104. I. i5.

lavacrum, 95. i.

legimini (Imperative), 227.

Lengthening of vowels, 89.

levir, 95. 2.

libertdbus, 122.

Fibertds, 100. 3.

//ti?^, with the subjunctive, 386,

lingua, 95. 2.

////5, 203. V.

Liquids, 17 f.
; 99 f.

as sonants, 100.

lis, 104. I. b.

littera, 88. i.

Localistic theory of the cases, 299.

Locative uses of the Ablative, 348 f.

Locative of the goal, 351.

locus, 104. I. b.

Logical theory of the cases, 300.

Long diphthongs, 86.

lubct, 78.

lubido, 6. 2.

lucrum, 99.

M.

m, pronunciation, 19; 20. 3,

m, 102.

M = 1000, I. 4.

maestus, 11.

magisties, 131.

inale, 257. 2.

tndlim, 218.

maid, 202. 6.

viaiicipium, 71. 4.

mare, 93.

Masculine a-stems, 112. 2.

Mdtutd, 86. (^.

mdxumus, 6. 2.

OT^, 187. 4.

wt";!?, 187. 4.
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niedius. 97. 2. b ; 103. 2.

mel, 187. 2.

wif/, 109. 3.

membrum, 108. 3.

metnint, with genitive, 325.

meinordt, 206. I.

Menerua, 98. I.

viercennarius, 106. 2.

mertdie, 256. i.

Messalla, 88. I.

Metathesis, 107.

wirwj, 190. I.

w« (Dative), 187. 3.

wj (Vocative), igo. i.

Michelsen's theory of the cases, 300.

Middle voice, 200. 4.

miki, 88. 3 ; 187. 3.

mllitiae, 256. i.

nnlle, 183. 16.

mlllesimus, 184. 10.

m'lluos, 16. 1. e.

mina, 91.

mhioris, 344.

minus, 181.

misceo, 105. i.

miser, 98. 3.

miseret, with genitive, 328.

wjjj, 98. 2.

tiiodo, 88. 3 ; 257. I.

modo, introducing a proviso, 397.

moenia, 81. i.

mollis, 106. 3.

momordi, 90 ; 206. I.

fnotteam, 221.

moneo, 203. VII. c,

tnotterem. 222. 3.

tnons, montis, 41.

morbus, 97. i. (J.

muccus, 88. I.

7nuliebre secus, 310. 2.

muliebris, 108. 3,

muls't, 105. I.

Multiplicatives, 186.

multum, 254. I.

Mutes, 24 ff.
; 94 fF.

muttire, 88. i.

N.

«, pronunciation, 20.

M for ;«, loi. I.

«, 102.

« adulter'uunn, 20. I.

to sections and paragraphs.

//-class of verbs, 203. IV,

iia for «, 102. 2.

Nasals, 19 f. ; loi f.

as sonants, 102.

Nasal Stems, 147. 2.

iiatus, 104. I.

iiavis, 180. 2.

//rf, quantity of vowel before, 40.

7ie, ' verily,' 11.

necesse est, with the subjunctive, 386.

necto, 203. III.

tieglego, 87. I.

negotium, 25. 3.

nexus, 108. I.

nf, pronunciation, 20. 2.

«y; quantity of vowel before, 37.

-nguont, -?iguontur, 57. 4.

nihil, 90.

ninguit, 97, 3. B.

7iisi, 90.

nivis, 97. 3. B.

«5-class of verbs, 203. V.

nobis, 187. 7.

noctU, 256. I,

noUrn, 218.

«5/J, 103. 3 ; 202. 6.

Nominatlvus, 297.

norninus, 138.

nanus, 184. 7.

wJj, 187. 5.

nostri, 187. 6.

nostrum, 187. 6.

notus, 104. I.

Nouns, declension, iii ff.

novenl, 185. 2.

novem, 183. 9.

WOTW, 73. 3.

/M, pronunciation, 20. 2.

/«, quantity of vowel before, 37.

nt, quantity of vowel before, 40.

7iTilla causa quin, etc., 387.

Numasioi, 86. b.

Numerals, 183 f.

O.

0, pronunciation, 7.

d, changes, 76.

from e, 73. 3.

5-Series, 69.

5 lost, 93. 2.

o-stems, 124. f.

5.77-
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The references are to

o from a«, 84. i.

^-Series, 67.

ob, 93 ; 96. I ; 280.

ob in composition, 58. e.

obl'ivlscor, with genitive, 325.
occultus, 100. I.

octavus, 184. 6.

octiiigentl, 183. 15.

odd, 183. 8.

oe, pronunciation, 11.

officlna, 92 ; 106, 2,

5/, 86.

oi, changes, 81.

oitios, II.

itHis, II.

c/ from /, loi.

olle, 195.

operio, 96. I ; 280.

oportet, with the subjunctive, 386.

Optative, 217.

original force, 355.
Subjunctive, 359; 365.

optimus, 182. 2.

optib, m., 112. 2.

optumiis, 6. 2.

c;/«j, 138.

opus est, u ith ablative, 341. 2.

-(?/-, 88. 2.

orbiis, 97. I. ^,

Ordinals, 184.

Orthography, 56 f.

OS, 109. 3.

ostetidd, 105. 1.

ou, 85.

£>«, for ^«, 85.

/, 96. I.

/, pronunciation, 26.

/ for (J, 96. I.

paenitet, with genitive, 328.

Palatal distinguished from Guttural, 30.

Palatal Mutes, 94 f.

pando, 107.

-panxt, 208.

Parasitic Vowels, 91.

Parataxis, 367.

parjetis, 16. \. c.

parricida, 88. I.

parsi, 208.

partem, 310. 4.

sections and paragraphs.

Partial Assimilation, 106. 4.

patticeps, 71. I.

Participles, formation, 248 f.

pastus, 105. I.

pecto, 203. III.

pedestrts, 108. I.

pelUs, 106. 3.

pendere anuiit, anhnls, 349. 2.

pepugi, 206. I.

/^r, 281.

/^A- in composition, 58./
Perfect Indicative, 200. 3 ; 206 ff.

, inflection, 212.

in -si, 208.

in -ul, 210.

in -vl, 209.

Personal Endings, 207; 229 ff.

Pronouns, 187 ff.

pessimus, 182. I.

//z,3i. 2; 5.

piaclum, 95. I.

plgnosa, 98. I.

pilleus, 88. I.

pllum, 105. 2.

piluwrioe, 131.

pleeto, 203. III.

plerumgue, 254. I.

///VJ, 87. 2.

plodo, 84. I.

////J, 210.

Pluperfect Indicative, 215.

Subjunctive, 222. 4.

plurimum, 254. i.

plurimus, 182. i.

plans, 344.

pluvi, 210.

polio, 261. 4.

polliceor, 284.

pond, 261. 4.

/J/zj, pdntis, 41.

poiitufex, 6. 2.

poploe, 131.

populus, 91.

/£?/•-, 284.

poirigb, 284.

porta, 100. 2.

portendo, 284.

portorium, no.
poscere, 105. I.

posed, 203. VI.

Possessive Pronouns, 190.

passim, 218.
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The references are to sections and paragraphs.

post, 282.

posteras, 181.

postreiiius, 182. I.

posti'idie, 173; 256. I.

postiimus, 182. 2.

Potential Subjunctive, 366; 404. 2.

potiii, 108. 4.

potior with ablative, 341. i.

with genitive, 330.

pi ae, 283.

piaeddd, 109. I.

praestigtae, 99.

piaeter, 283.

pi ehfiido, 97. 3. B.

Preposiiions. 260 f.

in composition, 58.

Present Optative, 218.

stem, 201 f.

pridie, 173.

pi'imus, 182. i; 184. I.

priu<:qiiam, 380.

/;-y-, 284.

//(?-, 284.

prodesse, 109. i.

Progressive Assimilation, 106. i; 3

Prohibitive Subjunctive, 358. d.

Pronommal Adjectives, 199.

Pronouns, 187 ff.

Pronunciation, 3 ff.

pfipe, 285.

propter, 285.

piorsus, 258.

protiniis, 73. 2. a.

Provisos, 358.^; 397.

proximus, 182. I.

piidet, witli genitive, 328.

piilcer, 31.3.

pulcher, 25. i.^.

pulsus, loi. 1 ; 108. I.

-punx'i, 208.

puppa. 88. I.

piipugi, 90 ; 206. I.

purpui a, 90.

Q.

?, 25. 4 ; 94-

^«a, 198. 6 ; 255. 3.

quadra, 183. 13.

quddraginta, 183. 13.

quadrliigenti, 183. 15.

^//<?^, 198. 2.

quant'i, 344.

quartus, 184. 4.

quater, 186. 4.

quattuor, 183. 4.

quern, 198. 5.

querela, 89.

queritus, 105. I.

(7«J, 198. 2.

^///o', 198. 2.

quhique, 73. 2. ^
; 96. I ; 183. 5.

qulntus, 105. I ; 184. 4.

(7///J', 198. 2.

i^/^Jj, 198. 7.

(7//5, 198. 6.

quoad with Subjunctive, 380.

$f«(3£f, 198.

quouiaiii, loi. i.

-quos, -quont, etc., ortiiography, 57. I. d.

quot, 93.

$'««w, 57. 3.

R.

r, pronunciation, 18.

r, 100.

r from /, 99.

r from J, 98. I.

-r for -5 in nominative, 98. 4.

^•-Stems, 147. 3.

ra from P, 100. 2.

radix, 104. I. ^.

r^-, 286.

reccid'i, 206. i.

Re-composition, 87. i.

r^c/a, 255. 3.

red-, 286.

Reduplicating class of verbs, 203. II.

Reduplication, 206.

r'efert, 349. 3.

refert, with genitive, 329.

Reflexive Pronouns, 189.

regain, 221.

legerem , 222. 3.

Regressive Assimilation, 106. i ; 2.

Relative Clauses, 398 ff.
; 403 ff.

Relative Pronouns, 198.

reliitcuiit, 57. 2.

reliqiium est with the Subjunctive, 386.

reiiini'iscor with genitive, 325.

reinus, 89.

repeiite, 257. 3.

repper'i, 206. I.

rt"j, 180. I.

Restrictive Clauses, 401. 3.
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Result Clauses, 374 ; 375 ; 376.

rettult, 206. I.

Rhotacism, 98.

Romance languages, 36. 5.

Root class of verbs, 203. I.

rubemus, 203. VII. b.

rubio-, 97. 2. c.

Rumpel's theory of the cases, 301.

rumpb, 203. IV.

rursus, 259.

rutundus, 90.

s, pronunciation, 22.

s between vowels, 98. 2.

j-Stems, 147. I.

-s from lis, 109. 3. b.

-s from ts, 109. 3. b.

sacerdos, 65.

saeclum, 95. i.

saeculum, 91.

sal'ignus, 94. 3.

salviis, 100. I.

Samnium, 106. 4. c.

sathi, 108. 4.

scala, 89.

sclcidl, 206. I.

i'c/rfZ, 206. I.

scilicet, 204.

-jco-class of verbs, 203. VI.

se, 189. 3.

j^-, 288.

secerno, 100. 3.

secundum, 287.

secundus, 184. 2.

secuniur, 57. 2.

j^a?-, 189. 3.

seditid, 109. i.

sedulo, 76. I.

segmentum, 94. 3.

jf//a, 106. 2.

semel, 186. i.

Semivowels, 103.

semodius, no.
sempi/er?tiis, 99.

j|«J, 185. 2.

septem, 102. i ; 183. 7.

septinl, 185. 2.

Septimus, 184. 5.

sepulcrum, 31. 3.

sequere (Imperative), 227.

The references are to sections and paragraphs.

sequitur, ' it remains," with subjunctive,

j^w, 203. 1 1

.

sescent'i, 105. i.

j^x, 183. 6.

sexcenti, 87. 3.

sextus, 184. 4.

Shortening of Vowels, 88.

j«, origin as a conjunction, 394.

sibi, 88. 3 ; 189. 2.

siccus, 106. 2.

jji3?(j, 64; 89 ; 203. II.

siem, 218.

siemus, 218.

silua, 16. I. ^.

jz>«, 218.

similis, construction, 323.

sivtplex, 73. 2. b.

singull, 185. I.

«j, 190. 3.

sisto, 203. II.

so-, 288.

soboles, 90.

sobniius, 108. 3.

sobrius, 288.

socors, 288.

solium, 64 ; 95. 2,

sotnnus, 106. 4. t.

-j-Jr, 88. 2.

Sounds, 62 f.

joi'iJi', 190. 3.

sparsl, 105. I.

spepondi, 206. 1.

speres, 171. i.

sperno, 203. V.

Spirants, 21 f
. ; 98 f.

sponte, 257. 3.

spopondl, 206. I.

jj from (^/, 108. I.

w from //, 108. I.

stabulum, 91 ; 97. 2. £.

j/ii/r with ablative, 349. 2.

Stella, 106. 2.

j/^//w, 88.1.

sterno, 203. V.

sternuo, 104. I.

j/tfi'J, 2o5. I.

stlatus, 104. I. ^.

j//w, 104. I. ^.

stlocus, 104. I. ^.

stratus, 100. I.

strenna, 88. I.
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The references are to

Appendix.

Strong grades of roots, 64.

stuppa, 88. I.

stupeiidium, 6. 2.

sub, 93. 2
;
96. I ; 289.

j«<J in composition, 58.^.
Subjunctive, 200. 5.

uses, 358 ff.

of Contingent Futurity, 360 ; 366;

406.

in Dependent Clauses, 367.

formation, 220 ff.

original force, 354.

in principal clauses, 358 ff.

of purpose, 368.

syntax, 353 ff.

Substantive Clauses, 381 ff.

after verbs of hindering, 383.

after verbs of deciding, etc., 384.

after verbs of striving, etc., 385.

after verbs of luishing, 388.

after verbs oifearing, 389,

of Result, 390.

with quin, 391.

from Volitive, 381 f.

introduced by quominus, 383.

subter, 289.

subtllis, 90.

succiis, 88. I.

stiesco, 105. I ; 203. VI.

Suffixes,

of fl-stems. III.

of z-stems, 148.

of i?-stems, 124.

of «-stems, 160,

ios-, -ies-, 18 r.

ion-, -in-, 147. 2. b.

mon-, -men-, -mn-, 147. 2. c.

men-, -mn-, 147. 2. d.

mo-, -ma-, 182, 1.

-on-, -en-, -n-, 147. 2. a.

OS-, -es-, 147. I.

ter-, -tr-, 147. 3. a.

iero-, -tei a-, 181.

tor-, -tor-, -tr-, 147. 3. b.

sut, 189. 1.

sum, 202. 3.

sumus, 106. 2 ; 182. 2.

sumpsi, 108. 2.

super, 290.

Superlative degree, 182.

Supine, 252. 2,

supra, 255. 3

sections and paragraphs.

suprad, 255. 3.

surrexe, 47. 2.

sus, 171. 2.

suscipio, 105. I.

stispicio, 25. 3 ; 90.

fuus, 103. 4 ; 190. 3.

Syllables dissimilated, no.
division of, 35.

Syncope, 92.

Syncretism, in ablative, 331 ; 332,
Syntax, 295 ff.

T.

A9S-
t-, pronunciation, 24.

/-class of verbs, 203. III.

tantl, 344.

tc, 188. 4.

ted, 188. 4.

tego, 104. I, b.

temno, 203. V.

tetno, 89.

templum, 108. 2.

tendo, 107.

tenebrae, 108. 3.

tenere castrls, 349. I.

tentus, 102. I.

tenus, 291.

tenuia, 16. i. a.

-/^^, 88. 2.

ter, 186. 3.

tertins, 184. 3.

M, 31. 2 ; 4.

Thematic Conjugation, 201 ; 2031

tibi, 88. 3 ; 188. 3.

tilia, 104. I.

iinguo, 73. 2. (J.

-/^-, 95. I.

tollo, 100. I ; 203. V,
-tor, 88. 2.

torreo, 203. VII. t.

torrere, 106. 3.

tortus, 105. I.

/o/WJ, 104. I. ^.

^''/. 93-

totondi, 90.

toVOS, 190. 2.

trans, 292.

trans, in composition, 58. A.

transduco, 87. 3.

trdxe, 47. 2.

trecentl, 183. 15.
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tredecim, 183. 11.

tres, 183. 3.

tribubtts, 168.

ir'iginta, 183. 13.

trim, 185. 2.

/r/5, 104. I. b.

triumpus, 31. 3.

tu, 188. I.

tugurium, 90.

/^^J, 188. 2.

-tumus, -titinis, 18

Tuscus, 105. I.

///wj, 103. 4 ; 190.

The references are to sections and paragraphs.

-lis in genitive singular, i:

-usciilus, 51. 5.

-ustus, 51. 4.

utor with ablative, 341. i,

V.

U.

u, pronunciation, 8.

n, 78.

u from av, 103. 4.

« from tit*, 103. 4.

« from <J, 71. 3; 4.

?"i from (', 76. I ; 2.

«. 79-

u from a«, 84. 2.

« from (?«, 85.

« from ^/, 81. I.

u from i3«, 85.

« consondns, 16. i. <i.

77-stems, 171.

M-stems, 160.

uber, 97. 2. <:.

«j, 14 ; 83.

ul from /, 100. I.

ullus, 106. 2.

«/j, 293.

ultimus, 182. 2.

«/^ra, 255. 3 ; 293.

ultus, 105. I.

-um in genitive plural of a- and 0- stems

42.

umbilicus, 76. 2.

umerus, 23.

Timor, 23.

?7//a, 255. 3.

-«;/f/(5, 51. 5.

-unciilus, 51. 5.

uncus, 76. 2.

u?ida, 107.

Unthematic Conjugation, 201 ; 202.

«««j, 183. I.

-uos, -uom, -uont, etc., 57. i. c.

urna, 105. i.

-urnus, 51. 3.

t/, pronunciation, 16.

V, changes, 103. 3 ; 4.

valde, 92.

i'i^//t', 97. 3. A.

Velar gutturals, 94. 1.

velim, 218.

velle, 106. 3 ; 243.

vellem, 222. 3.

veneficus, no.

i/^;;z(?, loi. I ; 103.2; 203. VII. a.

venire, 94. 2. (5.

ventum, 106. 4.

Verbs of judicial action, 327.

versuin, -us, 294.

vescor, with ablative, 341. I.

vesperl, 256. I.

vestri, vestrum, 188. 6.

vhevhaked, 206. I.

i//aj, 113.

vicem, 310. 3.

vlcenl, 185. 2.

vlcesimus, 184. 8.

videlicet, 204.

viderlmus, 219.

i/Zo??, 212,

vidimus, 108. 4.

viduus, 97. 2. 3.

vlgintl, 73. 2. iJ ; 183. 12,

vincere pugna, 349. I.

vinclutn, 95. I.

virile secus, 310. 2.

z'Jj, ' thou wilt,' 202. 6.

vitulus, 91.

vlvus, 94. 2. ^.

w^w, 188. 7.

Vocatlvus, 297.

w/-, orthography of words beginning

with, 57. I. a.

Volitive, 354 ; 358 ; 404. i.

z'i^/J, 202. 6.

voluntarius, no.

vorare, 94. 2. ^.

wj, 188. 5.

-i/oj', -vom, -vont, 57. 1. 3.

vostri, vostrum, 188. 7.

Vowel gradation, 62 f.
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The icfereooes aie to secdans and paiagiaphs.

Vowels assimilated, 90.

Vowels shonened, 88.

\V.

Weak grade of roots, 64 t

X, ptuounciatian, 32.

X, origin of ihe letter, i. 2.

jr, pronimctatioii, 9.

J, origin of the letter, i. ^

s, proonnciation, 33.

X, oi%in of die letter, i. ^





14 LA TIN.

A Latin Grammar.

By Professor CHARLES E. BENNETT, Cornell University. i2mo, cloth,

265 pages. Price, 80 cents.

IN this book the essential facts of Latin Grammar are pre-

sented within the smallest compass consistent with high

scholarly standards. It covers not only the work of the pre-

paratory school, but also that of the required courses in college

and university. By omitting rare forms and syntactical usages

found only in ante-classical and post-classical Latin, and by

relegating to an Appendix theoretical and historical questions,

it has been found possible to treat the subject with entire ade-

quacy in the compass of 250 pages exclusive of Indexes. In

the German schools, books of this scope fully meet the exacting

demands of the entire gymnasial course, and those who have

tried Bennett's Grammar find that they are materially helped by

being relieved of the mass of useless and irrelevant matter which

forms the bulk of the older grammars.

Professor William A. Houghton, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine:
The Grammar proper is admirably adapted to its purpose in its clearness

of arrangement and classification, and in its simplicity and precision of

statement, giving definitely just what the pupil must know, and not crowd-

ing ihe page with a mass of matter that too often disheartens the young

student instead of helping him. I trust it will come into general use, for

I think for the reasons just given, and because of its moderate compass

and attractive appearance, students are likely to get more practical gram-

matical knowledge out of it than they generally do from the larger

grammars.

Professor Alfred M.Wilson, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Illinois: I have

examined it very carefully, and I can say, truly and with pleasure, that

my first impressions have become positive convictions as to the very great

value and utility of the book. I am daily using it with increasing delight

and satisfaction. It is clear, concise, and independent.

The Critic, Feb. 29, 1896. The book is a marvel of condensed, yet cleat

and forcible, statement. Just enough examples are given to illustrate each

principle without discouraging the pupil by their number and variety.

The ground covered in the treatment of forms and syntax is adequate

for ordinary school vk-ork and for the use of freshmen and sophomores in

college.
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The Foundations of Latin.

A book for beginners. By Professor Charles E. BENNETT, of Cor-

nell University, i2mo, cloth, 231 pages. Price, 90 cents.

THIS book differs materially from most of the present manuals

for beginners in Latin. Its method is, first, to present the

forms of inflection, and then to develop the principles of syntax,

following in both cases, so far as possible, the usual order of the

Latin grammars. Such rules of syntax as are needed for reading

and writing simple sentences are given in the earliest lessons, so

that the pupil has constant drill on the forms while acquiring

them ; but the systematic study of general syntax is postponed

till the pupil shall have mastered the forms and shall be in a

position to apply the ailes.

The vocabulary of the Exercises consists of the 750 words in

most frequent use by Cssar and Nepos, and will serve equally

well as an introduction to either author. The Latin sentences

are for the most part taken directly from Caesar"s Commentaries,

with such slight changes as may be needed to adapt them to the

pupiPs advancement.

The Exercises are followed by eighteen pages of easy and

interesting selections for reading.

Frederic T. Famsworth, Saniom Seminary, Kingston, N.H. : I agree

with the author in his preface that it is better to bring together " things

that naturally belong together," and to have the first-year book follow

substantially the order and form of the grammar. The later and fuller

study of the grammar itself is greatly facilitated by a systematic arrange-

ment such as that followed in this book.

F. P. Donnelly, S.J., College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Mass.: The
book has been appropriately named. I have never seen in one volume

so complete a presentation of all that is necessary for a beginner in Latin.

James Heard, Academy, Summit, N.J. : I commend the work most heartily.

It marks a return to the common-sense method of teaching Latin to

beginners, and is a thoroughly practical book. I do not hesitate to place

it in the front rank of books of its class.

C. K. Bartholomew, English and Classical School, Cincinnati, Ohio : We
are well pleased with The Foundations of Latin now on trial.

Frank D. Haddock, Nigh School, Holland, Mich. : I am using Bennett's

Foundations of Latin with great satisfaction.
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Caesar's Gal/ic War.

Revised Edition, with Indicated Quantities, Introduction, Notes,

Vocabulary, Table of Idioms, Key to the English Pronunciation oi

Proper Names, Illustrations, and Maps. Edited by Professor FRANCIS
W. Kelsey, University of Michigan. i2mo, half-leather, 584 pages.

Price, $1.25.

IN this revised edition many changes and additions have been

made, rendering the book, without question, the best-

equipped text of Caesar's Gallic War published for school use.

The Introduction and Notes have been rewritten, and the

Vocabulary has been enlarged. A Key to the English Pronun-

ciation of Proper Names has been added, and several of the

plans have been replaced by new ones.

The Text has been reprinted from new plates which are cast

from type larger than that used in the old book. The most

important change in this new edition is the marking of the long

vowels. This has been done in the belief that if pupils are

taught to pronounce accurately in the first years of their Latin

reading, and have enough practice in pronouncing, they will

hardly experience difficulty afterward.

Two editions of the Text only, one with and one without

marked quantities, have been prepared, and either of these will

be furnished free to schools using the book.

William F. Eradbury, Principal of Latin School, Cambridge, Mass.: It

is a work of a/t in every respect.

Dr. Richard M. Jones, Head-Master William Penn Charter School, Phila-

delphia, Pa.: I congratulate you, as the first in this country to embody
the modern idea of a school edition of Caesar, upon your pluck in deter-

mining to retain your place at the head oJ the Caesar column, and upon
the resources and enterprise which will enable you to stay there. I have,

therefore, taken great pleasure in placing the book upon our order list

for next autumn.

Mary B. Rockwood, Girls' Latin School, Baltimore, Md.: I could hardly

have believed so mucli improvement possible in so excellent a work.

James B. Smiley, West High School, Cleveland, O.: In its revised form,

Kelsey 's Caesar seems to me to be the best edition which we have.

The typography is excellent and the marking of long vowels is an added
improvement.

Geo. W. Rightmire, North High School, Columbus, O.: In style and matter

it is ahead of any text-book I have seen. Next year I shall endeavor

to have every Caesar pupil in my classes supplied with it.
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Selected Orations and Letters of Cicero.

With Introduction, Notes, and Vocabulary by Professor FRANCIS W.
Kelsey. i2mo, half leather, 518 pages. Illustrated. Price, ^1.25.

THE Orations given in this edition are the four against Cati-

line, those for the Manilian Law, Archias, Marcellus, and

the fourth oration against Antony. These are edited with a

view to showing their value as examples of oratory, rather than

as offering mere material for grammatical drill. The student's

attention is directed to the occasion and circumstances of their

delivery, as well as to the motive and method of presenting the

matter contained in them. Modes of legal procedure, the Con-

stitution and form of government in Cicero's time, and the whole

environment of the orator, are brought into clear view, and made
a reality to the student.

The letters are selected with reference to the light they shed

on Cicero as a man rather than as a politician. They afford

pleasant glimpses of his private life, and help to make real the

pupil's conception of the times in which he lived. As material

for short exercises for sight translation or rapid reading they

will be found of special value.

A Table of Idioms and Phrases presents in form convenient

for use, constructions that deserve special attention.

Professor F. M. Austin, Wilhraham Academy, Mass. : I like the Cicero

more the longer I use it. It is certainly all one could ask in the way of a

text-book in Cicero and is superior to any text of that author that 1 have
ever used.

T. J. Bassett, DePatnv University', Indiana : After a careful examination

of Kelsey 's Cicero, I wish to say that I regnrd it as the very best edition

which I have yet seen.

S. F. Cutler, Principal of High School, Great Bivrington, Mass.: I can

hardly speak too highly of Kelsey's Cicero. It is superior to any other

edition that I have seen.

Gertrude Ashmore, Principal of High School, Hannibal, Mo.: We are

greatly pleased with Kelsey's Cicero which we introduced into our school

this year.

Professor J. E. Goodrich, University of Vermont: I do not see that any-

thing has been omitted which such a text-book should supply. I shall be

pleased to recommend it.
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/4 Junior Latin Book.

With Notes, Exercises, and Vocabulary, by Professors JOHN C. ROLFE
and Walter Dennison, of tlie University of Michigan. i2mo, half

leather, 498 pages. Price, ^1.25.

THIS book will appeal most forcibly both to those teachers

who are accustomed to begin the course in Latin Reading

with the difficult Gallic War, and to those who prefer to pre-

pare the way to Ceesar by the use of some easier text. To the

former it oifers a book that can be beg'an long before their classes

can read Caesar— a distinct economy of time. To the latter it

gives in a single carefully graded volume the varied and profita-

ble material that has hitherto been available only by the purchase

of several text-books — a distinct economy of means.

The text consists of Fables, Stories of Roman History based

on Eutropius and Livy, extracts from Viri Romae, seven Liv^es

of Nepos, and Books I. and H. of the Gallic War. The book

also contains exercises for translation into Latin, based on the

text, and many good maps and plans.

J. C. Kirtland, Jr., Phillips Acadeiny, Exeter, N.H. : We are using Rolfe

and Dennison's Junior Latin Book with the class vvhicli began the study

of Latin last September. The Roman history especially appealed to us,

and we are not surprised to find by experience that it furnishes most
satisfactory materia! for first reading.

J. Edmund Barss, Hotchkiss School, Lakcville, Conn. : The selections are,

it seems to me, well adapted to provide a substitute for the traditional

four Books of Caesar. It is an admirably common-sense text-book.

J. R. L. Johnson, Piedmont Academy, Gordonsville, I'a. : It is one of the

most important contributions to the study of Latin which has appeared
for years, and oue which must inevitably attract the interest of all teach-

ers, as it is admirably suited for the purposes for which it is intended.

Nathan B. Coy, Principal of Cutler Academy, Colorado Springs, Col. :

After giving the Junior Latin Book careful inspection, I do not hesi-

tate to pronounce it the very best book for second-year Latin with which
I have any acquaintance.

Capt. C. W. New, St. Johns Military Academy, Delafield, Wis. : I antici-

pate good results from the use of the Junior Latin Book. It is fitted

for its purpose exactly, and forms a good substitute for four long Books
of Caesar.



LA TIN. 13

Latin Composition.

By Professor CHARLES E. BENNETT, Cornell University. i6mo,

cloth, 172 pages. Price, 80 cents.

1"*HIS book has been prepared with the convicthn that the

primary function of Latin Composition in secondaiy schools

is to extend and strengthen the pupiTs knowledge of Latin gram-

mar. Accordingly, the lessons are devoted mainly to exercises

in applying the principles of the various case and mood construc-

tions recognized in our Latin Grammars. In order that the

writinn' f continuous discourse may not be neglected, passages

of s'mple English narrative, involving the principles covered in

the previous exercises, are frequently introduced.

Grammatical references are to Bennett, Allen & Greenough,

and Harkness.

The illustrative examples given at the beginning of each lesson

have been drawn with great care from Latin literature— mainly

from Cicero's speeches. The English sentences set for transla-

tion into Latin have also, in most cases, been suggested by pas-

sages occurring in the works of classical authors.

E. B. Lease, Assistant Professor of Latin, University of Michigan : Ben-

nett's Latin Prose Composition has just the qualities such a work should

have— clearness, simplicity, and directness of statement. All in all, it

seems to be the best book for its purpose yet published.

J. Edmund Barss, Hoichkiss School, Lakeville, Conn. : I have been using

Bennett's Latin Composition with a class reading Virgil. I have found it

a thoroughly usable book, both with the author's and with other standard

grammars; and I am especially pleased with the successful union of

interest with practical fitness in the sentences.

Professor S. C. Mitchell, Richmond College, Va.: It is the most sensible

and helpful book of its kind that has come into my hands.

The Quantitative Reading of Latin Poetry.

By Professor Charles E. Bennett, Cornell University. i2mo,

paper. Price, 25 cents.

HIS is a simple manual, designed to aid pupils to read Latin

T poetry with ease and enjoyn^ent.
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Selections from Viri Romce.

With Notes, Exercises, Maps, and a Vocabulary by Professor JOHN C.

ROLFE, University of Michigan. i6mo, cloth, 301 pages. Price, 75 cents.

URBIS ROM.^ VIRI ILLUSTRES is a compilation from

Cicero, Livy, Valerius Maximus, and other Roman writers,

li; is admirably adapted to help the pupil over the difficult tran-

sition from the introductory Latin book to Caesar or Nepos.

The advantage in its use lies in the fact that it is full of vari-

ety and interest, and that it gives the pupil a sketch of Roman
history from Romulus to Augustus in an attractive form, to-

gether with many allusions to the customs of Roman life.

In the present edition the quantities of all the long vowels,

including " hidden quantities," are marked ; exercises for trans-

lation of English into Latin, based on the text, are given.

Thirty-nine pages of the book have been prepared for reading

at sight. The other selections are annotated with grammatical

and explanato 7 notes.

Isaac B. Burgess, T/ie Morgan Park Academy, University of Chicago :

After considerable class-room use, I take pleasure in commending the edi-

tion of Viri Romse by Professor John C. Rolfe. The notes and vocabulary

show care and accuracy. The marking of all long vowels is very valuable

in elementary work. The hints for translation into Latin admirably cover

a good deal of ground in a little space, and the exercises for translation

from English into Latin save a teacher much work.

L. C. Hull, Lawrenceville School, New Jersey : Rolfe's edition of Viri Romae
is an excellent book; attractive, scholarly, and able to stand the test of

class-room use. I have been compelled to let the management of the class

that is using the book pass into the hands of another teacher; so that I

have missed most of the pleasure that has come from its adoption here.

But I can vouch for its excellence.

George H. Browne, Cambridge, Afass. : Every time I have looked over

Rolfe's Viri Romae I have admired the aim and method of its editer more

and more, and cannot commend too highly the success he seems to me
to have attained. After using, I expect to make the same report.

Professor J. H. Dillard, Tulane University, New Orleans, La. : It gives in

excellent form, with judicious notes and timely suggestions, correct mate-

rial for easy work in reading Latin. 1 should like to commend also the

careful marking of the long vowels.
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Virgil's Aeneld, Books I- VI, VIII, IX, and

portions of the remaining books.

With Notes, Vocabulary, Map, Uhistrations. Edited by David Y.

COMSTOCK, Principal of St. Jolinsbury Academy, Vt. i2mo, half

leather, 567 pages. Price, $1.40.

THIS school edition of the Aeneid is designed to furnish a

helpful guide to the intelligent reading of the poem. It

aims throughout to render all requisite aid to the pupil of aver-

age ability and preparation.

The Introduction contains a short outline of classical mythol-

ogy, a brief presentation of the principles of prosody, suggestions

as to the translation of Latin poetry, and explanation and illus-

tration of grammatical and rhetorical figures.

The Text contains Books I-VI, VIII, IX, and brief selections

from the other Books, thus enabling the student to secure a

connected idea of the story of the Aeneid as a whole.

The Notes give aid of the right sort, in right measure, and at

the right time. They avoid prolixity, dulness, and obscurity,

and assume neither too much nor too little knowledge on the

part of the student.

F. W. Atkinson, Principal of High School, Springfield, Mass.: I like the

notes particularly well : they show a good deal of common sense, to

say nothing of scholarship.

D. W. Lothinan, Central High School, Cleveland, O. : I have examined

with some care Comstock's Virgil, and I am pleased to say that I regard

it as an excellent edition. The sections which have been added from the

last Books of the Aeneid furnish excellent material for sight reading. . . .

But the real merit of the book lies in the notes, which are compact and

to the point, and ought to do much to get both pupils and teachers away
from the usual stereotyped "school-boy translation" to real English.

W. P. Cope, Principal of High School, Hamilton, O. : I have examined it

carefully, and I like it better than any other edition that I have seen.

It is written to assist the pupil and not to display the learning of the

author. ... In short, I think Comstock's Virgil an ideal text-book.

Journal of Pedagogy, December, i8g6 : Altogether this edition by Mr,

Comstock is one of the most satisfactory that has appeared in this

country.
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First Latin Reader.

Including Principles of Syntax and Exercises for Translation. By
JARED W. SCUDDER, Latin Master in the Albany Academy. i6mo,

cloth, 295 pages. Price, 90 cents.

THE first distinctive feature of this book is that the special

grammatical points to be learned in each lesson are illus-

trated, not in disconnected sentences, but in a continuous Latin

story. This plan has the advantage of acting as a powerful in-

centive to work, and of emphasizing the fact that grammar is

merely the means to the enjoyment of literature.

The second feature is that the exercises for translating English

into Latin are based on the text immediately preceding them.

Other points of special importance are : the passages to be

translated at sight, included in every lesson after the nineteenth

;

the questions for the pupil, which enable him to ascertain whether

he has thoroughly mastered his lesson; the incorporation of all

the necessary principles of English Grammar in the body of the

book ; the questions in Latin referring to the text.

Gradatim.

An Easy Latin Translation Book for Beginners. By H. R. Heatley
and H. N. KiNGDON. Revised by J. W. ScuDDER, Latin Master in

the Albany Academy. i6mo, cloth, 228 pages. Price, 50 cents.

GRADATIM offers an excellent selection of easy reading-

matter which will serve to arouse and stimulate the interest

of the pupil in his early study of Latin. It may be used either

for lessons to be regularly prepared by classes just beginning the

subject, or for sight-reading by more advanced students. The
special excellence of Gradatim lies in the intrinsic interest of the

stories. In this respect it is equalled by no similar book that

has been ever issued.

Twenty-five pages of Latin stories, which illustrate the use of

the Accusative with the Infinitive, the Subjunctive of Indirect

Question, and the Ablative Absolute, have been added to the

original work. This is the only edition of the book in which

these three subjects are especially treated.
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